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PREFACE

WHEN it occurred to me, some eight years ago, towrite an essay on the style of Thucydides, my
object was to examine the literary influences under which
the History was composed, and so to gain what seemed
to me the necessary position for estimating its author's
peculiar genius. In composing the study which I now
venture to publish, I have had the same object always
in view. It is usual to speak of Thucydides as the
inventor of scientific history, and then to wonder at the
ornaments and intricacies of his style: I have tried to
show what is the connection between the uneven surface
of his book and the high intelligence which rules its
content. For this purpose I have drawn what appeared
to be the most useful illustrations both from the History
itself and from other literary performances of the time.
The effect of this comparison is, I think, to reveal with
a certain progressive clearness the artistic invention of
Thucydides, and his whole ambition of producing niot
merely a truthful document but a vigorous and impressive
witness of the truths In the end and altogether, I
found that I was concerned with his aim and method of
setting the Muse of history upon her rightful throne.

The modern world is fairly well provided with in-
formation about the Greeks of the fifth century B.c. It
is possible, indeed, that the character of that ancient
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culture has now been made as familiar to educated
Englishmen as they could reasonably desire. They do
not, and perhaps never will, regard sculpture as a means
of expressing either national or personal feelings. Their
interest in architecture is very fitful: when aroused, it
looks for a practical utility, or else a monumental display,
which are Roman ideals rather than Greek. They
inherit a native poetry of marvellous excellence and
variety; yet they have no time to take any real
possession of its treasures. Trade, finance, sport, and
the sciences which promote or secure these pursuits, take
up the best of their energies; and here the ancient world
has little or nothing to teach them. But the great move-
ments of life and thought are now forcing them to make
experiments in adjusting civic cohesion to the rights and
needs of the individual; democracy is faced with the
problem of empire; and there is a keen appetite for
well-informed theory on the growth of political ideas and
institutions. The records of civilisation are being
searched for examples and contrasts. While modern
history is attaining, under this new stimulus, some of its
proper importance in education, the public curiosity is
evidently willing to travel up above this diverse and
indeterminate stream to its simpler sources in antiquity.

The most notable of such sources is the History of
Thucydides. It shows the Athenian state contending
with her neighbours for the supremacy of Greece, and
asserting the strength that underlay the brilliance of her
culture. It is the scrupulous testimony of a man who,
after holding high military command, became a detached
observer of many phases in the course of the struggle.
It pictures a fierce effervescence of political movements,
and shows such a management of light and shade, of line
and colour, that, while every feature is distinct, the

vi



PREFACE vii

whole is astir with suggestions for our thought and
imagination. It is a book that must ever attract and
inspire the serious student of mankind. Hence an essay
which draws attention to the framework as well as the
complexion of such a work may fairly appropriate some
of the interest attaching to that intrinsic value. Even
without this claim, a fresh discussion of the document
which revives for us in such powerful tones the activities
of a long-vanished age may obtain from it some hints for
the history of language-the instrument and auxiliary of
the highest human faculties.

For, in fact, if we hear much of the imaginative
achievements of the Greeks, their invention of prose-
writing has been--at any rate in England-but scantily
noticed. In Germany, Blass' and Norden 2 have ex-
hibited the main stages in the evolution of Attic prose:
yet their treatises, though very useful and important, are
apt to embarrass an ordinary student with the task of
wading through the numerous and often chilly pools of
ancient, mediaeval and modern opinion. In France,
Alfred Croiset' prefixed to his edition of part of the
History an account of Thucydides' style which has the
French virtues of arrangement and precision: but it
clings too religiously to the lines of the ancient critics,
especially in regarding Thucydides and other writers of
his time as obedient or antagonistic to certain rules and
schemes of writing, which are largely the fond discoveries
of pedants among the boughs that have spread in all
directions from those early shoots. The only regular
treatment of the subject in English is that of the late
Sir Richard Jebb'; which, in the first place, confines its

1 Attische Beredsamkeit, i868. 2 Antike Kunst5rosa, 1898.
3 Thucydide, I-II, I886.
4 Attic Orators, 1876, and more fully, Sfeeches of Thucydides, Hellenica,

1879.
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scope to the rhetorical parts of the History, and secondly,
aims at little more than a lucid statement of the views
of Dionysius and other ancient writers on style. The
method of my study will be to watch the beginnings of
formality in the fragments of the early chroniclers; then
to examine its fuller developements in various writers of
the fifth century, including Thucydides; and finally to
distinguish and discuss the chief effects of literary art in
the History of the Peloponnesian War'.

In England the modern art of prose-writing is
usually regarded either as the humble drudge of truth or
as the seductive minister of error. But the Greek
intelligence, whose freedom and clarity we are so wont
to admire, sought its expression in a language of frankly
formal elevation and grace. In designing a statue or a
poem, the Greek genius was able to select as symbols
from the visible world, and then to combine in the
needful relations, a number of shapes and gestures which
had to be sensuously attractive before they could hope to
be significant. This general motive of all the artistic
achievements of the Greeks is connected with the special
character of their paganism. Aware of vague forces in
nature which refused to be brought under human control,
they did not prostrate their thought in a blind, inert awe,
but tried to delimit and fix their conceptions of those
forces with some outlines of humanity; which then excited
their sense to a deeper enjoyment of life, and urged their
keenest minds to speculate upon the personal and social
interests of man. This ardour of contemplation appears
at its strongest in Thucydides, whose creative impulse,
working to some extent together with the public arts of
his time, moved him to mould and polish such an art of

1 Thus I shall proceed for some distance in the direction indicated by
the late Mr Forbes' illustrations, Thuc. Bk I, I895, pp. xli-lxxx.
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PREFACE

prose-style as should meet the demands of a genuine
historical research. Hence we may expect to find that
the particular embellishments by which he hoped, in
narrative as well as harangue, to impress and stir his
readers are full of meaning for those of them who would
really grasp the intention of his work.

His artistic effort shows him to have reached only
that stage of imperfect skill which invites and permits
analysis. A great writer has remarked of Plato that
'his dramatic art and verbal argumentation appear to be
indissolubly mingled with the grace and perfection of his
Attic style ': his accomplishment, for the most part, is so
easy and unobtrusive, that the literary critic can tell us
of little else than either himself or philosophy. But
Thucydides has a manner of writing that continually
confesses him a self-conscious adventurer. Direct or
involved, restrained or expansive-he is all these by
turns-he seems to launch one expedient after another
with a fresh ingenuous pride; so that he may be said to
stand, as artist, on the way from archaic to classic. This
position is likely to reward the zeal of a modern dissector;
and if, in following out the peculiarities of the style, we
can light upon some rare quality in the man which will
connect his intellectual acumen with his pursuit of ideal
form in art, we may see ourselves on the way to a
better understanding of the whole tradition of eloquent
prose.

I make no attempt, in a survey which already has to
neglect or touch but lightly upon many points more
closely related to its main subject, to apply my method
or results to the styles of Andocides, Lysias, Isocrates,
Iseus, Xenophon, Plato and Demosthenes. More than
one of these could be shown to have been influenced in

1 Gibbon, Decline and Fall, xlii.
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their writing by Thucydides: but a satisfactory explana-
tion would need a disproportionate increase of space. I
only glance at Plato, and one or two of the others, where
they can supply me with a useful illustration. Still less
do I concern myself with tracing the effects of Thucyd-
ides' great example in the aims of later historians'. My
range is bounded by his literary achievement, as the
range of that was by the Peloponnesian War. The
preliminary and outlying ground over which I have to
hasten presents a variety of curious problems: only a
very few of these will be considered; scarcely any,
perhaps, completely solved2. In many cases the nature
of the evidence provides me with the fitting excuse of
Thucydidean caution. As to the rest, I can only urge
the claims of my central and predominant theme
Thucydidean style.

The success of such studies must in great measure
depend on the number of persons who feel a definite
affection for literature as an art; and these, on their side,
should be able to rely on classical scholars as responsible
to the present-day world for the life-breath of departed
cultures. In the course of composing my original essay,
I was met by the appearance of Mr F. M. Cornford's
Thucydides MyMkistoricus3 , and found that I must con-
sider his view of the History before proceeding on my
way. It did not take me long to perceive that, by formul-
ating my grounds for disagreement with that view, I was
making my own investigation more definite and thorough;
so that, if this controversy seems to make, as I fear it
does, a rather tiresome noise in some pages of my book,

1 For this subject, especially on its historical side, see the lectures of
J. B. Bury, Ancient Greek Historians, 190 9.

2 Since my remarks on the Hippocratean De Arte (pp. 142-4) were written,
I find that Diels (Hermes, 1913, pp. 378-407) has set forth in detail the kind
of considerations on which I based my judgement. 2 1907.
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my defence must be that I have found Mr Cornford's
assertions not only too dangerous but too useful to
be ignored. An alarm has been raised, and with some
reason, that the enthusiasms of anthropology are likely
or even eager to obscure the front of the classical temple
with the distresses and nostrums of primitive savagery.
Some readers, indeed, will think that I have myself
discounted the merit of combating the theory of a mythic
design in the History by straying too far, in another
chapter, towards the childish origins of personification.
Yet this latter attempt cannot be charged with more
than a few passing conjectures. It would be sad if taboo
and totem, dream-pedlary, and the ubiquitous snake,
were the best harvest that we could reap from the
laborious fields of learning. But wisdom and elegance
are not yet effete, nor even grown up. If Hume is as
dead as Rousseau, it is known who had the better
ending. When Anacharsis' had travelled through Greece,
and had enlarged his mind by conversing with its people,
he turned his steps at length to his home in Scythia.
He crossed the Hellespont: resolving to visit Cyzicus,
he happened there upon the celebrations in honour of
the Mother pf the Gods. At once he was caught by the
contagion of the rites; and vowed that, if he reached his
home in safety, he would worship Cybele with similar
orgies in the Scythian groves. He arrived safe in his
native land. Instead of hastening to give his countrymen
the benefit of the lore that he had gathered fromthe
Greeks, he proceeded to enact those frenzied rites in
the wild recesses of a wood, with the kettle-drum in his
hand, and the string of holy images round his neck.
In this condition he was discovered by a Scythian, who
promptly fetched the king; and he, on observing the

1 Herodotus, Iv, 76.
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indecency for himself, cut short the great scholar's
aberration with an arrow. Perhaps this comment was
too severe. But an admirer of Thucydides may be
forgiven for protesting against all who would set out on
rainbow-bridges for the truth.

I have to thank Mr Ernest Harrison, Fellow and
Lecturer of Trinity College, for many useful remarks on
my proofs. I am also much indebted to the vigilant
care of the University Press.

W. R. M. LAMB.

5, CAMBRIDGE TERRACE,

KEW GREEN,

April, 1914.

ERRATUM, p. 227, n. 3-for ' MacCulley...1896' read ' MacCauley...1897 .
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CHAPTER I

THE GENERAL AIM OF THE HISTORY

§1
IF the views held of Thucydides by the majority of

scholars to-day could be reduced to a summary consensus,
it would be something of this sort :-that he is a great
observer, a great thinker, a great historian, and a great
writer; but that his work is strangely disfigured with
obscurities and ambiguities, and especially with crabbed
or garish freaks of phrase. The long and illustrious
line of his editors, translators and commentators bears
witness both to the importance of what he says and to
his magnificent, yet often perplexing, manner of saying
it. Baptised by Valla and nurtured by Stephanus, he
was handed on by Hudson, Wasse, Duker, Gail and
Haacke to Bekker, and by him to the encyclopedic
Poppo. Thus plentifully equipped, he had further
attentions from Goeller, Bloomfield, Arnold, Kruger,
Boehme, Donaldson, Classen, Shilleto, Stahl, Herwerden,
Croiset and Hude. These are the chief of his editors:
while numerous advances in his study were made,
among others, by Reiske, Herbst, Badham, Meineke,
Dobree, Cobet, Miiller-Striibing, Steup and Wilamowitz-
Moellendorff. In England his fame has steadily in-
creased, ever since Thomas Nicolls, 'Citezeine and
Goldesmyth of London,' put forth his translation in
I550 under privilege from Edward the Sixth. The

L. I



CLIO ENTHRONED

account 'of the Life and History of Thucydides' prefixed
by Thomas Hobbes to his version in 1628 is full of
admiration directed by fine and solid sense: some of the
short-sighted criticisms of Dionysius are there disposed
of as fitly and firmly as could be wished. It is remark-
able that Alfred Croiset, who has no reason to be partial
to England, picks out Macaulay as the best panegyrist
of Thucydides in recent times. A few sentences of
the English historian and critic may be repeated here'.
In a letter of August 25, 1835, he says:

'I do assure you that there is no prose composition
in the world, not even the De Corona, which I place so
high as the seventh book of Thucydides. It is the
neflus ultra of human art. I was delighted to find in
Gray's letters the other day this query to Wharton:
"The retreat from Syracuse-Is it or is it not the finest
thing you ever read in your life ? "'

On February 27 of the same year he had scribbled at
the end of a volume :-' This day I finished Thucydides,
after reading him with inexpressible interest and admira-
tion. He is the greatest historian that ever lived.'

Another of these notes, on May 30 of the next year,
declares him to be 'still of the same mind.' At the age
of twenty-seven (1827) he had set forth, in an essay on
History, his connected views on the Greek historians;
and, though he has some strictures on his favourite's
method, it is Thucydides who comes nearest to his
ideal. This opinion, like the others quoted, can remain
important, whatever be our estimate of his own practice
later on; though indeed there can be little doubt that
the obvious effects of his keen partisan spirit would
provide a further compliment to Thucydides' greatness
as distinguished as it was unintentional.

SMacaulay's several references to Thucydides are collected at the
beginning of Jowett's Translation, i88I and i9oo.



GENERAL AIM OF THE HISTORY 3

As soon, however, as we meet with more thoroughly
critical views, the discrepancy between the man and his
language, and, of the latter, between the plain sort
and the twisted, has to be faced. Perhaps the reputed
faults of Thucydides have been most usefully stated by
Colonel Mure in his judicious and lively survey of Greek
literaturel. Of the narrative style he speaks in terms
of the highest praise: 'in no other author do we find
the same combination of fluency and compression, of
copiousness and clearness of matter with rapidity of
manner'; and he cites 'as a fair general specimen' the
account of the last days and death of Themistocles2 .
But he enters forthwith upon a lengthy indictment of
the rhetorical parts of the History: his main accusations
are the following :-' The principal defects in the genius
of Thucydides are an over-subtlety of the Intellectual
faculty, and a deficiency in the faculty of Taste; or at
least in that more delicate ingredient of the latter,
which acts as a safeguard against popular mannerism
and affectation in literature or art.' Many of the
rhetorical passages 'are so laboured, sophistical and
obscure, that it may be doubted whether any reader can
honestly say, that he has read them with feelings of satis-
faction'; and he shows how his opinion agrees on the
whole with those of Cicero, Dionysius, Hermogenes and
Tzetzes. The particular faults are stated as 'a studied
antithetical arrangement of opinions and arguments;
the unseasonable interspersion, or undue accumulation,
of abstract and far-fetched maxims; subtle definitions
of obvious things; wire-drawn distinctions between pal-
pably different things; and elaborate demonstrations of
propositions which no reasonable man would ever think

1 Critical History of the Language and Literature of Antient Greece,

I857, vol. v.
2 Thuc. I, 135-139.

I-2
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of disputing.' He adds an enumeration of grammatical
peculiarities, and mentions some curious tricks of sound
whose effect is 'to secure a certain uniformity of compass
or cadence, similar to metre in blank verse, to the
sentences composing each pair of antithetical categories,'
or else to produce alliteration or rhyme. These latter
points are illustrated with an English version of
Alcibiades' speech to the Lacedemonian Council', a
list, in Greek, of assonant antitheses, and a few cases
of play upon words. He sums up as follows :-' The
excellence of his composition, the graphic precision of
his narrative, his spirited descriptions and penetrating
judgements on men and things, are the fruit of his own
better genius. His rhetorical mannerism reflects the
vicious taste of his age, working on his own natural
turn for nice distinctions and logical refinements....
His appeals are to the head rather than the heart;
to the judgement rather than the sympathies; scarcely
ever to the fancy or imagination.' In conclusion, we
are asked to be patient with Thucydides, for he
'improves on better acquaintance ; we must try and
get over the harshness of 'the contrast between the
enigmatical subtlety of thought and expression that
pervades one large portion of his text, and the clear
common sense and sound judgement which animates the
remainder.'

From this precise and weighty expression of what
the best critics have felt, we may pass on to where
the problem contracts into a pitched battle, and at
times a hand-to-hand fight. Professor Gilbert Murray'
gives a striking sketch of the fray :-' Thucydides' style
as it stands in our texts is an extraordinary pheno-
menon. Undeniably a great style, terse, restrained,

1Thuc. vi, 92; Mure, vol. v, App. G, Ix.
2 Ancient Greek Literature, I898, pp. 190 foll.
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vivid, and leaving the impression of a powerful intellect.
Undeniably also an artificial style, obscure amid its
vividness, archaistic and poetic in vocabulary, and apt
to run into verbal flourishes which seem to have little
thought behind them.' There is mention of Gorgias,
Antiphon and Prodicus in connection with the structure
of the style; two features of which, however,-the
inverted order of words, and the violent relief thus
given to separate details,-are singled out as 'evidently
part of the man's peculiar nature.' On the narrower
question of the text we read :-' but what is not ex-
plicable is that he should have fallen into the intermittent
orgies of ungrammatical and unnatural language, the
disconcerting trails of comment and explanation, which
occur on every third page.' We review the various
answers that have been made to this riddle. Cobet and
Rutherford preached the doctrine of foreign cross-
references, explanatory interpolations and deliberate
forgeries. To the last item Miiller-Stribing gave the
support of violent abuse. Wilamowitz holds that the
book was edited after the author's death by another.
Schwartz gloomily declares that 'the unity of author-
ship is as hopelessly lost in the Thucydidean question
as in the Homeric.' After glancing at the conservative
attitude of Herbst, Mr Murray confesses his sympathy
with the general line of Cobet followed by Rutherford-
'that the text is largely defaced by adscripts and glosses,
and that Thucydides, a trained stylist at a time when
style was much studied, did not, in a work which took
twenty-nine years' writing, mix long passages of masterly
expression with short ones of what looks like gibberish.'
Unfortunately,' Dr Rutherford's valuable edition of
Book IV', attempting to carry these results to a logical

1 1889.
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conclusion, has produced a text which hardly a dozen
scholars in Europe would accept.'

Mr Marchant, after subjecting Book I to an
elaborate treatment after the methods of Rutherford, in
a more recent edition of Book I 2retreated altogether
from the position he had so forcibly maintained. In
the meantime, Professors Tucker3 and Goodhart4, in
their editions of Book VIII, had shown good reasons
for caution. Mr Stuart Jones', the last English editor
of the whole text, announced, and in general pursued,
a conservative policy. The latest and best equipped
text is that of Dr Hude who', recognising that the style
varies in character, professes to have taken the middle
course of leaving unchanged any oddities of expression
which seem to arise from the prevailing tone of the
context, while smoothing away such harshnesses as may
be cured by a ready emendation. He follows, therefore,
what can be called a 'rule of exception,' under guidance
from the author's shifting moods; and thus, after
taking full account of the remedies offered by the whole
succession of Thucydidean scholarship, leaves the field
open for arguments based on literary habit. The need
of obtaining some definite views in this direction
becomes all the more obvious and urgent when we come
to observe the particular corrections which this editor
has made in his text. For the old question only grows
more acute,-Is your historian so great in intellect and
art, and yet tells his story thus and thus ?-and definite
reasons for rejecting or accepting, not merely a remedial
policy, but each several suggestion, are required. Merely
for this practical business, a clear sense of Thucydides'
habits and moods must be helpful; and if, instead
of vague disapproval, we can offer something like a

' 1891. 2 1905. 3 1892. 1893.
b Oxford Class. Ser. 1898. 6 Leipsig, 1898-1901.

6



GENERAL AIM OF THE HISTORY 7

demonstration that Cobet and other fine masters of
idiom were short-sighted in their own province, some
tangible gain may be within our reach. But in the
larger aspect of the matter, an examination of the
literary movements of the fifth century should throw
some fresh light, not only on the works of Thucydides
and his contemporaries, but also, perhaps, on some of
those discussions in which the eloquence of Plato appears
as the genuine, if rather ungrateful, heir of the sophistic
inventions.

'A trained stylist at a time when style was much
studied '-is a phrase that alone should prompt some
search among the fragmentary relics of the early prose-
writers for the steps by which the style of Thucydides
was formed. This, in brief, is what we shall attempt.
The best method will be to set up a rough sketch of
Thucydides' mind for the needs of immediate reference;
and then, by filling it in, as we proceed, with such
features as may be gathered from a more particular
inspection of his work, to apply this surer criterion of
his literary character to the more doubtful parts of the
problem. Even in the minutest search for artistic
influences in the various fabric of his book, it would
be utter folly-too plain already in the fate of some
censures-to lose sight of the man, and the ideas that
he shared or did not share with the world around him.

The words in which Thucydides introduces his
account of the great plague-a~vros re voo-o-Rs KaiL aTS
&~&v kovs ro-xovr-as'-might well be taken as the

1 Thuc. II, 48 fin.-' Having had the disease myself, and myself seen the
suffering of others.'
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motto of his whole life and work. He had bitter
personal experience of the war, and a strong personal
sense of its effect on the Greek world. The usual
modern astonishment at his impartial, impersonal tone
is too apt to overlook this rare merit of the History,
that it was intended to be, and very largely is, a record
of such matters as he knew by personal contact. He says
he began to write it at the first approach of hostilities.
His words-' composed it...beginning as soon as hostilities
were coming on"'--may not imply more than the collection
of notes: but it is safe to assume that he formed the
plan of a record at the time when the Corcyraean and
Corinthian envoys came to Athens2. His design was
to relate the story of the war between the Peloponnesians
and the Athenians, detailing the operations on both
sides3 in chronological order; and this not only year
by year, but 'by summers and winters.' Mr Grundy's
elaborate scrutiny of the best modern discussion ' leaves
little doubt that Thucydides' view of his subject, and
his ambition as a writer, underwent considerable change
as he pursued his task. But we must remember that,
as is not uncommon in the survivals of old-fashioned
things, the interest we attach to some parts of the
book which finally appeared under his name has grown
out of all proportion to the author's discernible scheme.
It is likely, of course, that strategy, and violent en-
counters of rival states, will continue for some time
yet to be eagerly studied: but the progress of ages
has fixed our attention on political, anthropological and
other more humane and private questions which, though
they entered increasingly, as he advanced, into the scope
of his design, cannot be said to have originally prompted

1 I, . I-vvEypa . .. aped Evos EOs KicaoTa/ra evov.

2 433 B.C. 3 I, I. I-s droXkE/rLoav 3pb dAX Xovs.
4 Thucydides and the History of his Age, 1911i I.
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the historian to his undertaking, or to have been at any
time the main object of his research.

His choice of an annalistic method should of itself
assert the military character of his book. That the
history of a great war should be written by an experi-
enced general is very desirable: yet, is it possible for
him to make a satisfactory survey of events which
extend through his own life, and in some of which he
has played an active part himself? Sir Walter Raleigh
excused his concernment with remote antiquity in words
that are now famous :-' Whosoever in writing a moderne
History shall follow truth too neare the heeles, it may
happily strike out his teeth'.' A clear view of a great
multitude of events, a sure grasp of their connection and
meaning, is impossible to him who watches them passing
close to his eyes; and a journal, or register of each
incident as it comes into sight, is the most he can usually
hope to achieve. But a regular warfare, which is
accepted and conducted as part of the common business
of life, must be allowed an obvious exception. Not
only is a close spectator able, in this case, to give a
satisfactory account of a series of military operations,
but he is the person best qualified for the work. A
single campaign, or group of campaigns, unless the war
proceeds in some very extraordinary fashion, can only
be described in its actual stages of time; and in
cases where weather and temperature are decisive for
the movements of troops-and particularly in naval
affairs-it is important to keep continual note of the
season of the year. It was natural, therefore, that
Thucydides, as an active general, should compile his
memoirs in the form of annals. For large portions of
the narrative, as we possess it, this form was clearly
the most expedient. But when his exile brought him

1 History of the World, Pref.
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larger opportunities of information, and at the same
time a far more detached and critical standpoint, he
widened his scope to an extent which he had not at
first intended. Furnished with the time and means for
observing the campaigns from more sides than one, he
began, without as yet passing the bounds of military
history, to incorporate in his work some account of
plans and movements which the narrower scheme of a
combatant on the Athenian side could not have included.

It will be worth while here to glance at the attack
made by Dionysius-with more warmth than befits his
own ideal and performance in history on Thucydides'
'economy' (oiKooptKOv) and, more especially, on his
'division' (&ca'lpo-es). He pitches on the narrative of
Book III, cc. 2-114, and complains that it is 'broken
up into mere small change" by the conventional
divisions of time. First we have the Mytilenmans, then
the Lacedaemonians; their doings are only partly treated,
and we pass on to the siege of Potidea : in the middle of
this we return to Mitylene; thence to Corcyra, and so on.
The accusation, so far, is just: the comprehensive story
is beginning to include motives and negotiations which
will not fit comfortably on to the military framework.
The author is finding some difficulty in bringing his
settled method of accuracy to terms with his larger
vision of events. In some' instances, however, where
the affairs are more purely military, such complaint is
misplaced. The narrative of the Sicilian Expedition
proceeds, quite properly, in chronological order; and
if it is interrupted, for example, by a note on Agis'
invasion of Attica 2 and the momentous fortification of
Decelea, the reader's thoughts are held safely on the
track by a strong guiding-line,-the letter which brings

1 De Thuc. 826 foll.-ed iLKp s KaraKEptLarto/lvr) Tojts.

2 Thuc. VII, 19.

IO
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out, with such impressive simplicity, the embarrassments
of Nicias'. A little further on in the same Book there
is another break in the story; the Decelean Ware comes
in again. This, so far from making a flaw in historical
continuity, is an intensifying touch added to the picture.
It may be called a digression; but it more than justifies
itself by the sudden revelation which heightens our sense
of the difficulties and dangers besetting the Athenians
at this particular moment. However, there is enough
reason in part of Dionysius' accusation to put us on
the alert for the beginning of a struggle between two
separate designs, one narrow and one wide, for which
no compromise has been discovered, or at any rate
perfected. We need not consider at this stage how
far Thucydides was ever conscious of the problem.
For the present it is enough to state, what must have
been his feeling for many years after he left the service
of Athens, that he was writing a military history, and
that his exile enabled him to make it more ample and
interesting than he had at first expected3.

Still, in guessing at his personal inclinations, we
should not forget to add the circumstances of his child-
hood and upbringing to the leisure of his riper years.
Beyond the facts of his strategic failure to relieve
Amphipolis in 424, and his banishment from Athens
thereafter for twenty years, we know nothing important
about his life. Mr Forbes4, whose cautious estimate of
the evidence lifts his biographical sketch above the
ordinary level, reduces the various theories about the
date of Thucydides' birth to this :-' In any case his

1 VII, II-15. 2 VII, 27-28.

3 V, 26-Kai yevo vcp Trap' d 4orEpocs ror -Trpdypaoc Kat o/ x )o'oov Toff
IIEXOlrovv/)orov a T)V cvy?, KGaO' a -xiav TL a7r& v iXXov alrS6Oa-as though
hinting, what Plutarch (De Exil. 14) has remarked, that his banishment has
not been without advantage to the world.

4 Introduction to Book I (1895), p. xiii.
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youth and early manhood were spent during the time
when Athens, under the undisputed leadership of Pericles,
was at the height of her political, intellectual, and artistic
greatness.' The probabilities as to the stages by which
the History was composed have been minutely discussed
by Mr Grundy'. In the result, he inclines to the view
that in the years between the Peace of N icias (42 ) and
the beginning of the Sicilian Expedition (415) Thucydides
completed a history of the Ten Years' War (431-421);
and thus, having written Books I-V, c. 20, without
certain passages referring to later events, he may have
regarded his book as a finished whole. Then, as the
Sicilian Expedition proceeded (415-413), he undertook
the history of this affair as a separate work: but while
he was engaged on this, the Decelean War (413-404)
appeared to him a real continuation of the Ten Years'
War, and he resolved to make one history of the two;
and, besides narrating the new section, began collecting
materials for the intervening' Years of Peace.' This
part he composed shortly before his return to Athens
(404); after which he formed a third conception of his
work, and intended, by incorporating the Sicilian Ex-
pedition and completing the Decelean War, to produce
a history of the whole twenty-seven years' war (43!-
404). The book, as we have it, only brings the tale
down to 411.

Mr Grundy's arguments for this view 2 have to start
from evidence which is scanty and not very solid: but
it is obtained, as is necessary and proper, from the
historian's intellectual grasp, at different times, of certain
matters of fact. There is no obvious sign which will
help us to the date of the more ornamental parts of the

1 Thuc. and the History of his Age, pp. 387-534.
2 The main points coincide with those suggested by Mr Murray, Lit.

Anc. Gr. p. I84.
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book: besides the general likelihood that the rhetorical
embellishment of speeches and descriptions would belong
to a late stage of composition, there is merely some
reason for regarding occasional patches-for instance,
the Corinthian speech which expounds the designs of
the Peloponnesians' (Book I, cc. i20-124), or the
digression on Hippias and Hipparchus2 (Book VI, cc.
54-59)-as fairly late insertions. The author's situation
is roughly summed up by Mr Murray :-' it is character-
istic both of the man and of a certain side of Athenian
culture, that he turned away from his main task of
narrative to develop the style of his work as pure
literature 3.' Still, it is almost as easy to believe that
he composed many or even most of the speeches along
with their context, in the long leisure of his exile; and
that the few cases where we find a speaker anticipating
after-events are due to a few late touches, added when
these rhetorical pieces had received their final form.
Moreover, it has hardly ever occurred to those who have
collected and discussed these prophecies, that some of
them might be reasonably ascrlibed to the foresight of
the speakers, if not to that of the author.

§ 3

It will be useful at this point, if we are to attain some
notion of what was 'characteristic of the man,' to see his
own account of the method he adopted. After illustrating
the indolence of ordinary report with the tradition about
Hippias and Hipparchus, he proceeds thus 4:-

'But error will be avoided by holding, on the evidence
here adduced, an opinion such as that which I have set
forth, and by withdrawing confidence from what poets

' Grundy, l.c. p. 449. 2 lb. p. 425.
s Lit. Anc. Gr. p. 185. 4 Thuc. I. 21-22.
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have sung with their enhancing art, or what prose-writers
have composed more attractively to our hearing than
suitably to truth,-things not tried and tested, that for
the most part have by lapse of time won over untrust-
worthily into the fabulous; whereas here matters may
be accepted as made out from the most indubitable
signs, with such sufficiency as their ancient date allows.
And this war, if men will consider it directly in its events
-though they always judge a present one, so long as
they are fighting, to be the greatest, and then, when they
have done with it, marvel more at those of earlier times
-will nevertheless prove itself to have been greater than
any before. As for the speeches uttered by the several
parties, either when about to make war, or when already
in it, I was at a hard pass for the proper recollection of
their words in simple exactness, whether heard by myself
or by sundry others who recounted them to me: they are
here expressed according as I supposed each person
would have spoken what was most requisite for treating
the actual matters before him; and I have adhered as
closely as I could to the general purport of what was really
said. For the facts of what was done in the war,
I thought fit not to write down anything I might obtain
from casual informants, nor to give my view of the
matter, but only those things at which I myself was
present, or which, if learnt from others, I could investigate
in all possible accuracy of detail. It was a heavy labour
to search them out, since the persons who were present
at each event did not tell the same tale about the same
things, but according as they were swayed towards either
side1 by favour or memory. Perhaps my hearers will
find my avoidance of the fabulous a failure in delight:
yet all who may wish for a clear vision of what came
to pass and, in the order of human affairs, may well

1 Reading Ecarpowv.
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befall again some day in a like or comparable sort,-that
these should deem the work useful will be a satisfaction.
It is compiled more as a possession for ever than as
a prize-performance for the moment's hearing.'

In the original Greek of this passage, the author's
sincerity is as clear as his general meaning: at the same
time, the awkwardness of phrase-hardly to be repre-
sented in tolerable English-seems to betray an anxious
hesitation over his choice of method. He has dismissed
the fabulous as useless; but in working up his version of
the speeches so as to widen and deepen the interest of his
picture, he hopes that he has not made it less trustworthy.
His anxiety will be more vivid to us, if we remember
that the artistic problem did not begin only here. In de-
scribing the bare facts, he had to select and classify them,
as well as test their truth. The question is not so much
-Am I to make my history artistic? as-In this art of
writing history, how artistic am I going to be? If this
point is not obvious enough already, the early stages of
the problem are well illustrated by what the Duc de Sully
says about the composition of his Memoirs':

'The public is to expect in these Memoirs only
descriptions of such events as are of some consideration,
and which I witnessed, or which befell the king himself....
With a view to refreshing my memory, I jotted down at
the beginning some features which had struck me, and,
in particular, those utterances which the king made to
me, or which I had heard him make, upon the war or
political matters.... His Majesty observed what I was at,
since I sometimes recalled to him, word for word, what
had fallen from his lips; and he commanded me to set
my work in some order, and extend it. Here I found
great difficulties; not the least of them was that which
arose from my style.'

1 Init. ann. 1590 (Mdmoires de Sully, 1778, vol. I, p. 333).
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The simplest historian may be none the less an artist
for holding fast to a purpose of usefulness. But this
art is not learnt in a day; and in the mere outlines
of Thucydides' narrative it is curious to see his pride
of knowledge at odds with formal unity. He has some
special episodes or digressions, of which the first
three-recounting the conspiracy of Cylon, the end
of Pausanias, and the end of Themistocles-almost
give the impression that he is trying his hand at the
inconsequent ease of Herodotus. In describing how the
Lacedaemonians sought to get as much pretext for war
as they could on their side, he has to mention 'the curse
of the goddess"' which they bade the Athenians expel
from their midst. To explain this dark allusion, he
briefly recalls the affair of Cylon, which occurred about
two centuries before. He secures its connection with
the present by showing how the phrase was aimed at
Pericles; and then, to explain the counter-demand of the
Athenians 2, he enters upon the story of Pausanias' dis-
honour and death. Now Thucydides has already stepped
a little out of his way, in a previous sketch of the rise of
the Athenian empire, to connect the wane of Spartan
influence with the ingenuity of Themistocles and the
despotic behaviour of Pausanias'. That brief yet most
illuminating sketch concludes with some words of personal
justification':-' My reason for describing these matters
and thus digressing from my story is that this passage
was to seek in all who have been before me; what they
composed was either Greek history before the Median
Wars, or those Wars themselves. Hellanicus did touch
on these matters in his Attic Records: but his mention
of them was brief, and inaccurate in their timing. And

1 Thuc. I, I26. 2.

2 Alluding in turn to 'the curse of the goddess of the Brazen House,'
I, I28. sI, 89-96. 4 I, 97- 2.
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besides, my account exhibits the manner in which the
Athenian empire was founded.' The gist and tone of this
excuse are neatly phrased by Cicero,-' ut ait Thucydides,
EdK/OX1 Xoyov non inutilis.' But in treating this matter
of the curse, it seems as though he were growing bolder
with each step out of his measured path. He does not
take so much pains to keep the whole story2 pertinent to
his main business: on the contrary, he indulges in a
striking elaboration of detail; and the same minuteness
appears in the ensuing story of Themistocles3, who is
immediately linked to Pausanias by his implication in the
intrigue with Persia.

The setting and character of these episodes declare,
not only that the author is conscious of the difference
between the strict method which he had originally chosen
for himself and the looser schemes of Herodotus4 and
other entertaining writers, but that he will now and then
apply some special information, so as to relieve and
brighten the orderly progress of his summers and winters
with some glimpses of biography. Their true significance
is overlooked if we merely note that one of them deals
with matter 'which is quite irrelevant to the main purpose
of the history,' and that the presence of the other (about
Themistocles) 'can only be attributed to some special
interest which the historian took in that great personality5,'
or perhaps to the design of correcting a false impression
created by Herodotus6. ' Pausanias the Lacedaemonian
and Themistocles the Athenian, the most distinguished
Hellenes of their day'-there is an obvious appeal to the
imagination, for the larger understanding of the History,
in this concluding sentence, which leaves the two leading

1 Ef. ad All. vii, i, 6. 2 Thuc. I, 128-134. 3 I, 135-138.
4 'Additions (irpocrOiiac) are what;my story from the first affected'-is

the genial confession of Herodotus, iv, 3o.
5 Grundy, p. 407. 6 Grundy, p. 451. 7 Thuc. 1, I38 fin.
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figures of that former generation face to face, as it were,
in the misty beginnings of the quarrel. The careful
completeness with which the fate of the one and the
character of the other are presented amounts almost to a
confession of faith in the uses of literary art, beyond the
work-a-day plodding of a log-book; a confession which
meets us again in the more familiar, though very variously
and falsely estimated, association of imaginative rhetoric
with his pursuit of realistic fidelity.

At any rate, these hints are clear enough to prepare
us for the account of Theseus' formation of the capital of
Attica', and the archaeological note on the ancient city
and its inhabitants2 ; the pleasant piece of myth about
Alcmaeon's settlement in Acarnania'; the remarks on the
Delian festival and its literary associations'; and the dis-
cussion of Hippias and Hipparchus'. This last digression
stands out in more striking colours, not only because of
its length and its rather forced connection with the
mutilation of the H ermae, but also because it looks like a
restatement, on a larger scale, of a passage on the same
subject in the first Books. As it will be more convenient
to examine the intention of this emphasis elsewhere, in a
closer approach to Thucydides' mind, we may pass on to
a further point in his main design which modern critics
are apt to ignore.

§4

The History is commonly treated in terms which
seem to assume that Thucydides did not conceive of his
book being read by other than Hellenic students near to
his own time. This belief led Rutherford to condemn a
number of explanations which we find appended to what
must have been well-known places, customs and things;

1 Thuc. II, I5-16. 2 9 I7. 3 , IO02.

SIII, 104. 6 vI, 53-59. 6 I, 20.
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and, though few critics have expressly agreed with him, a
definite answer is desirable. To suppose that the author
did not contemplate being read by persons who might be
ignorant of the sites not merely of Rhegium and Messene',
but of the Piraeus' and Acharnae3, is to overlook one of the
most remarkable features in the purpose of the History.
Thucydides is unique among the observers and thinkers
of ancient Greece in his vivid sense of the instability of
human institutions. One of the sayings that make his
Introduction the first gateway of archaeology is that
which notes the discrepancy between the traditional fame
of a city and the evidence appearing, to the eyes of a
later age, in its desolate ruins': he foresees far-distant
speculations upon the ruins of Athens as well as of Sparta.
Merely from the hint of this one passage, we might
expect him to mark geographical positions which were
familiar to Athenians of his own day. But there are
signs that he even looked forward to a foreign domination
of Greece. Describing the part played by Tissaphernes
in the events of 411, he says":-' To my mind, however,
it is perfectly clear that his motive for not bringing the
ships was that of wasting time and keeping the affairs of
Hellas in suspense,-to damage them by loitering in his
advance thither6 , and to hold them at balance by refusing
to give superior strength to either side in the addition of
his own: for I take it that, if he had so wished, he could
have brought the war, by appearing on the scene, to a
decisive end.' This opinion is expressed in a deliberate,
controversial manner: other explanations have been
offered; but Thucydides perceives that the King holds
the Greek combatants in the hollow of his hand. Surely,
then, it is rash to assume that the historian had no view
of a possible inundation of Greece by foreign populations.

1 IV, 24. 4-5- 2 II, 93. I. s II, 19. 2.

4 I, Io. 2. 5 VIII, 87. 4. 6 To Aspendus.
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Mr Forbes' just touches on 'the elaborate and almost
humorous study of the character of the Persian "pacha,"
Tissaphernes.' Thucydides may intend us to be amused
at the vacillations of the 'pacha'; but the account of the
conferences between him and Alcibiades 2 is based on
more than a tacit recognition of the power he represents.
Alcibiades, anxious that the heavy foot of Persia shall
not trample either side, works upon Tissaphernes' personal
indecision, and gives him the cue of 'not being in too
great a hurry to abolish the war".'

It may, of course, be urged that Thucydides only
came to perceive the insecurity of Greek civilisation
when he had reached the last stages of his work, and
that this would account for his remark on the ruins of
Athens in his Introduction. Yet it may be argued from
other evidence that the possibility of an overwhelming
invasion was present to his mind at an early period of
the war, or at least, of his exile. Towards the end of
the second Book4 he takes some special pains to describe
the size and resources of Macedonia; as though, possess-
ing some unusual knowledge of the conquests of the
Temenidae, he was impressed with the steady consolida-
tion of this great neighbouring power. One particular
point he seems anxious to enforce. Although hopelessly
outnumbered, the Macedonians were able to pierce the
vast array of the Thracians with a small body of first-rate
cavalry. The incident is thrown into sharper relief by
what he has previously observed of the strength of the
Odrysian empire":-'So the kingdom attained great power;
for of all those in Europe, between the Ionian Gulf6 and
the Euxine, it became the greatest in respect of revenue
and general prosperity, though in valour and number of

1 Bk. I, Intr. p. xxv. 2 Thuc. viii, 45 if.
S VIII, 46. I-- I) yav ETEfyETOa tTV TO /EOV &LaXvcra.

4 II, 99-10oo. 6 II, 97. 5-6. 6 I.e. the Adriatic.
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soldiers a good way behind that of the Scythians. This
latter is a nation that cannot possibly be matched by
any in Europe: not even in Asia is there one which could
stand against them, nation to nation, if only they held
together unanimously. Not that they can be compared
with other nations for general wisdom of policy, or for
intelligence in dealing with the common requirements of
life.' The implication is plain enough, though a modern
historian would have set it forth in full. The intellectual
civilisation of Greece will probably have to reckon with
these three solid masses of barbarians. The expedition
of Sitalces has furnished an opportunity of judging their
strength, and they may easily grow stronger. At present
they are ill-organised, and Brasidas' can speak sghtingly
of these foreign hordes-according to tradition since the
Persian Wars-in order to encourage his men. But a
sense of their possible predominance in Greece seems
to stir beneath the thoughts of Thucydides.

And indeed, is it not strange that, if he is addressing
himself to Greeks whose sum of knowledge was that of
the average Athenian of his day, he should describe in
such detail the ceremony with which the Athenians
perform the funeral of their dead warriors ' , or the method
of distributing the commands of the Spartan kings in the
field 3 ? Surely his tone here, as in what he says about
the visitation of plagues4 and the recrudescence of re-
volutionary faction-strife ('as long as human nature
remains the same '), is that of a man who expects either
a very different organisation of Greece in another age,
or else a foreign audience for his words. Nor should we
forget that the opening sentences of his book, which give
reasons for considering the Peloponnesian War more im-
portant than the Persian, are clearly intended for persons

1 IV, I26. 3. 2 II, 34. 3 v, 66. 3-
S4 II, 48. 3. III, 82. 2.
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who shall be remote in time from both conflicts, and
whose interest shall extend to all the surrounding nations.

§5
But the most important excrescence upon the scheme

of bare military annals appears in the speeches. What
are we to think of these deliberate portraitures, of whose
artificial complexion their author has not failed to inform
us, and which, though he, and some of his critics, may
justify their inner pertinence to a true and useful history,
are bound to be suspect in the eye of modern disillusion?
Why does he colour or engrave the glass through which
we are to behold the mental, the moral, and, above all,
the political workings of the war, while its material
activities are to be viewed through more ordinarywindows ?
The answer, if it were to be complete, would have to
consider all the outstanding features of the Hellenic
mind, and of its various expression in all the Hellenic
arts; this done, it would have to place the mind of
Thucydides in the proper relation to these tendencies or
influences. As we shall presently have to estimate in
some detail how far this mind is reflected in the speeches
themselves, we need only fix here a few more of its
outlines with some obvious hints appearing in the main
body of the book.

It is plain that his hopes of making history useful are
based on a calm confidence in the human intellect. Men
have been too long contented, in his view, to take a
childish delight in the past, regarding it merely as a
storehouse of the marvellous: 'they accept from one
another the rumours of former times, even those that
concern their own country, with no discriminating test'.'
Let them grow up, and try what a trained intelligence

1 Thuc. I, 20. I.
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can do, first in marking off the known from the unknown,
and then in perceiving some order and connection within
the borders of its conquest. Tales of miracles old or
new, popular superstitions, and the time-honoured pre-
tensions of oracles, are vagaries of feeling or imagination
which history must record, if they throw any light on the
thought that moved behind this or that series of events:
but nature is governed by inviolable laws, some of which
have been or may be discovered, while many more
remai4 hidden, and may be conveniently called by the
comn n names of Fortune, Chance, Necessity or Divinity.
Thuc dides has been well likened to Socrates' for this
insistence on the duty of intelligence,-an insistence
whose moral fervour is more devoted to clear thought
and, experienced insight than to a revision of the usual
sentnents of morality. On the appeal of these last he
occasonally relies, as in his special study of the evils of
factioi-strife2 : but even so, their office is simply
to enphasise the troubles of ill-ordered reason. To
see nen at the mercy of old prejudice or of sudden
impul e arouses in him something like a reprobation of
sin, though it is principally a prevision of disaster.
And, 4nding so often that wrong or confused thought is
at the sources of political movements, he trusts that a
convi ing exposure will help to provide a remedy.

Pe haps he despaired of any direct instruction of the
unthi ing, passionate mass of men: but it would need
only few meetings of the Assembly to impress his keen
obser tion with the decisive weight of one or two
superi r minds. So long as these could see straight and
far, a must be well. But after the death of Pericles3,
who s ems to have come very near to his ideal statesman,
the le ding spirits of Athens, while wielding great power

i A. Croiset, Notice sur Thucydide, p. 48.
2 Thuc. III, 83. 3 429 B.C.
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over the people, were short-sighted, and soon got en-
tangled in petty quarrels. 'More on a level with each
other, and, grasping at their personal ascendancy, they
went so far in gratifying the people as to surrender the
public interests to them; and this, as might be expected in
a great imperial state, produced a host of blunders1. ' The
instance he gives is the Sicilian Expedition; which, how-
ever, might have succeeded, he says, if only the politicians
at home had laid aside their little rivalries, and ensured
a proper support to the armament that had been so gaily
equipped and despatched. Accordingly, the virtues and
vices of the statesman's mind have a high importance for
the study of national conflicts; and Thucydides, in tracing
the origins and sequences of the Peloponnesian War, has
resolved to include the psychology of prominent persons
as well as the more material causes. Further, he realises
that such persons often owe their prominence to the
fact that they express rather than control the prevailing
spirit of the multitude, and that to present them clearly
will often serve to reveal the ambitions or fears of the
great majority of a whole people. But how las he
chosen to present them? By making them speak, and
often in the form of elaborate rhetoric. That we should
hear their voices raised above the preparatiors and
struggles of the war is, in a general view of the c3.se, an
admirable economy: for it not only opens to us the inner
policy of each situation, but gives us a glimpse of the
actual process by which that policy was formed and
came to effect. Yet the real speeches, if kept in fit
proportion to the scale of the book, would have to be
reduced to summaries or abstracts that could stir no
sense whatever of the living voice. Here, then, is a
difficult problem for the sincere and zealous artist of
useful history. We have noted his own rather uneasy

1 Thuc. Ii, 65. I I.
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confession'. It will be well, before we inspect his per-
formance, to recall the chief suggestions or temptations
that would meet him in the current literature of his
country.

The popularity of the Homeric poems in the chief
centres of fifth-century Greece is vividly attested by the
Ion of Plato. In this little dialogue the professional
reciter and expositor of Homer is shown to us in all
the glitter of his ingenuous vanity, which, although it is
doubtless exaggerated for the purpose of Socratic attack,
must also, if that purpose is to be convincingly achieved,
be characteristic of the masters of poetical education.
The rhapsode tells of his triumph at Epidaurus, of the
splendid costume he wore, of his golden wreath of victory,
and of his audience amounting to more than twenty
thousand persons 2. His glorious success is due to his
power of stirring a passionate excitement:at the pathetic
passages in the epics his own eyes fill with tears; where
there is terror or awe, his hair stands on end, and his
heart leaps; immediately he sees the audience weeping,
or otherwise responding to his emotions with their own,
and often quite aghast at the tale they hear. So much
for the powers of this enthusiastic recitation. But the
profession had another side. By studying Homer to the
exclusion of all other poets, the rhapsodes were able to
interpret his thought and offer useful reflections upon
it 3. This kind of teaching is what we associate with the
lecture-room: but, however it was given, we hear of one
person who used to listen to rhapsodes 'almost every
day,' and so maintained a fresh memory of both Iliad
and Odyssey entire, which he had learnt by heart as a
boy4. The first ' move' in the Socratic game is to class
the rhapsode Ion with nature's privileged madmen: he is

1 Above, p. 14. 2 Plato, Ion, 535 D.
3 Ion, 536 E. * Xenoph. Symru. In, 6.
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a mouthpiece of Homer, whose enchantment passes
through him to the audience, as a magnet's attraction
is transmitted by the ring that touches it to others more
remote'. Ion does not accept this dubious compliment.
What he claims is ability to give a reasoned exposition
of the poems; and he prefers to be trapped with the
admission that he is as well qualified to speak about
their military problems as to practise their recitation2 .

We need not suppose that Thucydides'ever expected,
after reaching the years of his extraordinary discretion,
that he could acquire any practical knowledge from Homer
or his interpreters. As to the latter, most probably he
would agree with Euthydemus that they were block-
heads'. But it is too readily assumed that he was
insensible to the charm of poetry altogether. Jebb, in
summing up his literary character, remarks on 'a certain
hardness of temperament, such as is indicated by the
tone of his reference to the poets...he cites them simply
as authorities for facts, whose statements often require to
be modified. He makes a sort of apology for quoting so
equivocal an authority as Homer; and his extracts from
the fine passage in the Hymn to the Delian Apollo are
the briefest which could establish his two points,-that
there was an Ionian festival at Delos, and that it included
a musical contest'.' Now if we are to arrive at any clear
notion of the .artistic construction of the History, we
must shun this misconception. It is in the careful search
for truth that Thucydides weighs the evidence of Homer,
and the strict limits of the History have no room for the
expression of his own aesthetic tastes. Nevertheless, it
is possible and fair to detect, in places, a hint of the
personal sympathy which he has compelled to be dumb.
'Our glorious position,' he makes Pericles say, 'is secure;

1 Ion, 533 E. 2 542 A. 3 Xenoph. Mem. IV, 2. io-- Xdtoi.
4 Jebb, Hellenica, 'The Speeches of Thuc.,' fin.
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we need no ornamental addition in the shape of a Homer's
praises, nor of verses which will give pleasure for a time,
yet cannot preserve their picture of the facts against the
truth'.' Of course the latter part of the sentence is
meant to apply to the verses of Homer as well as to
others; but the mention of his name betokens a particular
respect. Even he, the poet on whose eloquence they
have all been nurtured, is for documentary purposes little
better than others who have 'expressed themselves in
song 2.' One of these, indeed, had spoken as severely of
his own craft half a century before':-' Verily marvels are
many, and belike4 the rumours of man exceed the true
account, tales embroidered with ingenious lies, and strong
to mislead.' And the charm of verses, that accomplisheth
all gentle joys for mortals, can so enhance them with
honour, that many a time the incredible is made to have
credit; but the days that await us are the wisest witnesses.'
Yet Pindar is not therefore to be considered any the less
genuinely responsive to his Muse.

A plainer hint may be gathered from the digression
on the Delian festival. Instead of merely referring to
the evidence of the poet in the manner of the first Book,
-' and we have the particular testimony of Homer, '- -
'as Homer has declared, if any deem his evidence suf-
ficient,'-' if here again we are to put any faith in the
poetry of Homer','-Thucydides, after describing the
festival with some of the picturesque detail we have
noticed in the episodes of this Book, proceeds to quote
two passages-one of five, and the other of eight lines 8-
firstly, to support the statements he has just made not
only about the existence of the Ionian festival, but also

1 Thuc. II, 41. 4. 2 I, 21. I- 17ro0LTraL vwpKarc.
3 Pind. Ol. I, 28 ff. (prob. 472 B.C.).
4 Kal ro3 r ali-a phrase of personal guessing, used by Thuc. II, 87.
8 I, 3. 3. 6 I, 9. 3. I, I0. 3. 8 InII, 104.
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about the way in which it drew all the lonians, men,
women and children alike, from all parts of Greece to
attend or engage in the boxing and dancing and singing;
and secondly, besides confirming the fact of a musical
contest, to recall, from a purely literary standpoint, the
curious mention which the poet makes of himself. It
certainly is 'a fine passage'; but the whole tone of the
digression can hardly leave a doubt that this was felt
not least by Thucydides, who chooses to indulge for a
moment his artistic admiration 1. Mr Forbes2 speaks of
his 'somewhat prosy and unappreciative use of the
Homeric and other legends; although, in quoting in full
a passage from the Hymn to Apollo as proof of a small
point about the history of the Ionian festival at Delos,
he seems to be influenced by its poetic beauty.' These
latter words, according as they approach nearer to the
truth, leave the former in an increasingly awkward
position. It would be more accurate and intelligible to
say that in his archaeological introduction he braces
himself for the dispassionate treatment, in the service of
history, of poems which in one place' he almost openly
admires as art. His state of mind may perhaps be
compared to the more familiar case of Plato: the ethical
philosopher banishes the poets from his ideal state,
which he actually cannot describe without betraying how
much he owes to their imaginative strength and stately
diction.

Hence, in accounting for the phenomenon of the
speeches, we are not to exempt or exclude Thucydides

1 It should be mentioned that G. Hermann (Philologus, I846) proposed to
cut out portions of this chapter, on the ground that the description of the
dyav and the lengthy quotations are foreign to the style of Thucydides.
Very few scholars have found any force in his arguments.

2 Bk. I, Intr. p. xxii.
s The nearest thing in his book to the 'pleasant halting-places' of

Livy Ix, xvii I (deuerticula amoena).
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from all feeling for the epics, merely because he is able
to take a critical view of some parts of them which
concern his History; and consequently, we ought to
attach rather more importance to the examples of rhet-
orical debate provided by Homer than critics have
generally allowed. Jebb' has himself given us a con-
venient statement of their .qualities. He mentions the
ambition of the Greek epic 'to represent the energy of
the human spirit as much as possible in the form of
speech....The Iliad and Odyssey accustomed the Greeks
to expect two elements in every vivid presentation of an
action,-first, the proofs of bodily prowess, the account of
what men did; and then, as the image of their minds, a
report of what they said.' He further reminds us of the
large part played in the affairs of states by public speech;
and observes that 'when Thucydides gave in full the
speeches made by Cleon and Diodotus, he was helping
his reader, the average citizen of a Greek republic, to do
on more accurate lines that which the reader would
otherwise have tried to do for himself.' We may be
fairly sure that he did not give those speeches in full,
and that he hoped that the rhetorical no less than the
narrative part of his book would be read by others
besides 'the average citizen of a Greek republic 2'; but
we may agree that, for his immediate audience, eloquent
words ought to have as prominent a place as great actions
in any true memorial of that age.

The particular mode, however, in which he adapted
the Homeric tradition to his aim of presenting the
influence of speech, will become clearer if we look for
a moment at the more light-hearted acceptance of that
tradition in Herodotus. The History of the Persian
Invasions is the work of a strong poetic imagination

1 Hellenica, 'The Speeches of Thuc.,' § 4.
2 See above, § 4.
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playing over a wide variety of characters and scenes.
Built on the epic pattern, it shows a vast number of
episodes and explanations', loosely strung upon the single
central theme: the personality of the author is continually
peeping out; we are not far from the tones and gestures
of the minstrel. But suddenly, with the realistic abandon-
ment of the rhapsode, he can make the figures of his
story move and speak in individual life, and we find
ourselves enthralled by the pathos of single utterances,
or the tragic irony of conversations. The life of Croesus
might have been borrowed from among the lays of an
epic cycle. Yet, as this example and the whole range of
Herodotus' curiosity suggest, he loves to direct the con-
versation of distinguished persons to moral or religious
questions: he is not concerned with the philosophy of
history, but with the philosophy of life. The times and
causes of events are little or nothing to him: what he
loves is to trace and enlarge on the doings of crime,
reverence and doom among the little days of men.

There is, however, one instance of a political debate
in Herodotus, where Otanes, Megabyzus and Darius are
heard discussing the comparative merits of democracy,
oligarchy and monarchy 2. Perhaps Herodotus was here
working on a piece of model speech-writing from the pen of
some ingenious rhetorician: it was not considered authentic
even in his time. 'Many of the Greeks,' he says, 'do
not believe in these speeches, but nevertheless, spoken
they were3'": and nevertheless, critics have long agreed to
condemn them as wholly out of character. For us, the
interesting point about them, and about his protestation,
is that to the ears of many fifth-century Greeks this sort
of talk would be the most natural thing in the world;

1 Amounting almost to one half of the book.

2 Herod. III, 8o-82.
3 nI, 8o: cf. VI, 43.
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and for Thucydides, the vogue of such discussions in
Athenian politics gave a new opportunity to the venerable
form of epic speech. This form is now to be applied to
the peculiar scheme of distinguishing the main threads
of thought in each momentous situation. We shall listen
not merely to heroes devising the course of action, but
to the ambitions of whole peoples made personal and
articulate; and this is the studious task of invention to
which Thucydides has so modestly, and perhaps diffidently,
confessed'. ' We are remarkable not least in this,' says
Pericles2, 'that while we are ready to dare all, we are
equally ready to reason out the designs we are under-
taking'; and it is the praise of both Themistocles and
Antiphon, that they had tongues to recommend what
their brains had contrived. The History attempts to
show some typical examples of these public reasonings.
Herodotus had taken themes for debate from the region
of which /Eschylus made himself the tremendous master:
Thucydides is exploiting the more practical disputations
which Sophocles and Euripides applied to the heroic
legends on the stage. He was not the only writer of
prose who pursued this art of arguing the chief con-
siderations on each side of an actual difference or problem.
We possess, in the' Tetralogies' of his elder contemporary
Antiphon, elaborate exercises for attaining proficiency in
debate, or supplying written speeches for plaintiff and
defendant in the law-courts. This project of drilling
Greek prose, as it were, for the battle of will and thought
seems to have received its first impulse from philosophic
and Sicilian rhetoric; whose obvious traces in the style
of Thucydides and other prose writers of his age we
shall have to inspect and appreciate. Suffice it here to
note that Thucydides is so anxious to set before us his

1 Above, p. 14. 2 Thuc. II, 40. 3.
3 I, I38. 3. 4 viii, 68. I.
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penetrating vision of the principles that ruled each crisis
of the war, and so careful of the proportions of his whole
picture, that he leaves the methodical path of verified
record, and boldly shows, in suggestive abstract, how he
conceives the situation to have 'reasoned out' itself.



CHAPTER II

ALLUREMENTS OF DRAMA

I1

THE almost proverbial trustworthiness of the main
features in the History has met with some vigorous
attacks from the forces of scientific research. Suspicions
of an artistic manipulation of the truth were first raised
by Miiller-Strtibing', who saw, in the Theban surprise
of Plataea 2 and the dating of the Peace of Nicias3, clear
marks of a poetic ambition which overrode the facts. In
the former case, the historian was anxious to follow the
advice of Pindar, and open the tale of war with a brilliant
flourish; in the latter, he sought to emulate the bard of
the Ten Years' War at Troy. It is hardly necessary to
remark, when we bear in mind the character of the
whole book and the difficulties to which its author
confesses, that the small inaccuracies and omissions
brought home to him by this and other critics can be
explained more naturally than by the attractions of
poetic design. Or again, if it be generally agreed that
Thucydides seems to depart for a moment, in describing
Cleon4 and Hyperbolus5, from his own high standard of
impartiality, the search for the cause of such apparent
lapses is best directed to the region of his political
sympathies; though even there it is uncertain and delusive

x 'Das erste Jahr des Pelop. Krieges,' Jakrb. fur Pilol. vol. 127 (1883).
2 Thuc. II, 2. v, 20. 4 III, 36, IV, 39, V, i6. vIII, 73.
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enough'. But these and graver historical failings have
recently been alleged against his reliability, and, in one
instance, have been made the matter of a comprehensive
theory concerning his mind and the artistic construction
of his book 2. No account of Thucydides' style can
ignore the ingenuity and eloquence of this criticism,
which views the historian's thought and language in a
strange new light, reflected from archaeological and
anthropological researches among the ideas of early
Greek drama. If we are to apply our notion of
Thucydides' mind to the task of judging him as a
writer, we must first consider fairly what title he has
to the character of tragedian.

The 'mythistorical' theory asserts that as the History
grew to its present shape from the jottings of a diary, it
was moulded, not merely in patches, but in the greater
part of its framework, by the author's habit of fitting
events to a certain tragic pattern. In the upshot, he
'turns the great moral of iEschylus' " Persae" against
the Athenian Empire'.' The process of suppression and
distortion is traced from the story of the occupation of
Pylos, throughout the treatment of Cleon, Alcibiades
and Nicias, to the fall of the deluded victims of Hope,
Desire and the like 'tragic passions' at Syracuse. 'A
mode of thought, which had grown without a break out of
a mythological conception of the world of human acts and
passions, has shaped the mass of facts which was to have
been shapeless, so that the work of science came to be a
work of art4.' The outstanding sin against science is
detected in the account of the origin of the war, which
fails to fix attention on the commercial policy of the
Piraeus: this, it is maintained, was tending at that time

1 Cf. Forbes, Intr. Bk. I, p. cxxx.

2 F. M. Cornford, Thucydides Mythistoricus, 1907.
3 Tk. M. p. 241. 4 Th. . p. ix.
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towards Sicily and the West. Pericles was driven to
coerce Megara by the threats of a strong party whose
aim was to get possession of an ' isthmic route' to Sicily:
Thucydides, not perceiving this important movement,
erroneously sought the beginning of the friction among
the various pretexts alleged by the contending cities
before they came to blows. He thought he had set out
the causes and the differences sufficiently to meet the
question-' Whence arose this mighty war among the
Greeks' ?'-but science is not satisfied.

Let us try to estimate whether or how far it is not.
First of all, we must remember that Thucydides knew
the dockyards and storehouses of the Piraeus far better
than we can ever hope to know them; and that he had
full opportunities, during the twenty years of his exile,
for understanding the policies and underlying interests of
the chief cities of Greece. 'I lived through the whole
time,' he says, 'using the perception of my manhood,
and applying the powers of my mind to the quest of
accurate knowledge'.' That the study of real causes
received his long and serious attention seems probable
from both of his prefaces. His alternative use of two
words for 'reason' (ca'ra, rpo4 ao-) does not betray,
when the contexts are fairly read, any confusion of
'cause' with 'pretext'.' Such a fault would be astonish-
ing in the author of that careful Introduction, in which,
before entering on the story of the quarrel, he expounds
the causes, geographical as well as racial, of the different
developments of power in the Greek states. In the
first sentences of the History we read that the early
instability of these states was due chiefly to the lack
of commercial intercourse'. Athens got a start of the
rest because of the inferior quality of her soil; since

1 Thuc. I, 23. 5. 2 v, 26. 5.
' Cf. Th. M. pp. 57 if. 4 I, 2. I--ri fs4cropias ova o, 7o.

3-2
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the inhabitants of Attica were unmolested by covetous
intruders, and were able to consolidate their strength'.
The occupation of an isthmus was important to a city
for the control of trade 2. As they became familiar
with the sea, the people of a city like Corinth pro-
gressed from levying tolls on land-traffic to the creation
of maritime power. Yet this commercial growth,
which brought the transition from hereditary rule to
despotism 4, led eventually, by stages in the pursuit of
gain, to external dominions. This material basis of
political influence is thus kept clearly before us: the
formation of a fleet meant, first, increase of revenue, and
then, empire 6. When to these observations we add what
the Corinthians say about the utility of dwellers by the
sea to those of inland cities, as a means of export and
import', it should not be easy to convince us that
Thucydides overlooked the growth of trade as a cause
of war, and that such remarks are due merely to a
scrupulous but undiscerning fidelity. Yet it is asserted
that economic tendencies had a far greater influence on
politics than Thucydides would lead us to suppose; and
we are warned against the 'modernist fallacy' of expect-
ing from any mind of that period the thoroughness and

I , 2. 5--n)v ATTLKrIv EIC TOt' E7rL IrXELO'TOV Aa 1TO XcrToyew ao-laoToRP
oivoavv cwpo rot cpKOVv o6ia'roiaIEL

2 I, 7.I--O Toff iBoiis'aiTEAaJ43avov E'M7ropia9 EveI~a.

I, 1,3. 5--oLIOVVTEI E&roi3 ' IoO9ovaLEL Sr)ITOTE 4Llroplav EXOV. . .E7~TE

of01 VE ~ciLXXov Eir~t ov...E 7ropcov ffapEXOVTES a,.c/orEpa vsarijv 'oxo

XP'1I "T 0" irpoooac Tiw7V roXtv.
4 I, 13. I--rvpavvitk~sEl Tal iTOXECrT KautQTalTo, Ttv irpoo'o v /Lei vwPv

SI, 8. 3--Ef(/ LE EvOL TiaVnIEp&WV OL TE 7000V1 VIT4ALEVOV Ti13'TOWVK pEL.CO'vOwv

3oVXEiav, Off TE fJvaTc)TEpoL 7rEpLoveT~as EXOVTES 7rpofTE1T0lovvT Toirr)KOovs Tal

EAafO-ovs if AEl.
6 I---~ -io"7vv rEpLEffol7o'avro. . .Xpr aCOv TE IrpOOTO&) KfU i aAw pXb .

'I, 220. 2---703)9 &ETi~v tEoo'yE&av 1.&AXov Kai / r) 7oO ar~ lh'v

EckvaL XP' OTOIl fsaTO) ?)V L77 a/4vvwcn, XaXErT~pav E40V0L T73)3' xaraKOwlh3)A'

rwiv wpaicw cat rrXwv dvTL~tptl v ) BaXafffia Tl 177TEipc $ &OOTl.
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precision of modern scientific thought. This warning is
only too needful in many classical and historical studies
but the principle must apply to matter as well as to mind.
It will bring us but little nearer to the truth, if we learn
to regard ancient historians as children judging men1 ;
we may be helped, in some cases, by viewing them as
children judging children; but even the boldest specula-
tions on the character of Thucydides must recognise,
and actually depend upon, the uncommon reach and
maturity of his intelligence.

The historian has not confined his account of the
origin of the war to a statement of material causes. Are
we then to conclude that he did not investigate them
fairly and thoroughly? We can only take this view by
fallaciously assuming that the affairs he undervalued
had passed through the complex development, and had
settled into the systematic course, which economic science
observes in its field to-day. It is very probable that
trade, for a long time after the early stages described in
Thucydides' Introduction, was conducted on such unstable
terms as could only, or most accurately, be stated in the
language of personal intercourse. 'Solon 2,' we are told,
'was on the verge of discovering' the law that exports
must balance imports: and of this law 'we find Plato
still ignorant'.' But it may well be that Solon gives the
right impression by speaking of' the habits of merchants';
and that just as Plato found it best to describe the
balance of trade, in its rudimentary form, by the instance
of an agent who must take with him what is in demand
elsewhere if he is to bring back what is in demand at
home *, so Thucydides gives us a reliable picture of the
trade which founded the power of Athens or Corinth.
In his account of the Congress at Sparta, he tells of the

1 Cf. Th. M. p. 64.
3 Plato, Alcib. i, 322 E.

2 Th. M. p. 66.
4 Republ. 370 E.
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voting for and against war in this manner':-' The ephor
could not decide which was the louder acclamation (their
decision being by acclamation, not by voting)... so he
said, "Let each Lacedaemonian who thinks that the
treaty has been broken, and that the Athenians are in
the wrong, leave his seat and go there" (pointing to a
particular spot), "and let all who do not think so go to
the other side." They arose and divided, and those who
held that the treaty was broken were in a large majority.'
Shall we blame Thucydides for not perceiving that the
ephor 'was on the verge of discovering' the method of a
Parliamentary division? But in approaching the state
of commerce which prevailed in his own time, Thucydides
can meet the facts with a general phrase which is not
beneath the dignity of modern science:-' If inland states
will not protect their neighbours on the coast, they will
find a corresponding difficulty in the conveyance of their
produce thither and in the return, by exchange, of what
the sea gives to the mainland 2'; though the form of the
argument implies a simpler world than ours. It is surely
safer to imagine that the tavern-talk of the Piraeus went
on lines like these, than to dream of a persistent and far-
reaching design debated by persons who must be the
more surprising masters of secret conspiracy, the more
numerous they are claimed to be. The commercial ex-
pansion of Athens in the fifth century proceeded by
rapid strides along with the imperialist spirit inaugurated
by Themistocles after Salamis: the outward splendours
of this spirit, as we see by the ostracism of its boldest
opponent3, had gained a strong hold on the mass of the
citizens at least ten years before the war began. Exactly
how far and how quickly Pericles expected the trade of
the Piraeus, as distinct from the funds of the anti-Persian

1 Thuc. I, 87. 2. 2 Thuc. I, 120. 2 (cited above, p. 36, n. 7).
s Thucydides, son of Melesias (442 B.C.).
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confederacy, to support his ambition of setting up the
power and glory of Athens to dominate the mind of all
Greece, may be difficult to determine: but we can only
limit that ambition to the scope of a' School of Hellas'
by ignoring this proud extravagance in the Funeral
Oration:-' Thereto be added that by reason of the
greatness of our city there comes into her everything
from every land, so that it is our fortune to gather for
harvest, with no distinction of intimate enjoyment, the
good things that other men produce as well as those
that are put forth here2 '; and by forgetting that, although
the speech as a whole turns the eyes of the people from
external prosperity to an inward spirit of lofty excellence',
yet the ever-present necessity of war with their neighbours
is continually kept in sight. Pericles was not solely
devoted to an ideal of artistic refinement 4 : he was ready
enough to strike wherever the imperial position of Athens
was threatened by the jealous irritation of rivals. There
is no evidence that the oppression of Megara was not
his own policy, or that Thucydides did not intend us to
regard the decree" which excluded it from the markets of
the empire as one of his exemplary weapons. Current
scandal is always difficult to explain, even five minutes
after it is invented: but instead of using it to show that
the people were in the dark as to the motives of the
policy, we should start from the presumption that the
gossip was set afoot by an outvoted opposition, whose
aim was to obscure the true and popular motives; and
that in the case of Aristophanes it was most amusing
when it was recognised to be false. For that the blow

1 Thuc. II, 38. 2.
2 Cf. Pseudo-Xen. A/th. Resp. II, 7- r sv ~ucKEXi. s3 tv 'IraXi s v

Kirp v Aiyvrrcu cv AvB i c's T j) fvrcp o UEXorovriv')o lAXXoet rov,
ra ira avra td nv ?OpoLcOa a a T)v apXrV Trs OaXcdo'o'rs.

s Thuc. II, 36. 4. 4 Cf. Tk. A. p. I2.
s 432 B.C.
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struck at Megara was generally seen to be ominous and
uncompromising is clearly represented by Thucydides in
five passages' which are hardly to be dismissed as 'a few
allusions*.' Doubtless there were persons in the Piraeus,
and in Athens also, for whose private ends the decree
was of deep importance: but there is no reason to suspect
that the average citizen in the Ecclesia, after watching
the traffic of the port as well as the plays in the
theatre, would feel that there was anything inadequate
to his own views in the words :-' This "small matter"
involves the trial and confirmation of your whole purpose3.'
The meaning of the measure was well understood, and
not least by Thucydides.

§2

Turning now to the Piraeus party and its strong
policy of expansion in the West, we are faced by the
question of population. 'From 510 to 430 B.C., the
population of Athens and the Piraeus together is said to
have increased from 20,000 to Ioo,ooo4.' No authority
is given for these figures. Another calculation gives an
increase from '8o,ooo in the first quarter of the fifth
century to roo,ooo by the beginning of the war, counting
both sexes and all ages. The metic class possibly reached
the number of 30,000 .' The most recent investigator
sees 'no possibility of arriving at any definite conclusion
as to the population of Attica in the time of Thucydides. '

The first of these estimates, which belongs to the argument

1 Thuc. I, 42, 67, 139, 140, 144. 2 T. M. p. 29.
s Thuc. I, 140. 4-rb yap Spax v rrovro irao-av 1/ v ~V $E/3aicrtov KaL

iretpav r0s yv cwrs. The context shows that some 'little-Athens' aristocrats
were inclined to murmur against going to war 'for such a trifle.'

4 Th. M. p. i8. 6 Bury, Hist. Gr. p. 408 (19oo).
6 Grundy, Thuc. and History of his Age, p. 89, n. 2. He is inclined to

think with M. L. Gernet, L'ajprovisionnement d'Athknes en ble, 1909, that the
total free population was 150o,ooo, of whom 50,000 were metics.
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we are discussing, seeks to suggest first, that about
8o,ooo traders and toilers flowed into the Piraeus in
those eighty years, and second, that the great majority
of them received the citizenship; and so Pericles was
intimidated into making war. But it is not credible that,
if the influx of aliens came at such a rate, the phenomenon
should have drawn no more attention than the indefinite
sneers of Aristophanes and the' Old Oligarch,' or the
three 'rhetorical outbursts"' of Isocrates. It is still more
questionable that such a huge proportion of metics
should have obtained the franchise. Many of them were
'Phrygians, Lydians, Syrians and barbarians of every
sort2 '; they were permitted to reside, and in some cases
to hold property, on condition of paying a special tax
(p~rotov'), besides others on their sales, and of serving
in the triremes. 'Their occupations excited the disgust
of the true Athenian gentleman','-and sometimes with
good reason, as we learn from a case of 'cornering'
wheat": yet after all, it was in the hands of the Athenian
gentlemen to give or withhold the citizenship; and if
we have no means of telling even approximately what
proportion of an ill-defined number of aliens ever did
receive the franchise, it is not fair to salute them as 'the
sovereign Demos'in order to discredit the perception or
diligence of Thucydides. If there had been such a
party, as an active political force, it is impossible that,
realising the agricultural interest so clearly6, he should
have entirely missed the commercial.

No satisfactory evidence can be found to contradict
his report. The only ancient treatise in our possession
which deals with the commerce of this period is directed
to exposing the obscure status of the metics in Athens 7',

1 Th. _!. p. 19. 2 [Xen.] De Vect. ii, 3-
SDe Vect. ii, x ; Plato, Leges, ix, 850 B. 4 Th. M. p. 20.
5 Lysias, Oral. xxii. 6 Cf. Thuc. II, 14. r De Vect. ii, iii.
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and the undeveloped condition of mercantile organisation.
The precise date and even the authorship of this tract
are uncertain; but it seems to have been written by
an aged Athenian who expects few besides himself to
remember the time before the occupation of Decelea
(413 B.c.); that is to say, when the revenue from the
mines of Laurium had not lapsed owing to the desertion
of slaves recorded by Thucydides'. It was probably
about the middle of the fourth century that this careful
review of the economic conduct of Athens was produced:
it covers a period which overlaps, by a considerable
space at each end, that of the Peloponnesian War.
The author, after acknowledging that the character
of a polity depends largely on the moral motives of its
leading men, expresses his dissatisfaction with the financial
methods of the government2. His complaint is that,
instead of taking the easy way of taxing the confederate
states, Athens ought to have cultivated her native and
external resources on a sound basis of trade. The first
improvement he suggests is relief from military service
and personal protection for the aliens : he goes on to
urge that merchants and shipmasters should be given an
honourable place in public assemblies 4 ; that the money
formerly swallowed up in expeditions of doubtful prospect
should be applied to the formation of public capital; and
that this fund should be employed in building ships and
warehouses, and in the (apparently new) experiment of
acquiring merchant-ships for the state7. The only chance
for these developments, and for the proper working of
the mines, is shown by former experience to be a spell
of settled peace. Trade cannot move freely unless the

x Thuc. Vii, 27. 5; cf. De Vect. iv, 25. 2 De Vect. i, I.
ii, 7-Eld ETouoK4oXacds i E Jre(p pavo P cXaba''U dpOK v KaOoraEV.

Cf. ii, 2. 4 iii, 4. iii, 8.
6 iii, 13. iii, 14.
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seas are safe'. The error of Athens after the Persian
Wars was that she took too violent or tyrannous an
advantage of such prosperity as she had acquired'. The
whole essay is a Solonian attempt to set commerce on a
respectable and steady footing in Athens; and it reveals,
among other interesting points, a striking difference
between ancient and modern trade, which can only be
explained by the facts of slave-labour, the slowness and
danger of sea-voyages, and almost incessant piracy and
warfare.

It will not be amiss to glance here at David Hume's
sagacious comments on this matter'. Of the inconveni-
ence felt by the Athenians when the land-route from
Euboea was stopped by the Lacedaemonian fortification of
Decelea' he says:-'a surprising instance of the imperfec-
tion of ancient navigation, for the water-carriage is not here
above double the land.' Perhaps for 'double' he had
better have said 'triple'; but his instance is still significant.
The dangers of a trading-voyage to Sicily were doubtless
reduced by using 'the isthmus of Corinth and Megara','
but even so they were serious enough. Another observa-
tion of Hume's is worth recalling :-' Great interest of
money, and great profits of trade, are ari infallible
indication, that industry and commerce are but in their
infancy. We read in Lysias6 of IOO per cent. profit
made on a cargo of two talents, sent to no greater
distance than from Athens to the Adriatic; nor is this
mentioned as an instance of extraordinary profit. The
most moderate interest at Athens (for there was higher
often paid) was 12 per cent., and that paid monthly.'

1 De Vect. v, 12.
2 v, 

6
---cpc ayav 8 acra IrpocrrarEvELv '71I6XLS U' TEp1381Or T) dpx'.

3 Essay on the Pojulousness of Ancient Nations (1742).
4 Thuc. VII, 28. I-? r& v E7trUELwou 7rapaKo8 r7TEpL ovvov Kara ObXacr-

6 Th. M. p. 33. 6 Lys. Orat. xxxii, 25--E'rci v E E CO 1cal iEftXaiao'Ev.
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These well-known facts are enough to show that,
when we speak of ancient and modern commerce, we are
stretching a word to cover two things which are widely
dissimilar in degree. Some of the principal merchants
were probably known to have covetous designs upon
Sicily before the war began. These wilder notions seem
to be censured in the words of Pericles,-' if you will
consent to seek no further accessions to your empire
while you are carrying on the wary.' His plan was to
confine Athenian influence to the sphere of Greece proper;
and if anything sure is to be inferred from a jest of
Aristophanes, we know one alluding to the private intrigues
of the filibusters at Ecbatana, Chaonia, and the Sicilian
cities of ' Gela, and Catana, and Camarina and the Cata-
mountains2.' Nor is there any reason for thinking that
the phrase, in which we are bidden to observe the blind
fidelity of Thucydides revealing unawares the cloven hoof
of the plot 3 -'or to help a fleet from here on its way
thither"' -was not inserted by the historian, like that
warning in Pericles' speech, with a full intention of showing
that such schemes were in private heads, though they did
not amount to anything like a formal policy. That there
was any regular trade-party in politics is extremely
doubtful: but supposing it existed, ought not the' captains
of the commercial party" to have had some clearer notion
of the strength of Sicily, and of the imperative need,
when they were presumably in control of affairs at home,
of supporting an expedition despatched against the one
serious rival of the Athenian maritime power6 ? And

Thuc. I, 144. I-~ vr e dPXE0E pyv j EdrLKraoOa /L4a 7roXE ovvrer.

2 Aristoph. Acharn. 6o5-6-rEproOeo&povs QopelCaaCovas, Tos $' Ev
Kaaplvd KvT rX ,c dv Karay EAa (trans. Frere); cf. Th. M. p. 48.

3 Th. M. p. 42. 4 Thuc. I, 36. 2. ' TA. M. p. 50o.
a This error of judgement is twice indicated by Thuc. (vi, i. I, II, 65. Ii);

in the latter place he adds the still worse folly of 'private quarrels for the
leadership of the people.' See above, p. 24.
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how did the 'secret conclaves" in the Piraeus manage to
keep their plot-unless they discussed it solely in the
Phrygian, Lydian and Syrian tongues-so securely un-
suspected ?

§3

Next we have to consider the 'exclusive concentration
of the ancient historians on the motives and characters
of men and of states 2.' In the first place, if Isocrates
attributed ' the prosperity of Megara to virtuous modera-
tion3,' this has nothing to do with the mind of Thucydides,
who probably knew as well as Socrates that it was due
to the manufacture of desirable 'jerseys'.' But granting
that Thucydides fills a large part of his explanatory spaces
with those motives which arise from human character, the
question remains open, whether he has thereby damaged
or improved the truth of his picture. The subject-
matter of history is unlike that of logic or metaphysic:
its complexion and its whole nature are continually
changing, and in different ages demand very different
modes of portraiture. It may be useful to strip Thucydides'
philosophic position of certain complimentary accretions
to which he has no real claim: but in weighing the
truthfulness of the impression made by the History as
a whole, it is important once more to remember the
probable conditions of the society whose life it depicts. We
have already noticed his desire to record national characters
and representative statesmen5 . The justice of that choice
will appear more plainly, if we consider that life in fifth-
century Greece was instinct with romantic and sentimental
impulses, which we are able thus to distinguish with special

STh. M. p. 50. 2 Th. M. p. 65.
SIsocr. De Pace, 117; Th. M. pp. 32, 65.

S Xenoph. Mem. ii, 7. 6-Meyapov ,E of 7rXEurro ddir E oLdrocLa1

&arpd ovra. 5 See above, pp. 23, 24.
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terms because we have learnt to detach our business
from their influence, but which guided or obstructed the
progress of ancient states in something like the manner
revealed by our fuller records of the age of the Italian
Renaissance. Hellenic warfare was a light matter com-
pared with what it has become in a world whose nations
are huge, complex organisations and-as we are told for
the purpose of emphasising the dramatic appeal of the
History-' whose armoury of slaughter is enriched with
siege-gun and ironclad'.' The aims of educational systems,
the themes of plays and orations, the stories of epitaphs
and monuments, and the cast of mind reflected in almost
every writing of that time, agree in declaring how ready
men were to march out from market or study to see how
many of their neighbours they could kill; counting chiefly
on the satisfaction of compelling the other side to beg
for a truce first, or of leaving a trophy on the field of
battle. This eager patriotism belonged to the separate
character of each civic centre, manifested to us in the
difference of local religions, laws, currencies and many
other features besides those of their peculiar political
constitutions. Isolation of interests appeared early even
in their colonial settlements; but when the political
difference was so deep as that between democracy and
oligarchy, it was everywhere a lively and embittering
antagonism. In the middle of the fourth century, when
we might suppose that hard experience as well as philo-
sophic reason had put some check upon the national
disputes, it was possible for Demosthenes to speak to his
countrymen in these terms2 :-' You fight against republics
for some private grievance, for a piece of land, or a
boundary, or for contentiousness (4kXoVELKLa) or the
leading position ('?yeoi'a); but against oligarchies, for
your constitution and liberty. I will venture to say,

1 Tk. M. p. 79. 2 Demosth. Pro Rhod. Libert. 8 (353 B.C.).
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I hold it more desirable that all the Greeks should be
waging war under democracies than be friends under
oligarchies: for, whereas there is a fair prospect of your
making peace, when you should see fit, with peoples that
are free, I believe that with such as are ruled by oligarchy
not even friendship can be safe.' Nor under the instant
menace of the Macedonian power could Athens and
Sparta, the chief representatives of political equality and
authority, contrive any kind of agreement or union.

When the Peloponnesian War began, the race for
ascendancy was being won by the sea-power of Athens,
and she was annoyingly eager to show that she enjoyed,
along with her strength, the luxuries and amusements of
introspective leisure. Sparta, though not herself inclined
to expansion, accepted the dignity due to her military
prowess in standing at the head of a jealous and nervously
apprehensive alliance. It seems likely that a historian
who was anxious to keep clear of futile and irrelevant
speculations could not do better, in a search for the origin
of the war, than sift the numerous pretexts alleged at its
outbreak, and make out, among the principal grievances,
which accusation or excuse has most value in the market
of human feeling. In a world where the clash of pride
is readily seconded by the clash of steel, pretexts or
grudges have a clear right to the first attention of history;
and too probably, if we are not satisfied with Thucydides'
explanations of the war, the fault is either in us, or in the
nature of things. Themistocles was so pre-eminently the
originator of Athenian expansion that we can hardly be
wrong in regarding his personality as one of the main
causes of the strife'; and in trying to understand this or
that important character, we are met not only with the
obscurity or complexity of its particular determinants,
but with the mist of travesty in which it has been

1 Cf. above, p. 17.
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involved by private or political opposition. For example,
so far from taking the scandalous gossip about Pericles'
motives to show that 'contemporary Athens believed
that Pericles made the war, and was hard put to it to
divine his reasons',' we should only notice the dissemina-
tion of these stories in order to account for the difficulty,
confronting Thucydides, Plutarch, and ourselves, in the
attempt to divine his reasons with any precision. Plutarch
has made a useful statement of the question :-' How it
all began, is not easy to decide: but all are agreed in
throwing upon Pericles the blame for the fact that the
decree was not reversed. It is true that some say his
sturdy refusal was made with the best motives, and was
the outcome of greatness of spirit allied with insight;
whereby he conceived that the demand was an attempt
to make him give way, and that concession would be an
open confession of weakness.' Others gave the matter
a more personal turn, perceiving in his contemptuous
attitude towards the Lacedaemonians 'a headstrong and
contentious spirit aiming at a display of strength3'; and
so we pass on to Phidias and Aspasia. In the end,
Plutarch finds the variety of traditions so perplexing that
he has to conclude 4 :--' These are the causes alleged for
his refusal to let the people give way to the Lacedaemonians;
but the truth of the matter is obscure.' However, 'as
the Lacedaemonians saw that if he could be ruined they
would find the Athenians more pliable, they bade them
drive out the curse5.'

'The truth of the matter,' thanks to certain persons
who knew it well enough, but whose interest was to
conceal it, lies somewhere in Pericles' unique conception

1 Th. M. p. 5. 2 Plut. Peric. xxxi; cf. Thuc. I, 14o. 5.
' Plut. Pericld. xxxii. 4 Pericld. xxxii fin.
6 Pausan. III, vii, io says that the influence of the ephor Sthenelaidas was

the chief cause of the war; cf. Thuc. I, 86.
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of both the external and the internal glory of Athens.
The difficulty of determining this is likely to be in
proportion to the difficulties which he himself had to
face. Thucydides has tried to explain how he held
before the people of every class an Athenian ambition
for a strong but generous leadership of Greece, and for
an aesthetic and intellectual refinement at home; how,
to attain these ends, he had to show a stubborn front to
the Peloponnesian alliance, while avoiding in the eyes
of his fellow-citizens the personal odium of despotic
arrogance; and how 'the curse of the Alcmaeonidae'
was just such a rock as might send his whole endeavour
to pieces'. After all this, if we still ask how far Pericles
caused the war, the fault is to be sought less in Thucydides
than in the nature, not merely of all human testimony,
but of all human things.

But in the widest aspect of the quarrel, our judgement
is too apt to belittle those deep-rooted racial antipathies,
as well as the antagonism between progressive and re-
actionary polities. When Thucydides has been careful
to hold before our view the difference of hereditary feeling
between Ionians and Dorians2 , the question whether a
certain pair of nations, at a certain stage in a certain
civilisation, were or were not stirred to war by the
'prejudice and pride of blood' is no whit enlightened
by the argument that 'in fact, two nations do not go to
war on such grounds'.' We could not listen to such an
argument if we were discussing, for instance, the great
war between Genoa and Pisa from 1277 to 1284 A.D.:
how can it apply to a rather similar struggle in the fifth
century B.c.? Hermocrates may be right in asserting that

1 Thus we may agree that the narrative of Thuc. I, 126. ii 'is very serious
and solemn' (T. M. p. 247), but not more so than the Funeral Oration
(II, 35-46) or the summary of Pericles' career (II, 65).

2 Cf. Thuc. I, 124. I; VI, 80. 3; 82. 2. s Tz. M. p. 5.
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the Athenian designs on Sicily were not the work of
racial feeling between Ionians and Dorians1 : but his
words imply that such feeling had long been recognised
in the main duel which divided Greece ; and at Camarina,
his phrase-' our eternal enemies the Ionians '-is ac-
cepted by the Athenian envoy, and used to explain the
beginning of the trouble between his city and Sparta.
In estimating the pressure caused by the growth of those
rival leagues, we must allow full weight to the ties of
kinship, language, ancestral custom and other native
peculiarities which, even in the prosaic organism of a
modern empire, are by no means smothered in the bustle
of commercial enterprise. To these we have seen reason
to add the reputation of oligarchy and democracy, which
are to be supposed to have had some play among the
causes of conflict between communities whose members
were so much more intimately concerned with public
affairs than the ordinary citizen is now, and where, on one
side at least, the freshness of political experiment was one
of the chief delights of life.

Furthermore, it is necessary to remember that when
we speak of these 'nations' going to war, we are con-
sidering bodies of men which are far more analogous to
feudal families than to the vast combinations of industrial
machinery with individual privacy which we understand
by 'nations' to-day. Accordingly, we must make ample
room for ambition and caprice among the causes of an
ancient war. Thucydides' anxiety to disentangle these
'romantic' motives from the more practical is well seen
in his account of the forces engaged on either side at
the supreme conflict before Syracuse 4 : it may also be ob-
served, in smaller compass, where he explains the quarrel

1 Thuc. Iv, 6I. 2-3. 2 Thuc. vi, 80. 3.
s Thuc. vi, 82. 2; cf. Th. M. p. 5.
SThuc. vii, 57-58.
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between Corinth and Corcyra'. Epidamnus, a Corcyrean
colony planted by a founder brought from Corcyra's
mother-city Corinth, was constrained by faction-troubles
to seek help from one of the two states who could claim
to be her parent. Refused by Corcyra, she turned, by
order of the Delphic oracle, to Corinth, who promptly
and vigorously took her case in hand. The motives of
the Corinthians are thus analysed and arranged by
Thucydides :-' Considering that the colony belonged to
them as much as to the Corcyreans, they undertook its
protection from a sense of right (Kar& rO 8&Kaov). At the
same time, they were moved by hatred of the Corcyraeans,
for their neglectful treatment of their mother-city.'
This rather more genuine motive is then substantiated by
instances of the ceremonial slights put upon Corinth by
her colony, and by her growing resentment at the financial
and military strength of Corcyra, who, worst of all, 'was
at times elated by her naval superiority, especially at the
thought of the former habitation of her country by the
Phaeacians, a people renowned for sea-faring.' This
piece of romantic sentiment was itself a spur to her
nautical efforts : but in the upshot, 'it was with grievances
on all these scores that the Corinthians gladly sent their
aid to Epidamnus.' Feelings are none the less urgent for
being various, so long as all work towards one point.

The laborious circumspection of these sentences is
typical of the mind which informs the whole History, and
which lifted it from the plane of military annals to a subtle
presentation of the nervous Hellenic world. Form and
substance alike offer mines of precious meaning, could
they be worthily explored, to link and illustrate the
scattered tokens of one of the most far-reaching move-
ments in the main stream of civilisation. 'The political
philosophy of the city-state,' Mr Cornford remarks, as

1 Thuc. I, 25. 3-26. I.

4-2
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he turns away from Thucydides Historicus', 'may be
neglected by the modern socialist. The observations
upon human nature are less noble than those of an
ordinary novelist of to-day.' But shall we allow to
Thucydides a nobility of mind, a judicial honesty, and an
acuteness of perception, which our experience has at
least not taught us to despise; shall we admit that he
had commanded both citizens and metics, had directed
many operations, and assisted in many debates such as
those he has recorded; that for twenty years he was able
to stand aloof from the struggles of states and parties, and
contemplate the Hellenic world as a whole; and then
shall we reject as irrelevant, if not frequently false, the
most deliberate and significant lines of his picture ?
' After the second invasion of the Peloponnesians, when
the Athenians felt the double devastation of their land,
and the war and the pestilence together weighing upon
them, they began to change their minds, and to find fault
with Pericles for having persuaded them to make war,
and for being the author of all their sore embarrassments'.'
Failing in their overtures to Sparta, they turned in angry
despair on Pericles, who summoned them to a meeting,
and addressed them 'with the twofold object of en-
couraging them and of so diverting their ill-temper as
to bring them into a more tractable and unapprehensive
state of mind.' When Thucydides is at pains to show
us how Pericles worked upon the national imagination of
the people, or how his successors pandered to a newly
excited taste for rhetoric and disputation, we must not
lightly resign the presumption that such management
of popular moods had a prominent place in the actual
mechanism of Hellenic affairs. But the 'mythistoric'
theory raises a suspicion concerning the mind of Thucy-
dides which casts a lurid doubt upon the accuracy of his

1 Th. M. p. 79. 2 Thuc. II, 59 (430 B.C.).
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whole picture. It will now be our duty to examine
the main grounds for this suspicion in the body of his
narrative.

§4

The story of the occupation of Pylos' is made out to
be defective as history, and is used for revealing how, by
an innate tendency of Thucydides' mind, the material has
been grouped and distorted to fit a certain mythic pattern.
Mr Cornford, in order to describe the impression which
the tale makes upon him, has 'brought into prominence
a series of suggestions which are anything but conspicuous
in the long story as it stands in the text 2 ': he has 'cut
away the mass in which they are embedded and left
them clumsily sticking out, so that no one can miss them:'
This explanation is significant: apparently no one, till
this new summary was made, had felt that the occupation
of Pylos 'was the most casual thing in the world.' indeed,
the carefully connected details of large parts of the nar-
rative may be said to impress everyone rather with the
mixture of light-hearted enterprise and undaunted tenacity
with which the Athenian soldiers took advantage of a
number of favourable accidents. We may admit that
Thucydides failed to discover what underlay some of
these strokes of luck: but that is a different thing from
deliberate or even instinctive design; and taking the
story as a whole, we may fairly believe that it reduces
rather than strengthens the element of fortune in the
popular versions provided by the author's informants.
That there were some widely accepted versions which
emphasised the bad luck of the Spartans appears from
two other passages in his book, where he shows his own
impartial detachment from any preconceived theory. The
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first' tells how, after Mantinea, 'by this single action they
cleared themselves of the charge of cowardice, due to
their mishap on the island; and of general imprudence
and tardiness, under which they then laboured in the eyes
of the Greeks: it was now thought that they owed their
disgrace to fortune, while in resolution they were still the
same.' Here the word for 'mishap' ( v,4opd) is used
without any causal colour; and it is the Greeks, not
Thucydides, who now regard the Spartans as the vic-
tims of ill luck. In the other passage', the Spartans
themselves are prompted to the reflection 'that they
were deservedly unlucky, taking to heart their mishap
(Evpq opd) at Pylos, and any others that had befallen
them.' Here too Thucydides seems to mark his own
sceptical attitude towards the idea that it was all a piece
of luck. Yet without these separate hints, the story of
the affair itself is free from many of the collusions or
delusions of Fortune which the new theory espies in
it. We may call the building of the fort, as told by
Thucydides, a 'piece of mud-larking" or what we please :
but surely he, and the chief of his presumable informants,
Demosthenes, knew what many an English officer in
Spain or India has quickly learnt,-that an idle piece of
mud-larking, sent by Fortune, it may be, or boredom, or
whatever we may care to call the impulse which we
cannot analyse, may be turned into a means of preserving
himself and his men, through the first hazardous hours of
an adventure, right on to a signal success.

We come next to the Messenian privateer which
arrives so casually, and proves so conveniently able to
furnish the Athenians with some shields and some heavy-
armed soldiers. It is to be supposed that such vessels

1 Thuc. v, 75. 3. 2 Thuc. vii, i8. 2. 3 Th. M. p. 91.
4 Cf. the combined luck and skill of Themistocles on the ship, Thuc. I,

137. 2.
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were no very unfamiliar sight off that stretch of coast,
and that they carried not only fighting-men fully armed,
but shields for the use of the ship's crew, in case of
emergency at sea, or a running fight to the shore from a
foray'. But even if we ignore this probability, and are
left at a loss for a reason why the vessel happened to be
there at the moment, is it not making too much of the
difficulty to say -' We remember now that in the
previous year Demosthenes had been co-operating with
these very Messenians in the JEtolian and Acarnanian
campaigns,'-when our memory has been strained for
about two pages? The 'blanks to be filled by conjecture'
are few and slight: they are easily accounted for by
supposing that Thucydides was unwilling to fill with his
own conjectures the gaps left by the most reliable in-
formation. 'The persons who were present at each
event,' he has warned us', 'did not tell the same tale
about the same things, but according as they were
swayed towards either side by favour or memory.' Per-
haps it is unnecessary to weigh any further, for this part
of the History, the charge of 'deliberate distortion4,' which
has somehow pushed aside the recognition of Thucydides'
'austere regard for truth5 .' Buteit may be well to note
that this detailed story of an adventure which became, to
Hellenic eyes, a very notable stroke in the main conflict 6,
can only be construed into a case of dramatic 'infigura-
tion,' by letting Persuasion strain its early incidents with
an infiguration of her own.

1 Cf. Thuc. I, io. 4, where he shows that the Greek warriors in Homer
were rowers (adrepiraL) as well as warriors, and that their ships were more
like privateers (Xyo rLTorEpov WrapEOevao'pEva) than the triremes of his day.

2 TA. M. p. 93. 3 See above, p. 14.
4 Tk. M. p. 95. 5 Th. M. p. 75.
6 The excitement of Athens is shown by the increase of the fleet at Pylos

till it numbered 70 ships-Thuc. IV, 23. 2.
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§5

Cleon and Alcibiades, two of the most active charac-
ters in the progress of the war, naturally offer more scope
for an eloquent exposition of a tragic design. With
regard to Cleon's undertaking to capture or kill the
Spartans on the island within twenty days', it is not
easy to see why so 'much ink has been expended on the
phrase mad as it was2.' All that need be noted is that
it is the comment of a military man who had learnt by
bitter experience, as well as by long observation, how
foolish it is to promise, even to oneself, the achievement of
a definite success within a stated number of days. The
cold, shrewd sense of Lucian, exhorting the historian to
be undeterred by the power and vehemence of a popular
orator from recording the truth about his conduct,
seems to hit the mark in the words-' nor shall Cleon
frighten him from saying that this was a mischievous
madman'.' Thucydides does not say so much: he calls
it 'a madman's promise.' The question, how he can so
describe it, 'at the very moment when he is recording its
fulfilment 4,' finds in his own character a more reasonable
and creditable answer than the suggested inspiration of
'EX ris avo/ rY, 'the spirit who lured Xerxes to the
sack of Athens".'

Passing to the speech of the Spartan envoys on the
men in the island6, we observe the ' mythistoric' theory
tending again to a 'modernist fallacy.' It dismisses the
theme of moderation in prosperity as a most venerable
commonplace'; yet this is only possible because our

1 Thuc. Iv, 28; Th. M. p. I17.
2 Thuc. Iv, 39. 3-KaiWrEp iavLw~6 7ooa.

3 Luc. De Conscr. Hist. 37-W ar i E lTELV TL 0XiOptoL Kat tavLKO avOporoS

4 Th. M. p. I17.  5 T. M. p. 172.
6 Thuc. IV, i17-20.
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survey of the literature of the world impresses us now
with the triteness of such considerations. But more
important issues are involved in the Mytilenaan debate'.
'The question of the purpose and true nature of punitive
justice was much in the air at this time" ; and though we
may rightly guess that Thucydides' view of the matter,
had he made up his mind, would have followed the
lines of Diodotus' speech, no reason has been offered for
supposing that he has not set out the substance of both
Cleon's and Diodotus' ideas on the question of the
moment. There is, on the face of it, an argumentative
force and connection in Cleon's speech that should forbid
us, as they would surely forbid any intelligent Greek of
that time, to accept him as the minister of Madness,
'intoxicated with ambitious passion" at Sphacteria.
Mr Cornford praises the speech as 'a masterpiece of
characterization'; but as he offers no evidence that its
arguments are other than those which the historian
sincerely judged to have been available on the occasion,
the presumption remains that it is a masterly sketch of
Cleon's actual hold on Athenian politics. Accordingly, it
will be more useful to gather what hints we may, for the
literary history of the time, from this remarkable attack on
the Athenian passion for rhetoric and the practical incom-
petence of the democracy. The forcible acuteness of
the whole speech is aimed at a particular object. Casting
about for the best means of shaming the people into a
strong line of action, the speaker seizes on certain points
in their inclinations and habits which are the signs, not
merely of a weakness in the constitution so proudly
cherished by Pericles, but of a weakness rapidly yielding
to decay. Diodotus argues against the drastic policy of
Cleon, and throws in some poetical eloquence of the sort

1 Thuc. Inii, 37-48. 2 Th. M. p. I21.
Tk. M. p. 124. 4 T/. . p. 1I14.
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which Cleon despises1. The voting-and here no one
doubts the accuracy of the picture-is nearly equally
divided. If anything of a Thucydidean doctrine is to be
drawn from this evenly-poised debate, little profit is to be
augured from the postulate that Thucydides has 'chosen to
present"' the character of Cleon in a certain tragic light,
while making Diodotus the mouthpiece of his own ideas.
It will be better to expect from the substance and
language of the two speeches, taken together, some
evidence for determining the historian's relation, not
merely to IEschylean tragedy, but to the literary move-
ments of his day.

-Correspondences of imagery and phrasing between
passages in the speeches and the Attic drama have long
been recognised, and not a few readers have probably
been tempted by these to feel a tragic scheme in the
History. There are signs that the temptation has come
at length in the guise of Tragic Irony :-' Thucydides
tried to be scientific and hoped to be dull, but he failed 3.'
Yet, as we have seen4 , he was at pains to convince his
readers of the importance of the war, and to suggest that
history need not be dull when stripped of the irrelevant
or obsolete accoutrements of legend. Let us observe
more nearly the vision of Mythistoria. A passage in
Cleon's speech 5 is put forward as 'patently inapplicable
to the revolted island.' His words are-' Where they
thought they saw a chance of success, they set upon us
when we were doing them no wrong'; and he proceeds
to generalise briefly on the effects of 'exceptional pros-
perity.' Is this 'simply meaningless' for the occasion, if
we remember the weakness of Athens under the plague

1 Thuc. III, 40. 3-of rEprovrE XOyp ropTOpE E ovo-c...dy&cva. Cleon seems

to bring us back to Thucydides' own phrases (t, 22. 4)-r' / l J v8wE
drEp7rErrEpov-ayoVLoya d -r rapaxp/Lha dKoELVw.

2 Th. M. p. 124. a Th. M. p. 127.
4 Thuc. I, 22. 4; above, pp. 13-14. s Thuc. III, 39. 3.
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and her crippling expenses? These facts, at least, are
studiously kept before us by Thucydides, first in a note
of his owns, and then in the words of the Mytilenaean
envoys at Olympia'; and we learn besides that the
Mytilenaeans made a stubborn fight, without the expected
help from Sparta'. Further, the conduct of the new
theory over this point seems to furnish another proof
that it is better to proceed on the plane of rhetorical
'commonplaces,' however tiresome they may sound to us
now, than to set up the skeleton of a connected dramatic
design. For having assumed, as a basis of argument,
that the speech is 'patently inapplicable' to the case in
hand, the theory has to undergo the damaging admission
that the device of tragic irony 'is unskilfully employed,
since dramatic probability is too completely sacrificed';
and the prosecution is accordingly driven to the perilous
excuse that 'after all, Thucydides was only an amateur
tragedian .'

§6

In truth, any account of Thucydides' literary art
which 'works loose" from the solid frame of the record
he has left must fall to the ground at once. Apart from
his personal statements of method, which we have already
noticed, we can instance his anxiety to secure a reasonable
estimate of the Lacedaemonian forces at Mantinea'; his
exposure of the disastrous muddle in the popular mind
regarding the character of Alcibiades 8 ; his careful analysis
of the different states of mind included under the phrase
-' So a passion for sailing forth (to Sicily) seized hold of
one and all 9 '"; and the calm, matter-of-fact tone in which

1 Thuc. III, 3. I. 2 Thuc. III, 13. 3. s Thuc. III, 5. 2.
4 

Th. M. p. s151. Tk. M. p. 131.
6 Above, pp. 13-14, 34. Thuc. v, 68. 2. 8 VI, 15. 3-4.
o VI, 24. 3; cf. TA. M1. p. 214.
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he explains how the Egestmaans trapped the sanguine
Athenians with a false display of wealth'. These, among
numerous other notes, are gratuitous flaws in a dramatic
scheme which is here to be supposed in the ascent of its
climax; the only rejoinder can be that Thucydides was a
veryamateur tragedian indeed. But admirers of 'Thucydi-
dean caution 2' cannot leave the matter here. The chief
duty of the new interpretation has not been performed.
It fails to prove that the conditions and events of the war
did not conform, in the reality of their main features, to a
roughly dramatic shape; and that we have not to thank
Thucydides for doing the very opposite of what it makes
out that he did,-for reducing the popular conception of
the whole affair, so far as his evidence would safely take
him, to what he regarded as a probable account; while
preserving a lively picture of the characters and feelings
which produced the largest effect in action. Just such
a correction we apparently have in his preliminary
sketch of Pausanias': this Mr Cornford 'spurns out of
history' in a footnote to a discussion which seeks to set
Thucydides on the same 'mythic'level with Herodotus;
to whose type of story, despite this correction, tradition
seems to have reverted. And in spite of our interest in
this new study of the Tragic Passions', its preface and
sequel ought not to persuade us that such figments ruled
the thoughts of Thucydides, if no better device can be
found than that of filling in his careful drawing with
colours from Hesiod, or Theognis, or Eschylus, or Pindar,
or even Plutarch; the main intentions and efforts of
these writers being exactly those from which Thucydides,
not merely in what he professes, but in continual prac-
tice, plainly stands apart. How far he intended the
Melian Dialogue to point a lesson, we cannot hope to

1 VI, 46. 3-5. 2 Th. M. p. 82.
4 T. M. p. i66; cf. p. II9.T

6o

a Thuc. I, 134
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determine, until we have examined its connection with
the prevailing rhetorical disputations : here we need only
notice another embarrassment of the tragic theory, in the
omission of Alcibiades, the author of the Melian massacre,
from this decisive scene'. But the whole plot of the play
is perplexing enough, when, after we have been shown how
the popular distrust of Alcibiades was due to a confusion
of his private character with his public ability2, we are to
be impressed by the words-Ka i 8o0 ETX EL v rTv 'AXKL-

dLc8 v7-as finishing off a scene of frenzied 'disregard of
omens,' and then, in the event, we are to find the disaster
in Sicily an immediate consequence of Nicias' regard for
omens. In the artistic realm to which the theory would
lift all this part of the History, such obscurity of design,
with the encumbrance of the long military narrative, is a
strange substitute for the sceptical control of a story
which, in less scrupulous hands, and 'with the exaggera-
tions natural to poets4 ,' might conceivably have been
worked up into comprehensible drama.

'The play is done"': we come to the eighth Book,
which 'is a mere continuation on the old chronological
plan, unfinished, dull, and spiritless. The historian
patiently continued his record; but he seems to grope
his way like a man without a clue.' These words give
us the inevitable consequence of the view that he 'had
traced the "causes" of the Sicilian Expedition from
Fortune at Pylos to Nemesis at the quarries of Syracuse.'
But let us read the opening words of this unfortunate

1 Tk. M. p. 186. To unprejudiced eyes, however, Alcibiades is there, in

natural proportions. The expedition to Melos is told in almost the same
breath with that which Alcibiades had just before conducted to Argos
(v, 84. 1). But the tragic theory meets with a troublesome jolt.

2 Thuc. VI, 15. 4; Th. M. p. 210: a confusion of the Public and Private
Envy distinguished by Bacon (Essay on Envy).

s Thuc. VI, 29 fin.; Th. M. p. 216.
4 Thuc. I, 10. 3; 21. I. ' Th. M. p. 244.
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Book'. As soon as indubitable news of the disaster
reached the Athenians at home, 'they turned in anger
upon those orators who had borne a part in promoting the
expedition, as if they had not voted it themselves; and
they vented their rage upon the soothsayers and prophets
and all who by any divination had formerly put them in
hopes of gaining Sicily.' Once more our attention is
dispassionately directed to the besetting snares of rhetoric
and superstition : the mind of Thucydides, aloof from the
minds of the people in his book, is determined to keep
Fortune and Nemesis proportionately remote from the
control of his description. That he could feel the stir of
ancient unknown forces behind the passions which swayed
Athenian politics, and had heard the sophists charming
their classes with poetical speculations thereon, is likely
enough: for his purpose, / To r0L rt sX d cX de2 is the
commanding spirit that will provide him with as much
'drama' as he wants, in the actual bloom and decline
of a brilliant civilisation. Nor, as he proceeds with this
concluding part, can he be said to 'grope his way' so
badly. Some of his best energy and skill is displayed in
describing the malignant or ambitious activity of Alci-
biades : the popular mistake as to his public uses must
run to the bitter end. Along with this, we have an im-
pressive record of the vigorous courage of the Athenians
in all quarters of their disordered empire. So far are
we from beholding an Athens which has been lured to
destruction by Luck, that it is the Chians who, in venturing
on revolt because they thought she was now paralysed',
'came to grief on one of the incalculable things that turn
up in human affairs; an error of judgement whereby
many others agreed with them in thinking that the power
of Athens would quickly be brought to utter collapse.'

1 Thuc. VIII, . I.

2 I, 20 fin. : 'research of the truth.'
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But always the Athenians are liable to be carried away
by the rhetorical histrionics of Alcibiades' : we see him
'bewailing the private misfortune of his exile as guilty
of all, and, by talking at great length on public affairs,
pu'tting them in good hopes of the future'; 'extravagantly
magnifying the extent of his influence with Tissaphernes,'
and uttering many 'high bombastic promises'; nay, in the
last resort, he would 'realise his bed in cash' to supply
them with food. These two chapters show Thucydides
near the height of his descriptive power; and it is
surely a strange thing, not so much that no one has found
in them a sinister lapse from impartiality, nor yet that
the 'mythistoric' theory refrains from pointing out a
recrudescence of Persuasion and Hope, as that it should
be forced to condemn such writing as dull and spiritless.

But, indeed, this Book provides some of the ripest
and richest fruits of Thucydides' labours, to cast into the
scale of true and unbiassed history. There is the
well-considered statement"-' Possibly it was by some
agreement that Agesandridas was hovering about Epi-
daurus and its neighbourhood; but there is also the
probability that he waited there with a view to the
present tumult in Athens, hoping to appear on the scene
just at the right moment.' There is the description of
the desperate terror into which the Athenians were
plunged by the loss of Eubcea4 :' A panic, greater than
any before, came upon them: for neither the disaster in
Sicily (though it had seemed heavy at the time) nor any
other occurrence had as yet so terrified them.' The first

1 viII, 8I. 2.

2 Perhaps the reason is that we are awkwardly near to comedy in the

amusing portrait of Tissaphernes, who has enough power at his back to
hold the balance between Sparta and Athens, and yet is so irresolute that
Alcibiades can both 'frighten the Athenians with Tissaphernes and Tissa-
phernes with the Athenians '-vIII, 82 fin. Cf. above, pp. 19-20.

3 VIII, 94. 2. 4 vIII, 96. i.
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of these two passages may serve to show what use the
historian would have made of fuller means for determining
whether Demosthenes had pre-arranged the occupation of
Pylos; while the second suggests that even an amateur
tragedian would have had the sense to stop the narrative
a little sooner than where it came to be broken off.
Finally, we may glance at his wisely worded praise of the
government which succeeded the Four Hundred':-' It
was during the first period of this constitution that the
Athenians clearly had the best government they ever
knew, at least in my time: for there was moderation in
the blending of nobles and commons, and this it was that
first uplifted the city from the sorry condition to which
her affairs had fallen.' These and many more instances
of vivid description or of diligent observation invest the
eighth Book with a fine and lively character of its own;
while its main substance shows the author picking out,
with a sureness of vision unsurpassed in any other
part of his work, the strongest and longest threads in a
difficult tangle of events.

It has been necessary, for a clear-sighted approach to
the true nature of Thucydides' style, to consider the chief
suspicions which originated and supported the theory of
Tkucydides Myt istoricus. We have had to glance at
many large or dubious matters: ancient commerce and
imperialism; the ' Piraeus party,' together with statistics
of population and enfranchisement of aliens ; the ill repute
of industry, the difficulties of sea-traffic, and other signs of
the immaturity of trade; and the strange secrecy with
which the commercial plot must have been guarded.
Thence we passed to the alleged pre-occupation of
ancient historians with human motives; we considered

1 vInI, 97. 2 (The Five Thousand, 411 B.C.).
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how far Thucydides is liable to this charge, and whether
it would count seriously against him as an accurate
historian. We have weighed the narrow romantic patriot-
ism of Greek citizens, the consequent value of pretexts
both to them and to the History, and the apparently
successful effort of a defeated opposition to obscure the
precise nature of Pericles' policy; and in dealing with
these points, we came upon 'modernist fallacies' in the
dismissal of racial feeling from the causal account, in the
exaggeration of ancient economic development, and in
the neglect of the pervading force of rhetoric. On the
whole, we have seen reason to find no real strength in
the suspicions of the new theory, when they are brought
against the unusually solid defences of Thucydides;
whose portraits of Cleon and Alcibiades do not seem to
have been materially coloured or enhanced for the effects
of a dramatic scheme, and whose record of Athenian
politics, as exemplified in the Mytilena an Debate and the
Melian Dialogue, rather directs our search to the vogue
of rhetorical disputation.

Any fair account of the significance of the History
must notice all of its salient features, without prejudice to
those which are not immediately interesting or valuable
to modern thought. Otherwise proportion must be lost
in estimating the general cast of the author's mind, and
his particular intention in writing. Further, a theory
which shows him subject to a strong mythic obsession is
directly and specially damaging to the study of his art,
when, scorning the plain traces left on his style by the
sophistic movement, it flies up, on a few gusts of poetry
blowing here and there, to a dizzy height of tragic design.
There are occasional tones in his book which remind us
of tragedy: many readers must have wondered how far
they are real tones of the time, rescued here from silence;
and how far, on the other hand, he was induced by literary

L. 5
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fashion to strike them louder than he heard. The mythic
theory fills them with a special significance, to find that it
has let slip the substance, and grasped the shadow. Still,
it has aroused new interest in one of the noblest works of
ancient art. Somehow the shadow is a 'thing of beauty
and awe"'; the book remains 'a possession for ever,'
only henceforth it is to be kept on a different shelf. We
may be able, however, to conceive of an artistic history
which shall be as reliable for the conveyance of truth as
a proposition of Euclid. What is the most scientific
historian to do, if he sees before him a city prospering,
mounting to majesty and power, and then sinking in
successive throes of disaster,-all simply, or principally,
through what we still describe as fortune and folly? Is
he to shut his eyes to the main truth, and wander off into
endless speculation on the causes of gold mines and
greed, or the dusky psychology of self-confidence and
infatuation ? The first and last pages of Tucydides
Mytkistoricus seem indeed to assure us that the historian
followed the main lines of a real tragedy enacted before
his eyes: yet the detection of the 'tragic passions' in the
plan of the History has worked from the allegation,
brought up at several points, of more or less conscious
distortion and suppression of fact 2.

Our diligent Camden3 has left us an account of the
1 Th. M. p. 250.
2 The account, for instance, of 'The Luck of Pylos' leaves Thucydides

exposed to the true judgement of Casaubon (Polyb. Pref. 1609):-' Fallere non
minus uidetur qui gesta praeterit sciens, quam ille qui nunquam facta fingit.
Mr Cornford can only avert this conclusion by endowing Thucydides with
an ardent quasi-religious imagination.

s Hist. of Q. Elizabeth, Fourth Ed., 1688, Pref.-' I procured all the
Helps I possibly could for writing it: Charters and Grants of Kings and
great Personages, Letters, Consultations in the Council-Chamber, Embassa-
dours Instructions and Epistles, I carefully turned over and over; the
Parliamentary Diaries, Acts and Statutes, I throughly perused, and read
over every Edict or Proclamation....I have myself seen and observed many
things, and received others from credible Persons that have been before me,
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Invincible Armada', obtained 'out of the most credible
Relations as well of the Spaniards as of our own
Countreymen.' Are we to suspect him of ascribing too
much influence to 'Queen Elizabeth's prudent Foresight'
and 'the credulous Hope of the Spaniards,' and shall we
smile at the intrusions of Chance, when the expedition,
hardly out of sight of Spain, was 'dispersed by an hideous
Tempest,' and at length, after heavy losses in several
fights, which cost the English none of their ships 'save
only that small one of Cock's,' was 'driven round about
all Britain by Scotland, the Orcades and Ireland, grievously
tossed, and very much distressed, impaired and mangled
by Storms and Wrecks,' to return home, a battered
remnant, 'with Shame and Dishonour'? Shall history
hold off from Philip's admission that he had suffered for
his overweening arrogance, or from the extraordinary
good fortune which helped and finished the valiant
exploits of the English'? In such cases we have no
right to assert that the convenient formula-' Fortune
plays tricks on the blindness of men '-is one jot pre-
judicial to veracious history, or veracious history one jot
prejudicial to the convenient formula. The conflict that
we shall watch for and consider will not be one in which
the servant of truth appeats constricted by the rules and
trappings of mythic drama; it will be the most obvious
and measurable part of the issue joined by luminous art
with laborious fidelity. In a certain limited sense, the
decision will be seen to fall in favour of dramatic effect;
but the settlement, if not perfect in formal harmony and
smoothness, may yet claim to present the lively linea-
ments of a genuine history.

men who have been present at the transacting of Matters, and such as have
been addicted to the Parties on both Sides in this contrariety of Religion.'
Cf. above, p. 14. 1 lb. Bk. III.

SCamden has set forth clearly both the immediate and the more ancient
causes of the war, religious and commercial as well as personal.

5-2
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CHAPTER III

THE MIND OF THE WRITER

§I

AFTER this digression, which was necessary, and will
be 'not unuseful',' we pursue our account of the literary
influences that may be assumed or shown to have acted
on the youth and manhood of Thucydides. We have
already considered the rough basis of epic form lying
ready to the hand of anyone who in the fifth century
should undertake a description of the Hellenic world.
We have guessed at the presence in this particular man,
though the historian repressed it, of a genuine feeling for
poetry. We have mentioned the prevalent taste for
hearing a well-argued case on either side of a political or
social question, which favoured the Sophoclean and
especially the Euripidean type of drama, and which
abandoned JEschylus to the cloudy obscurity that
envelopes so many high-souled pioneers. It will now
be our business to observe how, and in what sense, the
form of Thucydides' History came to bear very striking
testimony to the effects of that taste upon the public
speech of his time; while we examine, among other
notable points, his own endeavour to indicate the effects
of language upon affairs. The natural cast of his mind
must be briefly stated. It is severe and steady, not
easily yielding to emotion; synthetic, logical; extremely
sceptical and reserved. He is deeply interested in

1 Above, p. 17.
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Pericles and his conduct of the democracy; has heard
him deliver a fine discourse on the aspirations and
prospects of Athens. The orator must have prepared
that speech: some assert that he wrote it out beforehand,
every word'. Such a composition should hold a high
place in a vivid history of the time, and will be specially
convenient for a record of policies and characteristic
states of mind. How will Thucydides set about the task
of showing compendiously the whole stir and struggle of
the peculiar civic nationalities of fifth-century Greece?

The Age of Pericles was marked by artistic innova-
tions more wonderful, for extent and variety of advance,
than any that the history of the world displays. In
poetry alone, the Homeric characters were made to raise
new emotions on the stage, so that the art of the
rhapsode began to fade before this intenser light. But
while Sophocles and Euripides were elaborating, through
the means exploited by Phrynichus and AEschylus, a subtle
intellectual discourse of the passions, the conscious cul-
tivation of prose-writing had a much cruder substrate to
work upon than that provided by Homer for tragedy.
Unfortunately we do not possess any considerable
examples of Attic prose which can be dated before the
visit of Gorgias to Athens in 427 B.C. Our almost total
ignorance of what Antiphon was doing in those years of
carefully obscure life2 '-from the time of his birth (about

480 B.c.) till he won fame as a speech-writer for the courts
(425 B..)-forbids any accurate measurement of the credit
due to his single share in the formation of Attic prose.
The influence of Protagoras, Prodicus and Gorgias may be
traced, as we shall see, in his extant writings, and a rough

1 Suidas, s.v. IIEpLKXrf-OTTLo rrp&roS yparrTov Xdyov EV rTao-rpto i trE,
rcov rpO avrov oXE Ladrcovv. Plato, Menex. 236 B, suggests that it was really
the work of Aspasia.

2 Jebb, Att. Or. I, p. 7.
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notion may be formed of the initiative of his own not
very profound or forcible mind. It is fairly clear that he
and other speech-writers and pamphleteers were concern-
ing themselves, in the middle of this century, with the
arrangement of topics, the regulation of the dialect, and
the choice of stately or telling words : at least, we have
Plato's testimony, though given with something of a
sneer, that Antiphon was a well-known teacher of rhetoric
in Athens'. As in the Age of Elizabeth, material ex-
pansion discovered a world of fresh and confident thought,
which in turn created the need for effective expression.
It seems likely that the preference of Antiphon, like that
of Pericles, lay in the direction of a studied dignity,
contrived by the selection of sonorous words and a slow,
emphatic delivery.

But whatever was the state of Attic prose before
427 B.C., the arrival of Gorgias marked a turning-point
in its career of which the importance can hardly be
over-estimated. For the first time Athenian ears were
made acquainted with the force of antithetic and epi-
grammatic point in public speech. If it is hard for us to
understand the enthusiasm of such an intelligent people
for the artificial graces of Gorgias, it is partly because,
having grown weary of many mannerisms, we have come
to distrust any sort of ornament at all; yet still more,
perhaps, because we enjoy as a natural heritage the more
valuable and enduring results of the innovation. When
wine, or beer, or whatever potency precedes 2, was first
invented, men drank it eagerly in full draughts, and
worshipped the great dispenser of their ecstasy; and
although their liquor would hardly tempt us to-day,
humanity must always be interested in the very excess of
their drinking. It was not so much the poetic imagery

1 Plato, Menexr. 236 A.
2 Cf. J. E. Harrison, Proleg. Gr. Relig. pp. 415-425.
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of Gorgias' speeches that appealed to the Athenians:
they must have long employed, for their practical needs,
some sort of prose which had definitely to reject the
charms of poetry. But their democratic debates were
calling for a new set of tools whose acquisition and use
were as yet only faintly conceived. Gorgias was able to
show them certain tricks and graces in the disposition of
words; out of vague desires he shaped for them an
appetite, and at once they were intoxicated. When he
split a thought into two halves, polished each half with a
distinctive word, and tied them up again with a jingle,
they felt that a great day had dawned for Athens'.
Everyone who had the least political or literary ambition
would experiment in the new contrivance. Thucydides,
whose age at this time was about thirty-five, had for
the last four or five years been making notes for his
book, and perhaps composing some portions in the rough.
Antiphon, ten or fifteen years older, might help him to
distinguish the faults from the virtues of Gorgias' style:
probably the historian practised and selected for himself.
At any rate, the style attracted and interested him. It
may be supposed that he was already able to write simple
narrative, more concisely and weightily than Herodotus:
but here was a device which would serve a higher artistic
purpose, and enable him to present great sayings, large
principles, and the double aspect of each notable dispute,
in a compact and memorable form. Some such welcome
he must have given to the Sicilian fashion during the
three years which intervened before his military command,
and the greater part of which he doubtless spent in
Athens.

It should be observed that even this broad preliminary
statement of the case is different from that provided by

1 Cf. Diod. Sic. XII, 53--4i EEV1COLVT TES XEE 6 ) E ETrXrJ$E TOY 'AOrva/ovs

"v7ac EvcVEL KatO XXoyovs.
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Mure' :-' His rhetorical mannerism reflects the vicious
taste of his age, working on his own natural turn for nice
distinctions and logical refinements.' The taste of his
age, whether vicious or not, was productive no less of
nice distinctions and logical refinements than of rhetorical
mannerism. The two sides must be kept together, if we
are to understand how the sophists had any vogue at all.
If we are further to appreciate rightly the more artificial
features of the History, we must look for something
which its author deliberately imposed, as an intellectual
and artistic whole, upon the simple structure of his
original scheme. Just as we condemn the vain adorn-
ments of this or that rhetorician by reference to the
thought or lack of thought behind them, we shall not
pass sentence on the art of the speeches and disquisitions
in the History, till we have at least tried to determine
how much of their form is due, and how much is not due,
to the individual mind of Thucydides.

2

The particular cast and eminence of that mind will be
made more definite for this purpose, by considering a
few further hints which are to be gathered from his
management of the History, and especially his treatment
of certain topics. At a later stage we shall examine more
in detail his most obviously dramatic piece, the Melian
Dialogue: here we shall agree with Dionysius' and
Mr Cornford' that the interlude is remarkable both
for its length and for the heartless, elaborate language
of the Athenian speaker. Dionysius, in complaining'
that 'it would not be like Athenians speaking to the
Greeks, whom they had freed from the Persians, to say

1 Above, p. 4. 2 Dionys. Hal. De Tkuc. 37-41.
a Tk. M. pp. 174-187. 4 De Thuc. 39.
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that between the weak and the strong the issue rests with
violence,' seems to forget that in the event all the man-
hood of Melos was put to the sword, while the women
and children were sold into slavery1. It is reasonable to
suppose that some declaration was made, about this time,
of the attitude which Athens meant to adopt towards the
island communities. But Thucydides' way of presenting
that attitude is peculiarly forcible. We need not descend
to Dionysius' suggestion of 'a grudge against the city
which had condemned him,' any more than to the
pedantic censures of the grammar which occupy the
first part of that criticism2. We have had warning of
danger in suspecting a continuous tragic design of which
the Dialogue might appear to be a part. Yet there
is an obvious intention of contrasting the overbearing
conduct of the great city, not merely with the inoffensive
existence of a little town, but with the oppressor's own
approaching disaster in Sicily, the story of which begins
immediately after this Melian affair. Dionysius has re-
marked on the labyrinthine contortions of the Athenian
part in the Dialogue, comparing it unfavourably with the
language used by Archidamus to the Plataeans in the
second Book 4. It is worth while to be reminded of that
other conversation, as also of the fact that the Melian
Dialogue was admired by ancient amateurs of this
kind of composition 3 ; for modern critics are apt to lay
too much stress on the 'dramatic' appearance of this
discussion. But a better sense might have prompted
Dionysius to take a more significant illustration from the
opening of the Sicilian enterprise, where Thucydides
puts in the mouth of Nicias a speech s of so simple and

1 Thuc. v, I16. 4 (416 B.c.). 2 De Thuc. 37-38.
s Above, p. 61. * Thuc. II, 72-74.
6 De Tkuc. 37 init.-ov LcX urra dEratvocrtv of roD xapacrrpo ' rOVTrov

Oavattral. 6 Thuc. VI, 9-14.
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direct a style, that we are forced to feel an intended
contrast with the preceding Dialogue.

Now Nicias was a man who, though deplorably subject
to common superstition, and mediocre in his personal
aims, may be thought to share with Pericles and Brasidas,
if not an equal, yet a certain degree of the historian's
sympathy. He was not afraid to tell his countrymen
some unpalatable home-truths :-' You have come to
despise the Spartans,' he said, 'because your defeat of
them was so unexpected in the light of your original
fears; and so you are grasping at Sicily'.' Again-
'Remember that success is seldom achieved by desire,
most often by forethought; let others be love-sick for
what they have not got2.' To the last he was unlucky,
but the universe must answer for that: the worth of his
character remains. Obliged to lead an invasion which he
had so reasonably condemned ; harassed by sore disease
and the lack of proper support from Athens; and finding
at last no grace in return for his former efforts on
behalf of the Spartan prisoners from Sphacteria; he still
could draw one of those rare pronouncements from
Thucydides :-' a man who least deserved, of all the
Greeks in my time, such an utterly hapless lot ; since
he had pursued the conventional practice of all that is
right3.'

Hence, on a general view, it is fair to conclude that,
if the historian purposely inserted the Melian Dialogue

1 VI, I I. 5. 2 VI, 33. I.

3 VII, 86. 5-i'K rra d$tor &cV TroV y' dr' Lo 'EXX vcov S roro voTrvxlar

atKEoat &a Trv 7rao-av Es dpeTrlv JEvo ovpV iE7TLTrEVO'LV. Bury (Anc. Gr.

Historians, p. 119) interprets (with F. Cauer) 'conventional virtue,' and then
presses the phrase to signify malicious irony on the historian's part. He
sees irony also in the account of Nicias' aims (v, i16. 2); which, however,
include a very laudable sort of patriotism. Are we to take it as ironical, and
not merely a remark on the ways of the universe, when we read that the plague
was most deadly to those who had any pretensions to virtue-SLE4ABepovro,
'ca't dLX rTa of dpere r Tt/ErarTaroLovevoL (II, 5

I
. 5)?
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where it stands, he meant us to feel some contempt for
the extreme policy professed by Athens towards the
typical victim of her ambitions. Here he expresses no
opinion of his own: the actual course of events will speak
more eloquently than any words that he could write on the
perplexing theme of political expediency. But we can
perceive that, in his earnest endeavour to give those
events their full opportunity, he has invested the Athenian
part of the Dialogue with such an elaborate and involved
argumentation as betrays his personal feeling on the state
of his country's policy. Nicias speaks clear and pointed
sense : the treatment of Melos is enveloped in a rhetorical
mist which he judged appropriate to the case. Our
discussion of that judgement, as a conscious stroke of
art, must be taken up elsewhere.

There are one or two other matters, belonging to his
general outlook on the world, which should be added
here. His independence and scientific caution in extract-
ing a few significant truths from the Homeric legends'
are, in their masterly combination, an example to modern
archaeologists and critics. With regard to oracles and
omens, it has been remarked that' his tone about them
is not one of mere contempt, as for a foolish popular
superstition".' Yet it is hard to see anything but con-
tempt in the sarcastic comment on the varia lectio (Xoqto'
-Xy os) in the oracle which the old men recalled at the
time of the plague'-' people suited their memory to their
present troubles; and I fancy that if another Dorian war
ever comes upon them after this one, and a famine (Xyd6 c)
chances to occur, they will probably recite the other
version.' At a momentous point in the operations at
Syracuse', the weak spot in Nicias' character is noted
in the words-' he was rather too much addicted to

1 Thuc. I, 3-12. 2 Forbes, Bk I, Intr. p. xxiv.
s Thuc. II, 54. 3. VII, 50. 4.
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divination and that sort of thing'; where the phrase Kcd

Tc) 70Lo7VT is made particularly contemptuous by the
preceding sentence; for it was the mass of the soldiers
who were so strongly affected by the eclipse of the moon
that they begged the generals to stay where they were.
Thus Nicias is exposed in the act of clinging to the vulgar
superstition. We remember the rage of the disappointed
people against 'the soothsayers and prophets and all who
by any divination had formerly put them in hopes of
gaining Sicily ' ; and the confident scorn of the Athenian
speaker to the Melians-' soothsaying and oracles and
all such disastrous inducements of hope2 ' ;-which, while
appropriate to the more intelligent Athenians of the
time, may be considered rather too violent for the view
of Thucydides himself. The calm, sceptical detach-
ment of that view is well exemplified in his almost
humorous note on the death of Hesiod :-' the precinct

of the Nemean Zeus, in which Hesiod the poet is said to
have been killed by the people of this place, an oracle
having informed him that this would befall him in Nemea.'
He tells us that he remembers how, during the whole
period of the war, he heard the common prediction of its
lasting 'thrice nine years 4'; and remarks that this is the
only case known to him where a confidence in oracles
was justified by the event. But of far more importance
to him and to us are the possible conquests of rational
foresight across the border of chance. Even an oracle
may show this sort of intelligence, though its meaning is
too likely to be mistaken. There was one which declared
it would be an evil day for Athens when a plot of ground
under the Acropolis, known as the Pelargicon, came to be

1 Thuc. viii, i. I-above, p. 62.
2 Thuc. v, I03. 2-Ka~a o-a rota ra L 

'
ET E'rI& XvlaavvETa L.

3 III, 96. I- v t Hott6o o 6 rro17ru 7 XTEyTra i r r&v rar ? dwroOavEZv,

XprO'Bv a6r4i v Nel a TOTO rraOElv.
4 V, 26. 4. 5 II, 17. I-2.
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inhabited. The population of Attica, on the advice of
Pericles when the war began, crowded into the city, and
this spot was occupied. It was expected that troubles
would arise in consequence: whereas, if there were
troubles, they were the general distresses of the war;
and it was to the cause, not the result, of the occupa-
tion that the oracle referred. So, again, he praises
Themistocles for his sagacity in conjecturing the future
course of events': Nicias, after the words we have noticed
for their candid truth', is made to say that instead of
being elated by their enemies' mishaps, his countrymen
ought to find confidence only through superior force of
design'; and, in his second speech, when they have
voted the expedition, that although good fortune will be
needed as well as good counsel, it is best not to count on
such an uncertainty, but to take what reasonable pre-
cautions they can4. It is from ignoring the freshness and
strength of this doctrine-for as such it has stepped into
the place of haphazard daring and trust in one's lucky
star-that so much ink has been expended on Cleon's
'mad promise".'

Connected with this dislike of unreasoned belief and
hasty confidence is the historian's alertness for detecting
and exposing illogical thought in the conduct of public
business. We have noticed the episode of Hippias and
Hipparchus6 as specially prominent among the digres-
sions : let us see if it will yield some light for the question
of Thucydides' view of Athenian politics, with which we
seemed to be faced in discussing the Melian Dialogue7 .

1 I, I38. 3. 2 VI, I I. 5 ; above, p. 74.
a VI, II. 6

-- x pr y 8E j rpo ra rTvxa rov Evavrtov ElratpErOat, Xta ra .

&avoas Kparrjavra Oapo-Eiv. vI, 23. 3.

SAbove, p. 56. G vI, 53-59; above, p. 18.
7 Above, p. 75.
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The transition to this second discussion' of the Pisistrat-
idae from the account of Alcibiades and the mutilation
of the Hermae has been generally noted as rather
sudden. 'What analogy is there between the case of the
tyrannicides and that of Alcibiades; between the jealousy
felt by the Athenians on account of a breach of religious
ceremonial committed by the two patriots in the cause of
national liberty, and the jealousy inspired by the intrigues
of Alcibiades in the cause of despotism ?2' The con-
nection in the historian's mind is reduced to this:
'Harmodius took the opportunity of a religious ceremony
to assert (as vulgarly believed) the liberties of Athens
against her tyrants ; therefore the Athenians have ever
since looked upon all tampering with religious ceremonial
as evidence of plots to establish tyranny... It is difficult to
comprehend how so acute a writer should have been blind
to what must strike every intelligent reader as a palpable
inconsistency'.' But it is just this inconsistency, in the
state of the popular mind, that the nature of the transition
at each end of the episode serves to reveal. Thucydides
has other and more particular mistakes to show: but we
had best review in brief his whole handling of the matter.

The Salaminia had come to fetch Alcibiades: ever
since the expedition started, the people at home had
been in a mood of nervous and credulous suspicion; for
there was a legend which said that the last oppressions
of the Pisistratid tyranny had been removed, not by
Athenians and Harmodius, but by the Lacedaemonians'.
The main muddle is thus declared point-blank. To see
why the people thought of the Pisistratidae at all, we must
recall the story of Harmodius and Aristogiton, noting
some further muddles in the vulgar tradition of that affair ;

1 Cf. Thuc. I, 20.

2 Mure, Lang. and Lit. Ant. Gr. vol. v, pp. 130 if.
3 Ibid. 4 Thuc. vi, 53. 2,
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for it can be shown that 'even the Athenians are no
nearer being accurate than other people in their accounts
of their own tyrants or of what actually occurred'.' They
think that Hipparchus succeeded Pisistratus. They are
wrong: it was Hippias. Their mistake is due to the
fact that it was Hipparchus whom the conspirators
managed to kill. Up to that moment the tyranny had
not been really oppressive or unpopular: but after the
murder-the issue of a private quarrel, aggravated in a
manner not mentioned in the common tradition-the
oppressions of Hippias began; and these were only
stopped by the Lacedaemonians and the Alcmaeonide 2.
The people, though aware of this last point, had persisted
in their error, and had come to look upon Hipparchus as
the oppressive tyrant who was removed by the heroic
patriotism of Harmodius and Aristogiton'. All this is
stupid enough : but when the affair of the Hermae arose,
they went about reminding one another that it was a
religious ceremony (of the Great Panathenaa) that gave
the occasion of the attack on the Pisistratidae, and, that
this new profanation must betoken another revolutionary
plot'., And so they completely lost their heads. As the
Bastard put it to King John-

'I finde the people strangely, fantasied,
Possest with rumors, full of idle dreames,
Not knowing what they feare, but full of feare.
And here's a Prophet that I brought with me
From forth the streets of Pomfret, whom I found

, With many hundreds treading on his heeles:
To whom he sung in rude harsh sounding rimes,
That ere the next Ascension day at noone,
Your Highnes should deliver up your Crowne 6.'

I VI, 54. I.
2 vI, 59. 4. VI, 55. 4.
4 vi, 60. I. Cf, the suspicions of an attempt at tyranny on the part of

Alcibiades (vi, 15. 4) which were mentioned to show the popular distrust of
his- character.

5 Shakespeare, K. Jon, Iv, ii, 15o if.
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The common fear, arising partly out of the vagueness
and the very discrepancies of oral tradition, and partly
from the scares and superstitions which are rife in a time of
war, became focussed on the thought that Alcibiades, like
Pisistratus, might come in upon an unguarded Athens by
the help of Sparta, who was even readier to set up a
tyranny where there was none, than to pull down one
that already existed. Besides, was there not a small
force of Lacedzemonians now at the Isthmus, apparently
about to act in concert with the Bceotians'? Over
certain other points in the body of the digression we need
not linger. Few will think it enough to utter the mythic
formula--' Heavenly Twins and Insulted Sister"-and
pass on: no one who cares to observe how the evidence
for a correct version of the story has been sought and
sifted and arranged3 will welcome the device of classing
Thucydides with Herodotus, Plutarch and other uncritical
writers, in order to show that he ought so to be classed'.
We may perhaps agree that the controversial tone of the
discussion suggests that the writer had been subjected to
criticism with regard to his earlier treatment of the
matter5 ; which, according to this view, must have
become known by the separate publication of his first
project, the History of the Ten Years' War. But what
concerns us now is to note the effectiveness with which
some special knowledge of facts about the traditional
tyrant-slayers has been employed to expose the incon-
sistencies of popular thought and their immediate results,
-a confused feeling of fright, blundering apprehensions,
and indiscriminate arrests6 . It is the more likely, there-
fore, that even in the high places of politics Thucydides

1 vI, 61.2. 2 Th. M. p. t33.
3 Cf. esp. VI, 54-55. Cf. above, p. 60.
* Grundy, Thuc. and the Hist. of his Age, p. 426.
6 v, 6o, 2.
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will indicate the faults and failures of that 'enlightenment'
of which he is usually considered to have been more a
partaker than a spectator.

§4
It may be no unprofitable fancy, if we suppose for a

moment that Thucydides had remained in Athens during
those 'twenty years after the command at Amphipolis .'
When we remember that Socrates, for the whole of that
period2, was living, thinking and talking in Athens, and
when we find him frequenting those private intelligent
circles on the fringe of political life in which Thucydides
must have been a conspicuous figure, it is worth while to
try to calculate our probable loss and gain. It is to be
supposed that the historian would have ranked politically
with 'the middle sort of citizens ,' which would also include
Nicias, Theramenes and Socrates. This neutral party,
as the History tells us, suffered doubly in the revolutions
of the Greek states, falling a prey in turn to the democrats
and to the aristocrats; and it was represented in Athens
by the moderate or old-fashioned democracy professed
by Alcibiades4. Its principles were broadly those of the
democracy contrived by Theramenes in 411i under the
name of the 'Five Thousand,' which we have seen com-
mended by Thucydides5 . It may have been Socrates'
rigid adherence to these principles which provoked the
extreme democrats to remove him in 399; just as
Theramenes had been a victim of the Thirty in 403.
Thucydides, when he returned to Athens, would come
under the same sort of suspicions: but as to where and
how he died, we have no real information.

1 V, 26. 5.
2 The order of words in Plato, Apol. 28 E, implies that Socrates served at

Amphipolis before he fought at Delium (424 B.C.).
3 III, 82 fin.-ari pEoa T raOV ro)XtrGWv. 4 VI, 89. 6.
5 vIII, 97. 2; above, p. 64.
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Had he never been banished, it is possible that he
might have been drawn away from history, and led by
moral inquiry into the discussion of matters which make
hardly any express appearance in the book which he
wrote. On the other hand, he might have distrusted the
Socratic subtleties, and followed rather, with Antiphon,
the path of rhetoric and politics. But it is most likely
that he would have pursued his historical researches, and
travelled occasionally to obtain the best material for his
work. However, imagine what we may, the effort is not
wasted, if it helps to fix our opinion of his intellectual
power. About equal in age with Socrates, and subject,
in youth and early manhood, to the same surrounding
influences, he possessed a mind of almost equally pene-
trative force. Socrates, it is true, has done more solid
and extensive service to humanity ; he had rare qualities
of character which first prompted him to that service, and
then, sustaining his endeavour, gained fuller strength with
each recruit of intimacy and conviction. Thucydides,
while gifted with a larger faculty of observation, stood
aloof, at least as it befell in the end, from those petty
problems of every-day life of whose real greatness it
required the genius of Plato to persuade the world. He
was as proud as anyone of the splendid civilisation which
attained its bloom in the sway and ease and beauty of
Athens; of this admiration he has made the Funeral
Oration an everlasting witness. Yet Athens, to his eye,
was but the consummate centre of the whole Hellenic
tapestry. He could not fasten attention on his native
city alone; and fate forbade him a place in the intricate
texture of her interior life.

Both of these men were stirred by the utility of
examining the ways of the world as it passed before their
eyes; with this difference, however, that while Thucydides
relied, for the significance of his report, on the appeal to
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the best prevailing conceptions of justice, honesty and 'the
unwritten laws',' Socrates busied himself, in a more
limited sphere, with investigating those conceptions
themselves. Both, on this practical plane, felt a sacred
hunger for the truth; yet neither would readily venture
on a positive assertion. The spectacle of life and thought
was so absorbing, and besides, so complicated, that the
personal utterance of the interpreter seemed like a vain
intrusion; and the authoritative tone is almost as remote
in Thucydides' History as in the earlier Dialogues of the
disciple of Socrates.

Yet, if the historian makes no pretension to the real
secrets of existence, neither is he to be regarded as a
humble or diffident thinker in his chosen field of view.
His grasp of each series of events, and of the characters
and motives which mainly determined these, has a
sureness and a strength which must depend on some-
thing more than a sharp perception aided by the local
detachment of his exile. There is a peculiar pride of
independence and security which makes itself felt, not
merely in his few corrective essays and notes, but in the
very quality of his reserves and silences on every page.
As the war progressed, and particularly as it dragged
out its final stages, he came to feel and rely upon the
confidence of a unique understanding. Other judgements,
he seems to have assured himself, were ignorant, or
vague, or partial, or circumscribed: he alone saw how
the whole story hung together, and how it might be
presented as a unity, compendious and intelligible to
future ages, with all the intermingling of accident and
calculation, of thought and action, of persons, words and
events. But nevertheless, even the horses of Alcibiades 2

shall not draw from him an explicit lesson or moral.
Here and there he will let fall a sentence of blame or

1 11, 37.3. V I I 2. 2 ; I6. 2.

6-2
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praise, but chiefly in terms of actual reputation, and
seldom risking the claims of his own consideration as a
judge. He will simply set down feelings and facts in
their proper places, and leave us to judge for ourselves.
And lastly, he has a special dislike of many words. His
abstract of Hellenic life will contrive to imply much that
has to be left untold ; and if his readers, in excited
curiosity, are importunate for further explanation, he is
determined, like Pericles', to give these anxious people
the best of his material service, and say no more. If
they demand theories, they must make them on their own
account : he is not going to join the pitiful company of
historians who have a genius for saying things that turn.
out to be foolish.

1 21. 3-22. ?-EK KLCOV OTt OT9aT?7jy oy 'v00K '7rErayot...lEpKX)K ....

rcToTEvWv op6J yiyVC OYKEL. .. T11v TE IToXLV E/IVXacT1Te Kai&8t qovXiac /aXYTra oov
E&)vao ELXEV.
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CHAPTER IV

NARRATIVE PROSE

§I

IT has been necessary to dwell on the intellect of
Thucydides, not for the reason that it happens to be
interesting in itself and deserving of a correct appreciation
to-day, but because the mind and style of a serious writer
are connected with each other like the stem and leaves
of a tree. It is useless to criticise a manner of speech
without some regard to the shape and foundation of the
spirit within. Dr Johnson assured the readers of his
Dictionary that he was 'not yet so lost in lexicography,
as to forget that words are the daughters of earth, and
that things are the sons of heaven'.' If we shall be
occupied with the outward shows of artifice, it will be in
order to watch the interior struggle, betrayed especially
in the style of Thucydides, between thought and ex-
pression. In cases of a more thoroughly accomplished
skill, the study of style is notoriously delusive: a form
perfectly suited to its matter defies, as impossible or
absurd, our analytic dissection. In some exquisite feats
of writing, the words seem to retire from notice, as it were,
at the very moment of bringing us into contact with the
informing mind, and with the thought or scene which is
in possession there: such was the supreme touch of art
that wrought the conclusion of the Pkhcdo. A piece like

1 Johnson, Dict. Eng. Lang. Pref.
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this is not to be anatomised: the thing is a perfect
whole, and we can do little more towards marking the
perfection, than to say there is hardly any style at allP:
as lately has been said of a great lyric poet,-' his Muse
has become a veritable Echo, whose body has dissolved
from about her voice"'; while the effect of ordinary words
under the impulse of keen thought and feeling is familiar
to us in the satire of Swift. But there are also certain
elevations of style, where it is largely the sound of the
words that lifts and sustains the thought upon heights
of noble splendour. In this sort of writing also-for
example, in the elaborate imagery of the Phcedrus and
in the persuasive myths of other dialogues-Plato seems
to smile at any particular inspection of his technique:
just as in some places of Sir Thomas Browne and
Jeremy Taylor, and of such truants from traditional
strictness as Ruskin and Pater, we can note a cunning
device here and there, but cannot take account of the
variously conscious searching and selection which went
to the fashioning of the whole piece. Its art is too
complex, too copious in resource of rhythm and tune and
suggestion, to be measured by a neat and rigorous rule.
It is rather where a new instrument is wielded by an
original mind, and some new modes of thought are met
and developed by the practice of a growing skill, that
the devices of expression can be clearly observed and
described. No doubt there are phrases and sentences,
even in the stage of formative effort that we shall illustrate
by the style of Thucydides, which for simple nobility can
stand among the greatest of their kind: the Funeral
Oration, and several passages in the Sicilian Expedition,

1 Cf. Archer-Hind's note (Phcedo, 1894, p. 147)-'the sad music of this
solemn close.' This critic, above most others in recent times, had an ear for
the melody unheard.

2 Francis Thompson, Shelley, 1909, p. 66. The article was written in 1889
but not published till 1908 (Dublin Review, July: separately printed, 1909).
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will supply some shining examples. But it is our purpose
to follow his main endeavour as an artist; and this
happens to have aimed at something rather different
from the 'simplicity which is a large part of nobility.'

This phrase demands particular notice, as it comes at
the close of a very remarkable essay in literary art. The
chapter on the Troubles in Greece' shows a frank ambition
for effect, in the deliberate choice and arrangement of its
words, implicitly avowed by the author. It is a part of
his narrative, and yet it glitters forth in bold relief from
the rest; nor can any of it, like the several complexions
of the speeches, be attributed to any intention save that
of the writer's own direct pronouncement to the reader.
The manner of it is vigorous, terse, and for the most
part clear. Two or three small corrections have been
proposed by the critics: but taking the chapter as a
whole, we find no difficulty as to the meaning; while the
expression tends to be so uniform that its character is
only too easily perceived. The distinctive features will
appear most plainly if we set it beside a piece of the
more ordinary narrative. A chapter of the first Book
offers an instance of straightforward story-telling : the
adventures of Themistocles3, as we have already noticed,
seem to bring Thucydides near to the manner of
H erodotus

KGcL (v aya &vCt3 rOLE Tv r L3 'La jpacEi .

vELKX)ppI Oo.TTS EOTL Kat &L a 47Jv'yEI, KcLL EL /.d1 TWa TEL

tLVTOV, 4 7 ELV OT XP gaLLTELCT 8ELs caVTOV WyEV "T~I71
8 c ao'cLXELaV ELvat p 6 7EvaLEK/ 3qvCLL K Tr JE(vc IE p

irXOvS yEl7jTaI2 ITELVOOLE1/W 68 £WT(,9x4' P"' 1tOPv%)o-0 oON
KaLT aIa.O6 vUXgOTOLEL TE TarVTaLKcL1 WOO-aXEvcocLS

'j dpavwat ' VI UTEp TOOTpaTO7TE
3

0 ~O cfLKVELTat

ES "E4 o ov~.

1 Thuc. In, 83. I-TO EV~jBES', 01)T70 yEVI~aLOV 7TXEUOTOV IIETEXEL.

2 III, 82. s I, 137. 2; above, p. i6.
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Now let us turn to the Troubles in Greece'

Kacd T71V ELOJOV Lacw wO'LV v T&J1) OVO/aT&W ESTa Epyc

a'T 7/XXav T7 SLKaL&J(EL. TOAXLcL(pEfvyap ctOyLo

avpla LtXraCtpoc Evo i( O7, XXqcnc 6EiTpo/Jr7O 8ELXrc

EvIrpErrT17 TO 
8

E oTwGpOV TOy WacWapoU 7TpocxL, Kat To

1TpOS airav ~ VVETOV ETL ira vlpyov' TO8E 7TXqKTOJs o
cwvpos rolpo TrpooETEhiq, c ocXELa 6E oU EITL 3ovX EVoL0%

alToTporTrq' lTpo4Cao-Lc EvXOyOs.

The former piece, to be sure, is carefully written,
with attention to the rise and fall of the clauses. The
parenthesis rev ya... .vy is answered by 6Edo-c...rkEVyEL,
and E 7... avTOl by frq. . .aYEL, these two 'periods' or
'compasses' making two limbs of the larger period, from
the beginning to ayEL. The sentence is wound up by a
couple of clauses-mnv &...ycnpcTat, and rtLop vw 6'...
Kac' dcacv-which are roughly poised against each other,
and together make some effort at balancing that larger
period: but they are loosely tacked on, and the sense of
incompleteness is remedied by the length and weightiness
of the following sentence- 6&... 7EbEo-ov. The total
effect is of rising steadily, then hesitating, and finally
sliding back to the level of inaction. Thus we can
observe a definite attempt to arrange the 'running' or
'strung-together' style (Xt 5 dpojdv',),-which in its

rude beginnings is mere babble,-in some kind of order
corresponding to the thought ; though probably the effort
is only so far conscious, that it springs from a desire to
be brief as well as clear,-to choose a few plain words,
and make the most of them.

The second piece is no less intent on brevity, but its
method bears witness to an entirely new ambition in
prose-writing. The first sentence is not so strikingly
different from the ordinary narrative : but alreadyT there are

1 III, 82. 4.
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contrasts of thoughts and words (rov o ,oTdrov c rT pya,
d 4LWo-wLv LKaLwLo L). After this preparation for the claims
of sense upon sound, we enter at once upon a series of
examples whose similarity and persistence more than
amply illustrate the opening proposition. It might seem
enough to say that the author has seized the opportunity
of indulging in a little 'fine writing': but what, in fact, has
he done? Not only has he split up each limb of each
minor period into two opposing halves, and thus reduced
the elements of the sentence to nearly the lowest limit of
each (r X~a dXoycoro-vch8pca tX&apoc),-indeed, but
crudely avoiding the phrase o VVEIWr dpyd,-but in one
case he insists on the balance of two halves by a kind
of jingle (poXXyo-t rrpoOrjsr-reCAa cirprr s). So for
some length further they move along, two abreast, as
it were, in quick procession: some pairs more adorned
or interesting than others, but always white and black,
white and black. We may glance at them, to laugh and
turn away with a shrug: but, on the other hand, they
are the work of a man whose attempts to impress his
thought upon our minds are likely to be the more
interesting for being over-laboured. If he were only
a shallow phrase-maker, there would be excuse enough
for relegating such artificial experiments to the monkey-
house frivolities of a curious scrap-book. Here, in an
extreme case selected for contrast, we should see how
the same man who can often make words the almost
unnoticed servants of his more straight-running thought,
is engrossed in the task of drilling them for a peculiar
moral effect. He has got a grasp, and is trying the first
uses, of that instrument whose compendious force was
afterwards developed and recognised as periodic form;
and if his efforts seem awkward in their lack of disguise,
it is because he is urged by the unusual importance of
some complex ideas to express and communicate them
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in their original organic vigour. 'The utmost energy of
the nervous style of Thucydides,' observes a writer whose
own strength of thought and style gives him a special
claim to be heard, 'and the copiousness and expression
of the Greek language, seem to sink under that historian,
when he attempts to describe the disorders which arose
from faction throughout all the Grecian commonwealths.
You would imagine that he still labours with a thought
greater than he can find words to communicate.' This
remark of Hume's rightly points to the stern labour of
the struggle in bringing out a particular thought; but
the difficulty comes not so much of greatness of thought
and lack of forcible language, as of a sudden endeavour
to make the reader or hearer realise, under a steady
process of clashing and drumming, the unique mental
scene which the author desires to represent. In cold
scholastic phrase, he is applying antithesis to the con-
struction of the period; and he is anxious to enforce his
antitheses with similarities of size and sound2. It follows
naturally from the severe economy of such a structure,
that words are occasionally stretched into unusual shades
of meaning, and poetical or uncustomary compounds are
brought into play. Dionysius has filled many pages with
corrections and complaints3. But for us at this stage it
will be enough to grasp the main difference between the
two schemes we have just considered, before proceeding
to inquire how Thucydides could have seriously devised
them both. Our best plan will be to look at once for
signs of the period in early Greek prose.:

1 Hume, Of the Potulousness of Ancient Nations.
L Dionys. De Thuc. 887-rapioao-t s, rapooio'lw-.
s De Thuc. 883-896.
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§2

Dionysius begins his criticism of ThucYdides' historical
method with the mention of those earlier historians whose
works were extant in his days. The first eight of these
-Eugeon, Deiochus, Eudemus, Democles, Hecataeus,
Acusilaus, Charon and M elesagoras-are placed a good
while previous to the Peloponnesian War. After them,
as flourishing a little before it, and living on till
Thucydides was in his manhood, he gives the names
of Hellanicus, Damastes, Xenomedes and Xanthus; and
adds that there were a number of others. Each of these
dealt with the traditions of some single tribe or city,
either Greek or foreign; and their aim was to make a
plain story, for general knowledge, out of the ancient
records attached to each place. He tells us incidentally
that their style was, for the most part, clear, ordinary,
simple and concise, keeping close to their matters, and
showing no artistic elaboration'. He next mentions
Herodotus, notes the wide range and variety of his field,
and remarks that he made his style complete by adding
the excellences neglected by his predecessors 4. Some
way further on, the critic prefaces his examination of
Thucydides' style by repeating and amplifying these
statements : he tells now'3 of two very early writers-
Cadmus of M iletus and Aristaeus (the Aristeas quoted
by Herodotus6) of Proconnesus ; but the works of these
and other ancient chroniclers, he says, are either wholly

De Thuc. 818-820.
2 I.e. when he began to compile his notes: De Thuc. 818-,E'XPL T7

eovKv&ov rapEKTEtvavrES iX 1Klas. Cf. Thuc. V, 26. 5-aio-avosEvos rt

3 De Thuc. 8 20-XE tv T~V oac/71 Kai Kocvr)jv KWl Kaeapalv KaL cvrv,7o/Lov Kai
Toffs 7rp

4
)qatL rpooc/vw Kai /45E/JiaV oKEV(Dpiav Etrja~vouoav TExvLKgv.

4 De Thuc. 8
21-ry XE$EL 7rpooaarE3co)KE Ta'7rapaXELc/6Euo-ac V r rv irp0

ai rov a-vyypacfEov dp~ras~.
5De Thuc. 864. 6 Herod. Iv, 13.
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lost or extant only in fragments of doubtful authenticity.
Before turning to Thucydides, he bestows a more specific
praise on the narrative manner of Herodotus; nor, as
his criticism proceeds on its rather querulous way, does
he forget the rhetorical influence of Gorgias and his
school'.

The only one of these historians whom Thucydides
has mentioned by name is Hellanicus', the Ionian
chronologist who lived to record Andocides as an orator
of repute', and to see the end of the Peloponnesian War'.

That Thucydides was familiar with the History of
Herodotus (the contemporary of Hellanicus) is almost
certain: apart from the controversial tone of some of
his statements", it is hardly credible that he should
have missed reading the great story of the Persian
Invasions, if not in his exile, at least after his return to
Athens ". But the same approach to certainty, though
greatly to be desired for our purpose, is impossible as
regards the other writers. It is safe only to suppose
that he probably read, or heard read, a good number of
their chronicles, before he made his contemptuous remark
on certain prose-writers (koyoypcdot) who sought to be
attractive rather than truthful7. We need only look at a
few translations of their fragments8 to see how alike they
are in an ingenuous addiction to marvels : though it would

1 De Thuc. 869. 2 Thuc. I, 97. 2.
' Suidas, s.v. 'AvioKiBj; Plut. Alcib. xxi ; Muiller, Hellan. frag. 78.

Schol. Aristoph. Ran. 706; Muiller, frag. 8o.
5 E.g., Thuc. I, 20-Herod. VI, 57, IX, 53; Thuc. II, 97-Herod. v, 3,

IV, 46; see further examples in Jebb, ' The Speeches of Thuc.' (Hellenica), § 3.
6 In spite of Plut. de Herod. Malin. 862 a, it is quite probable that

Herodotus read some part of his History in public at Athens about 445 B.c.;
cf. Euseb. Chron. II, 339. The recitation at Olympia (Lucian, Herod. i) is
on several grounds improbable. The story of the young Thucydides being
moved to tears by Herodotus reading some of the book to Olorus, may
perhaps be regarded as an echo of some real meeting in private.

SThuc. I, 21. I. 8 Cf. Forbes, Bk I, Intr. pp. xlvi-1.
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be wrong to judge their whole work, both historical and
literary, on the evidence of a few examples preserved by
curiosity-hunters like Athenaeus. It is easy to imagine
how far we should be from the real H erodotus if his work
had survived on the same unhappy terms. As for the
tale of Orestheus and his bitch, whether we are to suppose
it a quotation made by Hecataeus himself or not, it is.
such a useful example of the 'strung-together' style,.
in nearly its purest form, that it will be worth while to
glance at the original':

'Op o-OEi 6 Z\EVKaXu OO )XOEV EdoAGrwXictv E~ri o tX6a,.
KatL KV&W aVr7&) GTE AEXOS ETEICE. Kat OSEKEAEV(YE CLVTO1)

KcIToPvXOT)VaL " KCU EcLVTOV E4UV c/(L'TEXOS 7roXvUrrckf vXoc.

LO KO(tL 70) V TOV ?TatL&L (J§'VTL( EKCLXETE. rOlUrov 6O~v'5S
EyEVETo, KXTJOELc cIw5 Tc)W daLIEXowv' ot yap TcoL LEAXXvE

otvcLs EKc£XOVV TacL pc J/TXovs. Ocz'E&) cE7ePE TO AL~oXo's.

The clauses are merely tacked on, as the need of
explanation arises ; there is no working up to the etymo-
logical point, no aim at producing a distinct impression.
The writer's technique, if such he can be said to possess,.
goes no further than marking off each clause, where he
conveniently can, by means of a long final word. Another
good instance of this jerky, piecemeal style is provided.
by a fragment of the mythographer Pherecydes', which
relates the story of Pelias and Jason

EeE OIIEX~as i-p lloo-E£&h'£v, KCLL ITpoELWE 7rCaTL ITCpELvCLL._

OL 6E 7)ET~LV OL TE ELXXOL ITOXLTcLL KcL O6'Iow(v "&VXE &
EpOT pEVOw Eyyvc TO1) Avcwpov ?rOraOv. acacwvctXoc 6&
8 LE/3cL-E 701) IOTCL/.Ov' 8 LCL/3 CL 6E, TOPw/ LE1 6E L01)V iTo6LTCL

?rOG 1) GVE aptUTE 01) E7rtX7OETCLL. Kat LEpETLLvce

6&LlT1O1). t 
6

w E 6 HEXLas cYV1jJ3cXXEL TO7 b YLcLv701.

1 Athenaeus II, 35; Muller, Hecat. frag. 341.
2 Schol. Pindar, Py/li. IV, 133; Muller, Pherec. frag. 6o.
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There is an attempt at impressiveness here in the
alliteration of the first sentence; and a sort of connective
balance is obtained by L&e/3 aL ... &cqac, and TOP v
Ecov...TOw 6 apL-Epo ; but the general effect of even

so small a piece is patchy and tiresome.
Moving down from the beginning towards the middle

of the fifth century we meet, in the chief fragment of
Charon of Lampsacus, a distinct advance towards large-
ness and freedom ; though there is still no sign of a definite
plan. A few sentences will show the larger reach and
more varied arrangement of phrase:

KalL 7TrOspc EK T?) Kap rEl% d T7V7TTap( 8 LTovs
Bto-XXarc EcTELXEv ETro TO3sKap8tivoi o 3 a OELc y4uw
i7TO TOW BLoXrEow. of 8E Kap'uvvo% TcWTE' To tW7TovS

E&6accv E'v Toys (TV/JTToOrtoS O PXEurO8 cu TO TOW avX oi. KCU

C7TL 7OW OTLUTOlwv ITO&xW L(TCEPOtTO~ TS 7TpoOVLO15pXo)vW

EITLo-Tr C4EvOL CVX?7tLcLa. TaLa oVJWEWLOTcEvo& Ovapis
EKT?7)OTao EtK T?71 Kap&]Sy a1)XTTp(6a.

Yet the writer has no command of effective order.
At the beginning of the story we had been told that the
Bisaltians invaded Cardia successfully ; then that the Bi-
saltian general Onaris had been at one time enslaved to a
Cardian barber; and that in the shop he had heard people
talk of an oracle about a Bisaltian invasion. The piece
here quoted relates how he escaped to his native country,
and led a Bisaltian army against the Cardians : but to
understand the tactical device (of making the horses dance
to the flute) on which he based his hopes, we have to go
back to an ancient custom of the Cardians, glance again
at the time of his servitude (to see how he came to know of
this custom), and then note the provision he made before
invading Cardia. And when the horses behaved as he
expected in the battle, we have to be told that the Cardians

1 Athenaeus, XII, 19; Muller, Charon, frag. 9.
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set great store by their cavalry, before we reach the
concluding Kau o{rwo vKhjo-av. One obvious result of
this haphazard manner is the constant repetition, for
clearness, of the proper names: but this was probably an
enjoyment to the writer, who found that he could give his
clauses a kind of finish by weighting them at the end,
now and again, with these sonorous words 1.

There is a sentence of Thucydides where the same
kind of awkwardness appears: possibly we ought to
take it as an unrevised note, whose substance has been
abstracted from one of the Peloponnesian authorities on
which he is relying for the moment'. It is rather a
costly moment for his style, as this part of the sentence
will show :

EipUO-BE p i it V Ev Tf 'ATTLKf iwo HpaKxE w alTo-

Oavovros, 'Arp~ow s /J/7Tpo cEX(/o v r p Kau

ElTpE/CW7yO Evpva-O&Oc, OT OTp.TEVE, MVK7-'S TE Kat LL1v

afJx7l/ Kara To olKEWv 'AOpEZ ( v yXdvE crov Evyovrc

TV lTCLTEpCa L && r Xpvl-wrroi-wov Oarov), KaLL OVKETL

VXoJPT/aTEv Eipvo-6EvO , K.T.X.

Dionysius 3 quotes this merely to show the mischief
wrought by over-much parenthesis : we shall view it
rather as a reminder of the entanglements which the
emphatic and compendious narrative of Thucydides was
struggling to avoid.

The collected 'fragments' of H ellanicus provide us
with a considerable amount of material for estimating the
variety and extent of his writings 4 : but very few can be

1 N o te also th e rep etitio n , in th e last tw o sen ten ces, o f UTh4L v o t-E -t" 

a ~ o -~ u r p v n w i h th a i t o f t e c m o n o n s t

a clumsy design of emphasis.
2 Thuc. T, 9. 2--oli Tar/Jo4oTara HEXoiTovv?7f7wV i v jcrlJ apa TOW 2pOTEpOV

~EcEypIEJ/OL.
3 Dionys. Eft. ad Arum. ii, 15
SFor the hest classification and discussion, see Kulimer, Jahrb. fu r

Class. Philol. 1902, Su/5l. Band xxvii, pp. 455-696.
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regarded as preserving his original manner. From his
book on Egypt the following short sentences remain, in
a direct quotation of Athenaeus ':-

'iro'Xis Ewtwrc~at7, T (v t o 01//a. a(WrY) (on O/Iy)vpL%

Kat tEpOl' pL ycLKat ayv/ov El' E0717 Tf7 TOXEt XLtOLvl' KatL

OVpcrpa Xttvat. 0a) TOV tEpol) acivet IrE 4wiao-t XEVKcLL

KaL jL XcLalvat. T C T2)cTL O'T 4XcLVOLE~rIT3EI3XIvTcLL avoiT'3
&KavOov OV oyavoE' KaL poLts a~ cLV ~Kat cy/7TEXOv iTcTTXcy-

/LEl-Ot. KatOTt c LLOot

After this and other examples which might be shown
of the same sort, it is surprising to find one quotation
whose style is built on a really shapely design. The
Leyden Scholia on the Iliad give us the following passage
from the Troan2 Hislory2 :

VITO TOVTOV TOllX OOVEv Tf76) 0 8 UEZ at 0 Ka/avOpOS

To
6 peir 6 lpov vTFEp/

3cXO w iuw6 Tov ojL 3piov V'&LTos To EXol) KOLXU

xw pta EITVX OEv, TrjipotTOVTC 6O'AXtXXVS '?7yoVp Ev0c 7oi
o-TpaTovTpoiToc E1/ETVXE KCLL 8

COas Tolv pov, 4 TL /.LV

Tli/7fEl) T(1) TE&G~tTTEX ECS ?TEC~vUVLsCXa/ 30/o' o% E (.ETrOp-

Lo-PEav tVTOv Ot 8aX~ot 7TpOL 8 OfLEl'OL TOPl pOlv ETpaTOV~TO,

o'rrov E v'laTo EKao-Tos, aXXos caXX1, Kat ETlt Ta TUW opOcw
VITEpEXOvTa TOy ITE&tOV cTTE/ 3CLLE.

It may be that the scholiast wrote from memory, and
unconsciously recast the sentence : on the other hand,
Hellanicus may have been able to rise at times from the
level of the formless jottings which make up the greater
part of his remains 3. But whether it belongs to Hellanic-
us or not, it will serve to illustrate the early growth of
prose-structure, both in extension and arrangement. The
Scamander flows down from Mount Ida, swollen with

1Atherneus, xv, 679 f.; Muller, Hellan. frag. 150.
2 Schol. Leid. Horn. Ii. xxI, 235; Muller, Hellan. frag. 132.
sThere are signs of this in a long sentence quoted from his Attic Records

by the scholiast on Eurip. Orest. 1648; Muller, Hellan. frag. 82.
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the rains; overflows its banks; and covers the low-lying
ground with water. When he has told us so much,
the writer collects it (r AoS rorw) for Achilles and his
exploit; which are also given us in proper order, leading
up to the top or turning-point of the period (4Lercdpo-cv
Eavrdv). Hence we descend, rather hurriedly, in the
account of what the army did. The affair is barely and
briefly told, and the structure is therefore all the easier
to see; while the intention of building for continuous
effect is evident, not only from the neat use of participles,
but from the insertion of the one phrase (LXXo cXX )
which could almost be spared, yet which serves to stretch
out the time of the conclusion. The whole piece may
thus be regarded as an attempt, though probably not
conscious in every detail, towards a larger and more
powerful form than the old patchwork of little clauses;
and this design, together with its economy of words,
brings it nearer to the normal narrative of Thucydides
than to the ample, flowing style of Herodotus.

§3

The true period, which attained its full strength in
Demosthenes, is here seen in a very elementary stage.
So far we have only remarked how the XE'ts edpoprY

began to be arranged for a composite effect; and if we
speak of Herodotus as 'an artist in language',' we must
try to delimit the sense in which this title is to be applied.
That ever-fresh curiosity about each new aspect of human
life, which we have considered' in relation to the moral
interest of his discourses, is not accompanied by the
rarer intensity of thought and feeling which strains every
sinew of language in the endeavour to touch the bleak
and often misty summit of truth. In the ordinary run of

1 Murray, Hist. Gr. Lit. p. 141. 2 Above, pp. 29-30.
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his story we find little more than an easy command of
speech, which is kept 'close to the matters'; it is because
these are clearly seen, and imaginatively shaped into
attractive masses, and not because of any steady grasp on
their meaning and importance, that we are ready to call
him a literary artist. Indeed, without this looseness of
hold, he would lack much of his ingenuous charm. A
notable instance, where he interrupts his fine account of
Thermopylae with the topic of the inheritance of Darius,
has been well cited against him in a comparison with
Thucydides2 . His best effects are to be measured, like
those of Boccaccio or Malory, by the chapter rather than
the paragraph: at least a couple of pages would have
to be quoted, if justice should be done to his excellence.
Still, the pleasant unapprehensive air of his writing may
be illustrated by the following sentence 3, whose laxity is
just kept in significant order

H rjYcto bd 1v vvv p XP E 9 CicLLp8h7O-av, AV'KwLOL G

TOCL 0 OLOP itE 0&jovl ro "Apwayoc rTV CrrpcvrTv, CTE LOVTE'

KcLL /JLLXO/.EvOL 6XuyoL iTpos IToXXOV' capETa' LTE6ELKVVTO,

cTcT()iOCVTES O& KaL KcLTELXT)O1 EVTES ESTO cLoTTv OVVqXALotv ES

TV7 cLKpOWTOXLV TaLcTE 7VvatKc K a EvaK 'aXp

KaLL TOVS OLICETa& KcLL CTELTat v1Tp!Jsay TY7v aELiqJO~wOAl JTOYLV

TavT?)7P KcLEOhLL.

So it is that Herodotus pictures the affair to his mind,
and we cannot but admire the facility with which he
transmits the scene to us. A variety of examples might
be taken to show a greater or a less degree of formal
structure : for the present, it will be enough to note, in
this typical sentence, the use of ply and &, the corre-
spondence of ETE LoVTE'S KUai PaxoMEVOL and Eo-o-o)JO6r TcKici

KcLTELX77OEPTE%, and the long final verbs E atp $O*qo-av and

1 Above, p. 91.
2 Croiset, Notice sur Thuc. p. 98. Herod. I, 176.
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aJ/rE ELKVVTo in the first and third clauses. H erodotus
has a few pieces of carefully formal writing, which we
shall bave to consider in connection with rhetorical style:
but the search for influences which may have helped to
shape the normal narrative of Thucydides will find more
promising ground in his intellectual relationship with
Hippocrates.

The severe precision of Thucydides' mind, to which
the methods of all former and contemporary chroniclers
seemed so unsatisfactory, would find at least one writer
whose works it could approve as creditable to the
intellectual progress of Greece. The disputes and dis-
cussions which have wound themselves about the name
of Hippocrates need not detain us here. Two modern
experts' have probed to the solid core, and have established
a certain number of treatises as the genuine works of the
physician of Cos who was a contemporary of Socrates
and Thucydides. One of these works, the Prognostic,
which seems to have been among his earliest compositions,

begins in this manner2

TOV L7qTpOV OOKECL VLOL apw-TOv ELI/aL Tpovo~cLV ECWT7J
8EVEtLV

l~potyvco-Knv yp Ka 7roX~qiv TpL TOo1o- /OO-EOVO-t Ta

TE I~~OTcL oraKcLL a ra poycyovora Ka't ra / XXovrcL to-co-Oat,
OKO TcL TE IcapcaXELITovG-OL o cTUEveOvTES EKOL')y~vEVVvo%

WTL7TEV OtT au VaXXOP V tycrCKEtV TfL T&J1 lOO"EOVT&W7Tpq7-

ji a ( JO TE TOX p aV ETtTp 1TELV 'TOVJ w/Opo~lToVs O0/i.ac

E&JVTOVS Tp uY7)Tpcp9. 7)1/ E UEpC1TEL)7v apt0-Ta CU) TOLEOLTO

1TpOEt~OJ) iTa EoO OVEva EK T&W w7apEOl/TrW laOta~cTowv.

One can hardly read even so far without thinking of
Thucydides' preface to his account of the plague' :

70) EOLOl) TE E7L71/ETO AE $i, KaL Ca4f O01)au 'Tt 0-KOITOJV1,,

1 Littr6, ~Eiuires d'IH~ifocrafe, 1840; Greenhill, Smith's Dict Gr. Rom.
Biog. Myth. 1846. 2 Littre, §Euv. d'Hzt. II, p. Io.

s Thuc. II, 48. 3.

7-2
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EL 7TOTE Ka1 CWOLs CTLTToOL, 1/WA LO'T CavEXOL TL TrpQ&ot /jt

cylV'OELv, TcTCL 17GXWcT&) avo K E voo4o-a
cXXov Tracrov as.

Besides the grave confidence in diligent study which
supports the thought of both passages, we should observe
what a serious, persevering intelligence it is that forms
the very framework of each long sentence. In the first
piece, there is a steady rise to the important clause
?TLOTEVOLT T. ... . rp-ypa : but it is also remarkable how
many things are comprised in so small a number of
words. The sphere of 7TpoyLyv K&W and TrpoXcywv is
extended, to make a fuller impression of thoroughness,
to Ta-r -ap ovTa and 7a7tpOyEyoOoTc; which increases the
scope of the verbs to something like 'seeing and telling
at a glance,' or 'without hearing all that the patient has
to say': while the effect of this little climax consists in
the use of present and past symptoms for predicting the
future course of the malady. Thus, by his choice and
arrangement of words, Hippocrates has filled his small
space with a great deal of meaning. The case is like
that of a heavy man ascending a ladder which is just able
to bear his weight : it bends, but can be trusted not to
break. The sentence of Thucydides, quoted in the first
instance for the similarity of its general outlook and
tone, will serve at the same time as a fair example of his
economy in reaching a point like rTaira Xcio-co, and of
a satisfactory descent or return, where he gives his
personal justification. The main support of the close-knit
structure in each passage is the dexterous management
of participles, -a method apparent in every chapter of
the History. We also find in this piece of Hippocra-
tes that pregnant 1&axxov which has been distinguished
as specially Thucydidean'1. But although there is this

1 Cobet, Var. Led. p. 291 (1873) ; Dobree, Advers. in Thuc. ed.
Wagner, 1883, I, p. 44 (e.g:. Thuc. I, 3. 2, VIII, 71. 3).

Too
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conciseness and weightiness in Hippocrates, he does not
venture on such daring short-cuts as Thucydides,
for instance, when an adverb is made to work with a
preposition'

OvTa c /XEyEaKT KcL Ta raTToXa U 7TOOVOv aVT&Jw

al1T loTo) EITL TO /J VUOWES EKZEPLK?)KOT--

or when he thrusts a negative on to a verbal noun2

7)7 OV 7TEPLrELTELXA7wT7 OVI( EeovO'av-T)vTOW

yEfl pOlv... TOTE &L aVTOv 0) 8 L &cXV T-

the first of which provoked Dionysius to a sadly confused
misquotation ; or when he compresses rather too much
thought into a note on the Athenian character 4

Ot TO /l7 TTXELPVIEO1 07)aEL EXXL1T S 7)7)T7)S 8 OKf (TEOJ TG
1TpOEtGv.

Thucydides was an Athenian too; and merely by
observing his own way of putting it, one might be
prompted to say of his literary daring that to it 'a feat
left unattempted was so much success resigned.' For in
these and similar cases the condensation is due to a
desire, not simply of brevity, but of stamping a strange

phrase on the reader's memory, even at the risk of not
being immediately understood. We shall have to notice
some bold attempts of this sort in the speeches, along
with the influences to which this ambition is in part to
be ascribed. But the narrative of the History, though
occasionally contracted-particularly where the tone is
personal and self-conscious-into this difficult sententious
brevity, achieves on the whole an excellent union of
freedom with precision. The wonderful results of such
a rare combination appear especially in large pieces of

1 Thuc. I, 21. I.
2 Thuc. In, 95. 2; v, 50. 4; I, 137. 4; cf. Eurip. Hi~5oZ. I9

6
-KolUK

(ProBEJL$vCV VITO yaiac.
a Dionys. Ad Amin. II, 796. 4 Thuc. Iv, 55. 2.
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the Sicilian Expedition'. Leaving the more elevated
and complex passages for a later inspection, we must
consider here a rather lengthy sentence, where Thucyd-
ides attains one of his best successes in the expansive
structural schemes on which he continually spent his
most serious and persistent efforts 2 :

of o' EXPOV, Vpcvvz LKoOL /JEl V7TEp1 TE1TcaTpLoS W'XOV-

/LEVOL KWL T?7~ 1 LOL CEKcL 7TOS TO JElV CLVTLKC OcJT?7pLJS, To

LEAXXov iEXEvOEpLa, rwi-v ' 8 'av E1-WTtloAvvcL p TEpL TE

r7 cXXOTpcLaL OLKELCLV KaL TflV OLKELW )/3Xaiat

7)o'COO EVOL, 'Apyciot 8 E KCL TrW evpptw oL alrovoL

~vyKr4oc) L Oac TE EKELvOLS a 7X ov KcLL rqv l1T~pXovocav

u4io L 1TcITplL /LK? 7o-cLvTE9 TrCXLl E7TL 8EW'TO 8'V1Ti7KOOV
TO W v XO FL ) 'tc'y V w-v pEv TEpL rY cLVTLKcL vEXlroOV

crcir'ptac, 7) V/L'7 KpCLaTjOL, TO 'TPOOV ELXOV, CITELTcL E l

TCLpEpy) K EL L aXXo VyKTacTTp LEVOV pov
vI1cLKOVcTETaL.

Here is a framework holding in a compact yet regular
order several collective states of mind. It makes rather
heavy, though not really difficult, reading. But what is
the nature of the strain ? How is it that this sentence
differs from anything that Herodotus ever dreamt of
writing? The foremost answer is that neither H erodotus
nor any of those earlier chroniclers ever had this kind
of thing to say. If we are to rank Thucydides, along
with H erodotus, as a tragic historian, let us recog-
nise how widely their methods diverge. It will not
suffice to say that Thucydides here prepares the dramatic
scene of the first fight at Syracuse with a brief prologue
which puts us in possession of the leading motives of the
action. Dramatic enough, in fact, the incident was, like
many more that were to follow ; tragic also their leading
features must have appeared, to the, contemplation of

102
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Thucydides: but we shall miss the chief intention and
value of the History, if we neglect the formal conduct
of this laborious sentence. In this one period we are
presented first with the patriotic ardour of the Syracusans,
and then with the gambling spirit of the Athenians;
passing on to the allies, we find the independent primarily
bent on a share in the conquest, with a secondary desire
of seeing their homes again, while the subject feel that they
have everything to lose and perhaps a little to gain. Shall
we call this a piece of dramatic imagination? Granted
the object of describing a battle as fought by live human
creatures who had their definite aims and feelings, shall
we not rather perceive in the bare, explicit manner of
this psychological summary almost the best evidence that
Greek or any literature could afford us of a cool, scientific
analysis? So far from presenting a group of human
puppets in the toils of delusive Hope, and hurried perforce
into the clutch of Nemesis, Thucydides seems to ask us to
attend for a moment to the distinctive thoughts and
emotions which underlay the different sides in the struggle
he is about to describe'. Appellez vous cela fureur
poeticque2 ?

This rigorous 'text-book' manner, which he in-
stinctively chooses in his approach to a crucial point of
his narrative, deserves more notice than it has received
from our modern bias of interest towards the ornamental
parts of his work. Attention has been drawn by at least
one modern critic 3 to the fact that the smallest and most
usual Thucydidean idioms are the witnesses of a constant
strictness of logical thought,-' of such precision in the
use of language as it would be difficult to parallel from

1 Cf. the sentence in I, 25-26, noticed above, p. 51.
. Rabelais, Pantagr. III, 22.
s Rutherford, Thuc. Bk Iv, 'On the Style and Diction of Thuc.,'

1889.
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other authors'.' So a fair survey of the structure of his
sentences will bring home to us how strongly protected
he is against a fanciful or mythical interpretation of
events; and we shall agree that when he came to set
down the matters most worthy of record, one of the
plainest and largest points he made was about himself,
that he was 'not an imaginative writer like Aeschylus2 .'

§4

We turn now to a less successful result of Thucydides'
scientific zeal for vivid history,-a long sentence3 whose
purpose might again be hastily termed dramatic, since its
office is not unlike that of a modern stage-direction at a
change of scene; but which, on a closer view, will be
found to be more like a cold paraphrase, or a dry, method-
ical explanation. Brasidas and Cleon are dead; the
two great 'pestles of war,' as Aristophanes4 called them,
are broken. Two other figures take their places,-
Pleistoanax and Nicias. The former pair are briefly
labelled with a couple of notes which contrast their public
aims; and we pass to their successors, who are opposed
to them by the peacefulness of their ambitions, yet
contrasted with each other by the difference of their
private tastes. This last comparison is more amply
expounded-so as to introduce the new course of affairs-
than that between Brasidas and Cleon; and although the
author has in both cases availed himself of the ordinary
connections5 , the frame of the sentence is overloaded, and
drags heavily. He is trying to tell in one breath what
this change in the leadership of the contest meant to
the discerning minds of Greece. From all the talk and

1 Rutherford, l.c. p. xviii. 2 lb. p. xvi.
s Thuc. v, 16. i. Aristoph. Pax, 269, 282.
5 E.g. the particles pv and b~.
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speculation aroused thereby he has abstracted this essence,
as most important for us to know: he has determined
that it shall be grasped as one organic whole; he has
endeavoured to express it accordingly, in compendious
shape; and he has not quite succeeded. While our
thoughts are made to dwell so earnestly on Pleistoanax
and Nicias, the corresponding figures of Brasidas and
Cleon seem to fade away. So again, at the end of the
next chapter1, the same arduous ambition, less cautiously
pursued, has encumbered the sentence with two paren-
theses, the former of which is so big and busy with an
argument of its own, that it spoils the continuous
virtue of the period. It is possible that a skilful
recital could carry such systems through, with their main
force intact: but they are clumsy; and because they are
the work of Thucydides, and fundamentally different
from the other kinds of prose-writing which we have so
far adduced for comparison with his, we ought to make
sure that we are in a good position for observing more
narrowly the plan of his contrivance.

It will be well, in the first place, to fix the meaning of
the term 'period,' if not absolutely, at any rate for the
uses of our discussion. We have already applied the
word to the beginnings of orderly form in narrative
prose 2 ; for in its widest and most literal sense it merely
means the rounding or circuit made by the rise and fall
of the voice in anything beyond the simplest statement of
fact; and this general meaning is fairly well given by the
English word 'compass.' If we remember the conditions
under which early prose began, the elementary stage of
what Aristotle calls 'the period' may be viewed as an
arrangement of words in a short sentence or clause,

1 Thuc. v. 17. 2.
2 Above, pp. 88, 97.
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which would lead the reader's voice to rise a little, and
then fall to its first level: we hardly need the authority
of Aristoxenus for this familiar effect in ordinary con-
versation'. But it was the extension of this effect over
a number of clauses, combined for a system of thoughts,
that impelled the writer to range his important words in
prominent places, and to increase their impression by
the suspense of a rise or climax ; also to vary in appro-
priate degrees the abruptness of his descent to the
normal tone.

It may be guessed that the first transition from
singing to recitation, wherever it took place, was marked
by the construction of the hexameter out of two lines of
a short ballad metre; and the desire for a still larger
literary form, conveying its own instruction to the voice,
produced the composite whole of the elegiac couplet; or
again, working on other metric bases, that of the lyric
'strophe.' The first efforts to arrange the artless 'bead-
stringing' style of prose (Xcs epodvh) in the groups
which eventually grew to be periods is to be ascribed
to the same sort of impulse. As in the case of verse,
the primary object is to erect a framework that will create
a feeling of susp5ense, and defer the satisfaction of the ear
while the mind is intent on the meaning. Then, as the
writer came to be less dependent on skilful recitation to
help out the emphasis and connection, the completeness
of the period was made to coincide with a completeness
of grammar. For example, in the piece of Thucydides
quoted to illustrate his ordinary narrative2, the periodic
effect, such as it is, can only be felt if the reader exerts
his intelligence to follow a few slight formal marks in
the light of the obvious meaning of the words. We have

1 Aristoxenus, Harm. I, i8-voLKov yap r O ErfTELVEv Kcat divtvaE v rg

&aXTEyEuOeat.
2 Thuc. I ,137. 2; above, p. 87.
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noticed an approach to a grammatically rounded period
in a reputed fragment of Hellanicus'. If the story had
been concerned with Achilles alone, the period would be
complete at i TEordp CE v avrdv: but the army has been
mentioned (yo4l5 evos~ o- rparo), and we vaguely expect
something of the nature of the last sentence (o 6' cXXo

KTX). The promise is made a little clearer to the mind by
the insertion of irrpJros before Ev&vXE : but if it had been
proposed that the main point (gEcrEdpuro-v avrdv) should
be structurally supported, so as to make room in the
scheme for the coming close, and should not be dropped
down as if it were the close, we should have had Achilles
equipped with the regular sound-signal (pd); and this
would have made the period grammatically complete.

Thus it is clear that the ordinary pairs of con-
junctions2 (I--&8, TE-Ka%) are the simplest means of
binding a period together; while relatives, participles
and other resources can be used to elaborate the system.
Periodic structures may be found where the grammar is,
strictly speaking, complete before the period ends or is
even half accomplished. In such cases, the sense of
expectation which leads us to call the system a period
is raised in us either by clearly hinting to our minds
that something is about to be explained or justified or
controverted, or by so arranging the phrases that they
suggest to our ears, already accustomed to the cadence
of a grammatical climax, that the regular sort and
amount of sound is to follow. But in whatever degree
of distinctness the mental or oral suspense is contrived,
it will be convenient to speak of the grammatical as the
true or original period, and of the looser systems, deriva-
tive therefrom, as periodic structures or forms.

1 Hellan. frag. 132; above, p. 96.
2 The useful effect of TE-KaiL on an unwieldy mass of material is well

shown by the sentence in vII, 5o. 3.
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A further point to be observed is the essential value
of the period for literary art. This chiefly consists in
the entertainment of mind and ear together, by causing
curiosity and promising its satisfaction but, in the result
also, we commonly obtain the secondary advantages of
finding an ampler or more brilliant fulfilment than we
hoped for; and of having the whole incident packed away,
as it were, with the clear-cut effect of its conclusion, for
the background or basis of a new system of ideas. Some-
thing of this sort, apparently, is what Aristotle, or rather
the uncertain text of his account of this matter, is
attempting to explain. The close-knit style' of the
period, he says, is that which has a beginning and an end
in itself, and a size which can be readily taken in at a
glance2. It is agreeable because it is the opposite of
the limitless, and because the listener has the sense of
continually having something, and finding he has got
something definitely done. It is intelligible too, since it
is easy to remember. Its conclusion should be made to
depend on the conduct of the thought. Undue shortness
of periods or of their members will cause the hearer to
stumble, and will thwart his forward progress according to
the measure which the form marks out for itself 3 ; and if
they are too long, they make the sentence lag behind
him, like racers who take too wide a turn at the corner

of the course4.
At the beginning of the second century B. C. Demetrius

of Phalerum quoted this metaphor' to explain the word

1Aristot. Rhet. III, ix, 1409 a-X~eS a C~p v7 opposed to X.
Ecpo ~EVr7.

2XE 6tv Exovo'av ap~r)v KaL TEXEVT7~V avrJv KaO avrrjv KaL E7E&O1 EVOVVO7TTov.

I 409 b- 'r~ 6
pFLCV E7rL TO 7r0 ppW) at(Kara HaYduck) TO /2ETp0V01 XE l

Eavrcp opov.

Ta 8E /Iaxpa cLWoXEG7rE06JdZL 7TOLEL, 0X7W fl 2Ep OL TEp&W a7roKaLWTovTES Toil

'Demetr. Phal. de Elocud. ii.
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'period,' as picturing the arrangement of an ancient
race-course: the goal is obvious along with the starting-
place'. He repeats a good deal of Aristotle's statement,
but adds an image of his own : 'the members of a period
are like the stones which support and hold together a
vaulted roof, whereas in the disconnected style they are
like stones flung casually together and not fitted one to
another".' For this and much else of his exposition of
detail Demetrius may be indebted to his master Theo-
phrastus, who is known to have developed the rhetorical
doctrine of Aristotle. The two ideas of a loop made by
joining the two ends of a line (rrEpo8o), and of a solid
ball of string which has been wound about itself (Kcac-
<rrpafqdvzn), seem to be combined in the phrase of Cicero

' circuitus et quasi orbis uerborum 4'; while Dionysius
alludes chiefly to the compactness when he speaks of
'winding up the thoughts together and producing them
in a rounded form'.' These and similar descriptions,
down to the 'melliti uerborum globuli' so contemptible
to Petronius', will apply of course to schemes which do
not coincide with a single grammatical system. But it
will be most convenient to view the period as a sentence
built up, by means of grammatical devices, and often in
several stages, so as to produce a single main impression.
It is of no great importance where the chief point is
placed, so long as we feel it, in conjunction with its
subsidiary points, to be EVovvoirros. The top of the
curve may be near to either end, or in the middle,-
supported, as it were, on one side only, or on both.

1 (rvey aLveraL rv )pXa roV 8pOpov To rXos.

2 de Elocut. 13.
s An elaborate reconstruction of Theophrastus' work from Demetrius,

Dionysius, Cicero, Quintilian, etc. has been made by A. Mayer, Theofkrasti
irEpi XE EOr, Leipzig, 1910. Cic. de Orat. III, 198.

6 Dionys. de Lysia, 6---b crvoTrpovoa ri voJfara Ka OTpoyyvX SFK/Epovaa
XEtL. 6 Petron. Satyr. I.
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Now the two long sentences we have noticed in the
fifth Book of Thucydides are laboriously compacted
periods, and the effort they reveal is interesting for the
very clumsiness of its vigour. The former' is constructed
on the following plan

ITEL&7... .ETE
6 1I)KEL KXe'o T E Icc Bpco- 8 as, OEp...'YJvcuTL-

on/To... ELfprfl1, (2 lines'2)
V EvTvXEV... (I line)

o 6&... &alXXctw, (3 lines)

TOTE q..IHXELOOc Lc r... KaL NLKL&. . .TpOVOv OVVTO,

(4 lines)
NcKLas Ev I3ovXoLEvos... (6 lines)
HIXELoroawc s?... &a/ 3 LXXopvo... is... cdvra v -

13acvot. (4~ lines)

If Thucydides had been content to stop at 1zpovOv -
On/TO, be would have produced a period of tolerable
dimensions; but he would have had to abandon the
main purpose which set him working on such a scheme
at all. A fully accomplished writer would feel that the
suspense created by &ELs&5 and carried on by p v and
&' through about six lines and a half, would be com-
fortably satisfied by TOTE 64 and its four lines. Thucydides,
however, is so anxious to place the two pairs of men
together, and to bring out, at one and the same instant,
a group of significant contrasts, that he does not suf-
ficiently consider his readers' part in the transaction. He
is afraid that if these contrasts are spread over more
than a single sentence, they will either lose their
aggregate force, or require a much larger expenditure
of words to preserve it. He therefore treats the word
IrpoOVOV(OVVTO as though it needed a supplement, and
appends to it a lengthy explanation ; which he tries to
excuse by matching Nici as' Ei 3Tvxta with Brasidas'

Thuc.v, i. I. 2 Oxford Text, ed. H. Stuart Jones, 1898.

IIO
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EvrvXE v, and Pleistoanax' &a/ 3paXXdtcvo with Cleon's
ta/3XXowv ; and also by echoing the' chiasmus' of the

first part, whereby the persons are described in the
opposite order to that in which their names are mentioned.
But the effect of the whole may be compared to the case
of a man who should break his leg through mere obesity.
The period has been given too much to carry all at
once, and then has not been given a fair chance: for
rrpovOV(lovro does not necessarily lead us to expect any
more from that sentence; and yet we soon realise that
there is a good deal more to come. The other system
we have noticed in the next chapter' is more accurately
constructed. The two considerations put forward as
accounting for the practical result (rdrc 4.... . roovrt Tv

Spa3c3o-rw) are the intention of the Lacedaemonians and
the effort of the delegates ; and although the co-ordination
is rather perfunctorily managed (1-apao-Kcv4 TEC... KaL

ErTE
8

T...), it is enough to keep the suspense, if awkwardly
strained, at least unbroken. But the sentence is sadly
overweighted, further on, by a long parenthesis, due to
that same desire of synthetic force and verbal economy
which appeared in the former example.

§5

In thus exploiting the resources of grammar for a
definite artistic purpose, Thucydides was clearly fixing,
with all the strength and authority of his genius, an
entirely new complexion upon historical prose. While
adopting, in some parts of his narrative, a simple style
which can be classed with that of Ionian lo-rop'l -

a recognised manner for describing countries, places,
nations and persons, he passes here and there, even in
the region of narrative, to a laboriously complex system.

1 V, 17. 2; above, p. 1o5.
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We have observed the change which seems to come over
Ionian prose with the grave, calculated manner of
Hippocrates'; we compared the sententious brevity of
Thucydides; and then examined his heavy periodic
method. The three things must be considered to-
gether. In Hippocrates the Ionian ease is impressed
with a regular formality, which Thucydides enlarged
and strengthened for the more philosophic or reflective
passages of his description. It is of no great consequence
whether we suppose Thucydides to have studied Hippo-
crates or not: the medical treatises show the same sort
of transitions as his, from looseness to system, and thence
back again. Our business now is to look for some earlier
impress of sententious brevity upon the flowing Ionian
language, presuming that there was a separate influence
which worked upon Thucydides either directly or through
Hippocrates: for both of them appear to be too amply
provided with grammatical organisation to be fitly re-
garded, in this most notable point of structure, as pioneers.

The Ionic dialect, as employed by Herodotus, was
in the main a literary convention which he adopted for
his geographical and ethnological history. Perhaps he
could learn it in his native city, the Dorian Halicarnassus,
which must have come under many Ionian influences;
at any rate he early contracted a strong sympathy with
Ionian democracy, and particularly with that form of it
which was developed by the Athenian state. This
connection with Athens soon drew him into such a close
affection for her political and social ideals, that he came
to despise the Asiatic lonians, as though they had fallen
behind in the race for freedom and strength. The
origin of this preference has been traced with much
probability to a personal contact with Pericles'. Whether

1 Above, pp. 99-00oo.
2 Bury, Anc. Gr. Historians, pp. 62-64.
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we are to refer certain appearances of formality in his
style to the beginnings of the rhetorical movement in
Athens', or to a more general impulse of the inventive
Ionian esjriI', must remain uncertain: but the decision
of this question will become the less important, if we can
perceive the seeds of such formality as might connect
Herodotus with Athenian sophistry in some utterances
of those Ionian philosophers who are known to have left
their mark upon Athenian thought.

Turning back to the first half of the sixth century B.C.,
we catch a glimpse of a didactic prose whose practical
intent is just able to renounce the rhythmic spell of
poetry. The political, or perhaps the moral', force of
the metaphor in a saying of the second and greatest of
the three Milesian sages, Anaximander, is the more
interesting to us, that its imaginative substance is not
supported by a metrical form :

8L&XYoL yap [7a oira] SLKKV Kac T(UYLPiXX Xot s

a&8 LKcL KaLa T7 7/OV XO) OV 7 Ta

while the method of ordinary verse is hardly set aside in
two other phrases 5 -

[TOr VTEtpo1/6oKE1J '1TEPtEXELV ca~cLvTa Kai TLPTa K/ 3 EpVav

aOa1/arov yap Kc acwXE~pov.

At the beginning of the fifth century we come to a
larger scheme of sentence in the oracular pronounce-
ments of H eracleitus, whose passion for putting together
the two sides or aspects of a thing led him to balance
the size, and even the sound, of his phrases. It is worth
while to note, so far as his scanty fragments allow, by
what devices the lonely seer of Ephesus sought to fix his
opinions in the memory of a bustling world :

1Cf. above, p. 30. 2 Bury, l.c. p. 54.
s See Cornford, From Religion to Philosofthy (1912) pp. 19, 147 al.
4 Diels, Frag. Vorsokr.2 i, p. 13. 5 D. F V.2 1, p. 14.
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KOO7LJlv'TO1)8E 7TOP CTOJ) C T C )0)1 0JE TLS(O &Wv OVTE

avpwTOvE7TO17cT"E, CaXX 'rev Cata Kc LEOTL KCL 0"Tat ?TVp

a a~0o1, cL-3Tro'.LE1ov LETpcL KLLL rLTOLT/ 3
E1VfL/E1)O1)p r 1.

The insistent vigour of this sentence is mainly the
force of a vivid imagination bent on expressing a great
idea : but the structure relies, more and more as it
proceeds, on the sound-value of the words. In particular,
the repetition of E&p may be regarded as a first essay
in an artifice which the rhetoricians afterwards canonised
with the name 'anaphora.' How close Heracleitus brings
us to a calculated formality may be seen by comparing
a more obvious experiment in Herodotus2

TL 6Eto0(WTES; KOgv 7r7X'Y7OEOS o0V0TpO47v1; KO ?)1)6

XPt T"'v' bVa)CLLLw; 70)7) E7TLTTcqLEOCL 1LLEV T1)V pLc qV,

EITL"Ta t/cL/J 0E T&7)1) V1)CL/tL1)EOVCF CV C0(tOE1)E' EXO EV

CLVT&W 7T LL16W KICCLT TpElJJc9L l-OL, TOVTOU'S Ol-El-'Tiq )(LGETEP7

KCLTOLK)7jLE1OL I0)1)ES TE KccU AioXcES KCtLL / pL E' KCXEOPTcLL.

The artificial balance of EITL0-rc4EOa ' and d~r--
OT~4LEOCL6E, and the repetition of 6Ivacv only to call it

LO-OEVEcL, make a sudden contrast with the surrounding
narrative 3 ; while the periodic effect procured by the long
sentence which balances the foregoing group of short
clauses seems, like the sentence about the army leaving
Achilles up in the tree4, to show the way to those larger
schemes which Thucydides built up by stages of anti-
thesis 5. But if we are here on the borders of regular
rhetoric, it is because the method is wavering between
the choice of devices which will help to set prose in

z Bywater, Hercscliti E 75hes. Reliquiae, xx ; D. F. 112 i, p. 66.

2Herod. vii, 9.
3Cf. the striking emphasis in Thuc. VII, 24. 2-rrf~avov,. Kat E oWypiO?7o-av

it oX~o L, KaL xpriara it oXA a i-a v,.Lravra EaXco" PA) (TSTpyap Ta/1LE161) p~c EC r&w
'ABsvahtw ToLK TELXEOL roXcl /1E ~Lropo v Xpr a a a o-lros Piviv, 7roXXa E Kal
TOW~ rpulpapxoc.w

4 Above, p. 96. 6 Above, pp. i3o-7312.
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useful order and the retention of old poetic forms from
which prose ought to be releasing its eager limbs. Mev
and 8E, of course, like the heralds Talthybius and Jdaeus',
had long ago shown their usefulness in epic; while Jdaeus
himself will serve to illustrate the decisive finality which
a repeated word can bestow-

VV ' 77?7r TEXEL8E ayaeov KaiPVKTl o

even if we had not a suggestion of poetry in the metrical
ring of Herodotus' concluding phrase'

I(vEk TE KlL AGOXE I Kat L1apLEES aXEOvrct.

But it appears that both Heracleitus and Herodotus
made some more definite advances in the artificial
arrangement of words. Of the former there is a saying
reported by Plutarch4 -

1TVpO vL ctlTcLLE/ 3ETctLLra K (u

XPVLLK XVTL W'Ta Kap XP cLT& XPW,

where the repeated sounds are worked into an epigram-
matic system; while Herodotus, in the next chapter to
that just cited, makes Artabanus reply to Mardonius-

TO & cVTOLOL EVECTTL 8
ELVOV, T(

The effort, though more subtly conducted, is equally
obvious, when we consider the slightness of the meaning.
Yet, like the more elaborate work of the Persian Debate 6,
it is meant to have the solemnity and precision of well-
weighed counsel, which happens to be more profound in
the oracular utterances of H eracleitus. He, moreover,
appears to have thrown out some hints on the mystical
virtues of language, which encouraged certain thinkers to
build a ' Heracleitean ' theory of knowledge upon the

1 J/ VII, 276. 2 lb. 282. 3 Above, p. 114.
4 Bywater, xxii ; D. F. V2 i, p. 75.

Herod. VII, 10. 6 lb. IIn, 8o-82.
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CLIO ENTHRONED

names whereby things are known'. The following frag-
ment, at least, with its serious 'word-play' on vv vow
rvv~ and perhaps also on ir6XL- n-oXU, shows that
Heracleitus felt the magical affinity of like-sounding
words which is familiar to us in the 'name-play' of
Aeschylus, and which probably underlay the mediaeval
device of rhyme

v PO") Xyov7 I)crXvprpEc 7TcV&,
OKGOcUTEp PO/utc) 7TOXL KWaL i OXt ' VOpOc 2

Thus, whatever be the exact meaning of the Xyo'
which he identified with the common reason, he was a
practical exponent, in his grudging way, of the oral
charm of language.

The calculated force of these and other sentences of
Heracleitus is enough to indicate the origin of the steady
progressions of Hippocrates and the contrast-periods of
Thucydides: but the comparison with Herodotus has
shown how near it brings us to a studied mode of public

argument. The reasonings of Anaxagoras and Demo-
critus will supply further evidence of the cultivation of
periodic form. As the traces of these philosophic models
appear most distinctly in Thucydides' speeches, we shall
turn at once to those portions of his work, and successively
consider the influences of philosophers, sophists and
rhetoricians upon his most remarkable ventures in
formal art.

1The theory is combated by Plato,° Cratylus, 435-440. Cf. H. Jackson,
Camnb. Pradleclions, 1906, pp. 1-26; Cornford, Reig. Philos. p. 192.

2 Bywater, xci ; D. F. V.2 
i, p. 78.

Cf. Bywater, xcii ; D. F. V.2 i, p. 62.



CHAPTER V

THE RHETORICAL INVASION

§I

IN approaching the style of Thucydides' speeches
as a specimen of Athenian culture, we must keep steadily
in sight the nature of the mind whose sensibilities and
severities we have traced in some outstanding features
of the History1. We must consider that mind not
merely in its original quality and strength, but as sharing
in the enlightenment of the age. But the search for
particular influences, in a case where native vigour is
so evident, is likely, if pushed far, to be fruitless and
perverse. There is no need to single out Anaxagoras or
any individual thinker as the cause of that sceptical tone
towards popular beliefs, and that insistent trust in rational
policy, which are all that we can fairly point to as the philo-
sophic basis of Thucydides. They are the joint product
of many minds at work upon a particular stage in social
development, though one or two men may drive the
course of thought a good deal faster than the rest.
Perhaps we may detect a special connection with Anax-
agoras, through Pericles, in that contempt for the illogical
proceedings of a professedly intelligent democracy,
which we have felt in the account of Alcibiades and the
Hermae2. It is clear that Anaxagoras came to Athens
and remained there at the instance of Pericles3, and that

1 Above, pp. 68-84. 2 Above, pp. 78-81.
3 Burnet, Early Gr. Phil. 1908, p. 294.
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the period of his residence was from about 462 to
432 B.C. Plato, while arguing in the Phcedrus2 for the
institution of a new psychological rhetoric, attributes the
lofty-minded excellence of Pericles' oratory to his converse
with Anaxagoras; whose sublime speculations on the
opposite principles of mind and mindlessness in Nature
suggested to the statesman an improvement of his
persuasive art. The connection between the two men is
here strained, it may seem, for the needs of the argument;
since Plato is unable to show that the philosopher, to
whom the Athenians paid merely the mock-respect of the
nickname No~v, ever deigned to concern himself with
public or even human affairs 3. Plutarch4 , who enlarges
on the effects of this connection, is probably most reliable
where he states that Pericles learnt thereby 'to despise
all the superstitious fears which the awe-striking signs of
the heavens inspire in those who are ignorant of the
causes of such things and, from having no experience in
them at all, let their apprehensions about the gods throw
them into grievous alarm.' Thus, although Anaxagoras
took no active part in the life of Athens, it is well to
remember here that he long held an honoured place in
the Periclean circle, where intellectual and artistic aims
were being shaped for the energies of the younger
generation.

This later group does not supply more than two
minds which are worthy to be compared with that of
Thucydides; and one of these, since Euripides was his
elder by ten or fifteen years', cannot strictly be counted as

1 Burnet, Early Gr. Phil. 1908, p. 291. 2 Plato, Phcedrus, 270 a.
3 We may imagine that he was a little surprised at finding himself on his

trial for teaching that the sun was a red-hot stone, but hardly incommoded
by imprisonment.

Plutarch, Periclnd. 6.
s The common tradition fixed Euripides' birth on the day of the battle of

Salamis, in the autumn of 480 B.C.; the Parian Marble, less adroitly and so
more probably, puts the date at the end of 485.
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contemporary. We may presume that he admired the
art of the rationalising poet; though personally he might
disapprove of a life so jealously withdrawn from public
affairs, and so closely devoted to the study of the passions.
But Socrates, the younger friend and most intimate as-
sociate of Euripides, is the only person equal in age with
Thucydides who can be set beside him as certainly his
equal in intellectual power'. Among eminent minds
whose fame had entered Athens from outside, that of his
younger contemporary Hippocrates 2 might strike him as
more akin to his own than any that he knew: the
physician's wide experience, his carefully reasoned method,
and his attention to the large general causes of disease,
are such as we should have praised in Thucydides himself,
had he written a treatise solely on the great Plague, in its
course from Ethiopia, through Egypt, Libya and Asia
Minor, into Greece3 . But the mind which devised and
achieved the History was cast in a far larger mould. A
comparison has been drawn between Thucydides and
Democritus', with the help of such meagre lights as the
fragments of the latter afford. Out of the splendid array
of sixty treatises on ethical, physical, mathematical,
musical, literary and other more practical subjects, only a
few pages of general precepts now remain. It would seem
that many other works, chiefly of a fabulous or magical
tendency, were passed off under the recommendation of
his posthumous fame 5. This accretion of spurious
writings, which appears so plainly in the Hippocratean
treatises, was particularly unkind to Democritus; who,
as we have the sound authority of Lucian for believing,
was able to meet such miracles 'with an adamantine under-

1 See above, pp. 82-3. 2 Born probably in 460 B.C.
s Thuc. II, 48. 4 Forbes, Bk I, Intr. pp. lxv-lxviii.
6 E.g. on the use of an owl's heart or a frog's tongue for discovering the

infidelities of women, as quoted from Democr. by Pliny, Hist. Nat. xxlx, 4,
xxxII, 5: other such marvels are quoted x, 49, xxviii, 8.
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standing, so as to disbelieve them and conjecture what
they were; and if he could not detect the manner of
them, could at any rate fall back on the position that he
had failed to see how the jugglery was done, and that
one way or another the thing was a cheat, and could not
have happened as pretended'.'

The philosophic theories of Democritus are extremely
interesting, and still offer many problems: it is not our
business to pursue them here. Suffice it to observe that
this 6atavruv y yvor i which Lucian ascribes to him, and
which certainly speaks in many of his genuine fragments,
is a strong point of intellectual kinship between him and
Thucydides". More important to us is the statement of
Diogenes Laertius that he wrote treatises on the rhythms
of verse, the sound-values of words, the style and diction
of Homer, and the uses of verbs and nouns3.

Further, we find that aricient critics used to compare
his writings to the Dialogues of Plato, for the poetic
qualities of their style: the eager speed of their move-
ment, says Cicero, and the brilliant distinction of their
language, gave them more right to be called poems than
any that the comic poets had to show 4. Elsewhere we
find Cicero remarking that Democritus was ornamental,
yet never obscure"; and Plutarch, that his style had a
marvellous and magnificent powers. Turning to what
survives of his writing, we find that the quotations of his
actual words are almost all in the class of his 'moral'

S1 Lucian, Alexander, 17: cf. his remark to the bogeys-rao-ao-®e irai'-
oure r-Philo5seudes, 32. The hasty mistake of Pliny is expressly noted by
Aulus Gellius, Voct. Att. x, 12.

2 His encyclopaedic researches might suggest that he combined the
insatiable curiosity of Herodotus with the strict thinking of Thucydides.
There are signs that his inquisitive energies were at times absurdly
squandered. Cf. the story of his scolding the maid for telling him how the
figs came to taste of honey (Plutarch, Symrnos. I, x, 2).

s Diog. Laert. IX, vii, 48. 4 Cic. Ora. 67.
5 Cic. de Orat. I, 49; de Divin. II,' 133. 6 Plut. Sym 5. v, vii, 6.
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fragments; and here, though these brief apophthegms
can give no idea of the rapidity which must have belonged
to his argumentative style, there certainly is no lack of
brilliant and stately phrases. But first we should notice
how the new interest in men's thoughts and motives at
once produces, in the barest amount of material, a simple
antithesis

ya 0) 70 L', t) &KEELv, CLXXCa rTO p 6 OEXEtv

or again

EXO~ s0Vr 0 o L&KE(w, aXX KCLL 0/ 3oVXopvo 1.

These are but the raw material of epigrams. More pomp
appears in the following :

XaPLtr-LK~ OvX 0 /3XETOW Tpos 77v cq~oi/ 3?)v, &XX'o6 d
Spv irpolp vos.

701' Ol(LEYVOV VOV1 EXEW 0 OVOETE&JV ,LaaLITovEL

avi flJ0ov s f
3

LOvT-L o TEPITO(LGEEZL /3tor?72

If we could suppose that the wide diversity of
Democritus' speculations, combined with his weighty
manner of pronouncement, first drew Thucydides into
the serious discussion of politics, we might connect his
interest with this plain emphatic sentence

7TOXLts yap EV) CL0/Ltl'7/ /LE7LTT7 OpO0J(tLs CTL Kat EL'

70V1)0)7TCLVT(X EVL, IKWTOVTOV (T(o(LeL'01)TCLVTCL (T&JOETCLL, KatL

TOVTOVJ cOEp0(LtEP0v 1 
ra Ta7&L

3
LcLOE'pE~at 3

since, as Mr Forbes remarks, the same sentiment occurs
in one of Pericles' speeches ; only Thucydides, by opening
out the I~cavra into the individual and his relation to the
community, produces a more vividly impressive argu-
ment :

1 Mullach, Democr. Frag. 109, 110; D. F. V2 
i, p. 401, 403.

2 Mull. 1
6 o, 59, 51; D. F. V 2 1, p. 404, 400, 422.

s Mull. 212; D. F. V 2 1, p. 429.
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KaXw)S pAvyap )/ct p EOILvo c irp TO Ka®' EaVTOv &ct 6 ELp-
O/~7sT'Y7S iarpt8 Oc Ol 8EV Y7)O OTOV vvcLTOXXvrat, KaKOTVXwv

8c c EV TVX0VO7J TOXX&) (jiaXXOv 8 LaO-) ETaL .

There is a Thucydidean exposure of human weakness,
and encouragement of human strength, in this of
Democritus:

Jv~pOTnT llV,7) EL&A)XOl ElTX cocavro 7rporbacT-v c&l7

a/I3 OVXtr~s. /cLtcL yacpovgo?7-a TWX'? IXEraL, Ta&8& iTXeiora

c'v /3u) EV UVLTOS O V6EpKL7) IaT LOVVEL 2,

while that he could indulge in the experimental imagery
which Thucydides has exhibited in some of the eloquence
of his speakers appears from this

vX) 1p4EyaXowpo% &X X' &3'/3cos, f4inis8A a rpKs

which proceeds with a pregnant brevity very near to that
of the History:

&OTEp VLKa TO)70 ~O(YOVL KCLL E~~wTO /tLEL4OV Ts3

AXin'8oc 3.

A more homely picture of Fortune is ushered in with the
rather excessive sound of-

rpcUTE&cw 7TOXvTEXEcL /JEV TX7) lTctpaLL7lo-L, cLVrcpKEa 6

cT-o~pOcTvrn7 .

In this other and larger scheme we almost hear the voice
of a Thucydidean speaker

/J EV KLXa XP )IM a Tots TOV0L ) OLS 47o"Ls E~epycL Erat,

Ta L ao-xpa a TOw vraa Kcap7TOVTcU 5

Without lingering too long over the fine incisive phrases
of this sadly ruined and neglected writer, we may notice
the broad humanity and excellent common-sense of the
following:

1Thuc. II, 6o. 3. 2 Mull. i4.; D. F. V 2 i, p. 407.
3Mull. i5; D. F.V.2, i, p. 417: cf. Thuc. Iv, 55. 2, quoted above, p. ioi.
4Mull. 36; D. F. V.2 1, p. 423. 5 Mull. 236; D. F. V2 i, p. 418.
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/Gl'0 bc Eprrar"oT (LcKp' ? 8
OO 6IcuTLVOKEVT0S.

& n n / n \ n \~ pni ~v~av pG crow/4 'rao-a y /3car4" ivX7 yap ayaOs iarp~c

6 pV/Las KOO7LOS.

EYVLOL OrT74 -C rE 6 8 LcX - dV&'

OTVVEL qEL 8 C 6T7 EZ-' 9) /Lp KaKO0f pa'y/ G0OVrn7% 7 S
/3 LOTS X pOv/ E V KUapaXa a 4Ka /3otcTaXcTOJpEovo-,
t/JEUEa 7TEp WT )/LETL r v EXEVTTp) VOO7TXco-TE0lTES

xpovov.

That this sceptical attitude towards popular beliefs
included a distrust of sophistic erudition, is clear from
five words, with which we may leave Democritus
engaged yet not entangled in the multifarious enlighten-
ment of his time:

ITOXXOL 7T0XVfhcLOEES -'V'OVIC EX0VOL1V L.

§2

It will be useful, after viewing these advances
achieved, through figurative speech, in the art of formal
writing, and before we pass on to the more professional
elaboration derived from Sicily, to take a glance at the
background of merely thoughtful style in Athens which
is to be connected chiefly with the influence of Anax-
agoras. There was a Cretan philosopher, generally known
as Diogenes of Apollonia, who seems, like Anaxagoras
his teacher, to have come near suffering death for his
opinions 3, and of whose treatise On the Nature of Things
we possess eight fragments. Though a Dorian by birth,
he writes in the conventional Ionic dialect 4 ; and he
insists on his point in the old repetitive manner

1Mull. 32, 225, I19 ; D. F.Vf2 i, p. 426, 429, 438.
2 Mull. 140; D. F. V 2 i, p. 401 (emphatic assonance in ordinary words).

Another form of this saying is added in the collections-iro~vvoi'jv, ov iro~v-

JaOLrV aWTKEELV Xp . A more wide-spread tradition ascribes a similar phrase
to Heracleitus-iro~v jah vcov 'eXEW 01 13u~acT-E,-see Bywater, xvi, ni.

s Diog. Laert. ix, ix, I.4 Above, p. 112.
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avTo yap /OL TOVTO [ a)j] EBo OKELEGU'aLKaL EITL 7Tal

LXOaL KaL 7U7'TcLa 8 LTLOEvaL Ka Ev TclTL ElELVaL

but yet, a few lines further on, he makes this careful and
effective division :

Kat 7 1uTW y TW TOW 4,)0)6) OE 7 j V O TO ETTLV, C

OEPjw9) EO7JEV Ev ( V, TOyLElTO11TC C)

'Xlp 7TOXXO tJVXPoTEPOc.

Further, in the longest of these pieces, which gives a
minute account of the veins, we come to a good instance
of the orderly progression and conclusion which result
from a succinct, equable treatment of the single and
double parts of the body :

cL 6! Elt Tqll) KE(CLX) VTEI'oVO-a1 taL T&71oTayoiv (fa'vOVraL

v TO aLVXEvL p * zi Pc/VTKaTpa O

(TXG OV7'o ES TV Kc4 aXY~v lToXXal, L4/LElEK TOE L)V ELS

Ta aptO-TEpL, ai 8a EK TOil CtpLO-wTEpOW EIS ra 6E TEXEVTO(TL

& Irapa TO OS EKaEpatL'.

This power of setting things out, so that a number
of details can be surveyed in one compendious system, we
have already seen at work in a passage of H ippocrates 3.
It is important to remember that Jonian science, with its
eager pursuit of a single principle throughout the
complex phenomena of nature, was thus steadily forging
in the rough that instrument which we shall presently
observe being whetted and polished for the passionate
fields of civic debate. At the same time, the cautious
empirical method of Hippocrates continually reveals his
Dorian nature beneath the lonian enterprise of his
language ; his foremost concern is with the accurate
observation of detail, and the various causes to which

1 Mull. Frag. Diog. Toll. 6; D. F. V2 i, p. 335.
2 Mull. 8 ; D. F. V.2 i, p. 338.
3Above, p. 99.
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certain classes of established facts may be referred 1.
Hence, his application to this new and important work,
whereby the care of human ailments began to shake off
the bonds of priestcraft and common quackery 2, kept him
very properly apart from the study of elegant expression.
If he is confident of the usefulness and success of his
teaching, he does not indulge in anything more than that
amount of ornament which will serve to impress his views
upon the minds of his disciples. He makes a deliberate
choice of sonorous words, but his sentences do not strive
after any formal pattern:

Kat V7TO TOV XEL/LWvos ?ft O V7), KCLL VITO TOV 7ALOV ICEKCV-

Nd',Ey EVTaV~cL o-KX'qpOvs IC Kat Lo vocKat L &'qp~poJlovs

Kat EvT0OVv KcLL aoaca ai L00L92'... ra TE 7/UEa Kact as opyaS
aVacLEcsL tcLL£&yvwlLovcLs... C ' 3

The effect of this habit is apt at times to become
too ponderous:

1711 0' av&)crtIY KaLt -1flpoT7Ta ITaPEXEL ITXELffTov

aI7TaVT&J i)OKOTcal-'/1)78 V 21 EITLKpaLTEOV /ptaLc)S, LAAa iraVros
LcYOfLtO tpL7) VVcLO"TEVV 4.

Sometimes he attempts a simple sort of balance in the
disposal of these great words

d GL 'yap (4otLE% at V ~'OpE(TLv EOLKvtLLL EV~pw EOrL IC

KatL E vpOctLV, at 8
E XEITTowT TE Kat cWvvpow'tV, atE

X EL~LaIEOTEpotoUt TE KaL EXWcTLV-u, at &8E&9 8 TEmKat 4LAr
Kai 7)p7 ii5'

Here he seems to make up for the lack of size in the

l Thus a large part of his undoubted writings consists of material very
similar to that of a modern doctor's 'case-books '-Epidem. i, iii; De Rat
Vlict. Acut.

2 Cf., for example, the arguments against the divine origin of impotence
among the Scythians-De Aere, 22.

s De A ere, ad fin. lb. 12. ° lb. 13.
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closing words by their continuance of the same long
vowel-sound1. Similar efforts appear from time to time
in the more discursive parts of his genuine writings;
but it is only in some of the contemporary or later
treatises included in the collection that we can find a
steady artistic aim.

§3

The chief originator of the new culture in Athens
was Protagoras of Abdera 2, who was born about 480 B.c.,
and was thus, like Euripides and Gorgias, some years
older than Thucydides and Socrates. It is unlikely,
therefore, that there is any truth in the statement of
Diogenes Laertius and others3 that he was a disciple
of the still younger Democritus. There is no need to
look behind his views for the direct influence of any
other mind than his own. The philosophers had fallen
from their first estate of oracular authority: as their
number increased, they were found to be not merely
differing and disputing among themselves, but to be
explaining their own or their masters' doctrines more and

1 Cf. the last quotation from Democritus, above, p. 123.
2 Hecataeus and Democritus were also natives of this prosperous and

important city in the S.W. corner of Thrace, which by Cicero's time had
acquired a reputation for the madness of its inhabitants (Cic. ad Att. IV, 17;
viI, 7; De Nat. Deor. I, 120). This earlier tradition belongs to Hippocrates'
account (Epidem. iii, fassim) of the fever with delirium to which the
Abderites were subject, and to the story in Lucian (De Hist. Conscr., init.) of
their midsummer-madness, when the acting of Archelaus in Euripides'
Andromeda had so impressed them, that they went about reciting and
performing pieces of the play till the coldness of winter cured them. This
infection of light-headedness has nothing to do with the stupidity which
was later ascribed to them for some reason that does not appear (Juvenal, x, 50;
Martial, X, 25. 4). These two traditions are perplexingly confused and treated
as one in the commentaries of Tyrrell on Cicero's Letters, and of Mayor on
Juvenal. The various legends have been collected by K. F. Hermann,
Gesamm. Abhandl. 1849, pp. 90-1I I.

a Diog. Laert. Ix, viii, 2; Philostr. Vit. So h. I, x, I; Euseb. Pray5.
Evang. XIV, iii, 7.
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more upon the level of common reason; which on its
part also had been rapidly advancing with the sudden
expansion of civic life. Accordingly, by the middle of
the fifth century, it would appear to even the most eagerly
enquiring minds of Athens that, as all these different
theories could not be true, so the peculiarities of this
one or that must, in some degree at least, be referable to
the particular bent or outlook of its author's mind. The
personal element in each philosophy could now be made
an excuse for discrediting the whole; especially where,
as in the case of Anaxagoras, the person was obviously
out of touch with the course of public business. 'Man,'
said Protagoras, 'is the measure of all things, of what is,
that it is, and of what is not, that it is not'.' Many years
afterwards, Plato2 found that his philosophy could best
attack this position by refuting the Heracleitean theory
of universal flux, from which it might be supposed to
have sprung; and even before he turns to this latter
task, there are hints that he is making the dignity of
Protagoras support a much more elaborate doctrine than
this person ever actually held3 . The real teaching of
the sophist was the outcome of a philosophic situation,
which he was able to sum up because he had some part
in it himself, and to build upon because he understood
the needs of his day. For he was learned in many
things. He was well enough versed in logic to state and
maintain with force the position from which he started 4 ;
and he had definite, if not very profound, ideas on ethics
and politics5. But his main interest was in literature,
and especially in argumentative speech, on which he
lectured with a view to excellence in debate and writing.
He was the first teacher in Athens who took regular fees

1 Sextus, Adv. Math. vii, 60. 2 In the Thecetetus.
3 Thecet. 152 C, 172 b. * In the treatise (now lost) On Truth.

SDiog. Laert. Ix, viii, 6; Plato, Protag. passim.
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for this kind of work; and he continued it in that and
other cities of Greece and Sicily for about forty years1.
At what time he wrote his treatise On the Gods is
uncertain; we only know that its opening words were
these :-' Concerning the gods, I have no means of
knowing either that they exist, or that they do not exist,
or of what sort is their form : so many things prevent me
from knowing,-as their obscurity, and the shortness
of human life'; and that this dictum was brought up
against him in 411 B.C., when the Four Hundred succeeded
in getting him banished 2.

The attentive portraiture of Plato has granted us the
rare fortune of realising the personality of the First
Professor. In putting him to the test of the Socratic
method, Plato clearly intends him to appear as the leader
and chief exponent of practical reason; and, though at
first we are allowed to smile at the figure he makes in
his own and his disciples' eyes4, the earnest tone and
inconclusive result of the discussion show that his position
seemed far from unimportant to Plato. We gather from
this Dialogue that he was ready for the interchange of
short argument, as well as for lengthy discourse : yet
that, although he was accustomed to 'contests of words ,'
he was unwilling, at any rate in the presence of Socrates,
to be cross-examined at a moment's warning. He pro-
tests that his business is not, in substance, anything new:
he has only systematised the teaching covertly instilled

by poets, mystics, physical trainers and musicians 7.
Merely technical instruction in the arts he leaves to
Hippias and others8": his own strong point is a sort of

1 From about 450 to 411 B.C.; Diog. Laert. Ix, viii, i, 7.
2 lb. 5. 3. 3 Plato, Protagoras.
4 E.g. the news of his arrival, Protag. 310b; his disciples following him

up and down the portico, as though under the charm of Orpheus' voice, 315 a.

' 3 35b. 6 335a. 7 316 d, e.
8 318e.
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stately declamation upon moral subjects; and his con-
versation betrays a tendency to run into rather lengthy
speeches. Nevertheless, if this dialogue be read with
an unbiassed attention, it is clear that, at the time when
it was written, Plato saw a good deal to respect and
honour in his ability, so far as it went. Even the high-
soaring Republic can mention him and his disciple
Prodicus as holding far better claims to the gratitude of
Greece than her old educators, Homer and Hesiod'.
Indeed, it would not be too fanciful to infer from the
dignity and authority of his manner-a little heightened,
of course, for the contrast with Socrates, yet in the main
historical-that he had contrived to invest himself with
something of that old infallibility which was the customary
distinction of the popular sage. If it is true to say that
sophistic culture came in to supplant philosophy, it is
equally clear that the movement was started by a
philosopher, who saw that there was a great practical
good to be done2 ; nor could he have done it so well, or
at all, had he not promptly discerned the embarrassments
of speculative thought, and grasped the opportunity
which awaited its coolly reasoned method among the
affairs and ambitions of public life.

One striking feature of his lectures, apparently, was
that they recommended and illustrated a correct use of
words'. We have noticed a special branch of this
interest, which sprang from Heracleitus4 : but, considering
the careful choice of expression in Democritus and
Hippocrates5, and the natural result of a study of the
poets, we may fairly ascribe this kind of work to his

1 Plato, Restubl. x, 6oo c, d.
2 So, in our time, Henry Sidgwick gave some of his best energies to

organising the education of women. Protagoras, while inventing education,
had to make himself Professor of it.

' Plato, Phcedrus, 267 c-poE'rEa. 4 Above, pp. I 5-6.
5 Above, pp. 121-3, 125-6.
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10 CLIO ENTHRONED

own enterprise, at a moment when men, though aware of
some of the powers of language, were uncertain how
they could best be applied to an increasing variety of
matters.

We have no accurate means of judging to what extent
the linguistic part of his craft affected the style of his own
discourses. In the Pro/agoras he delivers a 'show-piece'
(ir(ScEtLt) of some length. There is no sign that it is
meant to be a parody; Plato may simply be exerting his
own versatility to show how fine a Protagorean myth
can be. One modern editor supposes that the speech is
probably taken from one of the sophist's actual works:
perhaps it is safer to conclude that 'it is carefully
modelled on his way of writing'; without forgetting,
however, that if it contains 'rare and often poetic
rhythms, words, constructions and turns of expression 2
these are things which often find their way into genuine
Platonic myths. Yet at one or two places in this speech
they certainly seem to strike a special note of character-
isation 3

E'p~Ow &L 0E TS/LU' L(UV aEV TUaX0)7TpOO7)72TEV, 8
cacYOEPEO-TEpovc T x-- EKQO7LLEL TOVs E0) ITXtE, rOi~ 8
cLoITXov 8

L
8
ovc 4vcrv aXXI)PV TIJ- aVTOtS EIL7qxawaro 8 v'cp~w

Et ow i~ptw. a /LEP yap avro1v O7JdA10OTI7Tt L IJTtaxYvl,

IT2)iAOv cfJlJ7 T)I 7KcTayEtOV OtK7r0'tP EZ-EfLEP ' a 8 E ?1VE

VEYEOEt, T(69E cVTp cavraL E0ii)EP "KtTXao'w ~a~-J
El'E/LEV. TcLVTa E& jn <caaO.EvXcL/ 3ELaV EXw p j -tyvo

&L TTWOE(?7.

The short balanced clauses and poetic diction4

suggest that the myth is meant to be recognised as
Protagorean ; though, taking the whole speech together,

1 Adam, Pro/ag. (1905) p. io8. 2 lb p. z s. s Plato, Pro/ag. 320 e.
4 Notice also the rhythm in Ettjxavaro bivva~av Etc ToT?)piav.

5lb. 320 d-328 c.
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THE RHETORICAL INVASION '3

we shall not err in supposing that the mannerism appear-
ing in this and some other passages is subdued rather
than heightened from its original strength. There is
just so much attempt at imitation as will allow us to
catch, here and there, the tones of the lecturer's voice.
The fheetetus, however, seems to confront us with the
actual Protagoras, so much more sharply do his habits of
thought and speech stand out from the rest of the
dialogue. It is probable that Plato's maturer view of
him has led to a little exaggeration; but the point of
such imitations as the following must be that they are
substantially true to life':

TOYl 6E XoyOv aU d TO fLar t ov 8WKeXX E EET

cTra4ecTEpov LtcLE r( X~yi. otov yap Ell rOGS wpooO Eli

EXEyCTO avapvrqcO-6rOL, OTL rqi p v dcTOevOVlTtL 7 TtKpaL 4avET

a EO tE t KatL EOrrt, TO6 vy tatvvrt Ta aEOrTtKat

4atvErat' TObTEpOV (LpV OyV TOVTO v &UTEpOl/ ELTot'o cLL

oV
6  yap vvctiov oVE KaT7yOp/7TEOP £O0 EV Ka/ WltW

d oTt ToLctVa 8OCL6&EL, o 6Evytaviv Ow oc cot
&Xhot " ETa$/Xjr OV E ~TtOcLTpa " a vi~EOV yap qj c'pa

The methodical use of ov8 and ycap to pick up and
enlarge on a foregoing clause, the dogmatic repetition of
words (4aCETaL o-&rt, Eo-Tt-4ctveatc) and the carefully
measured balance of the phrases, seem to revive the

actual delivery of the famous teacher. The same short-
winded style prevails throughout the mimic defence of
him supplied by Socrates; who tells us at the end that if
Protagoras had been alive, he would have maintained his
doctrines on a much grander scale 3. It is admitted, how-
ever, to be a gallant attempt4. Further, we may hazard

1 Tkea?/. i66 e. 2 lb. i66 a-168 c.
S lb. 168 c--El ai rt c E~t, IEyaXeLOTEpov by TOIS aVi-ov E/3O?7O-Ev.

4 Ib.--7ravv VEaVLI(QW TOL3 av~ipi /3Eo130,OVQS.

9-2
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12 CLIO ENTHRONED

a guess that the imitation here is not solely a matter
of style. Plato's aim is to expose once more, but in a
stronger light, the sophist's aversion to the Socratic
method; and this he contrives by making Socrates
extemporise a Protagorean homily on the dangers which
philosophy incurs by an unscrupulous conduct of cross-
examination. The humour of this homily, addressed in
fancy to Socrates himself, depends not merely on the
well-known professional manner, but probably also on
the re-appearance of a favourite illustration. It is
possible, at least, that the instance of the sick man and
the healthy man, with the ensuing comparison of the
doctor and the sophist, and of their respective remedies,
had come to be a byword like the ,aLEVTLKrq of Socrates.
But, although it is tempting to see this significance in the
passage, there is nothing in the tradition to connect
Protagoras with the discussion of medicine. We only
hear that, like Thucydides, he was at Athens during the
plague (430-429 B.c.), and praised the heroic fortitude of
Pericles under the loss of his two sons. A fragment of
what appears to have been a eulogy of the statesman,
written by Protagoras in the Ionic dialect, has been
preserved ; the first half of the piece is as follows':

TOW yap VLEOW VE7)VLW OVTCWl)KaLL KaAOW, Ev- OKTW)

TaL US aci7T r U 7WT0L cLTO~cwoPTCeW v)7TEvUEWOS cVETM'7'

EUaL Syap EI~XETO, E'i7s roXXoi' 0)7)7)70KarTC 7aCU) 7)pv)v

EL' EV1TOT/tL77V KcLL cixVvL7)l)Kat Tm)v 'El-'T0LS 7TOXXOLOrL

coo eav.

Here the grandeur of single words, and the repetition
of simpler ones ( oo dpflo--Tov7p7v
iroXXv -roXXoZot), accord pretty closely with the manner
portrayed by Plato. This manner is the direct de-
scendant of that terse solemnity which we have observed

1 [Plutarch] Cons. ad. Atoll. xxxiii, Ir8 e ; D. F. V.2 i. p. 540.
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THE RHETORICAL INVASION '3

in Heracleitus and Herodotus'. It is feeling its way, as
we have seen2  towards a scheme of word-echoes more
attractive than mere 'anaphora,' but yet, so far as our
evidence shows, it either will not or cannot descend to
patterns of complex elegance. The frequent short
speeches in Herodotus maintain on the whole this
reserved and almost abrupt simplicity; though here and
there we meet with obvious attempts at artifice. Thus
Crcesus, when Cyrus asks him how he came to invade
Persia, replies 3 :-

( pcaTLAEV, EY o)Ta kpW)7a r l 7 O fl Ev EVatfOZLfl, Ti)

qGEOJVTOV 6E KCLKOcLqLtOVL7) CL7LTtOS&TOVTOW EyEVETO 0

'EXX EvW G SE E1TElpacE Et E rTrpaEVE-O6aL VcSE yap
OVTO) au7 EOL OO"TtE - W'cO XEJ'VOY cEETaL 'El

ELvL yap Ti)O 7 Ta4 8ES TO1S ?TLTEpaCL aiTTovO% E raWO4

7raTEpE; 7oV 'lTaL&L6.

It is not our business here to distinguish the various
degrees of formality in the numerous speeches and
conversations of H erodotus' History. Such a study
would be well worth while, since it is in this part of his
work that he appears, contrary to the usual opinion of
his style, to have made a deliberate effort towards that
art of characteristic intonation, which we have just
surveyed in the easy accomplishment of Plato. Perhaps
our purpose will be sufficiently served, if we look into
the composition of that particularly formal debate of
Otanes, Megabyzus and Darius, which we adduced for
a brief comparison with the speech-writing of Thucyd-
ides 4.

Like all the speeches in H erodotus; and like the most
sententious parts of Protagoras' discourses, this debate

1 Above, pp. I 13-I 16: cf. what was said of the professor taking the
place of the popular sage, p. 129.

2 Above, p. 131 (Thecet. 166 e).J Herod. i, 87.
4 Above, p. 30 (Herod. in, 80-82).
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'4 CLIO ENTHRONED

on the three forms of government is designed to make a
special impression on the ear by means of short, weighty
clauses, many of which contain less than ten words, and
some only five or six. In a few places these members
are made to concert an epigrammatic effect. First we
have a moral study 1, fresh, it might seem, from Solon
or Theognis:

EyytyvETat /.LEVyap of vf3pti Cv TVmwracpcOov aya~ow,

f:/ic6 E ap~qOEv' p4fvEccttCl)ponITp. 8v0o 8xw avia

EXEL 7Tacocav Ka~corT'Yp"cLTaL V yap v/f3 pt KEKop71p vZOS Ep3 EL

ITQX X aKat acrOiaXct, Ta 6 4& '
A little further on in this same speech of Otanes there

is some obvious manceuvring of words:

cavaPvoo-ratov 0E TcLVTCOV' 'rPvTE yap cavrov /1tETpLidS
0tt)V% aOx®Eat O'rt OivKap-ra OEpcL7TCCTcL, 'qv TE (9Epcvl~ciq

7LS Kap~Ta, ax(OETaL CaTE O&)1Tt.

Here the artificial repetitions of ordinary verbs are
outdone by the concluding assonance of O&r( with
6w~u 4s. The case for democracy ends thus

TtOE/LaL ow yliwp)7qi T~liTCL;7/pLECL fLOVlicp <?7)V TO 1TX q7 0 c

a EtyEVl EiyaprT iToXXcp E'zt T rva

In the speeches of Megabyzus and Darius there is
nothing quite so elegant: but the latter, arguing for
monarchy against oligarchy, builds an insistent climax of
repetition 2

aVrO; yap cKau o; oS$VXO/uL~lo; Kopv~baLoc Eiat y-
TE vtKaLV ES EXOEfJ. EytX a CLXX7XOLtrt (L7T tKVEOvrTCL, E o
oTautLEs EyytyliOliat, EK OE TOWli0-TTo(tLoWl olio', K6TO

qxvov ca7- /3q7 S ( ovliapX/qli, KtL EliTOVT(9C E E opT9 ETL

TO1VTO a pLTTOli.

There is no good reason for ascribing the composition
of the debate to anyone but H erodotus : yet it clearly

1 Herod. III, 8o. 2 lb. 82.
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THE RHETORICAL INVASION 13

shows the influence of that elementary practice in pointed
phrasing which is best illustrated by the manner of
Protagoras as it appears in the Theade/us, and which
most probably caught the historian's attention either at
Athens or at Thurii.

The lasting value of this stately method, which, so
far as we can see, was adapted by Protagoras from the
lofty pronouncements of Heracleitus, has earned very
inadequate-indeed hardly any-recognition. When once
it is set before us as a distinct manner of speech, we can
perceive how Plato's own style owes some of its noblest
effects to a judicious use of such abrupt formality. That
he had felt its power in his youth is clear, for example,
from what is said of Diotima's manner in the Sym-
posiumt':-' She went on thus, like the professors in their
glory, "I would have you know, Socrates...".' And so,
in the myth which dismisses the Re15ublic with a halo
of supernatural splendour, the mysterious ministrant of
the Fates, as he is about to fling the lots of life to the
assembled souls of men, delivers his message thus 2

'AvcayKrqc VyCap o KOfpry s AaX4TE&t Xoyo s " ivP<ci
c~n~poL, aPXa cXX?)~ Tpto8 ov OlJ')ov y~vov~ c avTrgo'pov.

of~ Vias 8aI4bL&)X)?eETaL, cLXX IVE s L' §a 'c.a~p'o-Eo-OE.
1CTOS 6 o XaC9~v 'Tp&)Tos aitpEVT6 &) 3 tv, (0a-VVCOTatLL

cwctyK')s ' 42fTj 6l7 a cL&TOTO1-'" 7v TL/MW&JVKaLLaTL/LcLOJV

7TXEoII KcuL EXcLTTov) ctTsY EKtOTOs E ELcLLT~ca EXOLLVOV

It is very true, as Proclus remarks, that the words
here are 'like shafts loaded with mind and with lofty
intent ',' especially when contrasted with the exuberant
flow of the myth-narrative 4 : but the passage acquires a
larger interest, when we can say where Plato learnt such

1 Plato, Symn5os. 208 c. 2 Resftubi. x, 617 d.
s Proclus, In Rernftubl. ii, 269 (quoted in Adam's note ad loc.).
4 E.g. Resftubi. x, 618 b-c.
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16 CLIO ENTHRONED

repetitions as Sa o- 8a4tovc, XTjETa-X aXOJZ, aip4--
o'EOTE-clapEuTOo). And there is another solemn utterance,
where perhaps he reaches his sublimest height of mythic

vision; it opens thus':

OEOL OECOV, (Oil E7&) 7F/LLOVpy/OS7T LT71j TE Ep7W, &L
EfOi 7EVOfLEVL aXVTaELOE/L y 7 )LT EGE VT0S TO OV 7
aEOEV ITcW XvVO'T, T YE j /L7) KaXG S pfo-cvKat EXOV EU

XVELV EOEXEWL K KOV.

But we must return to the progress of this and other
methods in their experimental stages.

§4

Perhaps the most striking evidences of early rhetorical
influence are to be seen in those treatises in the Hippo-
cratean collection which, while certainly not belonging to
the great doctor himself, are probably to be placed among
his pupils and friends in the middle of the fifth century.
The literary qualities of these works have received from
students of Hellenic civilisation even less notice than
their intellectual and moral worth'. Merely to appraise
and range them in order of external accomplishment
would be a useful and interesting task ; but this, even in

1 Tina. 41 a.
2 Greenhill (Dict. Gr. Rorn. Biog. My//h. sn. Hi5,ocra/es) makes these

17 or i8 in all, without counting ii more which were 'Jerhafts written by
Hippocrates.'

s' Thus a few pages of one are quoted by Diels (De Victum, D. F. V. 2 j,
pp. 81-85) for its obvious connection with Heracleitus ; Gomperz attempts
to prove that another is by Protagoras (De Ar/c; Die Aj5oiogie derHeiikuns/2,
19 [0) ; and only a passing glance is given to a third and fourth by Blass, in
his study of ancient rhetoric (De Prisca Medicina, De Ven/is ; A//. Rered.
1887, I, pp. 89-90). The best history of the art of prose-writing quotes once
from the piece appearing in Diels (Norden, An/. Kunstj5rosa, 1898, p. 21),
and notices the tendency to poetic rhythm in the De Ven/is (lb. p. 44).
Attention had been drawn to the style of these pieces by J. Ilberg, Studia
Pseudzj~ocratea, 1883. Taylor, Varia Socra/ica, 1912, has pointed out their
importance for the history of sophistry.
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THE RHETORICAL INVASION '3

summary, would lead us too far afield. We must be
content, as in the case of the authentic writings, to
select only a few examples ; taking advantage of the
general similarity of subject-matter for the purpose of
observing in brief the steady progress of formality. This
done, we shall turn to the personal history of Sicilian
rhetoric.

The treatise On Ancient Medicine is intended to
support Hippocrates' method of empirical observation
against the a priori theories of certain doctors
who, under the influence of the Eleatic philosophy,
attributed all sorts of disease to a single universal
cause. It is a sincere and able piece of writing, in which
the ample yet orderly scheme of the sentences is well
suited to a confident command of the subject. The
medical art began, the writer declares, when men first
noticed that sickness required a different diet and mode
of life from those of health 2 :

TIv yp pX7v Ol)O au EIp O77 1TXV')1 7 LTpLKI7,O

av E 7 T j17 (O 8v EV yap cdnr 'i8EL), EL T0LtKcLJLVOV Tt&ew

~vp rv 7~ TL7L 7TAacTE 42EAOIIE1(JO OLav~pCOT ra au tLTw/.LVOwcTTE KcLLp Ep/cV~oL

aLTEp OL v)/Lcal-OVTcE CTOOLov E Kai TLVOVO-L Kai rTXXcL

3 LcLLTEOVTcLL, evvE4fEpE, Ka1L EL /J ~V ETEpcL TOVTE&WV /3EX'rUw.

Not only is the argument presented in a single
and almost completely self-connecting system, but the
rhyming pairs of verb-forms are plainly meant to regulate
its motion. Yet there is no attempt at ornament for its
own sake : the author is preoccupied with the importance
of his theme. He passes to the art of cookery, and
compares its elimination of the unsuitable with that
devised by medicine3j

o LEY, 00&)v jt 77)8lvvaTo 1i a-j '1 a~vOpwri fP7) E~r-

KpcLTEELI' vycavovoTcL 9L7TnTTTOVTiwV, &a; 6ypLOT'qTOa TE KaLL

1 Above, pp. 99, 125. 2 De Prisca Medic. 3. 3 Lb. 7.
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18 CLIO ENTHRONED

clKpY)o"G7l/v, 6 8
E, O(TrW V7) 8

LCwOE(TL5 EV 0 CW EKCOTOTE EKac(TT

T-XI7 GLKEt/.LEVOc /1/?) 7 v var c E ETLKpcTEEL, TaLTa 77T7) T

a4,EXELV.

In such industrious arrangements as these we ought
to recognise the pattern of those anxiously laboured
comparisons in Thucydides1. But we must also note
how simple effects of sound, such as began to be heard
in Heracleitus and Herodotus 2 are gaining an entrance
here. The two short treatises On the Nature of Man
and On the Regime for Healtk are written from the same
scientific standpoint, the former especially tracing the errors
of some theorists to the doctrine of Melissus 3. It is not
unlikely that their author was Polybus, the son-in-law of
Hippocrates, since we find here another account of the
views which Aristotle quotes and ascribes to him4.
There is little to remark in the style, beyond what we
have seen in the master himself 5. But the vigorous
writer On the Sacred Disease, while following out the
denial of divine intervention which we saw in Hippo-
crates 6, shows a more adventurous eloquence. His long
prefatory chapter is an indignant refutation of the view
that epilepsy is a specially god-sent affliction : it sternly
exposes the magical tricks by which that belief is
maintained for the advantage of charlatans?

\ r, .. / \

icat Ta V TOW7)Ka~a p CLOJV 77 K pv')TTOo-L, ra 0OESE
OacL O-O-av p,3aXXovo-t, Ta E STa ovp~cL cL1T04ECp0VO-t, 0in

/L7)qLac afETaL ()%E 7&ETt/ 3 7OETat ' Ta 8 )<p?7V E Ta tp

4puTacTJO) aT aEL 7UEcO" E (TTL CTLOS. 01)

JLEVTOL EyWyE a4LCoJV7TO 8 EOV av~pct7T~v o-wpa FtatvEOcLL, TO

1Above, p. iio-1. 2 Above, pp. I15-6.
sDe A~at. Horn. I ; cf. Plato, Pka?drus, 270, and Thompson's note.

4 lb. II; Aristot. IBist. Anirn. III, 3. 512b.
5Galen, in his commentary on the De Nat. Horn., tells us that Polybus

adhered closely to the teaching of Hippocrates. See a note on the passage
of Aristotle by D. W. Thompson, in his translation of the Hist. Anirn. (1910).

6Above, p. 125, n. 2. 7 De Morbo Sacro.i ad fin.
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EITK?7pOaTO T O P CayVoTCTOV ' A ., ,,TV~aV 7T

ETEpOV (LE/Ltao7J.Evov 71 TL ITEITOZ)GOcEEOt CavPirTOV 0) EOI

KaLOat pEo-OcLL KcL W>v% EaTOaL LX X0v i)ualLvwOatcL.

The writer of this, whether he is Hippocrates or one
of his colleagues, appears to have had some lessons from
Protagoras. So again, in declaring that heredity plays
its part in this as in other diseases, he developes an
insistent emphasis'1:

aLPXETat 8E0)coITEp at2LTcLX XcL v0VO-7,ara KaTaL yEv0c 'EL

yap EK / X~y)/LarcLT0cE0 XEyj 7wo&7c Kat EK X0Xc E0S

XX°'1 yLvETaU, Kat EK 4lOva)&0; c/hOtvCO637)KW EIC

G-rX7v~i 8 E0s Q(TIX ) PW)3?), Tt KCOX1JEtOT) J TaT7)p KaU /L7)T7)fi

EtXETO, 701)70) T(j9 VOVCYtT7t KtToil)EK7OVNW EXE("tTUCL va,;

1VyL7)paw v yL7)po% armToE 70)1)POO'Ep&W V0oapoc.

Another treatise On Regime is a lengthy exposition,
in four parts, of the discovery that health depends on an
equipoise between nutrition and exercise. The first part
is occupied with showing that, as the human body, like
everything else, is composed of fire and water and also
undergoes perpetual change, so its processes are to be
discerned at large, since they are everywhere reflected,
in the various arts of man. The H eracleitean basis of the
work is obvious'2; and both here, and throughout the
succeeding three books, which provide the details of a
corrective regime, we seem to possess such a piece of
a p~riori reasoning as the writer On Ancient Medicine
condemns'3. But more interesting to us is the conduct
of the style. At first it aims merely at a regular, steady
balance 4 :

' De Morbo Sacro, 2.

2 Cf. the doctor Eryxirnachus' discussion of a saying of Heracleitus in
Plato, Symj5os. 187 a.

Above, p. 137. B e Victu, 2.
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40 CLIG ENTHRONED

(ff7/L( SE SE~l) 70? pbEXXOVTCL OpO& c evyypcL~bw 7TEpL
SL~cC'? ai'p~niws r,~7pW Tol/ EV 1TaPLTOS 4nfovcT / vOpd irov

yv& wcu Ke2L &ayv(waL "yvonv'cL / EV CLITOTWO)?)(YVVE(T17KEVE

aPX7/%s, GyvrncaL SE UVITtLvow ~pcWP KEKparITCLL-

but, as the author approaches the philosophy of the
matter, he shortens his stride 1:

fcaos Z~vp, ETKOT0s 'ALS~7, bcocALS, o-oc ~&Z 7 iv' 40LTa

KEWL LS(b6 KaLL rc6ScKELcYE, To-ac p77, Tii"ocw xoi q Sta-
Tp'ooop Eva KELVO. TE i-a TOVSE, 'TcLSE 7 LVav OGKELV)?)

and soon he is almost giddy with the dance2

rrpLO-uO cVvO7O1wOi v 'O 6 .EV EXKEL, 0 SE C)OEI, TO SE
AUTO7 TOVTO ITOLOVO"L ' EL0V & TOL0UPTES 7TXEOI) ITOVOTL.

TOLOVTOV 4vITLS cWOpO iTOV 'TO /.LvoO t OEL,60 E EXKEL 'TO /LEV

SL(OO% -TO6 ES 1Xa / 3 cavEt 'Kp.LL TO) (EV StSo-, T'rOoi~p ITX EOV,

701) SE XcL1LL3 cVEL, TOoOOVTp /A.ELOV.

The same kind of excitement continues for several
chapters. When he comes to deal with the particular
vicissitudes of the human body, he is sober and steady
again ; though here and there he seems to be only just
refraining from the verbal game. We could hardly have
a livelier illustration of the seductive arena prepared by
Jonian philosophy for these first students of formal prose.
The effect as we read is like that of witnessing what at
first appears to be a dangerous seizure, but soon is
understood to be the passing flutter of a harmless
enthusiasm. It is clearly a genuine transport, and as
such it is worthy to be classed and compared with the
sharp clatter of those coupled phrases in Thucydides'
sketch of the troubles in Greece.

Before we enquire into the immediate cause of such
behaviour, we must notice a few more examples of literary

1 De V/ictu6, 5 ; D. F. V 2i, p. 80. 2 lb. 6; D. F.VTl 2 i, p. 8i.
s Above, pp. 88-91.
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craft in these 'iatrosophists.' We find in a short essay
On the Winds another case of philosophical theory
applied to the explanation of disease. Here it is Anaxi-
menes' doctrine-that the underlying substance of every-
thing is air 1 -which is made to unlock all the secrets of
human health and infirmity. But the discussion is less a
matter of detailed argument than of adroitly persuasive
suggestion: the writer relies chiefly on the charm of his
elegant phrases; and he pleasantly declares that, if he
were to deal with every sort of ailment, his discourse
would be longer, but not a whit truer or more convincing.
His particular skill is not in medicine, but in antithesis,
which he is learning to use in a variety of ways. He
can arrange it in one clause, and illumine it with a poetic
figure, as when he says of the doctor:

ET' &XXorpCjo-L Vp/OpUL o L3L acKLpWo1tL Vira'-

or work it out till the sound is forced to conspire with the
sense 3 :

a w & a 'icwav EravO-E 7OOLGs I7cLXPai ITXo-ov')v

L')TaCLL KEV&OLV, KEVW TLJ-6 3 E ?AX7)Ol7 P ovov6 aTrOvL?,

so that when he tells us that all this is merely en jassanI
to his main business 4, there is little chance of illusion as to
what that business is. For immediately he is enforcing
a contrast with word-play 5 :

T'rc'0E 0)VOOOV cLacTaoEJ/ 0/L V TOITOS 0OcLvTOS, 0 &
~To7rO c L4EpEL-

and soon, when unable to provide an antithesis, he
contrives a jingle6 :

1 Burnet, E. G.P.2 p. 77.
2 De Venus, I; cf. the use of rcap~roI raL by Democr., above, p. 322.
s Ibid.
4 Ibid.--ra / V of ii Ev i3apfpyo Toil Xoyov Toil/4EXXovro Ep?TaL.
5 1b.2. 6 Ib 3.
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LVEVo yoap EOTLV ? 7EpOs pEVKL KCL -

besides the childish assonance and alliteration of the
statement 1

a yp ,Lara T TE aV P TOav Kai &w c AXw iow
lflTO rpO-TCW po4Wov T pECfiETaL " EU'TL r E oT a r pOo9Yo-

TaV)CL TnL O VJOJcVLCTc, TTa, ITOTL, 1TVElJ/JcL.

The combined effect of these examples is of course
unfair to the general quality of the author's style it is
only as supplying clear evidence of the professional study
of prose-form, and of the lines which that study was
pursuing, that they are rightly important.

Some ingenious learning has been employed to urge
that the treatise On the Ar! is the composition of
Protagoras 2. It is a defence of the physician's art
manifestly written by a man of letters who is not a
regular physician, in reply to an attack made by some
other sophist. The writer has got hold of just enough
technical information to serve his purpose of showing
that medicine is a real and effectual art in most cases
which are nut plainly desperate: but the discussion as a
whole has the air of a literary exercise. So far there is
room for supposing its author to be Protagoras. In
some points, indeed, it corresponds with Plato's parody,
as in this passage3

TOW /t V OUVTOLOVTOW 7TaWTow CV ITCL LTW c KEcTL(L

avcLLpTTiTOVS 6EL ELVcCL, OVX ( t P h8act XX OTL E4E~pi7vrTCL

E E~ffl7PTL yE /L7V 01' TO(TL /3OVXI71OEITLV, cXXa OV. / 0L"

8VVI7OELcTL " vvavLV E &owLYTCLTE T'c Tat6~EL17s pi)EKITO8
Oiw

TC TE TY)s 4bVoLoc sj,)aXcdwcipct.

Yet there are also some much more elaborate devices :

1 Ib.-Ilberg, Stud. Pseudi j5ocr., has collected further instances.
2 Gomperz, Die A75oi. der Heilkunst, 1890 (2nd ed. 1910).
s De A rte, 9.
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words are not merely repeated, but repeated for the
purpose of a jingling epigram1

oqLp L &E Yoy KCa oopaa asoa OO1cT( TJ~L a EcOEC

XcL/3Ez'v"tX oyov yap TiO T&JOW /vLcLTow qyE~w-Oat ra cE

/3Xcw-TcWELv KaiL C 8 1)-'CLov-. Ta bLEP yap ovo(LaTa vZo1LLo ET-

'1jaca EOTL, Ta & Et8 Ea L 01)V0oOET/LCara, caXXa /3Xcr7cIaa

The steady connection by assonance and rhyme
( 6 voara-vopo~eriara-f3Xao-rq'cttra) is obviously de-
liberate, as if to illustrate, in the act of asserting, the
helpful properties of words'. Glancing for a moment at
the rhetorical parts of Thucydides, we find very similar
devices here and there. We have this rhyme in the
letter of Nicias 4-

OtoO/JElOLXP7)I wTLE'°-aL c Xov ,77WlaXEoTBaL-

or a verb re-compounded, as in H ermocrates'seeh5

o1U AEovTivovs /3 ov'X~oTOcLL KartOKLo-LL, dXX' a&X X

As a rule, the historian makes his speakers more
inclined to this sort of distinction between words partly
the same or etymologically connected, than between
those whose sound alone is similar. Pericles matches
4 LXOcT04 ov4i V and 4LX0KcLXov°~, 4pov75art and Kara-

f povr41 tan7. But we find one artificial sentence of
H ermocrates 8

ElY7TpE7TW5 Ot KOL EXOOVTES, EVXOyOJs JlTpaKc ro-

1 lb. 2.

2 Littr6's translation-' Les noms sont des conventions que la nature
impose, mais les realit~s sont non des conventions qu'elle impose, mais des
p~roductions qu'elle enfante '-might be improved by putting inventions for
p5roductions. The German version of Gomperz effaces all the elegance.

3 Cf. above, p. i i6. 4 Thuc. vii, 13. 2.
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which may be compared, for its alliteration, with a
contrivance in the De Arte':

clyvoE ;LcyvoLav E / pooovoav lavtlr) Fa.XXov i cictOC.

To show how intemperately this nameless writer
has yielded to the fashion of sonorous repetitions and
amplifications, we may take the following passage

oi yap 87 o4 8aXj.ftc-t yE tcuPvt TOVT&TV d/p EWv7

OV6EJ-' 01)8 EP EOTL EL8 EVcUL ' WLo Ka L a 'r Xa /O rc o'wo'Laczat

Ka T7 7TXVJV KEKpL.TaL ELCVL. 01) /L77V OTt cL&7XcLKEKpcLTV)KC,

cLXX ) 6vaOv KEKpeTI7TcLV VVcLTOV 8 Ecoc at TE 7(01

1OO'EO/TOWV (/TLEC TO (KE4 (%7VCLL 1TcpEXOV( tL T

EPEVV1YTOVTWV E 7)! EpEVVaLI rEbVKCLO-t'/JErcL 1TXEOlOc p,

yap ?Tovov Ka OV fJhET EXc TOO XJovov

So he runs on, with his giddy delight in mere empty
word-patterns, of which there is no hint even in the
mockery of the Thectetus. If Protagoras is the author
of this treatise, we must conclude that he was far more
trivial in his writing than in his conversation or his
lectures; and, although there is much in these verbal
repetitions, as also in some of the thought, to indicate
his influence '-we remember too that suggestion of a
medical theory in the Platonic imitation,-it seems most
probable that we have here the work of some literary
pupil, who has cultivated a greater variety of graces than
the stately style of his first instructor ever reached or
sought.

§5

This disciple may perhaps have been Prodicus, whose
'minute pedantry2 ' could draw from Plato little more

1 De Arte, 8. 2 lb. ii. 3 Cf. Gomperz, ic., pp. 22 foil. ; i8o.
4 Plato, The Et. i 66 e; above, pp. 132-3.
SThompson, on Plato, Phaedr. 267 b : for a reference to a medical work

of Prodicus, see Galen, De Virt. Phys. ii, 9; D. F. V.2 i, p. 57!. Diels
(F. V.3 II, p. 292) seems to ascribe the De Artc to Antiphon the Sophist.
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than a mild contempt. Yet Aristophanes1 seems to
commend his 'learning and discernment'; and Plato
himself testifies to the universal respect he enjoyed. He
was competent, like Gorgias and Hippias, to instruct the
youth in any city that he chose to visit 2. 'Our good
friend Prodicus,' says Socrates, 'had a great success,
both publicly and privately3 '; and in fact it appears that
Socrates once attended his ectures4. These frequently
dealt with ethical subjects, but their chief aim was to fix
the precise meanings of words. The amusing picture of
him in the Protagoras shows him industriously dis-
tinguishing between w oj3r TEv and EptSEw, KoLvo' and
L0ro0, EV 8OKqLELZ" and &cuvEZo-®at, EvfpLVEcOcBat and
78 E6 oOct, in a series of nicely balanced clauses:

a/JtuOCJ3?7T0VOt /1EV yap KCLL EVVOLCV OL cJXOts~t/Ot%

Epl(ovcLV 6E of &LcL4opot TE KCL EXPOL aXX 7XOt-

and so on. Further, we have Xenophon's quotation
from uncertain memory-of his moral fable, The Choice
of Heracles. Here the speeches of 'Aper4 and KaKLa
consist chiefly of full-sounding phrases strung in a regular
succession; Virtue proclaims herself thus:-

caycrgq7 /V oTVVEpyOs TEXVLTcLL% ITLO'TY) 6 & eOtKW~V

8EOTOaLS EvG~v S E ?apcTcrariLS oiKETatc% &yaO j &Eo-vX-

X7)frrpta 'TLOV CV ELpr~VflITOVOJV, /3E/ 3cLuct E TWi) V 6 roXE~t

o-v 1/aX0s Epy)v-

where the metaphors suggest the influence of tragedy,
and remind us of the poetical patch in the Athenian
speech to the M elians '

EX1TLS 6E, KL7)V~Vcp rapc~t/Oov OVOCL, TOVS /EV W7TO 'TEpt-

oV0'LcS XPw /EVOV0V tTfl, K&LV flXctfi ~, 01)KaLOEtXE, KTX.

1 Aristoph. Nub. 361. 2 Plato, A75o/. 19 e.
3 Hz5j5. Maj. 282 b-6o7/ p eos ETa~pos.
4 Meno, 96 d ; Cratyl. 384 b. 5 Protag. 337 b ; cf. Charmid. 163 d.
6 Xenophon, Meru. II, i, 32; who remarks (34) that the style of the

original was even more ornate than that of his version.
7Thuc. V, 103. I.
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146 CLIO ENTHRONED

It is worth notice that in the one jingling sentence
of the fable we seem to hear the voice of Prodicus
himself, when Virtue tells Vice that 'praise of oneself is
the sweetest sound of all to hear1 ':

dcLc aToc E O~oa EK OEO)P bLEv rreppu/lft, v, iT

avOpoirrow c yacWv a fToy E 7TcvTcov 7)rTov cKovO-

LaTO% E1Taclvov a-avTY)%, crviicOO , Ei K TO

OEapLarTo / ccEa'cLT 'Ovo v yaqp TT ITOTTE OEavT)S EpyOl)KAOV

This habit of repeating a word in slightly different
forms, which we have just seen developing, for the sake
of mere sound, in the medical treatises, is probably to be
connected with the work of Gorgias; and particularly so
when these echoes are combined with poetic imagery.

Hippias, whom Plato repeatedly associates with
Prodicus, was a man whose widely useful achievements
in the advancement of learning cannot now ensure him
more than a titular fame. His mind appears to have been
a little too abundantly furnished to allow of the ready
movement of his wits' : but history must always
remember, and Thucydides must have respected, the
first compiler and publisher of a table of Olympian
victors. He used to lecture on a prodigious variety of
subjects ; but, like Prodicus, he made a speciality of
moral discourses, whose language was offered as a model
of elegance and propriety. The mimicry of the Prol-
ago ras, however, seems to reveal a more interesting
accomplishment in the structure of his sentences. In this
dialogue, the setting and conduct of the two short
speeches delivered by Prodicus and H ippias have some-
thing of the air of an epic debate : we find them turning

1 Xenophon, Lc. 31.
2 Xenophon, Mem. Iv, iv, 6; Plato, Gorg. 490 e, and Thompson's note.
8 Plato, Hzi55. Maj. 286 a-'o-it yap xot 9rEpi a,>rc~v EE7T?7TEV LaTV KaX~v]

7rayKaXos Xoyo yOVKELJLvoE, Kai XX EU &aKeL/EVEvoi aL ToLs ovo~aot.
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a very ordinary appeal or argument into a means of
exhibiting 'salient points in their public reputation'1.'
Thus, when Prodicus has given his little display of verbal
precision, H ippias takes up his parable and says' :

Co u c O 1~7Tctpov~TES, 7)7oVUcLL Ey&)vfLCL OcvyyEV~ELS TE

KatL OLKELOVS KiCLL T0ALTt ac raTac E~LW,-RVo'EL, O VjM

TO yap Ohotov Trp OfLoLc9 1flocTEL cV77EVE& EO"T-', o6E o& S

T~pawvos cV T'ra v~pctw, ITOXXaL iNapa r7)v /aow

j3 LC ETcLL.

We remark the topic of fnv- and vo~os-one of the
popular fruits of Jonian philosophy-and the short,
balanced clauses in which it is treated ; but the sentence
continues thus :

Soiv tOjVT'?V P 4v'-W rcc1V irpay~uarwv

EL E1/L1, O-0ofTn-dOVS 6& oVrac Tc7Z' EX X4ZWV, Ka KaT ie' iO

TOVTO VV-'TV?/EXV)XVOoTc &T'7STE CEXXa~8 EGSaTOT

IrpVTavELOV T7S JO4b tsKaXL aVTl)S T'r rj~1OXEW~c EGSTP

EL)/LTTV Ka X/f3 trarov LO OP, )E TOVTOV) 701

a cLJL/LT0o aetov arocj qvcrtOcL, caXX CJOITEp rO~s 4acvXo-

'TaTOVS TCJVl/ ~cUJiTi&JJ O4LE EOtUU aXX A0L.

The largeness of the periodic scheme makes a sudden
contrast with the method of Prodicus ; which H ippias
seems to follow for a moment, and then to abandon for
his own extensive and imaginative manner. His tend-
ency to vivid homely metaphor, such as we found in
Democritus, has fuller scope further on in a still more
lengthy sentence, in which occur these words 3

caXX E/EZ/LatKaL X a T v~sTosXoyots, U)~

fLEycLXOTpEIT~cTTEpoL KWLLEVOX7)IJOVEOTEp0 £ 'r7/Ad) (/XcUVOWTat,

'Y)' v) Hoi~aopal IaV~aKaXJVEKTEL1)cwTa, ovpta

E4EPTa, (f)vytEGSL TO ITEXCL)/0S TOW1X~oa cnopv'icavra yv,

JXX& /t L"E£TG7£c£ £JTEp0V& 7E/JLEU/.

1Jebb, Hellenica 'The Speeches of Thuc.', § 4; see above, p. 29.

2 Plato, Pro/ag. 337C 3 lb. 338a.
30-2
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The sentiment about Athens in the former of these
passages, and the sonorous flow of both, are very
suggestive of what the oratory of Pericles may have been
when Thucydides heard it, as distinguished from the
quintessence of it which the History conveys to us now.
The elaborate metaphor, for instance, in the latter piece
is admirably managed : but Pericles' and Thucydides'
own taste was doubtless for leaving such sallies to the
professional shows and contests of the day 1.

Of the more business-like style of Hippias we have
possibly a specimen in a fragment of prose discovered at
El-Hibeh. The writer argues against a theory of musical
rhythms such as that propounded by Plato in the Re-
jziblic2 ; and although his vocabulary is quite simple, his
sentences are carefully composed of short and evenly-
weighted clauses 3 :

XE'yo1TES yap OTL apjiVtKoLEOL tKat ?WPOXELPUYrLbLEVot

(~A~cs wac TavTcL o VyKpt-ovcrww P/LEV ac ETVXE7V'KaTr~yo-

pOVVTE%, TOGS EELK7 EyK&)/JLcL OVTES ' KcLL XEyOvQct t (LEI) Ov

8 cL VTOV& OVTE 4IaXTc OVTE o
8

OVc OatpELP ' rEpL fvEPyap

Tavr T~po pacytv rcLax ~t a"&" ni cVTO E t
3

LOV ELwcLITo

OEwip7TLKov 1LLpo92 4aL1V1Tat 6EJtEpL I/LEl'TaV a C~ Tpt

?Taaxapov-wOV LET ptW EcrTWOV&LKOTE% EP 0tS 6E /4crw

LO7XVELl ' E)TOt TOIS o xE~ta O'TES.

Thucydides has just this sort of balance, contrived by
two long final participles

raw /J EV 1TEtpaa(YL CLW O ) KO7)vV0/LTaVT)v4-

Tuoi O O4LaW T'Y7V TOX1) OVK cLXXoTpLOvJ-TE% ctXX ES TqV

o-v yy EIXtav otKELVvTE-

1 Cf. Thuc. I, 22 fin.; Bunyan, P11g. Prog. II (Greatheart)-' I make bold
to talk thus Metaphorically, for the ripening of the Wits of young Readers.'

2 Resj~ubl. III, 398-400.
s Grenfell and Hunt, Hibeh Pa}5yr. 3905, I, p. 47; cf. Plato, Hibj5. Min.

368 d.
gThuc. Iv, 81. 2 (sketch of Brasidas).
5III, 65 fin. (speech of Thebans).
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and there is one sentence of this fragment which may
be considered to stand half-way between The Choice of
Heracles and the Troubles in Greece:

ELS TOVTO 8E EPXOlITcLL 7OX/.L7)s(W01 E OXOv 701' /3LOl KatTC-

T pL/
3

EL1/ v ats p as 4JcLXXovr~sTEv i ~oXU XEL POV rc~v

4JaXTCOV, E$ OVTEs 8 E TO(p6 ()0)1/, (VyKpL/OVTES 6ETO?)TVXOVTOS
p7TopO',-2TavTcL 1TXJ4TOWXELPOV ?TOLOVP7ES.

One more piece in the Hippocratean collection may
help us to fix our conception of the stately figurative
style which Pericles encouraged in public speech, and
which Thucydides admired and studied in both its
early and its middle stages of elaboration. There is a
little piece called The Law, consisting of four short
paragraphs, which asserts the necessity of a distinctive
qualification or 'degree' for the genuine doctors who
travel in the course of their practice from city to city.
After speaking of their long and careful training, the
writer thus describes their work and the faults of their
fraudulent rivals' :

Tara cLc~- XP1 S T ~W 7TPKI)W rEXv-')v EcTEvEyKcqLEZ)OVS,

KatL cTpEKE0)cicLavTsyJ7vWoiLv X a 3 ovrwc, 0vT0J ai'a Tc1ToX Lc
jO1T7VvTac, f/t7XOy(1) OVPOV, LXXcL KULLEpycJ ?TpQvs l-0fL4 -
EoT

6
aL' 6E c rTEtpq, KcLK0~Or 8)o-avpocKEL /KaKov 'KELujffqLOv

T0L0L EXOVhTL avfljV, KaLL Ol/cp Kat VIrTap, EVOVp/L7) TE icaL

EVC/pOaiw)r7 9 acLp0s, 8 ELXL)s TC IKcLL paoY'vTOc 7Ol71r?.

§6

For full light on all these artifices, we must turn to
the rise of rhetoric, as the specific art of persuasion, in
Sicily. The actual beginnings will not detain us long,
for we have no sure knowledge of them. Aristotle
mentions a handbook written by a certain Corax, which

1 Lexr, 4.
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gave exemplary cases of probability for the use of
litigants'. Tisias and Gorgias are classed together in
the Phwdrus as literary artists who perverted the truth
by seductive pleading 2 ; though by his choice of the
words ILa ,6 olv Xdyov Plato seems to point at the result
more than the intention. Tisias, from whatever part of
Sicily he originally came, at any rate accompanied
Gorgias on his Leontine embassy to Athens in 427 B.C.

and he was teaching the young Isocrates in Athens a
few years later". Gorgias, according to a fairly persistent
tradition, was a pupil of Empedocles'.

The effect of the ambassador's rhetoric on the Athen-
ians we have already noticed 5. But this same passage of
the Pkedrus contains a phrase which recalls a curious
expression used by Thucydides in his own person, and
which throws some light on the mood of the more
intelligent public in its sudden bout of 'Gorgiasm.'
The Platonic Socrates describes this new literary fashion
as giving novelties an antique ring, and antiquities a
novel ring. Thus a part at least of Gorgias' mission
was to preach r c dpxaiE X'EVw dpxawcs. The
familiar thoughts of every day must be clothed in fresh
distinction; and it was by the alien air of his speech, as
Diodorus says, that the people were excited 7. Now
Thucydides, in describing the last distracted appeals
which Nicias made to his officers before the battle in the
harbour of Syracuse, seems to contrast his manner with
the full-dress elegance of a studied harangue. 'He

1 Aristotle, Rhet. II, 1402 a. 2 Plato, Pkcedr. 267 a.
3 Dionysius, Isocr. I.
4 Diog. Laert. viii, ii, 58; Aristot. Sofhk. El. 33, 183 b, 31. Diels (Berl.

Sitzungsber. 1884, pp. 343 foil.) has traced some interesting connections
between the philosopher of Acragas and the rhetorician of Leontini.

5 Above, pp. 70-1.
6 Plato, Pkcedr. 267 a-Kavd rTE dpxaioo rd r' vavra xawcvos. Cf. Isocr.

Paneg. 8.
7 Diod. Sic. xII, 53; above, p. 71 n.
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reminded them of their country, its peculiar freedom, and
the personal liberty it allowed to all without restraint in
their daily life; and he used other words appropriate to a
critical situation. For at such times a man is unreserved,
and cares not if his expressions sound old-fashioned; but
shouts aloud the phrases which, with little change, are
made to serve for all occasions about wives and children
and ancestral gods, believing they must be useful in the
trepidation of the moment'.'

If the occasion had not been such as to reduce
N icias to platitudes, what might we have fairly expected
to hear? Some variations, presumably, on the theme
which is suggested only to be abandoned in the flurry of
a supreme effort

TE pO mT'SEXEVOEpoirarc VIT~O/ LLLV77O KCO Ki T'Y) r

cLvTr7 E~rLTaKTOV wTaow S T'?7v &cwrcv E OVo-LcL--

such, in fact, as we have met before in Pericles' words 2:

EXEVBcp(v' 8cTOG TE 1TPOS TO KOLV-OV 2TOXLTEVopLEV Kat E

Ti)!) 1TpOS cXX' XOVS TOW )Kad) r,(Epcw E1TLT'Y7EV/J CLT&W VWTO4J LCV,

Ov) & Opy7)S TO!) TEXacLEL ICCL)O r )V0TL ,JOGP 'XOVTES, o038E

cL 7LLJLOVS (LCv, XvTflpas S&Tfl 01/JEt d87iOv 1TpocrTLOE',LEvot.

ELVETa c O~&ThL 1&aL 'Tp0LT0/J X0VVTES rT &,Vpo a 
8 c&a Eo

/LcLXucTcL 0) 'TcapcavOJLOV/E, KTX.

The great aim, therefore, is not only to find new

things to say (like Hippias3), and to give them a

recognised dignity of expression, but to disguise common-
places in an exquisite dress. Henceforth it is equally
disgraceful for a public speaker to be told that he has
merely blurted out some new ideas, and that he has

1 Thuc. VII, 69. 2 O)Ta. .. 0))1T/ OS To 
3
OKELV apXaUoX0yELv (cvXa/I Evot EL~rotEh)

r',Ka~ i 5r~p &WLvTcov 71apairXi rta. .. 7rp0)cJ1pof2Eva.

2 Thuc. II, 37. 2.1
3Cf. Xenoph. Mern. Iv, iV, 6-( oK.) oU p vov del -? air A Eyco, CXX i

,TEpL 7&3v avT). 01)(3LCOs &aTo 7roXv/IaOT)s ELvaL 7repL TW aTCOV ov(E7ror Ta ~
a1 rL XEyELs. aFLEXEL, Ecf n (I~rir.), 7rELpo/paL KatvOv TL XE'yELV aEL.
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merely repeated old ones. But how did this fashion
begin?

If we look at the one considerable fragment remaining
from the genuine compositions of Gorgias, we find him
busily exploiting the uses of antithesis for momentary
decoration, and taking little account of periodic system.
He produces something like a string of twin-shaped
beads on a slender thread of apposition'

I apTVpLCL t E TOVT&W T poTacLcEO'T7ocLVTTO 1TOX E/&Wv,

Aos LvEZ' c yaX/rc, Eavr v T &va pL , OVI( 7TEtpOL oVTE

jCti.rov apEO, OTE vo/LL~IWvEpOYTtW OVTE EvO7TXLOV Ept s,

OVTE rJXOKcLXUv Epprqv-

So far the thread is kept quite strong by means of
ovrE: but we pass on to this appendage

O ELLVOL /LEV 7TpO' T0VU EOVc Tw) OO OL0ETpos

TOKST KE 27s T EPc7TEplrL, L1CLLOL /1 C/L) po TOVs cL0TOVs Tc)

too) EV'E/ 3 ELS 6 E pOc TOS 4(XOV Tf llUTEL

and although there is no reason appearing why the affair
should ever come to a close, it ends at last in this richly
knotted tassel:

T0~L0VVO UTotaovarcvarOaOCrwOZ'TCLW 07 O )01'CLITEOCWvv,

aLXX' a~cwaros OVK Ev caOavarots oopJqao-t 4 i ov vwv

The Athenians have been called barbarians, because
they had no printed books, and because the speeches of
Demosthenes had little effect on their actions'. If we
cannot agree with Dr Johnson, we need not run to the
other extreme, and regard them as hot-headed fools.
In the first place, the intellect of Gorgias was a good
deal more than ordinarily acute and active. There is

1D. F. V.2 
i, p. 557: it is a piece of his Funeral Oration on Athenian

warriors.
2 Cf. Fuller, Holy War, 1, 17-- Famine, which is the worst of tyrants,

and murdereth men in state, whilst they die in not dying.'
s Boswell, Life oflJohnson, an. 1772.
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clear evidence that for about the first half of his life,
which was nearly conterminous with the fifth century,
he was seriously engaged in physical speculations on
lines suggested by Empedocles'; and that then, in-
fluenced by the dialectic of Zeno, he developed a logical
disbelief in the first assumptions of philosophy. His
plain, thorough-going mode of argument is preserved
for us in almost its original form by a sceptic of the third
century A.D. In the following sentence he is busy with
the puzzle of being and existence2 :

\, 3/C' \ 3
EL yap TrO/J7 01) Eo"TL, EO"TUaL TE aC KCLL OVK OTat'

7 /LE1) yap OVK 0v 1OELrCL, OVK EoTCLL, fl &EOTL (L?7 011, ITCLX

EO"TCL TraCVTEXC 3 E CLTOTO1) TO EL1)t TL CL/.LLKat 7) EL1)CL

OVK capa ETL TO / 7). O.

Euclid could do no better. But Gorgias seems to have
lost interest in these high disputes, and to have applied
all the energies of his riper years to the art of rhetoric.
The antithetical structure of the composition which he
now developed was directly the outcome of the logical
alternatives which his philosophic writing had so neatly
exposed. At the same time it is probable that his lively
mind had long ago perceived in the poetic style of
Empedocles and others an outline of an art which only
awaited the call of a popular need. As he might have
put it, if poetry could be useful as well as entertaining,
he was going to make an entertainment of the uses of
prose. So he leads philosophy and poetry into the
market-place, to work and smile and, above all, be sold.

He was already well on in years when he secured his
fame as a master of witty speech-making ; but it was in
a spirit of youthful enjoyment that he sought and found
success. He had the happy gift of seizing and turning

1Plato, Mezzo, 76 c ; Theophrastus, De Igne, 73 ; D. F. V.2 i, pp. 55S5-6"
2 Sextus, Adv. Ma/k. VII, 65 foil. ; D. F. V.2 i, p. 552.
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to account the material from which proverbs, epigrams
and other self-supporting, self-recording sentences are
made: it is a gift which brings a bright individual
glory, but draws its honours together with it to the
grave, and wins no place in the general list of human
virtues. We have seen its shy attempts in some phrases
of Democritus', Protagoras' and Herodotus3; and have
then watched its cheerful incursions upon the domain of
bodily disease4. The confident spirit of the latter kind
of work, as though it throve every moment on applause,
is to be attributed, for good or ill, to the influence of
Gorgias. The teachers and politicians of Greece, and
especially of Athens, were discovering the difference
between flatness and point in their daily speech; and
here came one who understood their business enough to
enliven it with metaphorical light and the chime of verbal
figures. They were familiar with the effects of such
things in the poetry of the Ajax and Antigone, the
Medea and Hzipolytus: they were now to learn how to
make prose an equally impressive and memorable art,
in writing as well as speaking. Their first lessons, of
course, had been drawn from the stately deliverances of
Pericles and Protagoras : but ideas come only-and that
by stern labour-to the few, and the Olympian manner
was not to be bought. Take, however, a commonplace
or a truism, and try dividing it into a variety of con-
trasted terms: you may make it worth hearing; and
new thoughts, or new shades of the old thought, will
probably turn up as you go along :

EKCEKT Y)VTO EV OEOV (EV T?)V pC7TV, vOp7TLrwVOV 8
E TO

Ta Xp'rI-r KTaTOja (V W x o, EXPO 8oE((

TL, ic9TO -

1 Above, p. 121. 2 pp. 131-2. a p. 134. pp. 137-144.

SD. F. V.2 i, p. 557. 6 lb. p. 561.
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for indeed that other saying, of which Aristotle approved,
holds good of much besides lawsuits-' Abolish your
adversary's zeal with laughter and his laughter with zeal'';
discretion, at any rate, was but young in Athens when
the Peloponnesian War began. We may scoff at these
tricks, as a mere buzzing of words; but behind them is a
power which might turn the laugh against us, and so they
would have their sting. 'Words are the counters of
wise men, and the money of fools,' says Thomas
Hobbes2: the very strength of the epigram shows to
what use these counters may be put. Literature may
begin as a game ; it grows earnest, and we call it an art.

This saying of Hobbes has metaphor as well as
antithesis. Gorgias described vultures as 'living tombs,'
and Xerxes as 'the Zeus of the Persians'; but he could
also, after calling a state of affairs 'sallow and bloodless 4,'
proceed to the antithetical imagery of

TU0E TclVTa OGLGLXPWo JLV Eopv -lTapac, KaKoi 0E 6 epLU c-

an epigram which Aristotle can hardly persuade us to
condemn5. It is, further, not improbable that Gorgias

' Aristot. Rhet. III, 18. 1419 b-BEb' E4nj Fop yiar rIv v LVo7ov?')v hiaf9EtpELV

TVO EvLLvTLCOJ'yEXcOTL, TOP lE yEX&wTa oov~j, 3p9JisXiycw.

2 Cit. \Vhately, Rizet. III, iii, 14.
s So Jeremy Taylor (Holy Dying, v, 8) speaks of 'sepulchral dogs.'
4 His brother Herodicus was a doctor. Plato (Gorg. 456 b) makes him

tell how he would often visit the sick in company with the doctors, and
when the patients refused to obey medical orders, he would induce them to
obey 'by the mere art of rhetoric.' The reading civalp~a is preferable to
Evaqia for the context of Aristotle : see however A. Mayer, Theot/hrasti 7T~pl

XE'$Eor, p. 149, where the phrase is combined with Demetrius, De Elocut. I16.
s Aristot. Rhet. III, 3. 1406 b; D. F. V.2 i, p. 56o. Emnpedocles (D. F. V.2 1~,

p. 189) had called the sea 'the sweat of earth,' and Chcerilus, the early
tragedian, had said that rocks and streams were 'the bones and veins of
earth,' to the disgust of the ancient critics (Haigh, Trag. Dram. Gr. p. 40).
Englishmen of the present day are apt to resent a picturesque phrase when
applied to ordinary things, at least by anyone below the status of Poet
Laureate : see A. E. Taylor, Maria Socrat. 1st Ser. p. 148, for Tennyson's
complaint that some neglect of his comfort in the country had 'awaked
a dormant cold.' For real extravagance, see Pepys, Diary an. 1666, Sept. 9th
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was amused at his success with the Athenians; while
they were amused at their new discovery, including him.
He adopted something of a theatrical pose, and his
brilliance made it an imperious fashion; for we may
fairly apply to his own case what he said of the tragic
actor and his art,-that here 'the deceiver is more
honest than he who deceives not, and the deceived more
shrewd than he who is not deceived1 .' If he added to
the gaiety of nations, we have partly to thank his own
intention': like Rabelais and Heine he died-or was
fitly supposed to have died-with a characteristic jest on
his lips". But his exploits in antithesis had an effect on
the structure of Greek prose which would have contented
his best ambitions, if by any chance he could have foreseen
its value. Lesser men indeed, as he might have said,
spun webs on the pattern of Arachne, which caught
nothing, and were quickly blown away. Some of these
egregious imitations have been swept up for our inspec-
tion; and if anyone would see how many pages can be
filled with mere style, when the pen is released from all
purpose of saying anything in particular, let him try to
peruse the Encomium of Helen. This piece, which a
late tradition has given to Gorgias, is a compact summary
of the alliterations, assonances and antithetical chimes
which belong properly enough to the Sicilian rhetoric,
and which forced themselves, to a certain extent, upon
the most serious writers of the fifth century. At the
same time, it utterly lacks the grandeur-even the rather
inflated grandeur-of the Epitakius. The ignorance of

-' but methinks, a bad, poor sermon, though proper for the time; nor
eloquent, in saying at this time that the City is reduced from a large folio to
a decimo-tertio.'

1 Plutarch, De Glor. Athen. 5, p. 348 c; D. F. V.2 i, p. 561.
2 Cf. his remark to the swallow, Aristot. l.c.
3 iElian, Var. Hist. II, 35-& E 6 'rvoc dPxera 7rapaKarari6EeOa

Td6eX4 3.
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those who ascribed such trifles to Gorgias is sufficiently
exposed by the fact that they similarly classed the
Apology for Palamedes; a tiresome piece of argument in
short balanced clauses, which attempt only a monotonous
repetition of ordinary words'. Over these futilities we
need not pause. It is 'the sober follies of the wise and
great' that are really instructive. These leave their
impress on literature, for evil or for good, and not seldom
for both at once.

'There can be no comparison,' said Thompson2,
'between the sparkling ingenuity of the Sicilian rhetor-
ician and the vivid and penetrating intellect of the
historian'; but the fact remains that Thucydides grasped
the importance of Gorgias' artifices for the progress of
literary art. The chief benefit resulting to us now is the
establishment of balance in the constitution of a sentence;
though our properly tempered use of epigram has only
been evolved by a continual warfare between brilliancy
and common-sense. Antithesis was bound to lead from
a small to a large periodic form, when practice in the
craft was able to answer the calls of fuller thought; and
from Gorgias came the impulse needed for the early

1 Other good reasons for regarding these pieces as spurious are given by
Thompson, The Gorgias of Plato (1871), p. 177. Blass appended them to
his text of Antiphon (1892), and declared in his Preface:- 'Gorgiae utraque
mihi genuina videtur, quoque saepius relego, eo firmius id apud me iudicium
stat.' The position is a strong one; for most critics have surely shrunk
from imperilling their judgement by the experiment of reading these works
many times over. Yet their genuineness is maintained by another eminent
scholar (cf. Diels, F. V. 2 i, p. 558). Considering Plato's tone towards Gorgias,
and the character of the undisputed fragments, it seems best to suppose that
the Helen was written by some witless zealot in 'Gorgiasm,' and the
Palamedes by some student who was practising the rhetorical question and
a kind of Protagorean 'anaphora.' His skill is comparable with that of
Herodotus in the sentence quoted above, p. 115 (Herod. vii, io). Such
studies as these remind us usefully of the professional, lecture-room side of
the new rhetoric: but they cannot compete in interest with the seriously
practical manifestoes of the medical colleges.

2 Gorgias of Plato, Append. p. 177-
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stages of the process. We have seen already, in his
Funeral Oration, that he himself was more concerned
with each separate point than with the suspense which
he was thus too carelessly prolonging. He gives us an
epigrammatic period-

OirO7t yap EKEKT'7VTO EVOEOV/EV 7lapErqv, avOporwov

3 r30vrlrdv
but he tacks on to it a lengthy series of participial and
adjectival antitheses which is at least twice as heavy as
any such appendage ought to be. We may wonder at
such a feverish delight in contrasts of thought and word;
but only if we forget that the so-called practical culture
of the early sophists was largely occupied with subjects
which are chiefly pursued in the unpractical departments of
our Universities. Protagoras, Hippias and Gorgias were
'sophists' in the sense of persons who applied careful,
discriminating thought to the confused beginnings of
sciences and arts. When once these fields of mental,
political, legal, medical, musical and other theory were
opened up for discourse, an intelligent and leisured public
could not but feel the imperative need, and not merely
an easy scope, for accurate distinctions and precise
language. Of this many-sided awakening we should
regard Gorgias as the most lively advocate and the most
significant witness. Even as late as Plato, it was worth
while to emphasise the difference between word and
deed, and to obtain a special point from the man who
'would not seem, but be, most excellent'.' But Thucyd-
ides was observing the whole Hellenic scene, noting
the relation between profession and practice in the chief
political centres, and testing the reputation of this or that
person by the evidence of his real aims or worth. The
pursuit of this practical or civic psychology led him, as

1 Plato, Res15ubl. II, 361 b, c,-working, in sophistic manner, from /Eschylus'

lipwror, by way of ayaO6s, to &iKawos.
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we saw, into the comprehensive schemes of his contrast-
periods 1 : but it was in composing the speeches that he
felt most at liberty to employ the short self-important
antithesis of Gorgiasm. Here, in varying degrees which
we must attempt to mark and understand, he glances
aside with the time 'to new-found methods and to
compounds strange2'; and we shall expect that, as he
displays in some cases what he considers to be the right
admixture of ornament with wise exhortation, so he will
allow us to hear in others 'the rattling tongue of saucy
and audacious eloquence3.' His care in selection will
be felt at once, if we read a sentence of Pericles' Funeral
Oration4 after what we have seen of Gorgias' treatment
of the same theme2 :

Kll EIv a CLVTc T& ECLc(aL KCL W atEUIIX o W UioL

q To EZV TW (TW ECT"OcIL, To V XPo Tov XOyov ~vyOV,
TO3 EpyOvi r p)UcCtvL eTTC Ewlav, KaLutEXCoTOv KayO?
T V7XY/K a a ) TEBo is ~aXXov ')Tov3e' X-
Xcy'q ocav.

Nevertheless, the faults and dangers of the method
are only too evident. In spite of the ingenuity which
has contrived such a noble rhythm, a suspicion arises, as
we listen, that the thought is being pulled about and
tattered in the process. We have just had the opposition
of XirT5 and 'pyov ; while as for that &Xhov '?) Tov oc
we call it cheville, and hope we have learnt better ways.
We cannot deny, however, the combined effect of
antithesis and sonorous diction in what we have heard
but a short while before 6 :

Icc ~ov6Elv TTpoo
8

Eo/JEvot ovTE 'Oprpov cirawETOv oT

O(TL EITEO" L [LEV Ta aVTLKcL TEpiEL, TCOV 8 EpycoW T)q 71I vWoz-'a

1 Thuc. III, 82, v, i6. 2 Shakespeare, Sonnet 76.
3 Mids. Night's Dream, v, i, 1ag. 4 Thuc. II, 42 fin.
5Above, p. 152. 6 it 41. 4.
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7 X) OEaX L a 3Xc 1 fEL, aXXcL TIaO-av bE 80X OT~Lv Kac yq v
EoJfcLTOv T7 JLETEpq T f Ka~ TOXoL yEvEoL,-
ITcVTaXOV E~ /tW?7/LELa KaKlv TE Kclyaowv' t 8 . VyKaTOIKtO'-

avTES.

Throughout the speech there runs that united strength
of formal balance and resonant phrase which, though
probably unknown in such intensity to the hearers of the
real Pericles, has been the glory and terror of our
countrymen on the lips of a Pitt.

The contrast of word and deed, which is said to
occur 'some eighteen times' in this Funeral Oration, is
apt to weary us with the dull weight of a commonplace.
But the distinction meant a great deal to people who
were eagerly exploring the unknown realm of political
rhetoric. Words were discovered, on this closer approach,
to be even more wonderful beings than primitive thought
had vaguely conceived. A short acquaintance with their
habits and faculties could enable one to conjure up tears
or laughter in a crowd of fellow-citizens, or incite them
to policies and wars. So, when prose-writing had become
a definite art, we find Plato describing the written word
as a phantom which continues in a sort the life of the
animate creature begotten by speech'. Before Gorgias
came, it is likely that the Athenians were in no little awe

1 Jebb, Hellenica, 'On the Speeches of Thuc.'
2Plato, Phzaedr. 276 a-rbv 'ro6 ELbIOTOS X oyoii XEyELS r aVTKai 'p.JtvXov, oD6O

y~ypa/L/2 VOS Et&AOV 6 TL XE7oco L&atcor. Cf. 275 d, e. The attitude of the
early sophists towards the power of words had perhaps a little of the pride of
the oriental sage : cf. the following passage from Mardrus' translation of the
Arabian Ni~ghts, vol. x111, p. 228 (Night 846)-' Les lettres forment les mots,
et les mots composent les oraisons ; et ce ne sont que les esprits represent~s
par les lettres et assembles dans les oraisons ecrites sur les talismans qui
font ces prodiges qui 6tonnent les hommes ordinaires, mais ne troublent
point les sages, qui n'ignorent point la puissance des mots et savent que les
mots gouvernent toujours le monde, et que les paroles ecrites ou proferees
pourront renverser les rois et ruiner leurs empires.' In Greece this feeling
started from Heracleitus.
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of the great compelling words which Homer and Pindar
and iEschylus had sounded in their ears; something, in
fact, of that fear, though not so morally moved, with
which Plato afterwards shrank from the power of both
poetry and music'. But Gorgias put into his audiences a
light-hearted courage. As they began to handle their
new bright weapon familiarly, it dazzled them a little, and
they were in danger of supposing that the only important
work in the world was to try how many things it would
cut. Slight Euphuists, as we have seen, were happy to
mince the vapour of their own breath. A serious mind,
however, would be struck with the advantage suddenly
won for prose-style, when it was groping for effective
form, by these alien tricks of assonance and balanced
rhythm; so the question arose, whether these cross-
patterns of sound and sense would fit on to the plain
serviceable stuff without spoiling its various worth.

Antiphon and Thucydides, in different measure,
decided that they would, and that the change, if judiciously
made, would be a positive help to intelligence and art. It
was not a poverty, but a superfluity of ideas that induced
this decision. In our day, we can see how a middling
and perhaps even an excellent poet is frequently helped
to success by the guidance of rhyme: the sustained
vigour and speed required for good blank verse are the
rare gifts of a great master. There is the same practical
difficulty in passing from verse to prose: in the absence
of a regular metre, the form has to be broken and
moulded afresh-within the limits, as prose-writers
eventually learnt, of a large regularity-according to the
need of each successive thought. Thucydides had a
great many things to say, but was not going to say them
anyhow: on every hand the new rhetoric was enlivening
the tones of political and ethical disputation; and in

1 Restiubl. III, 398-9.
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preparing his brief record of a wide and passionate
conflict, he selected from the methods of contemporary
debate the means of marshalling and connecting what he
judged to be the prominent features of the whole affair.
He could not be alive to the manifold progress of his
time without finding his thoughts occupied with com-
parisons and distinctions. But in order to set them out
as such, he required a comprehensive yet close-knit form
of expression: the luminous imagery and neatly poised
clauses of Gorgias were just the instruments he wanted
for the compact economy of the building. So he went
earnestly to work, yet with some glow of experimental
daring: for it may be said that in antithesis and metaphor
he found his only recreations.

At the same time, it is clear that he had his misgivings.
The tragic pomp of Gorgias was largely composed of
reminiscence or imitation of poetry. It is probable that
the substance and style of performances in the theatre
were often the themes of his declamation. We have
noticed what he said of tragedy': our scanty fragments
of him also show that he called the Seven against Thebes
a play 'brimful of Ares'; and perhaps he might illustrate
at length from such dramas his doctrine that 'being is
obscure, if it have no seeming, and seeming is strength-
less if it have no being 2.' That the style of his discourses
was often 'very much in the manner of a dithyramb','
we can easily believe. But this gay splendour of phrase,
so ready to run into the florid and meretricious, finds
little countenance in the choice of Thucydides. Meta-
phors like that of Alcibiades-

oropc' oW/ev T O pdvrpT rcv IIEXorovr)o-L'Cov -

or of Pericles

Kr7TOv KWL EyKXXrA-OTcT c "TOTOV -

1 Above, p. 156. 2 D. F./ V.2 i, p. 561. 3 Dionys. Hal. De Lys. 3.
4 Thuc. VI, i8. 4. 5 II, 62. 3.
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occur so rarely that they seem to be really the property
of the persons who utter them. We have noted how,
at the outset of his work, Thucydides must have stopped
his ears against the sirens of epic and legendary poetry1 ;
we have also seen reason to reject the view that his mind
could admit a mythic theory of life2. Let us now
consider if the Mytilenmean debate will afford any further
hint of his attitude towards the new fashion of tragic
pomp in public speech.

We have already observed the character of Cleon's
arguments in connection with his alleged frenzy " :it
remains now to observe the total effect of his vigorous
attack on the orators and their charming phrases4 , to-
gether with the gist of Diodotus' reply. It is remarkable
that both speakers, though in direct opposition, make a
point of decrying rhetorical tricks. Cleon, appealing to
the lust of vengeance-thinly disguised as the eternal
fitness of things-rallies the people on their suscepti-
bility to the sound of fine words. Diodotus, talking
plain sense on the question of good policy, finds that
he has to defend the use of speech as a vehicle of
argument; and asserts that the confused distrust of
public orations is tending to deter wise men from
offering their advice. 'Things have come to such a
pass,' he declares, 'that good counsel given from straight-
forward motives is no whit more exempt from suspicion
than bad; so that not only must he who would promote
the most dangerous policy employ deceit to seduce the
commons, but he who brings the better advice must
likewise win belief by lying'.' Once more Thucydides is

1 Above, pp. 26-8. 2 pp. 53-67. 3 pp. 57-58.
4 Thuc. III, 40. 3-ol rTEprovrTE6A XOyp7  ropEs.

SIII, 42. 6 III, 43. 2.

II-2
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suggesting, in terms of the best contemporary opinion, the
perils to which a sharp-witted but thoughtless democracy
is exposed.

So much for the two speeches taken together: but, if
we look at the individual manner of each performance, a
further curious point will be seen to emerge. Not only
is the sort of imaginative rhetoric, to which Cleon directs
his attack, illustrated to some extent by a passage in
Diodotus' reply; but Cleon, just before and even in the
act of accusing the people of yielding to sophistic
enchantments', partially exemplifies, in the even beat of
his own phrases, the declamatory skill which Diodotus
blames for bringing politics into the contempt of sensible
men. Here are some of Cleon's antitheses

ELo
6)cLTE OEEar E V OW 7( O X O) yy1)ETCL, aKpoTai 0

TO.V Epyov

OV 70 8pao Ev rrTLOrEpov OtIEL XCL/3OiJTES 'q To JKov-Ov
8ovXoi O1)TEL 7(01LT aLEL LTaoW &W, WEpoITTCI6E 0)vETOO

which lead up to this insistent drumming on a repeated
syllable

O 'c 6E TL ri X EyOVrac rrpocrrw a-c, KaLc wpoarO~o-Bat

TE WrpOVpLot EL1)c(LTOGt Eyo/LEvrL Kat TpO1)oijo-ct/ 3pac E OG

ELU~v7(0V To/)coo'E1)a.

One other remark must be noticed in this lengthy
climax of condemnation : he tells the people they are
'adepts at allowing the novelty of a word to deceive
them, and refusing to follow the guidance of one that
has been tried and approved 2.' Our conclusion is that
the epigrammatic vigour of Cleon's tirade was such as

1 III,38 fin.--dKoiiS 7OVfl ?1U76)IEVOL icaL OO/WLT&sV OEarais EOLKOTES atj

2E V III, 38. 5-- era KatVOT7p-OS /AV Xo'yov rarao-&aL apL-Tt,'TQ o EI-
8
doKL/IU(TfLvnl)

O~E /L, vvE~rE0r8aL EOEXELV.
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could seem permissible and fitting for a politician who,
however passionate and unscrupulous, was at the moment
disclaiming the aid of sophistic art. Thucydides has
obviously designed this large sentence to convey some
sense of the demagogue's vehement eloquence'; and we
must expect that the concentrated force of the portraiture
has required some heightening of the details: but this
hint of language that has been 'tried and approved'
(8 E8 oKL~c cwyo'ov) sticks in our minds, and we are
prompted to regard the style of this sentence as nearly
representing the amount of Thucydides' own appropria-
tions, for his immediate purpose, from the devices of
Protagoras and Gorgias.

We pass on to hear Diodotus upholding the credit of
oratory. It is fair to assume that his one imaginative
passage is so controlled as to give no handle, but rather,
by dint of its manifest worth, a repulse to the charges of
Cleon. Hence, although we cannot claim that the grave
judicial tone of the whole speech betrays the historian's
own feeling on the question, we can conclude that the
image connecting Hope and Desire and Fortune would
be accepted by serious-minded persons as happily con-
ceived and suitably expressed. The most striking
sentence runs as follows2 :

TE EX7TLS Ka(L7Tpos rTLVrTL, 0 fJOpA IJYOVbLEVO% , 8'

This was probably written many years after Gorgias'

first visit to Athens (427 B.c.); the debate itself took

place in the year of that visit. Thucydides may be
supposed to have heard the speeches on this occasion,

1 Cf. above, p. 57.
2 III, 45, 5; the passage and its context are translated in Cornford,

Th. M. p. 122.
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when a 'monstrous resolution',' involving the destruction
of a whole community, was being reconsidered at the
last moment. It is possible too that Gorgiasm had
already found its way into public speeches. But in any
case, when he came to work up his material into an
adequate presentation of the scene, there was one
dominant note which he wished to be clearly heard. He
had been impressed with the fact that the Athenians were
already losing their sense of political reality, and in their
hunger for artistic display were growing impatient of
sincerity and plain truth. Thus the sentence just quoted,
and the descriptions, in the context, of the effects of
Poverty and Licence and of the wiles of Fortune, can be
justly viewed as conveying what Thucydides would call
a serious and useful contribution to political thought.
At the same time, whatever value we attach to this
contribution now, and even supposing it to have been made
by Thucydides rather than Diodotus, we are bound first
of all to read it as a brief incident of a typical debate;
and secondly, if we propose to speculate on the attitude
of mind which it may reveal, we must take as our surest
guide the general literary method to which it certainly
conforms. The balanced regularity of its structure
belongs, as we have seen, to sophistic, and particularly
Sicilian, rhetoric; which, in this respect at least, was now
refunding many times more than it ever owed to tragic
poetry : but just as Thucydides applied the formal
suggestions of Protagoras and Hippias for the cold
divisions of what we have termed his practical psychology,
so the more imaginative or picturesque colouring of
Gorgias has tinged, here and there, the livelier com-
plexion of individual pleading.

To make sure that the antithesis of word and
deed, which has re-appeared in Cleon's speech, was to

1 Thuc. III, 36. 4-p Av r ~ 3olXtfva KaL (tya.
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Thucydides' view of Athenian policy a deadly earnest
fact, staring him in the face through no golden haze of
fashionable glamour, nor any grey mist of supernatural
influence, let us look beyond these speeches to his own
brief words' :-' These very opposite judgements were
expressed';-and what then ?--' the Athenians came, after
all, to a contest of opinion2.' They had decided on a step
of grave moment to their reputation 3 ; had yielded to
a revulsion of feeling; had been swayed back by Cleon,
and the other way again by Diodotus: but the simple
issue had to come at last, and-momentous as it was-
it found them about equally divided. 'After that,' we
may fancy Thucydides remarking, 'how are we to expect
anything like a clear consistent policy from the Ecclesia ?
Why, it is becoming a mere debating society!' And
after sixteen years of ill-management at home and abroad,
when the democracy has been turned out into the cold
and has to shift for itself at Samos, how does it stand as
regards speech and action? ' Having thus debated in
Assembly together and encouraged one another, they
set about making their preparations for war with equal
energy'.' Times have changed indeed.

This contrast of speech and action appears in all the
great writers of Greece, from Homer to Demosthenes.
If we consider for a moment its use in rEschylus, we
observe that it occurs rather rarely, by comparison with
a certain mystical emphasis on words or names alone',
and on the duty of speaking rightly, or cautiously, or not

I II, 49. I.

2ixov E dyWova 8(oc (so all MSS.: 6p oio Bredow) Tif sdOri7.
s Cf. Bury, Hist. Gr. p. 415-' The action of Mitylene was in truth an

indictment of the whole fabric of the Athenian empire as unjust and
undesirable.'

4 VIII, 77-Troara v alXXikXow EKKxr)0W OLavTE Kat rrapaOaprUvavrTES o4&

abrob al' rL ro OroXEOV 7trapE0wKEvaCOVTO o v rjo Ov.

SEspecially in such phrases as XiyELw rT Kgaipla, Sufzf5l. 446; Septj. I, 619;
Cho. 582; Prom. Ign. fr.
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at all. The prominence of this point seems to show
that JEschylus, and the main body of his first audiences,
were wont to regard words with that intense but in-
definite awe whose conversion to a more familiar attitude
we have remarked as one of the initial labours of Sicilian
rhetoric'. It is also, of course, very natural that such
emphasis should be frequent in a form of drama which
relied so much less on action than on speech. Accord-
ingly, among the half-dozen cases or so' where the two
functions are coupled together, there are some at least
where the doing seems to be overshadowed by the
superior force of the saying, and comes in, on sufferance,
as a rather insignificant adjunct. Perhaps it is owing to
the interested testimony of literature as a whole that
speech has retained some of that advantage throughout
the story we are able now to tell of Greek civilisation.
But in attempting to understand the extraordinary
persistence of the contrast in the Thucydidean speakers,
we must base our private judgement on two important
considerations. The first is that Thucydides was the only
writer of that century who undertook to show the Hellenic
spirit rejoicing the more in distinct and forcible utterance,
the more it expanded into civic and national activity.
He was himself a man of action who turned his brain and
hand to writing; and while vividly impressed by the
pace at which democracy was driving its course, he felt
the freshness of a personal discovery in his realisation of
the practical force of oratory. Hence his close attention
to the forms of the new rhetoric. This brings us to our
second point. To carry out the work which he finally

' Above, pp. 16o-1.
Su5151. 515-o Kaal Xycov E5pVpaVE Kait 7rpdo-cov ,ppva: Pers. 174-- /4'

EroS /4r' pyov: Prom. 33
8

-Epyp KOV XOyw TEK/ta po/at: 
6

59- 8pvr'
X'yovra &l/oo-vw 7rpdo-orEv 4iXa: Agnam. I

6
4

8
-oKEr Ird' Ep EL CKa XEyELvw :

Eum. 899- $Eo ydp MdoL /J Xiyety & reX&. Perhaps a few more could be
added.
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designed, he borrowed some of these forms as tools: but
his use of them betrays at times the awkwardness of a
slightly too eager, though perfectly serious, amateur.
At the call of each occasion where he felt the strength of
men's thoughts and words behind their deeds, or the
conflict of motives in leading individuals and groups, he
sharpened his few sophistic instruments, and was doubt-
less pleased to find what striking effects they could
produce: or (if we in our turn should borrow an image
from Euripides) we need only watch his various opera-
tions with a little care, to be able to espy him arranging
the remedies of Oblivion, in syllables made ready for the
lettered craft of men'. For it is just because he, like
Palamedes, left plenty more to be achieved by later
enterprise, that we can detect the traces of his struggle;
and thus, remembering its sincerity and worth, find a
peculiar interest in his most ungainly efforts.

§8

For in balancing the shape of his clauses he was not
always certain to balance the meaning too. One obvious
instance of cheville has come before use, and a few more
could be quoted. Yet these are as nothing compared to
the unnatural postures into which the Attic language is
thrown, while striving to execute the impatient orders
of his thought. Severe and self-contained, his mind
appears to have practised an expression of its favourite
discoveries rather by some kind of internal colloquy than
by familiar intercourse with other minds'. The first
sophists, while eager for a certain elevation above the

1 Eurip. Palamedes, fr. 2-ra rTi E XrOy s dpplaK' pOocrar...o-vXXal36
TE OELE Ei$pov dvOpoiirouTL ypd/ar' EllEvaL. 2 Above, p. I159.

' Cf. the style of our acute modern observer, George Meredith : Carlyle,
from whom he learnt much of his literary method, was always in touch with
the public.
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average tone1, were kept by their profession within easy
grasp of the average intelligence. But in Thucydides,
if we can see that some of the tools are borrowed, the
workmanship is almost entirely independent; and con-
tinually, for these rhetorical experiments, he forces the
few lessons he has learnt into tasks of which they are
hardly capable. The wealth of his ideas is not always
to be brought within the compass of his stiff and limited
art. Thus understood, the character of his writing, as of
his whole book, is sternly opposed to the method of any
sophist.

It may be further suggested that, as he pressed on to
the upper levels of his work, he conceived some notion
of clothing his ideas in a little of the strangeness with
which they first arose in his mind. For if we look at the
strenuous course of a sentence which belongs to our
class of strict psychological summaries,-though it has
been used as evidence of a mythical design',-the
awkward changes of grammatical construction within the
hard-worked antithetical scheme are best accounted for,
when observed in their correspondence with the fresh
attitude or strength of each occurring thought

Kau EpoJc EVE7TEOE rois irco-w o1LLOL&)c EKWXAEI~aTaL ros

ay7p -pEo-/ 3 VTEpoLS (CAS? Kar TpTE IO LEVOIS E9 a E?'TXEOV )oiU Ev
&v o-5AXELow 1LjLEyaX7V/P Vc4a.V, TOGS 6'CV ?7 7XLKuitT175 TE

a7Tvo-ri7 rTOiOi~ ~JiECVS Kau OEaoptac, KOJL Ev XXWL&E OPTES

c-co 6'4 O-EO"6cu, 6E ?TiOXUS ojttXOS KCau TpCLTL&JT'7S EliTE o

lTcapovrL cpyvpLo O lKi T pO-KTV)OTEO-ucL 8vvoE
JL'&ov p oLcOo4 opaVvwapn4ELV.

The prefatory flash of Epos is quickly succeeded by
the laborious fervour of analysis. Several instances

1For Protagoras, see above, p. 129: for Gorgias and his pomp of phrase,
cf. Dionys. Hal. De Imi/at. ix-ropyiac p v r?~v 77roTLKTJV Eppl?vEav /2ETIVEyKEv

ELc ?AOyovs ,ToXtLLIcor, OKa~twv8 tv OOVToI)propct Tois llu Tats ElvaL.

2 Thuc. VI, 24. 3; Cornford, Th. M. p. 214.
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might be given from the speeches, where the same
anxiety for the life of his ideas has made him unscrupu-
lous towards the sophistic vehicle; the following must
suffice'1:

KaL yap Or E p&E V, E IT EX c LEKLV6VVEVETO,)TO

/LEV cpyOV i E poc JLTXCTEXE, rOi; 6Xo'yov pj) rav 6 , EL

TG i4EXE, OTEpLo-KOt.ECL.

Sometimes, too, an apparent case of cieville can pass
with the excuse that compression, and not expansion,
was the cause. In the example censured by one eminent
critic 2

ETL E ToL FpV /O-LWTW cLV XXOTptoJTLaTotc viEp Th7' 1TOXEa)S

XPova"' 777 f y6 VOL OLKELOTcT7 ES TO 7rpCOT(TEw TL 1JTEp

aV~v-

the OtKELOr7a7r of the latter half is not really otiose. A
modern orator might thus extol the warriors of Japan-

'Dying, they yield up life and limb to the interests of
their country; living, they devote to her welfare the best
energies of their minds : and while, in the hour of death,
there is nothing that they will less willingly claim than
the possession of their persons, at every moment of their
lives their most jealous care is for those intellectual
powers.'

The object is to display a combination of intellectual
pride and moral humility, which are wholly and equally
devoted to the service of the state. Thucydides has
attempted, not quite successfully, to squeeze all this into
one short sentence. In the result, his pregnant adjective
is in danger of missing the attention which its meaning
requires. He has taken over a machine which was made
for stretching out thought in an alluring display, and has
used it for folding and packing. If we would see how a

1 , 73.2; see more exx. in Blass. Alt. Bered.2 pp. 215-6.
2 Croiset, Hist. Lit. Gr. iv, p. 162; Thuc. 1, 70. 6.
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more ornamental artist employed this same machine on
the same kind of material, we can turn to Agathon's
speech in Plato's Symtzosium':

OVTOS 6 a' aXXOTpLWT7T0O /JpyKEVOL, 0LKELOT?7TO'

7TX~7po 7ct c TOLCW-E oVo8
0VS LET aXX7jXow rco-ct' rtoc(

oTvvtc1cLL, Ell EoprctL, Ell XpO S, Ev OVO-LIS ytyvO/LXVOS

7yE/1k~v '7T pT7Ta /J P ?TOp&n, ct)/pOT?7Tct 4OpiWV

btXo&'poc EVFEVESa , a&ipoc VOLEVELacL

and so on, through many more lines, to the end of this
gorgeous peroration 2. In fact, the beginning and end of
Agathon's speech might serve as a brief conspectus of
the various devices which we have seen pushing their
way into the literature of the medical colleges.

Another useful comparison with the antitheses of the
History may be drawn from the eulogy of Athens which
Socrates delivers in the Menexenus. Commentators of
Pericles' Funeral Oration in Thucydides have referred
the student to 'Plato's parody'; yet if we examine the
later speech3 , we cannot help feeling that, if this is a
parody, its author must be a little overrated as a wit and a
man of letters. Socrates professes to have learnt the piece

from Aspasia, who made it up partly off-hand, and partly
out of 'fragments left over from the funeral speech that
she once composed for the use of Pericles4.' Menexenus,

1 Plato, Sympjos. 197 d.
2 The Gorgiastic touch-the smile that has become a mere grimace-is

fitly acknowledged, when Socrates does it the mock-honour of a pun (the
Gorgon's head, 198 c). The affectations of Agathon were less delicately
handled by Aristophanes (Tliesmn. 29 foil.) at the time when the democracy
was showing such energy at Samos (411 B.C.: see above, p. 167). The
comedian had already (414 B.C.), in his brilliant satire on Athenian flightiness,
jeered at the 'tongue-fill-belly' Gorgias (Ayes, 1701). Plato (Pro/ag. 315 d)
speaks of Agathon as a pupil also of Prodicus.

3The speech in the Menexenu~s seems to mention events as late as the
'King's Peace' of 386 B.C. It was in the year before this that Plato returned
to Athens from Syracuse, about the age of forty.

SMenex. 236 b.
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THE RHETORICAL INVASION '7

a youth afterwards admitted to the intimacy of the
Rhac'do', desires the recital of such a speech, 'whether it
be the work of Aspasia or of anyone else soever.' Then
Socrates, deprecating the scornful laughter of his friend,
if such diversions should seem unsuited to his time of
life, begins the performance thus:

Epyc1 p V q7 tV ofE EXOVOL Ta 1Tpoo-7K0l-Tcr cT'LtL v LTOL&,

au' TV(0l/TEc To pEVOPTcLt T)V Ei/JXpp v'Yv7l'Io pEacu,TpoITE/J4)-

eETcKGf/ PEl) T Y) 7OXU),L o 6E ViTO TO))-'OLKELCt~W
Xo'yo) 6E 6707 '!)XWGTo/ VOV K0O7A0)OP 0TE v~o, LocITfJO(TTCLTTEL

af-ro ovvat Tots cW paoctL KaL xv4* 'pycoz-'yap d TpcLXOEVTCW

?uoyco KaXcvs frOE'z'rt j7w4 ai ' Tos1rpacao-t
yLtl/ETatcrp TWaKn~vI1-w) 6 t-& TOLOVTOV TtVOS

Xoyov-

and immediately adds on to these antithetical arrange-
ments (of Epyov-Xo yos, KoL14ji 3(a, and WrpdrrtTE XE'yEty

-cKOvEtv) two couples of neatly matched verbs ('rpKX-atVO 1ap~~vcvc-

The prominence given here, in the beginning of the
first two sentences, to the favourite contrast of the
Thucydidean Funeral Oration is certainly striking : but
could anything be more unlike Thucydides' handling of
the method than these ample, explanatory clauses?
The dull flatness of 'pyow dEU IPc9XEVTCov X0 7 9 ) KacXO

f?76 E1)TL, made duller still by Tots -irpc o-t lTcapa& 7)
aKOo vzrw, the commonplace inflation of-wopclVovrat

T17L/ Eqiap/JLEV7P Iro pEcw, and the lameness of-cZ &

TOLO1JTOV Twos XMyov,-are things for which Thucydides
could feel nothing but contempt. And as the speech
proceeds, it loses even the superficial solemnity with
which it began. In the course of a tedious review of the
origin and exploits of the Athenians, we come upon these
empty Sicilian jingles-

1 Pluedo, 59b.
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ov ya~p y7) yvvcat~ct (LL/L(7Tat KV7oE1t KcL yEVlrqcYEL, aXAct

iTavTo ro- TccauJ 1Tcw irpOOuv/J avw Etpcto-OE EXELl)'-
'TcLo-Lv riactliwl)irpa IrTa TcTOll XPov'(wElrtL/AELaW

and, as though to distinguish the speech yet more sharply
from the manner of Thucydides, one or two of Pericles'
topics are treated thus4 :-

EyKpcLTEs 8E T)s 7ToXEcc~iTairoXAAi rToW1ii7os, rc 0

apa 86tao-L Ka KpcTOToc OLa LL 8 0o'-tv catw-rOt9 EL7ct,
KauL OVTE ctoJEVELaJ.OVTE 1TEvLtL OVT c)o-ct rrT I

ct7TEKV7XcLaTcLov 8
ELS OV&E TOGS EvaVTLOtS TETLJi~rtCJ, (i)(TiTEp El)

c'XacusToXEo-wv, "XXai Et~ pos, o6o 'as cuof o 4 cyaGos

ELvcLKpatTEL Kauap L

Observing c~pxd& and Kpa'To,-ov6& Tots EvctvTLotS

TETLV17TacLL otYTEp El-' XXcLLs ITOXEO-L,-KpaTEL KcLdcpXEL, let
us listen to Pericles 5 :

( TEQTTL EKctTaL/J7/V TOUSv& O/ovs rpoS i-T t& LL4opc
7TaLLTO L£T0V/,Kara E T71V ca Lwo-w, wS EKcatYTOS vrc

EVgOKtJLEI/, OVJK a0./ LEpOV9 TO ?TXEOZ) ES i-TaKOLVa irI
aPET1 7pOTqJu~cTi-t, Ov avco KaraC. TE~vuaW, CXcV) yE iTIL cyc~oi
6paoa vio-L uITXZ, cda )Ltai-ao c a vC/JL uLKEK&JXvTcLL

or, after glancing at his words on Homer and the poets,
let us note the verbosity of the followings6

o i-E XPo0 s /CpC9(Vs CaCLCw 0t&qoao-Otlt, ITOU)7TCLi TE
cLvi-&W v &L~ffVW' T7l) 6apEr'qv)El) ILLoLKfV 1J1Ltl)-7(t)iES EtS

'lcavi-a' fLC/fvvKaouYv.

It is no part of our purpose to discuss the intention
of the Menexenus, except in so far as we are able to
consider its alleged connection with Thucydides, and to
use it for a striking contrast with his style. But it will
not be out of place to remember, in connection with the

1 238 a.2 247 a.3 249 c. 4 238 d.5 Thuc. II, 37. 6 Menex. 239 b.
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THE RHETORICAL INVASION

vogue of rhetoric, that Plato has here given some of his
mature ability to the composition of a lengthy Epitaphius,
such as those which were afterwards attributed to Lysias
and Demosthenes; and that the sophistic devices at its
beginning and end were perhaps inserted, as the flattering
version of Athenian history was designed, to catch the
judges' votes in a public competition 1.

We have noticed, in our account of the Protagorean
manner, some traces of its influence at two of the most
impressive points in all Plato's writings 2. So here,
however scornful be the smile which the Socratic
dialogues present to Gorgias and his followers, it is fair
that Plato should be made to acknowledge some debt
to their experiments in the sound-effects of words. A
hundred places of ardent persuasion or description might
be cited to show his subtle improvements on their
artifices. We will take only a single instance, which has
been chosen because it suggests that the irresistible artist
is confidently risking the exposure, in almost its early
naked form, of the rhetorical craft on which he has more
covertly relied elsewhere3 :-

1 Cf. 234 b- vvv EVoLc d , d)7v irpo r6TO 
3
ovX EVTpt0v 7rvOoMevos o~rb

/3ovX?) /1EXXEL aipeUT Oat OTTLs EpeZ hEWL-rolEaroeavovo- v " rauyap 0 t0-O'Jr
/.LXXovo-L ToteLv. The conversation in which the speech is set has all the
masterly ease of Plato's best manner, and may well be a later addition, to
introduce and laughingly apologise for the speech among his collected
works : cf. 235 c--del o-- i-poo-iai etr, d ., Tons 'propas. The pretence of
Aspasia's authorship would be part of the joke : M. is a little incredulous of
this at the outset (236 c-ehTE 'Ao-rau-L'aE f3odet X eyeev EZrE 0-ovovv) ; but at the
end he says more plainly (249 e)-Xdpiv 'x" TO1

5
TOV Tov Xo'yov EKELv1 EKELVp

aTme o-oc 0 ELG)V wELYTL aVTOv. The eKceLvo6, whose gender is thus emphasised,
can be none other than Plato himself. A phrase of the speech is twice cited
by Aristotle, Rhet. 1, 1367 b ; III, 1415 b. The latest editor of the Mener.
(J. A. Shawyer, Oxford, 1906) gives a useful summary of the opposing
arguments of Stallbaum and Grote ; Wendland (Hermes xxv) discusses its
connection with the sophists of the 4th century : but no satisfactory explana-
tion has been given of the dialogue as a whole.

2 Above, pp. 135-6.
a Leges, IV, 713 c-probably his latest work.
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acX Lppeat/L Ta EV7E~OL~ ~coerT L7Tacr j w7X"lvnTOP/ 1T1
roi Kpo'ov XE7O/JEVOv /3o', KaL Oorov Ev ii Zv cLOC7NXOL
6VEUTL, TOVT) 7TELOoEVOUV 87LOcTtcL KaiL T'7OLW7cTELS

KaL TOL ST iXELS OLOLKCLV, Tv)1 VTOvot&cwo/ v'v ewovoj.cd ovrct
vofLov.

The cross-lines of sense in &y oo-(a £cLq, obc7o- tc
TrOXELS are due to an early device of the poets; but the
daring persuasive assonance of the final phrase is
perilously near the diversions of the De AY/e'.

§9

These and the like gallantries of Gorgiasm, when they
appear in Thucydides, have a cramped or clumsy motion,
as though suddenly caught in a grim emergency. It
is curious to see something of the same effect in the
earliest piece of Attic prose preserved to us the
Constitution oJA/lens, which used to be included among
the works of Xenophon. The effect of sophistry here is
the more interesting for the fact that the unknown author
is quite obviously of the sort that would stand proudly
aloof from the sophistic movement. His brief but
trenchant discourse is informed with a sarcastic mixture
of prejudice and perception : he is a conservative who,
writing in the earlier part of the Peloponnesian War2 ,
sees that the advance of democracy is inevitable and,
after reasoning out the successful methods of his
opponents, congratulates them with a dry, superior smile.
This peculiar state of mind is reflected in the style of the
treatise at once voluble and stately, heedless of effect,

1 Above, p. 143.

2 Kirchhoff, Berl. Sifrunzgsber. 1878, argues well for the year 424 B.C.

Muiller-Stri Bing (Surat der At. i88o) brings it down to the Sicilian Ex-
pedition (415 B.C.). Since the present pages were written, a full discussion
of the problems connected with the tract has appeared (E. Kalinka, Die Ps.-
Xen. 'A8. 1foX. 1913) : it does not conflict with any views put forward here.
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and yet often impressive. For the writer has not escaped
the influence of Protagoras,-perhaps one might add,
though his denial would be loud, of Prodicus :

\'oXa EV TTEpL 701) TXqEL0V, ITOXAcL 0E 7TEpL Iro'poV

XPh)IaTm.), OX~a. 0E ITEpL l)O(U) ) EO-EwcO

and so on, with 7roX~d 6E' twice more, of the business of
the Boule. The repetition is more elaborate in this-

CLvOLKfl TOLVVV, EcLV / 7) oXcyLL 7oTOLa)c t &KcLUTpLca, oXyoL

1) EKLO-ToJ EOTOvr)TG OLKaoLCTTT)2J

and still more in this noisy affair-
C/ CL ,I1 )IWI'i I~~ldtEV,It

Ev TcS OP'lycaS a Ka yv~aa-apxaccKc TpLV~p-

apxtaLS ytyvdJOKOVcYw OTL ~p7yv t/LP of 7rXoiX,-,oL,
X0Pr7YEiTaL 6 0 o&7/Lo% KaiL yVIvacLOarfX0vcL .El) KaiL

yv/Lla0-capXE TaL'.

Here the insistence becomes antithetical, and so builds
a crude periodic form. Another example will show more
clearly the difference from the compressed style of the
History:

OO"Tt& E L?7Of) TOV 
8
'Y)(LOV ELXETO Ev ) /LKpaOVIULEVV q TOXEt

OLKEW FLELXOv ryI El) 0LcapXOV.Evf) cLLKELV 7rcap O-KEvcLO-cTO,

Ka(L 77) TCXaAov O 'VTE OtaAaUEW KELK&) 0l)T L

KpaTOV6LEVT 7ITOXEL /LaXXOl) 'Y1Ev) OXLYcPXOVIL~u fl 4.

This remarkable tract has been described as repre-
senting the practical Athenian style of writing, before
literature was affected by Gorgias and the orators25; and
another authority tells us that it has 'no declamation'
about its. Such expressions are somewhat misleading.
For in these passages-to which others could be added

there is a clear intention of formality, within such
1 Athi. Rest. III, 2. Z2III 7. sI, 53.
4 II, 20. Murray, A nc. Gr. Lit. p. 167.
s Croiset, Hist. Gr. Lit. IV, p. 349.
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narrow limits as we have illustrated from the vigorous
essay On the Sacred Disease'. In fact, there is almost a
Sicilian jingle in the conclusion of the second sentence
quoted above:-

(oTE KaL OaoKEvcLwTcra OaL pO LOV rOTat rTpo oA Lyov

8KaoRTTra KLL OvvS'EKoaG, ITroX ')TTOV 8E &KawLOS &Ka V.

This intelligent critic-whose whole manner is
perhaps to be best explained by supposing that he wrote
with the heat of a political wrangle still upon him
leads us naturally to another member of the oligarchical
party. The orator Antiphon was probably more than
fifty years old when Gorgias came to Athens, but he
seems to have been only just coming to the front as a
professional speech-writer for the law-courts. He must
have acted for some time as a sort of consulting barrister
to litigants and, besides practising as a rhetorician 2, have
begun to interest himself in the scheme which lifted
him to a brief political eminence in 41 I B.c. His part in
the Revolution of the Four Hundred is described by
Thucydides' in one of his rare expressions of personal
feeling; though it is carefully given us in terms of the
general opinion. It was Antiphon, he says, who contrived
the whole affair; a man of the highest capacity, though
suspected by the people on account of his approved
dialectical skill in points of law; when the Four
Hundred got into difficulties, 'he is agreed to have met
the accusation of having been a prime mover in this
same business with the ablest defence ever made by any
man, up to my time, on trial for his life.' Cleon, in the
threadbare mantle of Pericles, had contrived to maintain
the democracy in such strength, that it was not till almost
two years after the Sicilian disaster that Antiphon, now

1 Above, pp. 138- 9.
2 Plato, Menex. 236 a. 3 Thuc. viii, 68. I-2.
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nearly seventy, could begin to realise his patiently
ripened schemes. After a few months of unsubstantial
power, he found that the skill which had often justified
others could not avail to save himself.

His literary importance is to be placed in the years
immediately following the visit of Gorgias. He belonged
originally to the stately school of rhetoric which we have
attributed to Protagoras and Pericles; it is interesting to
observe how he faced and came through the blaze of the
Sicilian fashion. The tradition that Thucydides was at
one time his pupil, whether invented by ancient critics or
founded on fact, is not difficult to believe. At any rate,
we can be certain of friendship and some literary
sympathy between the two men, merely from the climax
of the account just noticed in the History. Thus it is
reasonable to imagine that they discussed the extent of
their own submission to the vogue of Gorgiasm. On
comparing their writings, we can gather that they agreed
not only in matters of dialect and vocabulary, but in the
regular use of antithesis for the balanced organisation of
points in a debate. It is possible that Antiphon had
studied under Tisias, and had learnt from him the
selection and arrangement of topics : these powers, with
a steady care for symmetry in his sentences, form the
structure of his mature style. The regularity appears in
the opening words of the poisoning case Ag-ainst the
Stepmother

PEOc (E I 7EpcO UvE~EETL, &LVW" 0E Kat

caro'pws 9(EL / OL ITEpL W TOUTPaYtLTO&, 0) av~pEY .TovT0 j ,A~

EL E'1TLOK/a1Jc TO V 7TcrpOs EmWeEXOELV Tols cLVTO1) cOVEVo-L

/7L C1TE EL/1,L TOVTO 6E, EL EWTE LO1'TL aii cLKcLtoJs 9EL ot&
'7KLTcL EX pvW CV&cLbo paL IKTacTYaNL, Ua8EX~/i o p 4warpiots

Kl LyTpt cL&X4 Ov.

The devices by which this fairly ample system is held
12-2
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together (vtoc j v KL OGTELpO 6 8 6E &KcLL o

-iroPcs EXEL-avayKacoSl EXEL: TOVTO OTO6:

E' l J'EECc EIrELOVTL) are more than sufficient,
but neither are they obtrusive. A little further on in the
same speech, we find some play made with compounds
and rhymes, on a par with some expressions of Thucyd-
idean speakers1 :-

$ E7Tt3ovX7c KaL pO/3ovXijc 2
ELl'L 4caKOVcTcL avT'7)j V TOVTO Evp7) c, EKEI/7S 8

v7T7)PETrn.LcL

and the forked tongue of epigram is just visible at one
or two points, as here :

alXXcoc TE Ka, TOy E K 7T rpopovM7q Ko1XYLOcrO~cw-
ovroS, r3? 8E EKOV TLOJ EK 1T pVOICtS OKTCLVa T f .

A barrister's speech does not afford much scope for
continuous ornament; and accordingly, these instances
are enough to prove a careful attention paid to the
methods of Gorgias, even though none of his poetic
imagery appears. 'The speeches of Antiphon, in their
formal quality throughout, suggest that with him, as with
Thucydides, an argument or exposition is conceived to

have its highest effect, if it is conducted in a series of
separately emergent points, rather than by the gradually
compelling process of deduction. At this stage of public
speech, persuasion depends more on the number of hits
that can be scored in a given time, than on the cumulative
force of ingenious reasoning or description. Both writers,
then, are seen applying the plain mechanism of antithesis
to the substance of their work ; though Antiphon, having
only ordinary, every-day matters to express, does not
seek to enhance his method with any peculiar lights and
shades.

The most striking part of the resemblance lies in

1 Above, p. 143. 2 Antiphon, Or. i, 3. 3 lb. 15. 4 lb. 5.
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their common pursuit of the 'word-and-deed' contrast.
Antiphon does not often dwell on it with reiterations in
the same sentence : but the exordium of one speech
indulges in it to a degree unexampled in the rest of his
extant works. The following passage' will serve besides
to show how much more regularly planned are the periods
of Antiphon than those of Thucydides

TOO OVTOV 3 E 7TpOEX&.P EP TOLS XOyOLS rnOW, ETL 0ECv ots

EIrpcaccTE -3ToXAcVT~acLa OicLroira, voi EVor o -~'~ uoS 8EirTa

V/v vv VVWS T7)V c7TOXo yiaW arroo8 EX~ca a vrov1P O &
8paws P EVO1) 8EV KcKOP, 7TcLOJv 0E cL6XUcLKULL Elva,KaPP

ETL 8 ELPOTE/XL TOVTCOV Epyp KOLOV AX)/(, CLs 7TOP 1J/ ETEpOP

EXEOP KaTcl7TE~bE~yoJS 8 Eof.LLV/LU),&JVCt av 8pES cVOoi Wv EpyOV

T L/GL(OpOt, O00L&JV 6E 8 LayV)OJ/0ES, J7 pya cL rvEpeX iTw

IT0v- pas XO7oJV aKpt f3ELcLs itEurOEvrcL% JJEV 8V) T7)v aX7OELXLv

TO)? TpCXOEVTO)V 7)y7o-aoT L" a 77 EV yap ITLOTTOTEpOV fl

aX? ECo1-Ep0v (TV7)KELTCLL, 7) 80CL8 OXOJTEpOP KatL CL8VVCTJTE

XEXO®7EraG.

This unusually long sentence becomes more and more
closely woven with antithesis, the further it proceeds.
The warning of X~yoLs-Eirpcw-o-E in the first clause is
followed by two plain oppositions of word and deed,
which are diversified with other contrasts arising out of
them ; and the structure is crowned with two couples of
neat comparatives. The ambition here is the same as
we have seen in Thucydides 2,-to display a large con-
trast in terms of the lesser ones which are its organic
members : but the risks of the method are almost as
obvious. The connection of two or three antitheses
may make a satisfactory period. Increase, however,
their number and, even if there is little variation of
thought, all the sinews of grammar will not avail to
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produce a useful creature. The main point is too apt to
be obscured by the crowd of subsidiary, yet equally
prominent, points. Antiphon, of course, was more com-
fortably placed for such attempts. His central contrast
was before the eyes of his audience, as the subject of the
whole discussion: what he has undertaken is to expose
this contrast in a particular light, with the aid of as
many details as he can effectually produce in a short
space of time. I n spite of this, and although the case
is essentially simple, we feel in this sentence that the
organism is defeating itself, as it were, by an excess of
faculties.

It is, however, an exception from his ordinary habit.
A fair sample of his writing, taken from the more
elaborately planned oration On the Murder of Hero des',
shows a downright abruptness of manner which reminds
us of Alcibiades at Sparta

Kara yap TOY7 POpLOVs (L)1 aTE &KCEL(TE E7WSE KULO

OVS /L.V aor77XU'71, O1JIC EvOXO S El/LL TOLSlJGO/LY (01 8EX r)T

cdrav, ayov GOL 1 LtpLOS VITOXELITETaLL Ev

ayLwo yEyE7/7oOOV, OVK Eyo cLLTLOS, aXX OLKcTr)770p0L.

The wit, or at least the ingenuity, of Alcibiades runs
on just the same lines 2 :-

bvyac TE ycap E rL qcrTW E EXao-avTcovTolrqp~cL, Kai L

T7,S V/.LETEpa% 7?')/ 7TEL 677(YOE /jLOL, (O(bEXLacLYKaCLL 1OXE/ GCOTEpO0L

OVX( OL TOVS '7TOXE/LLOVS ITOl) /3XcafKLvTEc UfLEL7) OL TOVS 4LXOVc
avcayKacaTES 1-4 'OV ~vOa. OTE 4(/)LXIO
aGLKOi4LcCL EXWr, LXX' v C &o(baXcs E~oX LrmlO 7v-

though this has a tune and a splendour which are far
beyond the anxious pleading of Antiphon. Indeed, if we
compare the two speeches, and note how Alcibiades can
resume the larger, but no less effective, type of sentence
which he has used two chapters before, we are compelled

1 Antiphon, Or. v, 85. 2 Thuc. vi, 92. 3.
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by the copious wealth of thought, and the command of
sharp and flexible language, to set Thucydides' genius
immeasurably above the mere talent of Antiphon. For
in the historian's field of vision was a vast company of
persons, movements and events which, as he sorted them
out for the proper significance of his record, acquired
light and life from each other by opposition or combination.
That he could as easily surpass Antiphon in brilliance as
he could Gorgias in power, was due in either case to his
quick sense of human values, controlled by his keen
unwavering insight into facts. It is the double activity
of this sense and this insight which explains the too
laborious regulation of the too fervent course of his larger
rhetorical periods, and also the forging of strange im-
pressive phrases in the smaller. For he varies his
compass as freely in the speeches as in the reflective
passages of his narrative. The abruptness of Alcibiades 1,

soon changing back to lengthy explanation; the heavy
symmetry of the Thebans2; the plain emphasis of
Nicias"; the long sonorous phrases of Hermocrates 4,
answered by the incisive tones of Athenagoras'; and
other distinctive features, in almost every piece, can help
to indicate each speaker's mood upon each momentous
occasion.

IO

To pursue the discussion of these variations among
delicate shades of thought and feeling would take us
beyond the objective scope of the present study. Our
account of the beginnings of formal prose in Greece has
tried to eschew mere personal impressions and fancies,

1 In two places (vi, 90. I; 91. i) he ends a short sentence with a
peremptory and disdainful LdOETE ~5 '. 2 III, 65.

3 VI, 9-14. 4 vI, 34 (esp. § 5).
b VI, 38. 5-Trl a3/OVXEO OE, da v crTEpoL; TOdrEpov aPXELV ? & ; dXX' ob i'vvopov.
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though at the risk of being charged with a mean and
piece-meal pedantry. This is a crime of which English-
men are justly shy. They are apt, however, to give it
too wide a berth, preferring, as in other affairs, to be
excellent or execrable without wanting to reason either
why or how. For it is a heedlessness which has its
disadvantages: they are too likely to remain insensible
to the refinements of a noble artist, as well as to the
rusticities of a scribbling dunce. And indeed, if we have
dwelt so long on the matter-of-fact 'summers and
winters' of Thucydides' style, it is because we cannot
approach any true conception of his literary worth except
from this substantial, though admittedly arid, basis.
Classical Greek Prose, of which Plato and Demosthenes
are the complete masters, emerged in the first place from
Ionian travellers' tales and Ionian poetry: an impress of
form can be traced to Ionian philosophy; but one of the
chief impelling and controlling forces which set it on the
way of its various development was the mind of Thucyd-
ides. Had the sophistic movement never arisen, he
would still have accomplished much in the placing of
words, and in widening the capacities of vocabulary and
grammatical machinery. Larger resources, however,
were placed at his disposal; and the most important of his
innovations was that frank, often crude, use of antithesis
which, under the different conditions produced by his
work, aimed always at balancing the weight of sound in
the sentence.

Its use belongs, in general, to his philosophic, con-
templative and discursive moods; and there is no small
interest in watching and trying to account for its
appearances among the less regulated portions of the
History. For, broadly speaking, Thucydides has a
conscious command of two quite separate methods-the
simple and the complex: he finds each of these useful in
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its own province, but especially where a sudden change
from one to the other accentuates the change of mood.
Everyone must feel the impressive dignity of the first
words that Pericles utters in the book':

Tl'? / V ywC4uv , E 'ABvazot, a ;TqaVT EX0/
ELKELw- HEXO7TOvl))7-toL KCvTE Ep8 &)c Tovs CLOpci7T0Vc 01)r

avw q o pyl cvarrTEO/E VTOVu rE IOXEW'
lrpao--ovra% ,7rpOs 6EL V(L kvpcL ~v cKaL TW /vo/a

Tp 7ToE Eov-

though few, perhaps, have even looked for the cause.
Its effect, as prepared by the historian, is far greater
than what we should expect from meeting its old-
fashioned thought and manner on a modern page. Not
merely does it express the simple strength of an un-
swerving determination; not merely does it suggest all
the previous occasions on which the speaker had put
forward his plans for the dominion of Athens, and had
quelled the murmurs of sceptical objectors; but, first and
foremost, it induces a sense of calm, comprehensive
reflection, philosophically seated above, yet practically
guiding, the opinions and passions of the crowd. How
is it that these words inspire so complete a conviction?
By little else than their formal opposition to the loosely-
strung sentences which lead us up to them. The Funeral
Oration provides a still clearer instance of the same
design. The plain directness of the account of the burial
ceremony 3 provides, as it were, a simple prelude for the
full grave harmonies to which the politician's utterance is
tuned. So throughout the book we can feel the simul-
taneous change of mood and style : a piece of reported

1 Thuc. 1, 340. 1.
2 Cf. Plato, Pkcedrus, 270 a-TO iv4nXo'vovv K~ai T1-avT? TEXEO-Lovp/ov. . .o iai

fl~pLKX1JS 7rpOlS 9) 1J4)V?)S Elv'U EKT11TaTl-(referred to above, p. I18).
3 Thuc. II, 34.
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speech will bring on alliteration and deliberate equipoise,
as here'

0-wr sv p ccaXta TE avrots Trapay VqpaLKaiToll p 6 S
'AO'qvadovs lroXqp ol/ 

3 E/3 cLLOTE pov 7TEW o&JO ToLEio-Oa G K TOv

irpogbavo3s V1p o-fJwv rTOV AaKE Ltp/oVLOVS, iva '?)7Tr T7 S

$ KEX1cLa dS a7raydyow- avTovs 7) 7TpoS TO Ev GKEXLq, TpaTEUac
7)caoiov okEXlav XX7)v AX7IT IT4rwo v-t

or in Gylippus' encouragement of his troops2

KaL &avoEToaL 0VTCO EKXEKAVEJaVTOVS ( TfJ)EV

ITapaO-KEV7) OVK EXOVK VEK E ,T Ey ETOV
Eo"OfLE vol, EL / jzq 4LGwOVo-L IlEXowovvrjottTE 0vTES Kai

AOpL7)S IwOvW KTX.--

The author's policy is more obvious in his laboured
passages, as in the study of faction-strife, from which
this enquiry into his formal experiments began 3 : but
no less certainly is the sophistic influence to be traced
in large tracts of his narrative. With the decisive
weight of his genius, he pronounced against shapelessness,
commonplace diction and lack of point in Greek prose.
We may choose to believe, on the word of Lucian, that
Demosthenes copied out the History eight times 4; or
our admiration of both writers may be contented with a
less solid link between them 5 : but the fact remains that
the representative sayings and arguments of the Pelop-
onnesian War, which were soon to have currency among
literary students like I Socrates, have been coined with
this stamp6. The influence of the complex antithetical

1 VI, 73. 2; cf. 72. 4. 2 VII, 5. 3-4. sIII, 82; above pp. 87-90.
4 Lucian, Adv. Indoct. 102. s Cf. Dionys. De Thuc. 944.
6 The interesting but delicate task of tracing the Sicilian influence in the

sober style of Lysias, 'the most graceful and most versatile interpreter of
ordinary Athenian life' (Jebb), cannot be attempted here. For his use of
antithesis, and his place in the rhetorical tradition, see Jebb, All. Or.,
Pp. 158-198.
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period is clearly seen in the reasonings of both Plato and
Demosthenes. From these, particularly the latter, it
passed into Cicero, from whom again, since the Renais-
sance, it has been constantly employed in European
prose. Thus in Thucydides, while the speeches were
the glittering fruits in which his art had its highest
satisfaction, his narrative could not but be frequently
affected by this new method of cultivation, and so could
leave, as a more useful and durable gift, the close-grained
timber of the stem. Many examples might be cited of
this profitable regulation: we will only glance here at
the following neat summary of the situation after an
obstinate contest':

L7TOWXTXEVac-VTWv 8E T ( 'ABrvalaw rYjV NaiwaKrov o
KOpve6hoL cv iJ TS T7TaOV EcTT)7rOcW V 1 K&WTEc, OTL 7TXEovc

Twv Ev aVrT i-V 'avq alrXovc 60rotCr'av, KaiL PovmcW &' cVTO

VX io-ta caL L O'rrEp 0V 8 O ETE OL VLKcW OL TE y/ap
KopivtoL )y'ycavTo KpCTELV, El 7 ITOXV EKpaTOVZTO, OL T

AO7OvaOL Evo/uLOV rho- L, dIroXi ElLKwv.

Just as we are liable to underrate the considerations
of martial pride to which the substance of this sentence
bears witness, so it is not easy for us to realise the value
of the decision which gave this form to rational discourse.
In this light, it is no exaggeration to regard Thucydides
as the settled breeze from Zeus, which a fine Homeric
simile describes as sweeping in -a little roughly, per-
haps-upon the lesser wandering airs, and setting all the
uneasily stirring waves in one definite direction'. We
have had our Euphuists, whose influence can be traced
in such different writers as Raleigh, Donne and Hooker:
but we can point to no single figure that stands in such a

1 Thuc. VII, 34. 7.
2 Iliad, xIv, i 6 -cc U' OTE ?Top fr p )7rE~ayoc LE ya KVA.LaT L /PPI -O LEVOV

XLyiwv V aE/L~v XaL4flpa KEXEVOU IUV'TO)S, OVL apa! TE 7ipoKVvTL ~1OvUTEp6)aE,
rpiv TraKEKpLLEvoZ/ KaTaf3?7.LEVaL EK 605 oi~pov.
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commanding position, no case of a choice so momentous,
as the history of Greek prose must associate with the
style of Thucydides. Perhaps our best parallel would
be an imaginary one. Suppose the literature in our
possession to have been limited by destiny or disaster to
a very few prose fictions-for example, Robinson Crusoe,
Humphrey Clinker, and Lavengro,-one or two plays of
Shakespeare and Dryden, and the lyrics of Shelley.
Suppose that we had been much attracted by a preacher
who was making a success with some epigrams on vice and
virtue, life and death, interspersed with reminiscences of
our two or three poets; and suppose that a book appeared
which, among many obscure and ugly sayings, contained
the following sentence':

'Now, as long as they did no palpable wrong about
them, Nataly could argue her case in her conscience-
deep down and out of hearing, where women under
scourge of the laws they have not helped decree may
and do deliver their minds. She stood in that subter-
ranean recess for Nature against the Institutions of Man:
a woman little adapted for the post of rebel; but to this,
by the agency of circumstances, it had come; she who
was designed by nature to be an ornament of those
Institutions opposed them; and when thinking of the
rights and the conduct of the decrepit Legitimate-
virulent in a heathen vindictiveness declaring itself holy
-she had Nature's logic, Nature's voice for self-defence.'

This is a sentence whose shape and context alike
suggest how Thucydides might have turned aside to
ponder on Antigone : in our supposed condition of English
literature, it would astonish not merely by its mode of
thought, but far more by its overbearing strength of
expression; which would reveal itself, to careful study,

1 Meredith, One of Our Conquerors, xi; for the topic of xo-cs and v4 os,
see above, p. 147.
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as a system of antitheses and alliterations, closely woven
on a periodic frame. Some of us would soon be busily
imitating; the majority would be dissuaded by the advice
and example of critics who are established because they
are easily read: but all would have to agree that some-
thing great had been achieved, and the influence would
act insensibly upon one or two writers of progressive
genius. It is in some such peculiar distinction that
Thucydides should be conceived as standing apart, and
yet claiming respect, from subsequent prose-writers: not
as providing a good model; rather as having brought into
human use some half-hidden or unwieldy forces,-as
having made, in fact, an invention.



CHAPTER VI

THE MELIAN DIALOGUE

I

STILL trusting in the sincerity of the 'vivid and
penetrating intellect'' which produced the History of the
War, we have to meet one last billow of Mythistoria-
the debate of the Melians with the Athenians 2 which
immediately precedes the Sicilian Expedition. One
strong point of the mythic theory was that it seemed
to furnish a clear, simple answer to the puzzle presented
to intelligent readers by the fine-spun arguments and
laboured language of the Dialogue. We have seen
however, that whereas that theory needed all, and more
than all, the support it might obtain in this quarter, it
was not at ease over the momentary withdrawal of
Alcibiades from the proceedings3 . We have further
seen reason, in the contrast offered by the ensuing speech
of Nicias, to expect that some attention to the sophistic
movement would throw light on the historian's aim in
composing the Dialogue, and also, perhaps, on his
estimate of the modern tendency in public discussion.
That the rapid growth of rhetorical debate had stirred a
serious concern in him as well as in others, has been
noticed in our review of the affair of Mytilene'.

The waverings and disputes of eminent critics, from
the time of Dionysius to the present day, are evident

1 Above, p. 157. 2 Thuc. v, 85-113. a Above, p. 61.
4 pp. 73-5. 6 pp. 163-7.
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enough in the ponderous mass of comment which has
gathered about the Dialogue. Much of this, like the
mythic theory itself, has built too hastily on the 'dramatic'
arrangement of the speeches on either side1. The case
of one high authority in literature and history will
perhaps excuse us for adding a little more to what has
been written on the subject, and also for leaving some
part of it (as is only too likely) unexplained. Professor
Bury was formerly inclined to take the Dialogue as
evidence of a comprehensive dramatic scheme. 'The
conquest of Melos,' he wrote, 'is remarkable...for the
unprovoked oppression of Athens, without any passable
pretext. By the curious device of an imaginary colloquy
... Thucydides has brought the episode into dramatic
relief' :...he 'has merely used the dialogue to emphasize
the overbearing spirit of the Athenians, flown with
insolence, on the eve of an enterprise which was destined
to bring signal retribution and humble their city in the
dust.'... 'The check of Athens rounded the theme of
the younger, as the check of Persia had rounded the
theme of the elder, historian; and although Nemesis,
who moves openly in the pages of Herodotus, is kept
carefully in the background by Thucydides, we are
conscious of her influence2 .' But more recently the same
critic has taken a different view :-' That such a con-
ference was held, there cannot be a reasonable doubt'...
'The attitude of the Athenians on this occasion is exactly
the same as that of Diodotus in arguing for leniency
towards Mytilene. Both alike are ruthlessly realistic;
both alike refuse to consider any reason but reason of
state '...' The discussion in the Melian council-chamber
before the siege has nothing to do with the rigorous
treatment of the people after the capture of the city.'...

1 Cf. p. 73.
Bury, Hist. Gr. 1900, p. 463.
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'It has been supposed by various critics that he intro-
duced a cynical dialogue for the purpose of holding
up to obloquy the conduct of Athens, and even of
making it appear an ill-omened prelude to the disastrous
expedition against Sicily. The theory will not, in my
opinion, bear examination.' Thucydides' object, accord-
ingly, is 'to examine and reveal political actions from an
exclusively political point of view'. '

There can be no doubt that this later judgement is
nearer to the truth: for the whole study in which it
occurs, though perhaps too ready to see an ironical
meaning in the description of Nicias', takes a wide,
impartial survey of the evidence supplied by other
political discussions in the History. To rely on
Thucydides' sympathy with Nicias or Diodotus or even
Pericles, would too probably be to lean on a bruised
reed: still less shall we argue a dramatic tendency from
this particular effect of a historical detachment, which for
the moment seems to make human characters move and
speak as on a tragic stage. For the Dialogue is dramatic
only in the sense that it shows, in quoted conversation, a
contrast of opposing doctrines and, a trial of wits in the
interchange of reason. Its academic nature is plainly
suggested by the historian. The Athenians have just
been waging war on their old ally Perdiccas, who had
begun to withdraw from their friendship'. Alcibiades
has seized some three hundred Argives, suspected of
Lacedaemonian intrigue4 : this is followed at once by an
Athenian descent upon Melos-a Lacedaemonian colony
which desires to be neutral; but before the invaders
proceed to actual hostilities, a consultation of represent-
atives is arranged. The Melians will not allow the
Athenians to speak before the people at large: whereupon

1 Anc. Gr. Historians, 1909, pp. 138-14o.
2 lb. p. I I9; above, p. 74 n. 3. s Thuc. v, 83. 4. * v, 84. i.
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they are taunted with fears of seductive oratory, and are
mockingly offered the advantage of interrupting and re-
plying to whatever they dislike in the Athenian proposals.
It is as though Protagoras were kindly invited to the
sort of contest in which he had too good reason to fear
defeat'. The Melians complain that this is all very
well; but the Athenians are there as open enemies,
whose professions of fairness are empty. The complaint
is dismissed as a mere flight of fancy: the idea is to
convince the Melians, if possible, by reason instead of
force. The islanders reply that they were simply re-
garding the probabilities of their situation. However,
they consent to the arrangement.

To disbelieve this introduction, and hold that no such
conference actually occurred, would be virtually consigning
the substance of the History, and the whole aim of its
author, to the sphere of deliberate romance. Dionysius,
on the false ground that Thucydides, after his banish-
ment, 'spent in Thrace all the remaining years of
the war,' questions the accuracy and propriety of the
Dialogue, as a report of a colloquy which he allows
to have taken place. Mr Cornford, tacitly endorsing this
position, answers the queries of Dionysius with the
theory that Thucydides, out of touch with the facts of the
affair, worked it up to provide one of the chief scenes in
his tragedy of The Downfall of Athens'. But there is
no reason for doubting that a conference on the meaning
of this unprovoked invasion was really held; that
Thucydides obtained information of at least its outlines
from one or more of the Athenian delegates; and that it
did consist of an intellectual contest on the new topic of
reason of state, which was marked by a frank avowal

1 Cf. above, p. 128.

2 See the whole passage of Dionysius (De TAuc. 918) translated and

discussed in Th. M. pp. 1i79 foll.

L. 13
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from the Athenians of their 'might-is-right' policy. We
may grant that 'the circumstance that no public was
present gave the author the artistic pretext for candour":
on the other hand, the Athenian intentions could not have
been at all obscure or new in the sight of Greece; since
we read that, ten years before, a strong expedition under
Nicias had attempted to reduce the Melians, 'who were
islanders, and yet were unwilling to be subject to Athens,
or even to enter her confederacy.' The island was
ravaged; but the invaders failed to subdue the city, and
soon went off to further marauding elsewhere'. On the
later occasion, moreover, the Athenians were ready for
just as public an interchange of views as we find between
the Plataean envoys and Archidamus', or in the Myti-
lena an debate4 : the substance of their words must have
been passed about the cities of Greece, both before and
after the conference, in the various colours of popular
scandal. Shall we regard the Dialogue as largely
fictitious, merely because this was a critical moment in
the career of Athens, and her policy was being formulated
in terms which ignored, in a startling degree, the claims
of social justice ?

2

'You must make the best of circumstances,' say the
Athenians,' and take counsel, on the facts before your
eyes, for the preservation of your state".' The pretence
that the parties will be equally free in the proposed
contest of reason is thus frankly abandoned: the Melians
clearly distinguish the nature of the debate :-' This

conference is after all on the question of our preservation,
so let the discussion proceed, if you like, in the manner you
suggest .' Nothing is more likely than that the Athenians

1 Bury, Anc. Gr. Historians, p. 140. 2 Thuc. III, 91. 2; 426 B.C.
a II, 71-4. 4 III, 37-48. ' v, 87. 6 88.
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really meant to convince the Melians of sin by a regular
eristic debate, thus cheaply gaining a good irpo'ao-s for
the action on which they had long decided. We know
that such considerations often took a foremost place, from
the evidence of many quarrels among Greek cities', and
obviously enough from Sparta's attempt, after the allies
had decided on war, to put Athens in the wrong by
means of a malicious embassy aimed at the authority of
Pericles'. It is impossible to determine exactly how
much artistic colouring has entered into the historian's
emphatic summary of the affair: only we must bear in
mind that the Athenians had the might and used it as
right; and further, that they were more than willing to
discuss this question at the very stage which, in modern
warfare, is not the prelude but the sequel to a rupture of
negotiations. Still, the proportion of the Dialogue to
the scale of the History shows that the emphasis was
specially designed; and although the arguments on either
side may well have been the same as those presented
here, we ought certainly to look for some particular
purpose in the 'contorted tropes and incoherencies' of
which Dionysius complains, when he contrasts these
speeches with those of Archidamus and the Plataeans'.

As for the arguments, it is plain that the Athenians
have really very little to say: 'it is a question of
expediency, not of equity'; and yet the Melians are
given time to express the hopes they repose in the justice
of their cause, in fortune, in heaven, and in Sparta,
simply in order that the Athenians may scout them, one
by one, as unpractical and absurd. But in so doing, the
latter reveal themselves in the unmistakable character of

1 See above, pp. 46-8.
I, 126: cf. the Spartan calculations on a technical offence of Athens,

viI, 18. 2.

3 Dionys. De Tkuc. 920; Th. M. p. 18o.

13-2
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the strong to whom the weak must yield'. 'Even
thus,' say the Melians, 'it may go hard with you one
day': the answer given to this must have seemed as
unconvincing to Thucydides as it does to us :-' We
have no fears about our own fall, because the Lacedae-
monians, if victorious, are not to be dreaded as
conquerors 2 ' ; it is merely a controversial refinement to
add that Athens is more afraid of her revolted subjects.
When the Melians protest that they are neutral and
friendly, and hence are no cause for fear, the Athenians
can only rejoin that the best way to assert strength is
aggressive hostility. The only safety for Athens lies in
subduing every one, friend and foe alike; especially Melos,
for islanders are particularly helpless when once reduced
by a strong sea-power. The Melians point to the evil
consequences that must be expected from a reputation
for unprovoked violence. Here the Athenians make
another twist: people on the mainland, not fearing
invasion, will be slow to take precautions; it is the
independent islands that are dangerous'. When the
Melians announce that they prefer to fight and trust to
luck, the answer in brief is this :-' You are like the fools
who are guided by divination; as for the gods on whom
you rely, we can claim their favour just as much. We
follow the common beliefs, and yet find the pattern of
our policy in the god's morality. Expediency is also
the motto of the Spartans: you cannot count on their
willingness to help you, still less on their power'. '

The picture, in fact, is of a giant who is going to use
his strength like a giant, but, before acting, talks loudly
of the value of reason; then shows, in spite 'of much

1 Thuc. v. 89-vvar E of rpoxorErpaTrpdtco~ov KoLato O aoTOEVEi $vyxO p-
overov. 2 91

.

3 Grundy (Thuc. and Hist. of his Age, p. 503) takes this sentence as
evidence of a tragic design. 4 97. 5 99. 6 05.
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heavy ingenuity, that his reasoning is neither very sound
nor very clear; and lastly, crushes with a small part of
his strength a slight and harmless creature. This latter
holds out bravely for a while, owing to the giant's over-
confidence and miscalculation': in the end, it is starved
into surrender and destroyed2. We pass on to watch
how the great power fares in a larger but quite feasible
undertaking at Syracuse. As the long story unfolds
itself, the determination of the people at home is first
shaken by a superstitious scare3 , and then crumbles into
sheer bad management 4 : success in Sicily-from various
causes, but partly owing to the continuance of Nicias in
command-gives place to failure'. After the terribly
vivid picture of the last retreat, when the soldiers have
to abandon their sick and wounded comrades, we are
shown the grim reversal of their fortunes, not as a moral
retribution, but simply as a pathetic exasperation of their
pain :-' Whereas they had come to enslave others, they
departed now with fear of meeting with that fate them-
selves: instead of prayers and paeans, such as accompanied
their sailing forth, they were starting back with ejacula-
tions of the opposite import'.'

If we are impelled to ask what Thucydides regarded
as the chief cause of this grievous though by no means
crippling disaster, and if we are to look for the answer in
the tenour and form of this Dialogue, we shall remember

1 115.

2 The impression made on sensible men by this ruthless proceeding is
shown by the proverbial phrase ' Melian Starvation' in Aristoph. Ayes 186
(413 B.C.; cf. Zenobius, iv, 94; Diogenianus, vi, 14): but something of the
sort must have been expected, after the massacre at Scione in 421 B.C.
(Thuc. v, 32. I).

3 VI, 53. 4 vI, 61 ; VII, 16. 5 VII, 50. 6 VII, 75. 7.
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that the Eighth Book has already proved to be an awkward
obstacle in the path of the mythic theory; while it supplied,
on the contrary, some striking hints that the historian was
inclined to lay the blame on the gradual degeneration of
Athenian politics, after the death of Pericles, into an
orators' game. Not the least of these hints was his praise
of the government of the Four Hundred, with the old-
fashioned Antiphon at its head'. The same point has
emerged from our survey of the Mytilenaean debate'. If
we also recall the triumphant vogue of sophistic disputa-
tion, we may be able to see how the Dialogue fits into
the History, and perhaps to make a fair inference, from
this peculiarly treated piece of his canvas, concerning
the author's main attitude of mind.

' Protagoras,' we are informed, 'was the first person
to set up contests of speech.... It was he who begot
the present ubiquitous tribe of wranglers'.' At any
rate, the Athenians, from Socrates onwards and down-
wards, improved eagerly on what he and Prodicus had
taught them. The contest of the two Reasons, which
Aristophanes added to his Clouds, is announced with the
remark that it will show young Pheidippides how to
confute all pleas of justice. The Unjust Reason relies
for its victory on 'the devising of new maxims"' : it main-
tains that there is no such thing as Right6 : it will take
the very words out of its adversary's mouth, and turn
them into ' a withering volley of new-fangled phrases and

1 Above, pp. 62-4. 2 pp. 163-4.
3 Diog. Laert. IX, viii, 52- rporo...AXdycov dycovas OETO...Ka Tro viv

rrirodXa~ov y'vo rfwv EptYoUTGv EyVVl?7OEv. We find here also that he was
originally a porter, and that he invented the porter's knot. Perhaps this was
a magnanimous repayment for what his former mates had taught him in the
art of dispute.

4 Aristoph. Nub. 8
88

-rpo rdvra ra ~iat' dVTLXEyEV & vvicrerat.
b lb. 896-yvc4as Kaw csEvp U7Kcv.

6 lb. 9o2-ob yap EvatL rdvv /d i bLKyV.
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conceits1.' 'Now for good and all,' sing the Chorus, in
words which might announce our Dialogue, 'the hard
trial of wit is here set loose, and makes a fine debate for
our friends to hear2 .' When the Unjust Reason gets a
hearing, he boasts that his accomplishment is' worth more
than ten thousand crowns'-namely, the art of 'choosing
the worser arguments, and yet winning the case 3.'
Finally, as though to remind us of what the Athenian
delegate said about the gods' morality, the following advice
is proffered to the young lecher who may be caught in
the act:- 'Tell her good man that you've done no wrong;
then refer him to Zeus, and show how even He was a
victim of love and women ; surely you, a mortal, are not
to be asked to surpass the powers of Heaven 4 !' The
godless rhetor is represented as beating conventional
morality with the old stick of anthropomorphic theology;
which he himself, or his more philosophic brethren,
had flung down in the dust. The young man, of
course, makes rapid progress in this pleasant craft: in
the sequel, he not only beats his father, but is able to
demonstrate the duty of beating one's father and one's
mother too5 ; for now 'fine-drawn maxims, discourses
and reflections' are his only company 6. It is a brave
new world.

The topics of might and right, expediency and
equity, and primitive justice, came forward in the schools
of the early sophists to fill the gap left by the discredit of

1lb. 943-Kair'EIC TOVTWVcOv (Iv AV E JJp?1~arLLouTLV KCLIVOC iL/TOJ'KaiLaVtt

K aaTLo4Ev rW.

2 lb. 9 55-vi v yatp a7ras EVea E KLV~uvos aVELTatL Toc/Las, 1Tt7rpt Toi' E/.oLS~

bIO E0'TLV aycwv j EytITOK.

s lb. 1o42-aipov4evov TollsiTTova3( Xoyovs E7reLTrL vtKav.

'lb. 1o80-Etr' ELS TOy LL E7J1vEvE7KELV KTX. Cf. 904-?r& c Ta &'?JS do-qs

O ZEUS 00K dairXa XEv TOv TraTp a,1~ ro -ac;
' lb. 1400 foil.
6 lb. I404-yvWMatK 8E Arrats Kai XoyOLK VVEqLL Ki epLLvats.
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religion : hence the length and elaboration of the Melian
Dialogue must be taken to indicate some private interest,
on Thucydides' part, in working out a theme such as
Plato assigned to Callicles' and Thrasymachus 2. Which
side he would himself prefer to take in the simple nucleus
of the controversy, must remain uncertain; for all that
we can tell of him, he was wise enough not to settle down
on either. What stands out here, as in the arguments of
Diodotus on the side of clemency3, is that Thucydides
has felt, and has communicated to us, the importunate
claims of political expediency. Here, he might say-
as Hippocrates would of a strange climate or disease-is
a force which demands our best investigations, and whose
assaults on the common rights of humanity 4 will supply
our intelligence with all it needs of solemn awe. He
knows how vain is the Melians' faith in 'the fortune from
heaven"'; but their cause has its deep importance too.
Thus here, as elsewhere, appeal and counter-argument
must have their share in a reliable and lively record of
his ages.

§4

The meaning of the deliberate care which he be-
stowed on the Dialogue as a whole, and particularly on
some parts of it, must now be considered. We have

1 Plato, Gorg. 482.
2 Resp. II, 367.

3 Thuc. III, 44. 47.
4 Cf. the 'unwritten laws' which hold over us 'an acknowledged shame'

(II, 37. 3).
5 V, IO4.
6 Grundy however ( Thuc. andHist. ofhis Age, p.436) regards the historical

pretensions of the Dialogue as 'too farcical' to allow us 'to suppose that
Thucydides could have been guilty of representing such a thing to have
taken place.' It is 'a sketch which he never intended to see the light in the
form in which it is extant.'
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observed how the Athenians seem to confess their case
almost as openly as the Duchess of Malfi-

'As a tyrant doubles with his words,
And fearfully equivocates, so we
Are forced to express our violent passions
In riddles and in dreams, and leave the path
Of simple virtue, which was never made
To seem the thing it is not.'

Nevertheless, we must not too freely accept Diony-
sius' complaint of 'contorted tropes and incoherencies.'
In the first place, the passage against which he thus
protests-the imaginative picture of Hope and Danger
is nut in substance so elaborate as the similar piece which
Diodotus seemed to utter in all propriety and sincerity2.
But in form it is different. Instead of the short, even
gait of those sentences about Hope, Desire and Fortune,
where each step was sharp and clear, we now have rather

less meaning conveyed in a lengthy involved manner

XATw KLvB;PC aapaOtvvwov ova OvS /. l'&7T0 rEptOV0-Lcs
XpwP l/OJ' avrp, KCW /3Xc/AJf, o) KCOELXE, Tots &E ES cwrb
vrra-PXov avappLlrovcl-L (8c&ravoc yap 9%Ta) aa TE
7ytV&J-KETat o kcLXEVrT Kat 4T) OO) Cit 4VAE TaELTLS Y

yVOwpXTOEctELaV OVK EXXELITEt.

It is difficult not to conclude from this comparison
that Thucydides felt he was composing the Dialogue in a
style which was not only appropriate to the occasion, but
far different in quality and effect from the manner of
Pericles, Protagoras and Antiphon. The Athenians
here, with their 'abundant resources,' are enlivening
their own hopes as well as discrediting those of the
Melians. Just so does Alcibiades, 'talking at great
length on public affairs, put the Assembly in good hopes
of the future '; and on the other hand, by setting the

1 Webster, Dutch. Ma/'ft I, i.

2 Above, pp. i65-6. 3 Thuc. v, 203. i.
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enemy at odds with Tissaphernes, 'strip them of the
hopes on which they counted.' If Thucydides had
thought fit, he could have given us a specimen of this
wily ingenuity: he only goes on to describe the 'high-
sounding bombast'' of Alcibiades' promises to the army.
Such a remark as this should raise hopes in us also, when
we try to attach a meaning to the particular complexion
of this or that speech ; while we have met with too many
warnings to let ourselves be foolishly deceived. Another
sentence in the Dialogue2 will make a striking contrast
with the plain simplicity of the Plataeans and Archidamus,
or of Nicias

7TOXXOtS yap 1poopwEoivoLc E aTO

ccr-Xpoi KaXolLEov o1v arocrayo 8vva'LE-

OaTo, O1 C7OBELO 701) (Y?7(LLTo% Epy9 V/4opac a17KEOTTOLs

EKovTas 1TEpL2TETELV KELL0LXVYJ aLo XLW LETa atac 'q

TUXV Tpoa-Xa/3E~v.

The verbose pretentiousness of this complication is
declared almost before we attempt to extract the little
thought it conceals: still more, when we take it with the
whole of the sententious last chapter in which it occurs.
Indeed it is only a windy expansion of what has im-
mediately gone before:

ov yap EITL yE T?7V Cv To0L a 'XPot Kat IpovWT0Lc

Kw&v3UV0Lr,-XELO-Ta &a 43Eipovcactv ~ptnov ax'v"~w
T p 4JEo-OE.

Very similar ideas are developed, at what may seem
to us now an excessive length, by the Corinthians at
the second congress of Sparta 3 ; but their style is both
direct and economical of words.

This question is a delicate one, and must ultimately
depend on the impression gained by an intelligent reader

1VIII, 81. 3 U~6 VI~ ' of v raB3E MEyw-ra E' K o ,r&v (above, p. 63).
2 V, III. 3. s I, 320. 3-5.
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from several large portions of the History within a short
space of time. Here we must be content to suggest that
Thucydides would have us regard the Dialogue as
academic, not in the sense of aiming at truth or useful
instruction, but of turning aside from an affair already
settled to hedge it about with moral surprises and intellectual
riddles. For, as the Thebans have urged elsewhere, it
it is when acts are in the wrong that speeches of high-
wrought phrase are used to veil them'. It is quite with
the air of the Unjust Reason, or of his pupil Pheidippides,
that the Athenians dismiss the last declaration of the
Melians 2 :-' We are struck by the fact that, after saying
you would consult for your safety, in all this conversation
you have mentioned nothing which could give men con-
fidence for believing they might be saved.'

§5

This kind of disputation was a luxuriant growth from
the sophistry of Prodicus, Hippias and their disciples.
It was a rhetoric of ingenious complication, such as both
parties in the Mytilenaean debate were careful to eschew,
and Thucydides-even more than Aristophanes-must
have despised. We know that he admired the style of
Antiphon, which we connect with the simple dignity of
Protagoras and the neat, stiff elegance of Gorgias'; also
that he has remarked with contempt on some wordy
bombast of Alcibiades. There is justice enough in
Dionysius' complaint, when he protests against the
admiration of those who delighted in this sort of com-
position4. These persons were obviously the supporters
of the late eristic sophistry, as such; not, as Mr Cornford
seems to argue, the patient spectators of the difficult

1 III, 67. 6. 2 v, iI I. 2.

s Above, p. 179. 4 p. 73 n. 5.
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drama which he has revealed'. We need take no further
notice of Dionysius' suggestion of 'a personal grudge'
which the historian nursed against the city that condemned
him, than to describe it, like the other argument drawn
from his exile2, as the hasty expedient of a mind too
narrow for the spirit of philosophic history. Neither
can the mythic theory avoid the charge of having unfairly
restricted its view. Its general neglect of the popular
sophistry is nowhere more misleading than in its inter-
pretation of this Dialogue. For the present we shall
only notice a slight though significant point. Just as
the academic character of the discussion begins to be
fully displayed by the overbearing tone and obscurely
pompous expansiveness of the Athenian speakers, the
dramatic conception of their performance 'will follow this
horrible conversation no further'.' Yet the most natural
explanation, on all the available facts, of this empty
verbiage is, firstly, that there was a great deal of empty
verbiage going on in Athens at this time; and secondly,
that all Greece was aware that for this grim business it
had been employed to dress up the nakedness of a
foregone conclusion.

If we pry further into the personal tastes of the
historian, we are brought up against a wall of darkness-
that veil of impartiality which had a great share in making
him worthy of our investigation. Thus it is not safe to
build much upon even those deliberate complexities of
speech that appear in the Dialogue, when we have watched
his serious experiments in several manners of writing.
One important point, however, has yet to be discussed,
on which we can be more securely positive. We have
seen how that imaginative passage in Diodotus' speech
belongs quite naturally to the lines of a typical debate on

1 Th. M. p. 181. 2 Above, p. 193.
STh. M. p. 179.
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a momentous public question: argument is reinforced by
a sincerely conceived, though carefully restrained, poetic
image. More extravagant flights would be liable to the
fierce censure of Cleon. So at Melos the Athenians,
after abjuring the seduction of fine speech, are forced at
length by the difficulty of sustaining their case on bare
logic to take refuge in an imaginative study of human
motives. Such studies are to be connected with the
myths which Plato developed from the essays of
Protagoras and Prodicus for the succour of his dialec-
tic. In Thucydides' view, they were integral parts of
sophistic debate. That we should find close parallels in
the poetry of drama' is not surprising, when we remember
how much that drama, as conducted by Sophocles and
Euripides, owed to the topics and argumentative inven-
tions of sophistry. We have been told to remark the
subtle notes of tragic irony in the Athenian speaker's
words: 'the "dim mist of unconsciousness" has stolen
down upon him; he is smitten with madness-blind2 .'
The view we must rather take of the matter is that
Thucydides, in setting out the character of the conference,
knew that the best chance for the Athenians, in maintain-
ing their pretence of an open mind, was to adopt an air
of learned profundity. If there is a sound of irony in
their words, it is because things turned out so. The
historian must have seen in the passion for unpractical
talk the main and most sinister contrast of word and
deed3. Not now is Athens content, like Pericles, to
pursue a well-weighed policy in silence4.

If we turn to the evidence of Thucydides' own words,
we find him applying this same philosophy of the delusions
of hope to the rebellious subjects of Athens :-' They

1 Cf. TM. M. pp. I84-7. 2 Th. M. p. 185.

s See above, pp. 566-7. 4 p. 84.
5 Thuc. Iv, io8. 4; cf. Viii, 24. 5 (above p. 62).
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even supposed there was no danger, being as deeply
deceived in their estimate of the Athenian power as it
afterwards approved itself on trial; preferring to judge
by their vague wishes instead of a safe foresight; for
such is the fashion of men, to entrust what they desire
to inconsiderate hope, and by an arbitrary reckoning to
fling aside what they feel is unwelcome.' This philo-
sophy, in so far as Thucydides has a philosophy at all,
is always perceptive, sceptical, critical only from the
lips of his orators can we glean anything like a con-
structive theory. The manner in which he has expressed
himself here is strongly redolent of the early sophists;
but its parsimonious stretching and straining of words
appear to bring us face to face with his own peculiar
energy:

KaL yap Kcl cl 8a ELcL 4 cuvETO avTOts, JJEVvOLcEV TS
'AO7qva(cov 8Vvacp/E&c E7T( TOO'OVTOV O0T17 VOTTEpOV 8 LEaf)7, T

& EITXEOv /ovX?170- KpLVOVTEc ocuEL ? irpovocao-(baXEZ1,
lOOOTE& 0, cLvOpwWroG Ov ot LOVOV EX ITL

CTKE1TT9O) &&Ovat, o0E /LT) lT pOT~-'ELL X O)'Wyf ,(() aTOKpcLOTp

U)o O xT Oa L.

As before', we shall not fail to draw from the
structure of Thucydides' style a reminder of that hard
intellectual force which sets him above even the best
lecturers and phrase-makers of his time. Proceeding on
this solid and auspicious ground, we must now try to
attain a clearer estimate of his occasional experiments in
'poetic' or imaginative speech.

1 Cf. Gorgias' saying, D.F. V 2. i, p. 561TOp vEivac agaves p 7JTVyov Toy

OKELv, TO E oKELv aIo6EvES pj r vyo
6
v 'roDEivac (transi. above, p. 162).

2 Above, pp. 169-170.
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CHAPTER VII

PERSONIFICATION

§I

FEW of us at the present day, if asked for a short
account of personification, are likely to start from the
position of the Lady in Comus :-

'A thousand fantasies
Begin to throng into my memory
Of calling shapes, and beckning shadows dire,
And airy tongues, that syllable mens names
On Sands, and Shoars, and desert Wildernesses":

for we have grown as matter-of-fact and prudent as
Launcelot Gobbo, when he says :

'The young gentleman according to fates and
destinies, and such odde sayings, the sisters three, and
such branches of learning, is indeede deceased, or as you
would say, gone to heaven2.'

Perhaps the phrase of some faded drawing-room
song, such as-' Hope told a flatt'ring tale,' will dimly
cross our minds. If the tune is present too, we may find
that the word 'Hope' is allowed such a mere perfunctory
flick of a note, that we feel certain that nobody was ever
expected to care who told the 'flatt'ring tale'; but that
the listener was only to understand, with a delicate
vagueness, that it must be a regrettable case of amatory
delusion. With more emphasis and conviction, in a time

2 Shakespeare, Merck. Ven. II, ii.1 ilon olus 25
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nearer to that of Comus, they festively sang-' Begone,
dull Care!' Nor, when we turn back to Sir Walter
Raleigh, who came to view life as something more than
a brilliant sport, can we feel sure that it is only an idle
fashion which uplifts this famous apostrophe :

' O eloquent, just and mightie Death! whom none
could advise, thou hast perswaded; what none hath dared,
thou hast done; and whom all the world hath flattered,
thou only hast cast out of the world and despised 1.'

Indeed, it will only take a little reflection to revive in
our minds a hundred instances, 'not merely from the
poetry, but from the prose of the last three centuries,
that could show the varying degrees of reality assumed or
enforced by this method (as grammarians have named it)
of Prosopopceia. For the present we may call it the
device of picturing the passions and fortunes of men, or
the forces and forms of the sensible world, as figures
looming in some sort of human shape and strength and
quality. It may perhaps be thought that this affair is
quite simple and familiar; and that the allegation of a
tragic theory of life in Thucydides, which has claimed
support from his employment of Hope, Desire, and
Fortune, is sufficiently answered by protesting that he
'could borrow the personified abstractions of tragedy for
purposes of expression, without meaning to suggest
anything occult 2.' The history of literary art, however,
may have an interest in knowing by what promptings,
without and within, he was moved to borrow these ready-
made figures; what purposes he intended them to serve;
and what exactly we shall let them suggest to us.

We know that the Greeks had shrines and altars in
honour of many gods, among whom were powers in some
degree corresponding to our social feelings, our private

1 Raleigh, Hist. of the World, ad fin.
2 Bury, Anc. Gr. Historians, p. 130.
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aspirations, delights and despairs. They worshipped
Shame and Shamelessness, Peace and Strife' : Plutarch
says that at Sparta 'Fear, Death, Laughter, and all other
things that may affect one had shrines"'; Scopas supplied
Megara with a statue of Desire'; at Olympia, the
Moment or Nick of Time (KaLpd) had its altar 4 ; and a
fourth-century orator could appeal to the popular sense of
the divinity of Rumour'. This habit of conceiving and
honouring as a personal power almost anything abstract
or intangible if only felt at the same time to be highly
important, reappears in the grave constructors of the
Roman State: the qualities which they chose for worship
are noted for a wholly domestic or civic utility. But in
Greek poetry we find evidence of an almost boundless
licence in the creation of these imaginary persons. The
works of iEschylus are especially remarkable for a
metaphorical splendour which is largely drawn from this
resource; and the modern commentators of his plays
have to be ever maintaining their explanations by re-
ference to his strange but notorious propensity for
personification. Perhaps some examples of his taste in
this respect are stranger, and less notorious, than they
have realised.

Let us consider one or two pictures in the Agaramemnon.
The prayer of Calchas to Artemis, as reported by the
Chorus, has these words of appeal against the slaughter
of Iphigenia :-' Press not forward a second sacrifice,
unlawful, uneatable, an inbred craftsman of quarrels,
without awe of a husband6.' Here the sacrifice, after the
descriptions 'unlawful, uneatable,' is shaped in the
character of a workman, bred up in the clan, and

1 Pausan. III, 20. 10; Suidas s.v. 6E&; Plutarch, Cimon. 13; Hesiod,
O. II. Cf. Herod. viii, III. 2 Plutarch, Cleom. 9. ' Pausan. i, 43. 6.

SLb. v, 14. 9. iEschin. Contra Timnarch. 57-8.
0 A/Esch. A anam. 158 foll. vo-iavlVa voLov, 8atrov, VELKcOV TEKTova oUMUTOrv,

O L 1 Er)vopa.

L. 14
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producing discord therein; and further, as 'having no
awe of husbands,' because he tempts Clytaemnestra to
see no value in the life of her lord Agamemnon. At the
close of the same play, JEgisthus retorts upon the
protests of the Chorus in these terms':-' Him who

obeys not his master I will yoke in a heavy yoke, with
no high feeding, I warrant you, like a horse running in
the trace. Yea, Hunger, housemate unfriendly to Spite,
shall stay to see him tamed.' At first /Egisthus himself
is the 'master'; then his vassal is pictured as a horse;
and finally the horse is given two rival and mutually
exclusive masters-Hunger and Spite 2. Another place
in this drama shows a strange connection of personified
powers. Clytaemnestra, triumphantly justifying her
deed, makes this tremendous boast :-' By the accom-
plished Right (zAKri) of my child, by Doom (ATr) and
Retribution ('Epwi~), to whom I slew this man a victim,
Hope walks not for me in the halls of Fear, so long as
LEgisthus kindle fire upon my hearth, loyal to me as
ever .' Here are five quasi-human personages, of whom
the first three-Right, Doom and Retribution-are
notoriously vast and awful; while the scene of the abode
of Fear, with Hope avoiding it and all who enter its door,
makes up by dramatic movement for the less imposing
grandeur of the figures. After all this, it is not our fault
if we feel that zEgisthus, attached to Clytaemnestra's
hearth, is in danger of seeming a little dim and in-
significant. Then in the Choepkori, among numerous
images, such as that of travellers winning their due
reward (of refreshment) from the long Road of their
journey , and a Physician-Hope 5, or perhaps a Curse ,

1 lb. 1641 foll.

3 lb. I435--o Mo' 6iov pkaOpov dXEiris irarei. 4 Coe5h. 7II.

J Ib. 697 (so Headlam, Plays of .Esch. 1900, p. 251).
6 Verrall, Choepl. ad loc.
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registered as present in a household, we meet with a
vision of Fear about to behave like David before the Ark.
The vengeance has been accomplished, and Orestes, in
the few lucid moments before his wits are distracted by
the oncoming Retributions or Furies, declares :-' Close
at my heart Fear is ready to sing, yea, and dance a fling
to the piping of Spite'.' This is the sense of the text,
before it is altered by modern editors; whose sense of poetic
fitness or design of making the poet repeat an image that
he has used elsewhere', or mere relish of editing, has
made them discontented with the sole tradition. One
more of these perilous inventions, in a chorus of the same
play, tells how 'Requital (LHou-cl) came at last with heavy
due of penalty upon the sons of Priam; and so hath she
come to the house of Agamemnon, as a lion twofold, and
twofold 'War (YApc): "to the uttermost!" cried the
exile, rightly sped by god-sent admonition from the
Pythian shrine 4.' The figure of Requital is expanded
into a double monster-since iEgisthus and Clytam-
nestra must be slain, and Orestes and Pylades are there
to do it; then she is a double War-god ; and, in the end,
she gives place to the single exile Orestes. Here
perhaps the anticlimax, or overshadowing of the hero by
the shapes conjured up to introduce him, was vaguely felt
by the poet ; who seems to bulk out 'the exile' with a
ponderous, but not very novel or striking, description'.

16'hocy5/. 1025- r7Tpos 8(E Kap&LiL c4o/os ~aE~vtvoL/)'r ropxeUTo aL r rcp~.

(~ '. ..Kp
6

Tp Abresch, Headlam ; 8 ' Conington, Verrall).
2 Verrali, ad loc., wrongly says that the effect of the text is 'to make fear

both player and dancer.'
s' Headlarn (ad loc. and Class. Rev. 19o2, p. 436) relies on C'hoe~la. 167-

8PE~L EKapbiu /4w13q.
4 Choe15h. 935 foil.
'lb. 94I--7rvOopr7TaL (wrvthpi oso Butler) 6Eo9Ev El) /pa~3airv-

pM?)/o.LE

14-2
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2

The early history of these vividly-imagined passions
and forces is largely a matter of conjecture. We may try
to see in the oreda of the North American Iroquois
an elementary form of the invading daemon which
suddenly filled the primitive Greek with panic or desire,
drove him this way and that, and left him exhausted and
adoring'. But since the notion of orenda seeks to explain
cause and effect without reference to personality-very
much as most of us crudely conceive of an electric
'current '-the processes of anthropomorphism are not
made any clearer, except by contrast. And further,
granting, as everyone must, that these passions appear
with strong personal features in the earlier Greek poetry,
and play a large part, where most we should expect it,
in the dramatic fictions of IEschylus and Sophocles, we
must not prejudge the whole question of their appear-
ance in Greek literature by naming them 'Tragic
Passions,' as though they had no life, serious or trivial,
off the stage2. And in particular, when Thucydides is
shown to be more religious than Herodotus because his
rationalism is less flippant 3 ; when his natural inclination to
a tragic theory of life is argued merely by the statement
that 'his father bore a Thracian name, and came prob-
ably of that hard-drinking and fighting stock which
worshipped Ares and the northern Dionysus 4 '; we seem
to have gained a better understanding of but one phrase
in the History the remark on certain prose-writers
which met us at the outset of our search ".

1 Cornford, Th. M. pp. 228-9.
2 Thk. M. pp. 221-243 (Ch. xiii-' lhe Tragic Passions').
s lb. p. 239. 4 lb. p. 241.

6 Above, p. I4- A Xoyoypdck<ot vvOeav ri rb r1rpoo ayoy'repov r

dapoaoELt 5 dXO orrEpov.
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The comparison of vase-paintings with poetic tradi-
tion has enabled us to watch the various attitudes of the
early Greek mind towards the most mysterious forces of
human and external nature'. But already-at any rate,
before the pictorial record was possible--they have
attained the general outlines of baneful sprites. These
are usually winged creatures with human heads; but
they differ widely in the combination of other animal
features. Generally speaking, they stood for the things
which men had most to fear, and could least control.
But as we pass on, through Harpy, Gorgon, Siren,
Sphinx and Erinys, to the beggarly Old Age who is
about to be crushed by Heracles' club, it is apparent that
they are being continually drawn into similarity and
communion with mankind by the imaginative suggestions
of poetry. 'There is nothing that so speedily blurs and
effaces the real origin of things as this insistent Greek
habit of impersonation'. Out of the confused welter of
terrified belief, the poets contrive to select and solidify a
certain number of these figures, good as well as evil,
whose doings can be intelligibly told, and placed in some
relation to the conduct of man. Of course this effort,
like that of the sculptors, followed the bent of general
opinion; but its appeal must have rested on the superior
brilliance and consecution of the ideas which it placed
upon the market. Such qualities were most readily
added by investing these ghostly influences with ever
more of the higher human attributes.

When sculpture grew to its full height, it was able to
meet and support this craving for correlation by dint of
its peculiar vividness. Its first maturity in the sixth
century maintains just so much of remoteness and reserve
as must draw the worshipper to come and wonder often,

1 See the evidence collected by J. E. Harrison, Proleg. Gr. Rel.2 pp.

163-217. 2 lb. p. 215.
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with a freshly active mind, before the same abiding image
of his dearest hope or desire. This visual stimulus was
not available till the close of the 'Mycenaean Age.'
Plastic art had made many fine but small realistic essays
in embossing the cups of wealthy princes : it did not rise
to the task of interpreting the feelings of a Jeoyle, till men
threw off the name and character of vassals, and artificers
began to build and carve, not so much for a chieftain's
glory, as in honour of ideas which were struggling to the
surface of the popular experience and estimate of life.
The god, whether he is merely an old divinity made
more distinct, or a newly personified quality or force, is
now to be the central figure in a house of his own.
There, to emphasise his commerce with mankind, will be
ranged other figures of athlete and maiden, who on their
part will suggest, by some more than human dignity or
grace, how the worshipper is exalted by the divinity to
whom he yields his free devotion.

This is but an obvious, familiar instance of the
artifice we are considering. The poetic impulse, however,
which is far more deeply concerned in the matter, had
long been at work on the primitive conceptions of the
channels through which our life is invaded by the unseen
and the unknown. Already in Homer we find even
Sleep endowed with vigorous activities for the service of
Hera, who promises to grant him one of the Graces for
his bride, if he will go and seal the eyes of Zeus;
and although he cannot quite accomplish this-for Zeus
must first desire to sleep-we are told that, after Hera
had arranged for the necessary condition, the immortal
Father lay at last on Gargarus, 'by Sleep and Endear-
ment subdued1 .' 'Then Sleep the o'erwhelming arose,
and went swiftly to the ships of the Achaeans, bearing the
tidings to Poseidon; and standing at his side, addressed

1 Iliad, xlv, 353.
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to him winged words.' When we turn to iEschylus,
the remarkable fervour with which he conjures up these
personal figures has to be explained by a peculiar aim of
revealing human actions as the visible eddies of a mighty
stream, which has many currents wandering many ways,
though we cannot discern them, as it sweeps over the
inequalities of its bed. Inject the colour of humanising
imagination into the transparent waters, and the curving
or spiral iridiscence will entertain us with the belief that
neither the force of gravity, nor the projecting rocks, are
wholly responsible for the swirls and bubbles on the
surface. Even those strange intermediate powers may
seem, as we gaze, to grow intelligible and lovely. The
dark avenging Furies, baulked of the blood which,
despite the bland prescription of Apollo, they still persist
in demanding, relent at last and issue forth into the open
light of day. In a single scene, the lingering monster in
them dies, and they stand out in the recognisable form
and nature of humane, if more than human, ladies.

The whole dramatic interest of the later plays of
iEschylus depends on a special application of a theo-
logical method which seems to arise from the earliest
instincts of his race. The beginnings of steady thought
in Greece had aimed at establishing some communion
of feeling between men and the forces of nature, by
supposing some personal attributes in everything that is
not oneself, and particularly in those unaccountable
things which gain an entrance into the house of one's
mind, and either light it up or fling all within it topsy-
turvy. But JEschylus attempted a far greater and more
systematic conquest. Everything that troubles us, he
thought, may in some degree be controlled, and many of
our sorest puzzles be practically solved, if we can some-
how discover our right relation to these mysterious
forces. They do not lack a certain vague personality;
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this has long been assumed, and variously described, by
popular fancy: but in his view they are at once so much
greater and so much more real than human beings, that
even if we can grasp only an inkling of the rules, or some
slight smattering of an etiquette which will bring them
within reach of our groping sense, a great step will have
been made, and our life will be thereby advanced in ease
and dignity and purpose. This, at any rate, was his
noble hope. His imaginative construction and sonorous
language go far towards consigning to definite provinces
those whirling energies of the world which seem so
momentous to our affairs, and yet can so cunningly elude
our grasp. The almost oppressive zeal with which he
thus peoples his stage for a religious vision of life is to
blame for what are commonly called his condensed or
tangled metaphors. If we remember how he is apt even
to smother the human interest under a fantastic canopy
of vaticination, we shall explain this by the fact that
he attaches a predominant reality to the mythic persons
whom he has summoned and equipped for his tragic
schemes.

§3
The phrases of the early prose-writers of Greece

confront us with the delicate question-how far the
primitive instinct, or their own beliefs, or some calculated
illusion, should be understood in the lively personalities
of their occasional imagery. Anaximander, as we saw,
spoke poetically of all things 'making reparation and
satisfaction to one another for the injustice done. '

Heracleitus declared that 'fire in its advance will judge
and convict all things2 '; in another saying of his, three
personal powers are set in separate ranks :-' the Sun
will not overstep his measures; if he does, the Erinyes,
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the handmaids of Justice, will find him out'.' He too is
largely a poet, and personifies on his own account :
'Time is a child playing draughts'.' Yet 'Hybris, or
Wantonness, needs putting out, even more than a house
on fire'''; and we note that he protests against the
worship of material images 4.

Meanwhile Xenophanes, the satirical poet, had been
openly attacking the accepted theology. 'Mortals deem
that the gods are begotten like themselves, and have
clothes like theirs, and voice and form ; 'she that they
call Iris is a cloud likewise, purple, scarlet and green to
behold".' In Democritus we seem to meet the first
regular treatment of mythic figures for a merely moment-
ary, artistic impression. 'Fortune,' he said, 'is bountiful
but unsteady'; this might have been taken to imply
some wide theory of her personal influence, had not
another saying been preserved :-' Men fashioned an
image of Fortune as an excuse for their own imprudence.
Fortune is but little hostile to Sagacity7.' Again,' the
table she spreads for us is sumptuous, but Temperance
proffers one sufficient for our needs8.' Clearly we have
now passed into the region of practical phrase-making. A
more extensive picture, for an equally practical effect, is
soon produced by Prodicus'. So the writer of The Law
enforces his careful reasoning with metaphors which
advance, in the scale of their comparisons, from inanimate
objects to a familiar human character :-' Inexperience,
an evil hoard and an evil treasure to those who have her,
asleep or waking; no portion has she in heartiness and
gaiety, nurse alike of cowardice and hardihood".' In
fact, the sophists were bringing in allegory to enliven the
matter-of-fact substance of their prose: only instead of
inventing new persons, they took over the mythical

1 Ibid. 2 lb. p. 153. lb. p. 154. 4 lb. p. 155. lb. p. 131.
6 lb. p. 133. 7 Above, p. 122. 8 Ibid. , p. 145. o p. 149.
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creatures of poetry. Their art consisted in new logical
combinations of these figures; and while antithesis
helped them to impress the ear, they could make stealthy
snatches of appeal to the relics of primitive thought.
As Plato learnt from their example, a story of this sort will
do much to clinch the loose ends of an argument.

Perhaps the chief stimulus to this device arose from
the reflection that one could not be sure whether one's
fancy might not strike upon, and stir to temporary life,
the half-buried bones of ancestral belief. For this reason
alone it must be useless to assert that 'allegory is an
artificial business from the first, and foredoomed to
failure '.' Giant Despair may seem to-day a personi-

fication 'which can only impose upon a child': but
Bunyan's Pilgrim progressed through a dozen editions in
the first ten years, not to mention the almost innumerable
others which succeeded these: several of the earlier have
been nearly thumbed out of existence. And indeed, if
an 'artificial business' must fail in the end, we see many
graces of life which take a long while coming to their
doom. The first systematic and appropriate use of this
artifice helped the rhetorical reasoning of Euripides to
oust the dramatic daemonology of Aeschylus. Even
Aristophanes, as we saw, in the act of holding the method
up to ridicule in his dialogue of the two Reasons, takes
advantage of its form for contrasting the old age with
the new.

The constructive, argumentative side of these fictions
had been exploited by Protagoras, and the strong poetic
colouring was supplied by Gorgias. An early application
of their serious moralising power has met us in the speech
of Otanes2, who tells at length how Wantonness is
begotten by Prosperity, but Envy is a creature congenital
with man. Darius, in his turn, dwells similarly on Base-

1 TI. M. p. 230. 2 Above, p. 134.
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ness and Liberty'; and we have glanced at the elaborate
characterisation of Love in Agathon's eulogy 2. In view,
then, of these meagre selections from a vast body of like
experiments, and considering the cool psychological
analysis which is such a strong feature of Thucydides'
History , we must beware of construing his employment of
mythical figures into a continuous tragic theory of human
life. In the case of Herodotus, there is more ground for
such an interpretation: but even so, it would be prudent
to confine the influence of mythical ideas to the separate
occasions on which the corresponding language may seem
to be used. Such a reading of Thucydides can only, as
we found when Fortune and Hope were forced to preside
over the story of Pylos4, arise from and lead to a neglect
of his main principles. To enlarge the scope of his art,
he tried his hand at several new devices. One of these,
antithesis, he used for providing glimpses of dramatic
contrast dramatic more in our modern than in the
JEschylean sense--which display the leading characters
of the time in their opposite stations on the scene of
Greek politics. Having chosen to make some of them
speak, he brings in another piece of contemporary art,
and shows the passions of men moving about in the
approved or-as the word is sometimes used the
'classical' manner.

§4

When we come to weigh the amount of reality
attached by his thought to Poverty and Licence, Wanton-
ness and Pride, Hope, Desire and Fortune, as they
appear in Diodotus' little apologue, or again, to the
Hope and Desire we have found in his own statements,
we shall still keep in mind, besides his peculiar insight,

1 Herod. III, 82.

U Above, p. 103.

2 Above, p. 172.
g Above, pp. 53-5.
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the pursuits and diversions of sophistic enlightenment.
Democritus said that 'the hopes of the right-minded are
accessible, but those of the unintelligent are impotent.'
Socrates, if we are to trust Stobaus', said that 'neither
a woman without a man nor a good hope without toil
brings forth anything useful.' It seems likely that when
Thucydides speaks of entrusting what one desires to
inconsiderate hope, he is persoizzfying in just the same
manner. Socrates, we know, believed himself to be
guided by a 'spiritual sign.' One of his favourite
disciples, the Pythagorean and mystical Simmias, is
represented as telling of him that 'he considered it
a vain boast when people claimed to be visually
acquainted with any divine person; whereas to those
who asserted they had heard a voice of such an one, he
was all attention, earnestly enquiring into the matter'.'
The words of the daemons, we are told, can only resound
in the ears of such as keep an unruffled temperament,
and their soul in tranquillity. These are they whom we
call holy and spiritual men; and in time they may be so
perfected, that after death their souls will become
daemons in their turn4. The common sort of men are
beyond the reach of this guidance. Like swimmers far
out at sea, they can be espied, but not assisted, by the
spirits on the shore; who, however, will 'run to those
who are near, and wading in to meet them, will succour
them with hand and voice together, and so save them
alive'.' Such was the belief of the pious: it was a

1 D. F. V.2 i. p. 400.
2 Stob. Flor. cx, 20: cf. Plato, Symbos. 210 C-D (riLKrEtv doyov K.r.X.).
a Plut. De Genio Socr. 588 c. The indictment of Socrates (Plato, A45ol.

26 b) shows that he was commonly supposed to have commerce with 'strange
spirits.'

4 Cf. Eurip. A/c. Ioo3-a'
3
ra rorTElrrpol'av' dvpos, viv 5' or' at atpa

8aiOuv. Also Lucian, De Morte Peregr. 36.
6 lb. 593 foll. Something of this intermediary function of the daemons

or spirits appears in Socrates' account of the instruction he had from
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gracious refinement of the ancient ghost-lore. Yet, even
to Socrates and most of his friends, the poetic figures (as
they had become in their time) of Hope, Desire and the
rest, could have but little life. Still less of it, we may be
sure, can they have had in the view of Thucydides, who
would be content to be classed, in this respect, with 'the
common sort of men'; or rather might declare, with
Endymion :

'No, never more
Shall airy voices cheat me to the shore
Of tangled wonder, breathless and aghast 1.'

It was an age of free experiment in thought and
speech. Protagoras could hold Pericles disputing all day
long, with regard to a wound accidentally received by an
athlete, whether the javelin, or the man who threw it,
rather than the clerks of the course, should in strict
reason be held guilty of the hurt 2

. Every kind of
resource was drawn upon for turning up new points of
view, and new modes of dressing up the old. In either of
these aims, which were followed at first from the mere
itch of disputing, the fancy that bestows life on things,
and personality on concepts, is fruitful of impressive
schemes and phrases. So Strepsiades learns to be afraid
that his mattock will prove a traitor to his hopes .

When the fashion of eulogy comes in, we hear of declam-
ations in honour of 'humble-bees and salt and such like

Diotima (Plato, Symfos. 202 E)-' The spiritual altogether stands between
divine and immortal,...interpreting and transporting human things to the
gods, and divine things to men; entreaties and sacrifices from below, and
ordinances and requitals from above: standing midway, it makes each to
supplement the other, so that the whole is combined in one.' On the other
hand Orestes (Euiip. ]i5k. Taur. 570 foll.) bitterly complains that spirits
commonly called 'wise' are 'all as deceptive as our winged dreams,' and
that there is 'great confusion 'twixt divine and mortal ways.'

1 Keats, Endym. iv, 653. 2 Plut. Pericl. 36 (quoting Stesimbrotus).
3 Aristoph. Nub. 1500.
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things''; for on these subjects 'one can always find
plenty to say.' Plain Xenophon too has been so far
influenced by Prodicus and his tribe, that the characters
in the CyroJp'dia, instead of being live people, are
the shallow personifications of virtues and vices. In
his last comedy Aristophanes hits on the device of
displaying the successful effort of blind old Wealth to
gain his sight and become divine, by undergoing the
famous treatment in Asclepius' temple'. Poverty also
appears, 'like a Fury from a tragic play, with a lunatic
and tragic sort of look ".' It is a literary game, which by

the end of the fifth century was widely accepted as a
serious aid to thought, and was expanding along with
the popular intelligence into more elaborate creations.

So much for the vogue of this artifice, whose attrac-
tions were sometimes followed rather at the expense than
in the furtherance of direct observation, genuine feeling,
and clear thought. Thucydides, however, borrowed from
the sophists a few mechanic aids for his project of
depicting the political passions which had arisen in the
forefront of the Hellenic scene. His ambition throughout
was to provide a compendious synopsis of motives,
characters and policies, and hence, in the actual grapple
of composition, to seize hold of large amorphous quant-
ities and qualities, and reduce them to significant order.
The loose variety of important matters had to be collected
in neat classes, which must then be handled as separate
entities. The mere management of his language, as we
shall presently see, tended to sketch these entities with
hardened outlines of the vague personality which had
appeared in every primitive interpretation of the world.

1 Isocr. Hel. 210 B: cf. Plato, Sym fos. 177 B, where the very turn of the
phrase seems intended as a mockery of the fashion-dv w v<vrv a"Ar
EratLov OavfL.ULOV EXOVTEr.

2 Aristoph. Phut. 403 foil.; 727 foll. (388 B.C.). 3 Ib. 423-4.
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For instance, Poverty, Hope, Desire, and the others
already mentioned, are by no means the only impersona-
tions in Diodotus' speech. An earlier passage runs
thus : ' I consider that the two things most opposed to
Good Counsel are Haste and Anger, whereas the one is
wont to accompany Thoughtlessness, and the other
Ill-breeding and Scanty Judgement. And whosoever
insists that Words are not the teachers of Deeds, is either
unintelligent, or has some private ends.' The very
phrases 'most opposed' (evavr ara ), 'wont to accom-
pany' (kLXE ylyvEo-8L VETc), and 'teachers' (8&&o-KaXoL)

insensibly conspire to raise the illusion or conviction that
the speaker--a person dealing with ideas which are
recognisable by their personal habits-instead of falling
himself or drawing others into a dreamy trance, is wide
awake, and knows what e zis talking about.

Indeed the whole passage, extending for some way
further, is a compact assemblage of representative ghosts,
whose faces are the brief abstracts of all those worlds of
things which cannot be recorded. In the same manner
Pericles, though he might publicly revere, when he
thought fit, the power of Opportunity (KaLpd) at Olympia,

tells the people, in a purely practical spirit, that' the
Opportunities of war wait for no man .' So for a moment
he will make Truth-though she had no special cult-a
greater person than Homer, and go on to exalt Athenian
daring to the glory of a conquering invader. In this
spirit too can Thucydides say of Archidamus that the
delay which occurred at the Isthmus, his dilatoriness in
the rest of his march, and especially the halt at Enoe,
traduced him . A hundred other cases of a similar,

1 Thuc. IlI, 42. I.
SThuc. I, 142. I-roe d roMEov oL Katpot o EVETrol. There was a proverb

-LEVETol O eoi, o, dararTkoi (Aristoph. Aves 1620, Schol.).
SII, 41. 4; above, p. i6o. II, i8. 3.
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though varying, intensity could easily be collected. The
habit which they reveal, and which Thucydides con-
tracted and followed to some curious excesses, came
into the prose of Greece, as into that of other regions,
from the weighty utterances of early sages and bards.
Homer, Pindar and iEschylus developed this method into
imaginative theories of life: the sophists, and with them
Sophocles and Euripides, into moral or psychological
fables. This latter fashion, while tracing for some way the
personal relations of political principles, transferred the
method from the school of Prodicus to the discussion of
public business; and it accordingly finds a place in the
Mitylenaean and Melian debates. Democritus applied
this art of figurative speech to the object of attracting and
compelling thought in certain useful directions: Thucyd-
ides, while packing into the History almost more matter
than it could hold', was anxious to stamp his phrases, and
those of his speakers, upon the minds of all posterity.
It is of the essence of his style that these effects should
be produced in separate compartments; for all time,
indeed, but primarily for the moment. In this sense
only can his vivid phrasing be regarded as dramatic; and
this view of it, added to what we have detected in the
laborious straining of his constructions, will correctly
account for such strokes as that 'prefatory flash' of
Desire'. Here also is the explanation of the occasional
oddity or obscurity of his metaphors: for it is a stately,
concise reasoning, not at all the mystical zeal of /Eschylus,
that has tied his vivid figures at times into awkward
knots. Two examples from the comparatively simple
speeches of the Platmaeans and Hermocrates will serve to
remind us how this tendency will tax both our intelligence
and our command of equivalent language :

'For if you assess justice by your immediate advantage,
1 Above, p. 171. 2 Above, p. 170.
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together with their hostility, you will prove yourselves
to be no true judges of right, and only waiters on profit'.'

The abstractions, as we have just noticed in The Law'
and in Diodotus' speech', seem to gather personality as
the sentence proceeds. In the following case, the
strangeness comes from forcing the personality of the
passion to do duty for the men who are subject to it

'Vengeance gets no just claim to success from
suffering injustice4 .'

Particularly in this vivid treatment of mental affec-
tions and powers, it is remarkable how Thucydidean
rhetoric has energised the simple contrivance of the
sopbists. We find Gorgias, in his Funeral Oration',
procuring a little variety for the long, even procession
of his clauses by glancing away from actual persons
(O~Epaiovrc /JtEV IWV l&KWS Vc7TVxOVvTWV, KOXaOTaL 6
T Ck&Ko EvT vxoVVw) to a couple of general terms
(avc~lca& rrpos rT ov lp4 ov, EvopyrjTOL irpo oirp rov),

and thence to a couple which belong to mental life (Tw
4pov4Loa Tic yvca4Lr)c rrcu ovrc To J4poiv). After this he
returns to actual persons (1V3ptLo-ra Ens TovsV/3puTas,

KOO7 LLOL (is TOVs KOLT/iOVs KTX.). When at length he con-
cludes with actual things (6 av~oG 4v rocs 8avocc), we must
feel that, although the sound has been varied, the tests by
which the warriors have been successively tried are, al/ of
tern, conceived in some sort as persons. Antiphon has

one example of a mental state described in this manner

Tc.III, 56. 3-EL yap T9) 0vTLKa XPr1'I"P WV/I&V TE KOL. EKELY/WV iT 7OAEqL TO

&LKaLOv X?)rE(TOE, TOU J.E1) OpOOV c/aVELO E OK aXJOELS KpLTaL OPTES4$E, vujtpov

p aXXov 8epa2TelJOvTE . (Hude excises iroXejipp: Kruger suggests 7ToXeMLoc.)

Cf. I, 36. I.
2 Above, p. 217. 3 p. 223.
4 Thuc. iv, 62. 4-TL/.L&pia yap 00K EVTVXEL &K0LJ)S, OTL Kat d LKELTaL. Cf. a

like result of the same economy in Lucan, ix, 404- 'laetius est quotiens
magno sibi constat honestum.'

' D. F. V.' i, p. 557. With this vp f pov cf. the $vjir/pov in Thuc.,
above, n. I.
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(r OVpLov1LEvov T' yvctuj'/'), but here he employs the more
active means of a participle; and one other, virtually of
the same sort, where the participles stand out boldly as
personal agents (Kpcro-ov 6.. .TO VJETEpov 8

vc'cev'ov (

&KcU&' OT)pELv 7 TO TOW 9<p&W /3 ovXopvvov a&KO p

ciroXXvcaL). Thucydides has adopted this method, but
has enlarged and intensified it with peculiar force.
Gylippus at Syracuse, after urging his troops to grapple
fiercely with 'this obvious Disorder of the foe, and a
Fortune that has betrayed herself in their extreme
hostility,' declares that in such a situation it is right to
satiate the raging vigour of the mind.' Brasidas also can
speak of resolution as 'that in the mind which has not
been forcibly vanquished, but has in itself some counter-
argument 4.' The personality of this spirit is momentarily
reduced by its capacity of being 'dulled' or 'blunted'
(dfP3Xv'vco-OuL); but soon, after some ordinary portraiture of
Knowledge, Skill and Fear, we come to a stand-up fight
between expansive adjectives, and between conditioned
verbs- all psychological figures3. Thucydides himself, in
his narrative, has twice used participles to the same effect,
though without openly insisting on the personality ; it is to
be noted that in the one case he is analysing the substance
of a message from Sparta to Athens, and in the other
is introducing a speech of Pericles 7. Without looking
further than this very speech, we find more varieties of

1 Antiphon, Tetr. I, iii, 3. 2 De Herod. C ed. 73.
Thuc. VII, 68. I-lrpo6 ovv daav TE TolavTljv Kal TUX'iv av'Ip&~v favi~

rrapaBE~ixviav IroXELoJTao&JV py1 1 7rpooyIL/LE ) v. . .crorrX?/crat Tr7s 7v60/p/cTo

8v~ovEvov-the phrase of Antiphon above.
SII, 87. 3-r y~ vcj c r O /U/ KaTa KpaToK VLK177EJJ, EXOv f

3
E Twa v cZVT6O

avrtXoyiav.
Slb. § 5--7rpb pEv 06W TO ELpOTEpov abrcow TO T0X/L?/dpopv avr~rdaWOE,

rrpbS bE Tb btb TJV 7fro'av bE&LEVa6 TO arWapacKEV0L TOTE TVXELV.

6 I, 90. 2--TO /pEv f3oVo;Evov Kat V~rOWrrov T J6 yvc6//. 0 )&Xo vVTe.

7II, 59. 3-7rayay w TO opyL 6/LEVoV T7 c yvc/L17S6 7OE TO ?JIT6cTEpOV Kat

a&/EOTEpov KarloTrpT'at.
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the same practice'. Modern commentators and translators,
eager for logical connection and anxious for their mother-
tongue, have neglected the real character of these con-
structions, and often, in straightening out those of the
more complex sort, have made them appear more
awkwardly perverse than they really are. Still, the fresh
importance of the idea to the historian has here also,
while claiming distinction, endangered lucidity".

§5
If we ask how it was possible in fifth-century prose,

and to such a remarkable extent in that of the sober-
minded Thucydides, to treat almost any general term as
a person; and moreover why, in the highest class of
these, the salient mental states are figured in striking
types of live human beings, we must first refer to a
principle which underlies the constitution of all Indo-
European speech. Perhaps this will appear most plainly
if we contrast it with the linguistic habit of a different
people. A short acquaintance with the elements of the
Japanese language discovers in it a very common ab-
sence-astonishing to our ways of thought-of the
suggestion of an agent behind any occurrence in ordinary
life'. Sentences, for the most part, have no subjects:
they express 'a coming-to-be with reference to some
person,' who is often not mentioned at all, or whose sex
and number are not distinguished. The notion of ' I' is
indicated by a word meaning 'selfishness'; but usually
'I feel poorly 'is given as 'Bodily state is bad,' and even
the faint shadow of personal feeling in our 'Good-

1 II, 63. 1-rc WoAEWr...TI r , T E VWLv...[
3

o
9iOdv: 3-T O y Prrpayov ob oaWETCL

iU METar roy pnorptov TETcayt/Evov. The personality sinks to a mere state

when it is a case of weak or neglected action : V, 9. 6-v rTv dwELaYEV aG Tov

Tir yvc ir : cf. II, 6i. 2; III, 10. I; I, 142. 8. 2 Cf. above, pp. 170o-I.
' See Chamberlain, Handbook of Colloquial/Japanese', 1898; MacCulle y

Introductory Course in Japanese, 1896.
15-2
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evening!' vanishes in 'As for this night!' Hardly ever
does any inanimate thing appear as subject, and there is
no personification of any sort in daily parlance'. If we
tried to restrict our language to what we call 'interjec-
tions' and 'impersonal' phrases-such as 'Horror!' 'it
is raining,' 'it seems fitting'- we should soon find our-
selves hopelessly outclassed by this habitual indifference
to causal connection. In Thucydides, on the contrary,
our minds are perplexed by a tendency to invest with the
higher degrees of personality a large number of things
and qualities which the long, laborious education of our
thought has persuaded us to regard as impersonal.
It may be worth while to consider how much of this
tendency came from the bare substance of the language
that he had to use, how much from sophistic fashion, and
how much from his own invention in the pursuit of
peculiar effects.

The regular pagan worship of the souls or spirits of
natural objects has been, until quite recently, explained
by the doctrine of 'animism'; which represented primi-
tive man as having assumed 'the animation of all nature,
rising at its highest pitch to personification.' This belief
was 'bound up with that primitive mental state where
man recognises in every detail of his world the operation
of personal life and will2.' But as the evidence from
savage modes of thought increases, and is submitted to
the severer inspection which it obviously requires, we
find reason to suspect that, long before the arrival of
anthropomorphism, or any conscious ascription of human
life and will to inanimate things, the first beginnings of

1 Hence, after translating a Japanese poem which makes Old Age come
walking up the street, Chamberlain (Jafanese Poetry, 1911, p. Jo2) remarks
that we have here 'an instance, rare in Japanese literature, of that direct
impersonation of an abstract idea which is so strongly marked a characteristic
of Western thoughts and modes of expression.'

2 TI'ylor, Primitive Culture1 , 1, p. 285.
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thought in every part of the world had roughly marked
out the ground on which these religious and artistic
edifices, when once conceived and desired, could in
certain regions be erected. Such, at least, is the general
suggestion which arises from one of the latest applic-
ations of modern psychology to the problem of the
belief in souls'. Not least among the evidence is that of
language. For we have to conceive of primitive man
as passing from the rudest condition of savagery,-
where in act, though not in thought, he could distinguish
between things animate and inanimate, but could not re-
flect upon or classify his sensations,-to a point at which he
developed, among other activities, the use of speech. It
seems probable that his first attempts at linguistic system
were made as soon as the effect of sensation could be
regarded as a definite whole-at first including, then
slowly excluding, the central ' self' to hold this body of
experience apart for inspection and comparison would
be one of the earliest efforts of articulate thought. Here
would be produced a feeble embryo, as it were, of the
grammatical period: the ' holophrase,' of which examples
are quoted from America', shows a rather secondary stage,
where we can see that, as the structure became loaded
with more and more meaning, it would necessarily burst
at length into separate grammatical structures. These
must afterwards be re-combined by art-for instance, in
the manner facilitated by antithesis-to satisfy the in-
herent but suddenly stirred craving for a comprehensive
description of groups.

As soon as the effects of things were felt to be
different from the perceiving self, language must have
been occupied with expressing the relations apparent

1 See Crawley, The Idea of the Soul, 1909, whose particular thesis is to
trace this idea to the memory-image.

lb. p. 48.
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between several entities, of which the self was the most
important. Since the mind had visual images of the
external objects with which it was dealing, and could also
feel the existence of the subject, it was the business of
language merely to fix and communicate the relations'.
Almost immediately, however, the need of indicating
things which were not present to the minds of other
people must have brought the use of substantive terms;
and it was at this juncture that the thing to be named had
to find a footing within reach of the self, by acquiring some
of the definiteness of a self-contained personality. The
manner in which this rough personalisation takes place is
obscure. Psychological opinion seems to refer it un-
certainly to the action either of language upon thought,
or of thought upon language. For our purpose, it is
enough to note that not even the simplest sort of gram-
matical structure seems to be obtainable, until the things
correlated are made as distinct or nearly as distinct to
the mind as the feeling of 'self.' There is no necessary
ascription, so far, of human life to the objects: they are
only parcelled off from the whole self-centred complex.
But supposing this to have been done and expressed, the
grammatical group will certainly give scope for an un-
conscious dignifying of this or that object with a person-
ality, animal or human, of its own. The process at the
earlier stage has been vaguely expounded as 'play '-a
realisation of surplus energy, which shifts the 'I' to the
different personality of ' it' or 'that,' and so on with the
other selected objects in turn ' . This activity is no doubt
to be distinguished from deliberate, artistic anthropo-
morphism: but it is hard to understand how the
difference can be other4 than one of degree, in proportion
to the growth of consciousness. The former process
obviously opens the way to the latter. But more

1 lb. p. 33. 2 lb. pp. 43, 294; 54, 241. lb. p. 37. lb. p. 44.
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obscurity meets us at this point. We are told that this
primitive 'play' is 'absolutely serious,' although the
child (or savage) 'does not believe in the reality of the
illusion it creates'.' The ordinary self-illusion, whatever
it precisely is, in the child's pretending to be a cake or a
doll, may help us a little to see how the mind could begin
its experiments in personalisation: to compare it with
'fetishism, shamanism, mimetic and sympathetic magic"
seems to land us all at once in the domain of settled
belief; which, if similar in kind, is presumably a long
way onward from the primary impulse whence the
practice took its rise. As to the nature and conditions of
this impulse, and also the mode of its action upon the
elements of language, much yet remains to be discovered.

But whether we are able or not to understand this
primitive game, in which neither life nor will is ascribed
to the other persons in the sentence', we may agree that
the personality which seems to be distributed, in the
beginning of grammar, over all material things need have
but a vague and unsteady form. We shall accordingly
distinguish it from the deliberate fictions of art, whereby
'the artist instinctively goes back to the ancient mould
and fills it with indiscriminate life"4 ' : at the same time,
we note the likelihood that the mould is there already,
and that this vivifying aim is instinctive. Yet long before
this artistic ambition could arise, and indeed, very near
the first stage of connected speech, it is probable that
the names or symbols employed in statements about the
several parts of a complex whole tended, in their turn,
to come before the mind as independent beings". It may
be guessed that the 'three hundred and thirty million
gods' of the Hindu theology, and its 'equally vast host
of spirits6,' are largely the outcome of the mere delight

1 lb. p. 292. 2 Ibid. 3 lb. p. 44.
4 Ibid. 'l Ib. p. 191. 6 lb. p. 140.
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of inventing new names, and of attaching to each a
variously fancied personality. The same sort of pretence
is easy enough when the isolation of an abstract idea is
assisted or sanctioned by an entitling word. The ' soul'
of it-no less dangerous in the view of primitive thought
than the souls of ordinary persons-is thus embodied, or
imprisoned, in a familiar fixity. At a later stage, when
such souls are regarded as adorable or friendly, artistic
imagination seeks to embody them in ampler guise, so
that this stronger actuality may retain the fleeting
presence within ready grasp of the community.

The upshot for our question seems to be that,
whereas the grammar of some primitive peoples left the
rudimentary persons in that hazy insignificance which is
suggested by the habits of Japanese speech, the Indo-
Europeans were continually defining and enlivening them
with additional touches of humanising fancy. The
predilection of the Greek language for active verb-
constructions attests the exertions of this impulse, from
the moment when predication showed the opportunity in
its first dim personalisations. For, as here, so further on
in the progress, the influence of grammar may well have
been, though not paramount, yet real and important. If
we suppose that, by some cause or other, the Greek mind
was originally disposed to consider the happenings of the
world primarily as they appeared in or upon particular
objects; and then, while observing the differences of
these and giving them separate names, to connect a
number of them with some single event which brought
them into notice, we can see how a simple economy of
verbs would lead to a rough-and-ready ascription of
human attributes to all the objects as they stood before
the mind. Thus in the sixth century Simonides, the first
composer of a national Greek lyric, has learnt how art
may thrive merely by emphasising and enlarging the scope
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of a popular expression. Danat, afloat with her child on
a dark and stormy sea, bids her little one sleep, 'and may
the sea sleep, and sleep the immense harm1 .' More
striking and progressive imagery is obtained, as in Homer,
by developing the activities of the old popular sleep-spirit
amidst those of gods and men2 . So from above and below,
the gods of natural or social energy, the Fates and
Fortune (those 'unpretentious daemones of birth3 '), great
emotions and qualities, and any object of importance to
human persons either generally or at a special place or
moment-all these are continually being brought to the
levelling bar of predication, and there treated as the
presiding imagination may direct. For although it is an
exaggeration to call the Indo-European sentence 'a little
drama in which the subject is always astir',' the dramatist
found in the settled habit of speech a strong hint for
extending the fictions of his art.

§6

Towards the last quarter of the fifth century both
philosophy and religion were doing little more in Athens
than serving the experiments of literary skill. There
was argument, but chiefly on the subject of man in the
midst of his worldly affairs. As for the gods, they had
their statues and shows; yet even these were becoming
more and more a matter of glory to the men who
produced them. The average citizen could laugh heartily
at the trick of addressing Poseidon or Dionysus as he

1 Simonides, Lament of Dana, I5-KXot E 8E 3
pE OS, EVET(o 8~ 7r6vroc,

EVbbETCO ' lErpOV KaKOV.

2 Above, p. 214. s Farnell, Culls of Gr. Stales, v, p. 447.
* Brdal, Essai de Semantique, 1904, p. 86-' Les langues indo-europdennes

prdsentent la phrase sous la forme d'un petit drame oi le sujet est toujours
agissant.'
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would any fellow in the market-place'. The anthropo-
morphism of this busy, successful people had turned awe
into admiration, as it made beauty a common amusement.
The rhetoricians, as we ventured to guess, did not forego
the hope that their personifications might arouse some
little tremor in the old, disused strings of superstition.
It is far more certain that they never sought, like Bunyan,
to awaken even the ghost of any cognate belief. Their
practice is rather to be compared with that of De Lorris,
whose Roman de la Rose, made known to our literature
by Chaucer, displays a multitude of passions and powers
ingeniously modelled on the human types to which they
severally belong, and alive with casual suggestion for
even the least saint-loving and fiend-fearing part of the
public. The nearest approach to the supernatural in the
principles of sophistic style was a vivid sense of the
unaccountable power of words. Yet here too we have
seen that the business of art was to humanise or domesti-
cate these potencies, and drill them for daily service, for
battle, or for dance2. The artist developes into a new
asthetic charm what of old was blindly rehearsed as
mythic belief, whether at the first appearance of name-
creatures, or in the regular rites of magic. But while
poetry is ever striving to float away from practical
accuracy, and plies its wings of rhythm and tune towards
the far primaeval haunts of the human mind, the prose of
public speech must apply its formal attractions rather to
the office of encouraging and exalting the discourse of
reason.

Thus when Thucydides draws attention, in that chapter
on the Troubles in Greece, to the arbitrary alterations
made in the accepted usages of names', he proceeds

2 Aristoph. Ayes, 1638- bapdvL' dvOporoov Idooetnov, 7ro^ 4Epei; cf.
Ran. I16o, 1472.

2 Above, pp. 16o-I; 167-8. s Quoted on p. 88.
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immediately to illustrate and explain the phenomenon-
significant to the observer of rhetoric-with a laboriously
scientific thoroughness. Sophocles, in treating the same
sort of point, merely states the fact, and calls up the old
fabulous lore for his dramatic impression'. What he
thought of this lore himself, it is happily not our duty
here to determine: the beliefs of accomplished artists
are slippery things to handle. But to subject the mind
of Thucydides to any such theory can hardly be more
reasonable than to take these words in Euripides--' that
man is best who has faith in hopes always 2 '-as evidence
that either the poet or Amphitryon was tinged with the
doctrine of Saint Paul.

As to the 'insistent habit of impersonation' which
strikes us at every turn in Greek poetry, we have
traced it back to a specially vigorous desire for a clear
conception of individual things, which seemed to overcome
and absorb the more general primitive study of their con-
ditions and relations; where these required emphasis,
they also would be individualised in the mind of the
Greek with increasing traits of personality. Here we
noticed the psychologists' theory of child-like 'play.'
Perhaps it is more useful simply to remember the ancient
and wide-spread love of acting a part, and fancying others
in one's own place: from the latter pretence, at any rate,
the beast-fable most probably arose'; and variations or

1 Soph. Antig. 622-TA KaKOv OKEL v 7rOT EOX0V ~T Ep/4IEVOTW ppvac

EOr ayEL 7p rp aay. Perhaps the use of 7' ev, an epic form not found else-
where in tragedy, gives part of the ancient flavour. Jebb ad loc. quotes a
more explicit statement of the same notion from Theognis 403.

2 Eurip. Herc. Fur. IoI-ovro~ ' dv8ip pwcror rts EtriOTE rrcOLoEV dEl.
a Cf. Fitzgerald, Polonius, Pref.:- 'We are fantastic, histrionic creatures;

having so much of the fool, loving a mixture of the lie, loving to get our
fellow-creatures into our scrapes and make them play our parts.' Aristotle,
Poet. 4, derives all poetry from a natural love of imitating, and love of
imitations. See the interesting notes of Margoliouth, 191 I, ad loc. for views
of primitive imitation from the asthetic writings of Hirn, Wallaschek, Lipps
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developments of this game can be recognised in the
earliest discernible effort of each form of European art.
That the habit of impersonation, when skilfully refined,
is one of the main supports of poetry as we know it, is
obvious enough: but it may be useful to have in mind
the considered judgement of a modern expert 1 :

'What is a Poet ? To whom does he address him-
self? And what language is to be expected from him ?-
He is a man speaking to men...a man pleased with his
own passions and volitions, and who rejoices more than
other men in the spirit of life that is in him ; delighting
to contemplate similar volitions and passions as manifested
in the goings-on of the Universe, and habitually impelled
to create them where he does not find them. To these
qualities he has added a disposition to be affected more
than other men by absent things as if they were
present; an ability of conjuring in himself passions, which
are indeed far from being the same as those produced by
real events, yet (especially in those parts of the general
sympathy which are pleasing and delightful) do more
nearly resemble the passions produced by real events,
than anything which, from the motions of their own minds
merely, other men are accustomed to feel in themselves:
whence, and from practice, he has acquired a greater
readiness and power in expressing what he thinks and
feels, and especially those thoughts and feelings which,
by his own choice, or from the structure of his own mind,
arise in him without immediate external excitement.'

This account of the matter is by no means as complete
as the ideal critic, or Wordsworth himself, might possibly

and Groos. The first of these says (Origins of Art, p. 77)-' By uncon-
sciously and imperfectly copying in our own body the conduct of a man, we
may learn to understand him.' Personalising might seem to begin when one
should be led by force of habit to use the same method for understanding the
conduct of other things.

1 \Wordsworth, Lyrical Ballads, 1800oo, Pref.
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make it: but it will serve to show, in the first place, how
important to our poetry is the sense of personal character
'in the goings-on of the Universe,' and the habit of
creating it where it does not sufficiently appear. The
statement then attempts to explain the workings of poetic
imagination in terms which suggest some further results
of the histrionic impulse. We are not concerned here
with the particular questions on which they touch: but it
should be observed that they apply in a considerable
degree to the more poetical discourses of Protagoras,
Gorgias and Prodicus, and quite closely to the myths of
Plato. Sophistic eloquence, of course, aspired and
contrived to flourish substantially on the treatment of
passions which are 'produced by real events,' and on the
ready expression of common thoughts and feelings. This
practical side of the art was gladly accepted, for serious
exposition, by Antiphon and Thucydides: the historian,
in particular, obtained from it the proportions and colours
of his psychological pictures. This lesson learnt, he
proceeded, of his own force and for his own ends, to
energise with a personal activity almost any concept that
might claim the chief interest of the moment. In this
linguistic feat of dramatisation he was more of a poet
than the sophists. 'By his own choice,' and 'by the
structure of his own mind,' these notions were begollen
in him (if we may join Socrates1 to Wordsworth) 'with-
out immediate external excitement.' But the very
freedom of his policy here is a proof that he stood even
further off than his teachers from any mythical doctrine
of life. For, while he avoids, with hardly one exception2,
those subjects 'which are pleasing and delightful,' and
steadily points to the dangers of abstract disputation, as
well as to the uses of good judgement in a haphazard
world, the glowing intensity of his writing has produced

1 Above, p. 220. 2 pp. 27-8.
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a swarm of lively figures which the allegation of a dramatic
scheme in his work must leave clamouring importunate,
as it were, outside the stage-door.

Mythical speculations on the highest class of passions
find their proper place in his record of what was said in
those critical years. Had he so narrowed his mind as to
accept one of these theories himself, we should have had
to deepen and dignify it in proportion to his general
eminence above the sophistic plane. The few select
figures which seem, at first sight, to conduct his speakers
upon the tragic stage, are precisely those which were fast
becoming the commonplace drudges of Prosopopoeia: it
was chiefly their economical effect which induced him to
give them their company of helpers. His imaginative
zeal in working out the detail of this method was of high
importance to European prose; not so much for the
value of any particular impersonations though the
ardour of his reasoning invested his creatures with far
more luculence and strength than our eighteenth-century
poets could bestow on theirs'-as for the authority
of his example in a fertile province of literary art. It
may be granted that 'with the development of Greek
thought and art in the fifth century B.c. there seems to
have come somehow a hardening of Greek life ; the one
overwhelming interest of the City absorbing passion and
emotion, as the interest of logic and metaphysics absorbed
history and poetry': but it is too much to assert, though
we make the obvious exception of Euripides, that ' the age
of Thucydides and Antipho is not one in which the
emotions have a chance2 .' We do not indeed claim for
the historian that unifying grasp of all human feelings

1 Cf. Collins, The Passions-' Brown Exercise rejoiced to hear, and Sport

leapt up, and seized his Beechen Spear,' etc.
2 Mackail, Sel. E~igr. Gr. Ant/h. 1906, Intr. p. 34: cf. the words of Jebb

quoted above, p. 25.
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whose effort is the essence of religion. He is deaf and
blind to the 'calling shapes, and beckning shadows dire'
with which some of our noblest poetry is peopled. He
does not indulge in so much as the half-belief which is
continually at play, for instance, in the writings of one of
the chief masters of Milton-Jeremy Taylor'; whose
poetic imagery had arisen as a new inspiration from the
Authorised Version of the Hebrew Scriptures '. What
we recognise in Thucydides is the glow of excitement
that belongs to the executive struggle of the artist, and
also, perhaps, to the aesthetic satisfaction with which a
mathematician might survey, at the moment of its com-
pletion, an impassively laboured theorem or curve. In
this light the vivid personal feeling impressed upon or
hovering over every page of the History is no fanciful
paradox. Just as we can regard his periodic structures
as a reversion, in mere practical method, to the primitive
holophrase, so the strenuous energy of his nouns and
participles can be viewed as a business-like revival of
that ancient device, whereby vocal communication, to
acquire an air of first-hand familiarity, endowed every
general notion with the individual behaviour of a repre-
sentative ghost '.

1 Cf. Twenty-seven Sermons, 1654, xx: 'And when the minute is gone, so
is the pleasure too, and leaves no footstep but the impression of a sigh, and
dwells nowhere but in the same house where you shall find yesterday, that is,
in forgetfulness and annihilation ; unless its only child, sorrow, shall marry,
and breed more of its kind, and so continue its memory and name to eternal
ages.'

2 The fervour of the impersonations in the Psalms of David is well
expressed by Sidney (Defence of Poesie) who, in arguing for their roetic
quality, asks-' For what else is the awaking his musicall instruments, the
often and free changing of Persons, his notable Prosopofoeias, when hee
maketh you as it were see God comming in his majestie, his telling of the
beasts joyfulnesse, and hilles leaping, but a heavenly Poesie, wherein almost
hee shewed himselfe a passionate lover of that unspeakable and everlasting
beautie, to bee seene by the eyes of the minde, onely cleared by faith?'

SAbove, pp. 222- 3.
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CHAPTER VIII

INTONATION

§I

OUR inspection of the poetic patterns which Thucyd-
ides applied to the substance of his monumental prose has
made it abundantly clear that, while claiming that 'his
appeals are to the head rather than the heart,' we must deny
that they are 'scarcely ever to the fancy or imagination'.'
We had to notice a similar, though more obvious,
misunderstanding of his biographical sketches in our first
glance at the general character of the History ' . We
shall now try to make our conception of the beginnings
of prose-form more complete, by considering some
deliberate appeals to the ear at certain points in the
History. In selecting and discussing these devices, we
shall keep as much as possible within the pale of objective
criticism 3, and shall be content if a small amount of
unquestionable evidence provides a plain starting-point
for wider and more speculative study. Even so, it may
seem that we are spending too much time upon curious
trifles. But if, as before, we can use a comparison with
other writers to show the superior weight and dignity of
Thucydides, and to throw some fresh light on his literary
genius, the time thus spent can hardly be wasted.

In watching the cultivation of formality among the
writers of early Greek prose, we have already noted a
few of its fruits on the upper branches of the History.

1 Above, p. 4. 2p. 7. s Cf. pp. 383-4.
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With some verbal repetitions in Heracleitus and Hero-
dotus we compared the insistence on -noXXo4 i7oXAca in
Thucydides' account of the capture of Athenian forts on
Plemmyrium'. The same manner appeared in a fragment
of Protagoras'. The light gallantries of the De Arle
have helped to distinguish, by contrast, the solemn
resonance of Hermocrates3; and we have heard Cleon
vigorously drumming on the same initial syllable of
different verbs 4. We passed on, through various sophis-
tic experiments in assonance, alliteration, and measured
compass of phrase, to notice the careful adaptation to
character and mood displayed by Thucydides in various
speeches and descriptions5. To these sound-effects of
his writing we shall now add a few more from the narra-
tive, with the view of showing his conscious aim at
appropriate intonation, and of observing his artistic
method a little more closely.

An intentional heaviness and grimness is manifest in
the words which tell how Pausanias was starved to death
in the temple6 :

KaL ES oLKc7bLCL OV pLE a 0 377/ vTOV LEpOV ECTEX 6 OW, L/a 7)
V1TracOLOS TaXLL7TOwpoL', 7LTXa Ev. OL 6 TO 7TapcLVTLKa JAi

VCTEp7)oT l) T7 6 LO) EL, bLETCL 6ETOVTO 70) TE OtI(Vy.LCLTOS Toll

OpocfOv a4ELXOv KCL Tc 0Vpc ~EL/ 07/ 07a T37q3Tl/TES a~rozw
K a1TO~a'3ovTE" o'JalT &K0 Oo"5'Niacw lTpOoKaUE'0"E/OL 'TE

eEroX LO pKq oa7/ XtbG .

Here the ponderous manner, which we found just
realising its opportunities in Hippocrates 7, has been
organised and controlled for an admirable effect : we
notice, as the crisis approaches, the steady use of o and co,
and the closing long syllables when it arrives 8. The

1p. 114. 2 p. 132.
a pp. 143-4: cf. p. 186. 4 p. 164~. pp. 182-7.
6 Thuc. 1, 134 2. 7 Above, p. 125.
8 A reference to Jowett 's version will show the sort of language into which

L. 1
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word TaX cwrrwpo&i may serve to recall the remark 1

which introduces Thucydides' statement of his historical
method

ovr Wc c/raXar'rrpo~ TOL 7 roXXo 4rj 77o-is TS dX7E(as

where the long syllables are obviously designed for a
sense of personal gravity.

The continued miseries of war and plague induce the
same heavy sound :

rOiLo0' (L) iTTa'OEL OL 'A6qvactOL 1Trpt7TeOvTES E1TLE OWT0,

cwVpdciow T ETvOl) ' yOPcTKOVT&Wv KaL y7 SE &?70VVEV7)S.

The long, oppressive train of 'spondees' is varied,
just at the end, with an 'iambus.' An equally calculated
effect, at a more exciting moment, appears in the story of
the siege of Plataea J, where the bustle of heaping up
faggots is conveyed in something like the latter half of an
epic line; but the firing of the wood with sulphur and
pitch is given the tone of fatal grimness which we have
heard elsewhere:

TaXv 6E 7rX7jpov yEvo/vov &La roXXvX tpcaX ETLI c-pEvY)ocLv
KaL r7n scLXX'7s rlOXE&Js ocrov E&vcWTro afro TO1) J TE&)pOV

TXEUY'Tol'E7TLOTXEV, E /3cLXOvTES E 7fl)p eViVOELp KaiL 1r(cr

So, when he tells how simplicity, which is so large a
part of nobility, wvas 'derided to annihilation,' he drives
the point home with the 'trochaic' beat of two sonorous
verbs4 :-

these resonant verbs--rolling in, as it were, on top of one another--ought
not to be translated.

1Thuc. I, 20 fin. Cf. above, p. 62. It looks as if the phrase may have
struck Aristophanes: cf. Fr. 250 (Danaid.)-ovTA)s avrois draXauirdpw s
irirtO L KEL-o. The other uses of the word near that time are in Hippo-
crates, Aer. 280; Acut. 389. 2 I, 4. . II, 77. 3.

SIII, 83. cf. the same effect in Plato (P/cedr. 245 a)- ,r woh/ots 192-0riffs
r&v) /Iatvop. vwv ov ) T povAOovvTOS 'jc/rvto-t1. Dionys. (DeCcornp5. Verb. r8)

notices the stately rhythms of the Funeral Oration ; esp. Trhuc. II, 35.
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01) TON 'ACJ1fIOh1
KaTL TO EV)0E%, O TO yEv O ua

KaTayXcO6EV Yavo Oi .

It is hardly necessary to give further examples in
illustration of this deliberate, though spasmodic, attention
to rhythm: but it may be useful to consider a few care-
fully wrought passages in the Sicilian Expedition. The
analysis of Nicias' state of mind (at a council of war)
shows a striking variety of rhythms at the ends of the
clauses 1:

EXfl3Os TL ETL 7aPEXx ovpOEp c ToO fTEp&W EOETOaL,

r) KapTEpJO L 7rpOOKaOi7fLvo L XP'7P' aT(JJyap airo p r(VTO VS
EKTPVXeOELV, aXXac TE KaL1 'lT 7TXEov77aLS vwapxovo-ats
vavo- OaXao-o-oKparovvmw.

It is plain here that the contrasts of iambus, spondee
and dactyl are meant to correspond with the contrasts of
the successive thoughts. A still clearer case occurs in
that thrilling description of the retreat where the
movements of a fight in a narrow pass are marked by
alternations of rhythm

El bLEV iiOcEV o o'AO7vaioL, vTEXoJpovv, EL avaXWPOZEV,
E7TEKECWTO.

On the whole, of course, it is with a more broadly and
loosely flowing resonance that Thucydides has dignified
the finest parts of this special narrative. We need only
turn to a passage in which he reaches, perhaps, his most
tremendous splendour, to see how the verbal echoes are
due, not so much to a minute selection, as to suggestions
arising in the internal ear under the excitement of the
contemplated scene. W\e have already noticed the
feelings of the Athenian soldiers, as they turned away

1 VII, 48. 2.
2Cf. above, p. 2.
3VII, 79. 5: cf. III, 97. 3 CITE jpv rLo...CTrpCLToirE3ov, v7TEXaOPOVV, avaxco-

povoi SE E7-EKLvTo : VIII, 33. 4-E TTV MiXijroi' EKo/LL4o-87, G) T1TEp $LEVOELTO.
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24 CLIO ENTHRONED

from their camp and the sight of their dead and wounded
comrades 1: but the full horror of the situation does not
possess our minds, till we listen to the language of
T hucydides:°

rrpo; yap wrT/3OXLCW KatL OXo~flpfLOV Tpall pVoot E

ctlTOpLcW KaLO-Tcav, L7ELVTE o-4xLSae LLOVVTES KcLL EvaL

c'KaoTov ErT/ 3 00/LEZ)Ot, EaTLP~t iTov TLS t5 OL ''I ETatcL 'Y)

OLKEUWV, TcO~v TE ~VOTK7p7V ? 7&') awTtOVT(JV EKKpeLWvvVpEvoL KatL

EITaKOXOOVVTES 000v ~v1N2LLTO, EL Tp O E 1rpoXa~-oL ct~

KCLL TO OCO/p a, OVK aLVEV OAL7WiV EIJWLELcO7Ov KatL o p cy
a7ToXEL7To/JEVo £-

The dismal sweep of these phrases, which at the same
time are controlled by the main balance of the periodic
scheme, show the magnificent results of sophistic enter-
prise in a mind of keen sensibility and unrelenting grasp.
So when we come to the 'play' of these compounds, and
the long syllables that follow-

KaTT/(bELa TE TLS a/J Kct KJ.KacLE/JILS O cv OiVaToWv

we are reminded less of some Euphuistic jingle than of
the ominous harping of Carlyle :

'There is work for the hangman ; work for the
hammerman, niot in building 2.'

So again, in the account of the final carnage at the
river Assinarus, the alliteration seems a natural accom-
paniment of the disturbance 3 :

ES TOG E7TL UELTEpcL TE TOy 1TOTap~ov 7TaLpCLUacWTES OL.
,VpELKOOTLO I.. E/3CLXXOv ~cWO)EL) ovS 'Aeh~va~ov;, ITLVOVV§L' TE

TOYS 7TOXXOVS aO71 EVvv KtLLEl'KOLX&) " Ic) TOTCLL&

crcc~u avoisTacLcYoIcvoVS...Kai T VOOJ'... EITLVETO TE

T/O T T 7Xc5 flLL2TWILcEVOV KaLi 7TEptLt ,X7TOv '?51/ TOTS 1TOXXOLS.

Besides the continual alliteration of words beginning
1 VII, 75; above, p. 397.
2 Carlyle, French Rev. V, 3. 3 Thuc. vii, 84. 4-5.
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with 7r, there is the striking repetition of Tows 1ToXXovs,
slightly altered, in the emphatic place at the end: the
descriptive intention of these words ought to be rendered
by our phrases-' in the mass '-'in a mass,' so as to
display the press of the whole multitude struggling to
get the same thing at once'.

§2

The use of these emphatic repetitions can be traced,
as we found, to the Jonian sages, and past them to epic
poetry2 ; the metre of which was also found lingering at
the close of some similar formal emphasis in Herodotus'.
The examples of formal resonance and rhythm which we
have just remarked in Thucydides suggest that, although
he only sought these poetic aids at casual moments of
intensity, they require our notice here, as a part of the
general policy which utilised antithesis and personification.
The occasional jingles of his rhetorical clauses have been
often, if rather vaguely, attributed to 'Gorgiasm': it is no
less clear that the neat regularity with which Gorgias often
made his clauses rhyme must also have brought metrical
echoes into prose. This latter intrusion of poetry cannot
be ignored, when we consider such effects as --

AOsbLEPv(LyaX/hacTcL, EcVT~V QE ctvcLOrq~LcTa -

EKTWTO LEV (WSXPPtf° E~p71TO0OE (Os TL1LL&TO

1'Longinus' (De Sutb!. 38. 3), though he quotes this passage as an instance
of a hyperbole which comes of such a vehemence of feeling as not to seem a
hyperbole at all, neglects the full force of the expression by transposing thus:-

iL ToIS rroA~ots E7L r~v rrEppi r~pov. His insertion of ETC seems to show that he
felt the importance of 'rocr rroA~os; and ITEPLF~aX,Tov is the kind of word with
which Thuc. commonly ends a sentence. Unfortunately, the effect of his
mistake on the latest translator of The Sublime (Prickard, 1906, p. 69) is that
ToLr 7roX~oLs is neglected altogether :- even fighting to have it'--where
7rEPLJL2aX?)Tov itself is cheated of its proper effect in sound. The peculiar turn
of the phrase in Thuc. seems to have impressed the memory of Lucian (De
Conscr. His!. 51)-Kal WcI1JWvKaL olov r T Vp)EWrLvov Kill WS EC/ vVovTo

7'LVOVTEI Ot2roX~oi.

2 Above, pp. 113-5. s pp. I I - 5. 4 p. 152. ° p. 15 4.
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and there can be little doubt that, if we possessed much
more of Gorgias' writings, we should find there some
experiments of the sort which we have observed in
Thucydides'. It is recorded of Isocrates that 'up to his
last years he went on sticking together antitheses and
evenly measured and like-sounding clauses, smoothing
down his periods, as one might say, with chisel and file,
and arranging their rhythm 2 ' But the aim of making
me/re the chief formal support of prose was started by
Thrasymachus of Chalcedon ; who seems to have largely
determined the rhythmic method of Isocrates, and thus
to have opened up a field of experiment hardly less
important than the work of Gorgias to European litera-
ture'. The main development of metrical structure
in prose does not concern us here: we have only to note
some sporadic signs of Thucydides' interest in the matter
among the more studied language of his book.

The aim of Thrasymachus is remarkable for having
diverged from the commonest poetry with his use of
'paions' (- ' and j.v-). In what manner he
arranged his effect is not clear. In Thucydides, how-
ever, we shall draw attention to a habit of ending off
sentences and clauses with a more or less pronounced
'heroic' cadence (e.g. - -- - ~'- "). Considering the
nature of his mind and work, his use of such a device
cannot be expected to be more than fitful ; and at the
stage of formal construction in which we have placed him,
it is not surprising that he should allow the mould of epic

1 Cf. Cicero, Orat. 167-' Gorgias, cuius in oratione plerumque efficit
numerum ipsa concinnitas.'Q

2 Plutarch, De Glor. Ati. 8-avTLOETa Ka i-a pura Kat2L Of~~iT~OTa KOXXCOv

Kal ITVVTdJELS /JMVOV OV KOXa-7iT7)p-L Kai $VoTT~paL T(S 2TEp1OIIOVS U7ToXeaLVCOJ/Kai

pvOLo)V Ey,7paoYE.
s A useful collection of the evidence (with bibliography) has been made by

A. C. Clark, Eon/es Proses iVumerosae, 1909: see also his Cursus in Mediceval
and Vulgar Latin, 1910, and his account of Zielinskis discovery of the
scheme of Cicero's clausul?, Glass. Rev., 1905, pp. 164 foil.
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verse to give a stately finish to his more calculated
phrases. How conscious was this choice, we shall
probably be unable to decide. What we can do is to
observe the most persistent echoes or chimes, and recall
what has been said of the influence of Homer'. The
popularity of the rhapsodes down to the latter part of the
fourth century shows that the common knowledge of the
epics was acquired, not by the eye, but by the ear.
Signs of this fact, as of the variations introduced through
forgetfulness or vanity by the reciter, appear in the
'misquotations' that we find not only in Thucydides', but
in Plato and Aristotle. Large portions of the poems were
learnt by heart at school: during the rest of his life, the
Athenian relied on this memory, aided by public recitals;
and in the course of composition, even a writer who
possessed a copy of Homer would regard it as useful
rather for reading aloud some less familiar episode, than
for verifying a quotation which occurred to his mind.
Books were rare; and though learned or leisured men
like Sophocles, Euripides3 and Thucydides must have
collected a certain number, the habit of hearing both
prose and verse delivered with a practised elocution
would continue the appeal to the ear even when they were
reading in silence by themselves. Thus in distinguishing
his ambition from that of his predecessors Thucydides
remarks, as we saw, that his hearers will find his avoid-
ance of the fabulous a failure in delight 4 : he does not,
however, seek the applause which is won by a con-
temporary recital, but looks rather to perpetuation on the
shelves of the learned. Even so, with him as with

1 Above, pp. 25-8.
2 Thuc. III, 1o4 (on the Festival at Delos; above, pp. 27- 8).
s Euripides and Aristotle are mentioned by Athenaeus (i, 3 a) as

possessors of books; cf. Tatian, Or. contra Grecos I43 b.
4 I, 22. 4 S& /

v dKpaoaTLV KTX. (above, p. 14).
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Isocrates', the verb 'to read' (&vayrivo-KELv) still
suggests the notion of 'listeners' (&KpoarTa). So we
find that Socrates' acquaintance with the writings of
Anaxagoras was oral". Hence the effect of rhythm, like
that of antithetical balance, could never have been missed
by fifth-century 'readers,' as our practice so commonly
misses it to-day. It is only when an accomplished
delivery reveals to us an unsuspected birthright of sound
in some well-known discourse or poem, that we can
realise the inadvertence of our ways. To the Greek,
a metrical cadence was, at the very least, an integral part
of the expression.

Thucydides' handling of formal prose might be sum-
marily described as an attempt to bring the attractive
and frankly poetic graces of Gorgias to terms with the
sententious brevity and gravity of the early philosophers.
But there were other famous thinkers besides Heracleitus,
Anaxagoras and Democritus; there were sages who
sought an impressive utterance through the use of a
conventional metre. Xenophanes had written not only
in hexameters, but in elegiac and iambic verse; and his
attacks on the theology of Homer had been widely
spread by discussion. The metaphysical hexameters of
Parmenides would be heard in a narrower circle.
Empedocles wrote in the same metre: we have noticed
his traditional connection with Sicilian rhetoric'. Thus,
while the drama was presenting its pleas and arguments
in the simpler iambic measure, the hexameter continued
to resound the thoughts of eminent minds upon ultimate
questions. The language also of proverbs and oracles
on the most ordinary affairs ran readily in this convenient
channel. One of the first difficulties, therefore, which
faced the designers of a larger, though still regular,

1 Isocr. Panath. 84; 86; 233. 2 Plato, Plcedo 97 b.
' Above, p. i50.
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scheme for prose, was to keep the step of the sentence
out of time with the music of popular verse.

In general, it seems that Thucydides, in his efforts
towards formal dignity, resolved to stop his ears against
the beat of heroic verse. But he was unable to avoid it
altogether. Not only do we find phrases like these-

(i, 74. 2) iZv KarLa yTv QVEL E/3 0oj EL-

(i, 133) KiLLTcLA A c7TacfpauvovrocKcd' EKatOP-~

(II, 77. 3) cbrJ o Ti ,J ETEO OV ITX EGTOV EiTOXEiV-

at the end of a clause, but in one place a speech is
finished off with at least a recognisable cadence:

(iv, 92 fin.) aLvaLvrayo7&WL aOLcir' LVTow O i~6G

and we find several other ends of clauses and sentences
which are very near falling into the full shape of the
measure

(I, 13. I) 7Tp 6TEpoV 6& crav 1TJ pTOZc y~pr oG TwarptKOd

/3 CL-tLXELXL

(Ii, 49. 5) fXvKrCdIVac u KpcLICKati, cXK~o u' i 7VOf')J

(ii, 95. 2) TOP vpaK X aXCL&Kov IToX E/kov -

(III, 70. 3) XE7ovTEs 'Ah cLCots r~v KE'pxvpctv a-

6o~ v,(iv, 47. 2) KcLL rov s Tr vio -acL ivl'ov c a EEOTEpov

EyXEpqcrcat

(Iv, 57. 4) rOVi',& Tz 'rjj cp AaCE L/~LovVLOVS KcLTcL qcr

(iv, 92. I) 'IEGXOS cv0ucO 8qL)7o c~f/LEPOL /pLEXXoO'TL 4OEpE-

(iv, 103. 2) Ev rT5 'A1J4?iTXEL 1TX?1v T&v rpo&G8ovrcw-

(iv, 107. 2) TOP 7TOrcyWP 1ToXXOL'S irXO(OL' 4wwO)~

irX EV oa-

(vi, 92. 5) T711) TE OU-W Kai T qV p EX X o1o-cLv va v

KatBEX)'TE-
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They are not elegant specimens of verse, but they
conform, with very slight deficiencies, to the heroic
system. Taken merely by themselves, they would seem
to be casual lapses such as are to be found in almost any
writer, even the most careful. But when we notice how
many of these occur in direct or reported speech; that
several run out into verbs compounded with the same
preposition (Ka-a-) ; that one of these cases (Iv, 107. 2)
is followed after a short space by a double or chiming
cadence of the same sort

(Iv, IoS fin.) TOUS EK r7( c v7OV Kop(o-ao-Oc Ka

wOXEqwV KaLTaXVccL-

and that these are the words in which Thucydides dis-
misses his analysis of the Spartan motives; these cumula-
tive hints appear to call for a thorough investigation, in
order that we may he able to judge whether they are due
to a conscious choice, or at least to an instinctive habit.

We shall begin with two chapters of narrative
(i, 23-4). In the former of these, the first sentence ends
with TraXEa T'Y)V KpwCL OXE", and the third with &a T
oTacLcELv. The clauses of the fourth have these
endings -aJro-ra KcT Tr- 'VTO'J Qv-TILOE oIE

evv 'frqo-cw. The sixth sentence ends with Toes ~Z~ijotL
KcLTET)7. Jmmedliately after these effects of final verbs, we
get what is almost a chime, but on a different basis-

(z, 23. 6) rTp~' P yap acrqOWo-arql' po~cao-t, ac~aE-

in a passage of careful explanation : we pass, in the next
two clauses, to a 'paeonic ' chime-

avacyKao-ac ES roTOXE/ptEL.. . aiM
8 7)0-l) EKcTEp&w-

while the next, and last, clause of the paragraph winds
up with cc TOP ' TOXE /LOl Ka~TEOr'qu-av( - ) .

1 A fairly common ending in Demosthenes, and the first of the three
favoured by Cicero (Clark, Eon/es Pr. Numier. p. 6).
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In the second of these two chapters, the second
sentence ends with a near approach to a complete
hexameter

(I, 24. 2) T-~v ir-aXai v iov Eic m LrpOwOXEGJS

KaTaKX7 OELS-

and, at the close of this paragraph, we have three
sentences winding up, in as many lines, with these
words

(I, 24. 7) TUW /3apf8cpwv wXq ov ca-cXvo-cLL ST

cHpaov E6CovTO cXX ' aTTp7V~ d7ocL'TEI jiav

where the heroic cadence seems to reassert itself, after a
slight modification in the direction of the TOXEfol-'

O-rqoav above (-' -). Of these two chapters or
paragraphs, the first makes a bridge-by some general
remarks on the cause of the war-between the introduc-
tory sketch of early Greece and the account of the rise of
the quarrel; the second, in starting this account, describes
the unsuccessful appeal of the Epidamnian envoys at
Corcyra. A few pages further on, we find the Corcyraean
envoys speaking at Athens, and are struck by the follow-

ing clause-chime-

(I, 36, 2-3) To TE EvOEV 3E Tpos TcLEL TcLPc7TEAAJcaL, Kai

E~ Ta2XXUa fV/4OpWOTaTOVCO °W.1/
3pcLXvraroS' av KE(~bcX aLp,

TUGS TE eV/L7TcLcOt KUaLKaEW EKaLOTOV

which runs out, with the next phrase, into a trochaic
cadence-

The Corinthians' speech in opposition shows some

more, but not so remarkable, examples

(I, 38. I) 8L& TETavO KcuL VVJ-' TOX bLOVOL.. .?TaXEWE K-

7TE/L( 6ELEV.
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The next sentence ends similarly-Kai r. EKOIc

Oav/J4Eo-Oat ; a little further on we find /3tc&o-ao-Oat r'v
roUTCov / JLETpLtorpa : but it is only after some space, in
which one or two chimes of different type appear

(, 39. 3) viX' fLtcL&J01-rE. . .T L0VE~%E-

(I, 40 fin.) qop-rj oErE.. . '3t~ v vTpoo Eto .. .LLv 6 7)oETE -

(cf. the reassertion in I, 24. 7 above)

and one marked heroic cadence

(I, 41. I) Cv.TTE /3 Xa4TTELV 0of a8 (olAoL O xp~joi)

that we meet with another heroic chime

(I, 42. 4) X'PL KactpoV 9(ovOa... vp taxcLv EycX)

A careful search throughout the History provides no
ground for suspecting that Thucydides attempted any
elaborate metrical scheme, such as may be attributed to
Isocrates. In large portions of the book there is no
more sign of a recurrent scheme of feet than in the main
substance of Herodotus. It is only because these
occasional chimes-most markedly in the heroic ca-
dence-are the sole indications of a care or inclination

for rhythmic as distinct from assonant balance in Thu-
cydides, that they deserve some further attention.

Aristotle, in the chapter of the R/hetoric 2 which treats
of prose-rhythm, makes no mention of Thucydides : he
gives the first place to Thrasymachus and his use of the
paeon. It is curious, however, that when he passes to
the subject of the 'strung-together' and 'compact' styles
he quotes as an example of the former-which he further
describes as the 'antique '--this version of H erodotus'
opening sentence-

'H6' &oJovp ov 716 LOTOpL7)s 7r Lo6ELi-

where it looks as if his notion of an old-fashioned style

1 Blass, Rhythm. A/usc/i. Kunsftrosa, 1901. 2 Aristotle, Rizet. III, 8.
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were giving an epic turn to a phrase which our tradition
gives thus

dHpo~o rov AXKapvcJ-o0 Lcoropnrc' o
8

E GS /6E.

It may be that the difference in the place-title points
to an Attic version which commemorated the citizenship
bestowed on the author by an Athenian colony: but the
rearrangement of the last three words is probably due to
Aristotle. Demetrius', quoting the same sentence as a
'single-membered' or simple period, gives these three
words in the order of our texts: but his other instance of
a short scheme 'rounded at the end' shows something
like a dactylic instead of a trochaic cadence

'~yap octf rjs c/po-Lc iToXv 4cW& 7rPEXEaTa r w

aGKOVOl-TUW OLavOlaL'.

The first mention of rhythm in Thucydides is made
by Cicero2, who observes that if Herodotus, Thucydides
and other writers of that early time succeeded in pro-
ducing, here and there, a good rhythmical effect, it was
not through the choice of any special metre, but an
accidental result of their disposition of words. Cicero
also follows the lead of Aristotle in condemning a fixed

metrical scheme for prose, as distinct from the desirable
sense of something like metre on a large scale, which we
understand by the word 'rhythm.' Dionysius 4 mentions
rhythm to the same purpose, in remarking on what we
call the 'swing' or 'roll' of some phrases in the Funeral
Oration. But in opposition to these views there is a
remark of Demetrius on one of Thucydides' phrases
about the plague :-' In the elevated style, the members
should begin with a "procatarctic " and end with a

1 Demetr. De Eloc. 17: cf. 44.
2 Cicero, Orat. 228 (probably following Theophrastus : cf. Mayer,

Theopkhr. 9r~pt X~. p. 35).
3 Aristotle, Rhet. III, 8 -EL /.L7TE 'pILM vETP vELaL b1TE a'ppvBLov KTX.

4 Dionys. De Comp. Verb. 113-4.
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"catalectic" paeon, as in this passage of Thucydides
pctro E To KCKJI E' AcetowaS'.' That is to say

phrase begins with - , and ends with -. In our
text of Thucydides we find- 'p arlo 6E ro rrpwhOV, cs

XEyErat, E AWAo7 n'raT 7 r3ri-p Aiyvov . Perhaps the last
three words are an interpolation : but it is more likely
that the critic has misquoted, just as Lucian has mis-
quoted the rest of the sentence 3. Still, the remark is
partly justified 4 ; and although there is little persistent
use of paeonic endings such as we have seen above', it
will be found that there are a good many combinations
of heroic close with the scheme in the manner
we have noticed a little later6 . This cadence, like the
heroic, is based on a regular habit of ending with
four-syllable verbs like 8Eovro , Vw9(epoVv, KctcX VcU

and &1JT6TEVEIJcv. Some other remarks of this critic are of
interest to us here: 'all of us certainly remember in a
special degree, and are stirred by, the words that come
first and those that come last...The majesty of Thucyd-
ides is almost entirely due to the long values in his
rhythm' ;-which reminds us of the spondaic weightiness
which we have quoted as apparently deliberate'. A long
syllable before one of these habitual verbs will give the
minimum of the heroic cadence, while a short one
(e.g. I, 69. 5 - &X Xov rtovras) gives a cadence which,
following Demetrius, we may conveniently call 'paeonic.'
The result is that wve get a large number of ' Phere-
cratean' endings, like the close of the ' Glyconic ' stanza 8,

1Demetr. De Eloc. 39; Roberts (Demetr. onz Style, 1902, p. 64) inclines
to place this treatise in the first century A.D.

2Thuc. II, 48. 1. Lucian, De Conscr. Hist. i 5 (omitting Libya).
4 Cf. I, 35 fin.-o-iTr 'vp

6 
Tar-oc, rovrov qlXov ix"" : 58. 2-&or 6 U -p~r

'A~r~aiov1 WO6XELoIyj. I, 23. 6; above p. 250.
6 Demetr. De Floc. 41 quotes the phrase-TOW j v Epit ra fc~v?/ nEaa

4/ LXoo-o43vrov--~ias 'preonic.'
Above, pp. 241-2. 8 E.g. Soph. Oea'. Col. 706--x 6

yXCLvK~lcOIr 'AOdva.
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interspersed with a fair number of endings like the metre
of the song about Melanion in the Lysis/rahta. Some-
times the former cadence, which we shall call 'heroic,'
shows the trochee instead of the spondee before the
penultimate dactyl

(I, 62. 5) cWVTLKaOLTTCVTO KCi aLCVTOL, KCLLO!ITOXV VcTEpOV

vvEc Lyyo v-

but when we consider all the instances, and especially such
cases as the latter of the following two in Sthenelaidas'
speech-

(j, 86. I) /uac a Lo( ELCrLV, OTL &IT cya W KCLKOL

yEyEVj)vTaL-

we seem justified in regarding this trochee as a break
or check in an otherwise too obvious heroic cadence.
We also find that this same speech is wound up thus:

(I, 86 fin.) rovc v ao KvKTcIpO&& EV,(X XXa ...
E7?TLW/LEV EiTL T0VS a.&LKOVl/Tc.

The heroic clausula or finish of a period has been
shown to be rare in Cicero2 : Quintilian speaks of it as
inadmissible in prose3 . On this question Greek and
Roman tastes were at variance, owing largely to the
different constitutions of the two languages. 'Longinus,'
in an obscure and defective passage 4, seems to commend
a sentence of Demosthenes for its dependence on two
separate dactyls, and to remark that the heroic metre is,
by virtue of these feet, 'the finest metre we know.'
This is not a pronouncement in favour of the heroic
claztsula, but simply a recognition of the value of dactyls
for prose. Nevertheless, a glance at any of Demosthenes'

1 Aristoph. Lysisir. 789-iK r' EXayoti/pat ( 1TXE a/LEVOS apKVr, jKCIl KU v( tIP'

ELXEV.

2 Wiist, De Olaus. Rhel. ('ic. i 88 I ; cf. Clark, Class. Rev. 1905 pp. 164 foil.
sQuintil. Inst. Or. IX, 4. 102.
SLongin. De Subi. 39 : cf. Verrall, Class. Rev. 1905, p. 254.
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speeches will find him not averse, in his various use of
metre, to endings like these-

(De Cor. 270) EaL TEplEorLP-t- & tocKaT

(Mid. 574) EL XPEELV Kat ayV C/GK'TcL.

There is no Clalselgeselz to which the general
practice of Thucydides can be reduced. We are only
concerned with noticing how, in the course of his formal
experiments, he found the ready-made cadence of the
hexameter useful for producing a sense of completeness
and point in his phrases. The effect is perhaps most
obvious where he concludes a piece of speech or ex-
planation or discussion in this manner. In the following
example-

(I, Ioi fin.) c poXo'yro-av 'Ahvcdot& o TE KaWE-

KCE L KCL vav lrcpc WVTE%,.. . KcLL TO XOtITOV 4 cpctv, qv TE

77TELp0V KcLt T OpEcTcXXov acfVTES.-

the suggestion of a hexameter in the first phrase (4o-

Xo'yqo-cv... KaOEX0vTES) seems to finish the clause with
another phrase (KccU vad3 7rapLoovrec) which would have
made the measure complete, had it stood in the place of
the preceding three words : the next clause ends like an
iambic line, but the hexameter reasserts itself in the
clausua~. The same suspense and satisfaction' are to be
felt, though in a lesser degree, at another ending of a
paragraph

I, ii fin.) E(TTpCLTEV(TLV KCaL E2T0XtopK~vv~, 01) /LEVT0L

ELXov yE, CLXX Airtwr-a 'I LK

We may add, in this connection, the winding-up
formula of en-' eoKV&'&11 vveypa/icv, which has the last
two feet of the measure, and which closes a paragraph in
nine places ; in four of these it is preceded by the end-
ing xi-'P° ' ETEXEVTcL 2.

1 Cf. above, p. I o8.
2 II 70; 103; III, 88; Ii6; VIII, 6o; IV, 51; VI, 63; VII, 18; VIII, 6: the

last four are of the double sort.
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§3
Without attending to a multitude of smaller metrical

curiosities, we shall now pass in review the passages
in each Book which display the strongest signs of a
systematic appeal to the ear through this heroic in-
tonation and similar devices which may call for notice.
We proceed in continuation from the passages already
quoted from the Corcyraean and Corinthian speeches'
and from the terms arranged between the Thasians and
Athenians2:

(I, 124. 2) TS6E 4YTaLXEy~o Oat,.. .TO cLvTLKa 8 EWVOV,.

avT'oi S&a irXedovo c Lp'v)cflE7TLV/7TavTEs EK TX9.L01 / LU

yap Eip17/r jvi LXX0v f/ 33 LovrtO.

(Corinthians' speech, which closes shortly after with
these endings- ?IrEXOvrES, .. .TO Xoi rT v OLKW 1LE... 'XEVOEp-

(i, 144 fin.) ES TCLSE 7Tpo'j7yC)yoV (LVTCL" vo1J1)XP

XELIT~cr8a, .. .p 7)E~aao -) rpc 8 ovvc.

(End of Pericles' speech.)

This Book also offers more evidence of the way in
which four-syllable verbs of the kind already noticed 3

will make the rhythm of the endings waver between
paeonic and heroic:

(i, 50. 2) OaXcLo o rjc EITEXovT-c W, . .. vv .EL&Lv cLXX JXoL&,

... &ac~VGWEITO(OVVTO O OO EpaOV ')EKpaT0VVTO' .

calrrjsyEyEV?7ru. ... KOp~vOwL ES T7/V y)7l,.. .TOVS VEK JU Touc

~Tbf3TEpOVS ETpcLITovTO,---

Pericles' speech has two pieces of Protagorean
alliteration

(i' 140. 2) d p q lLEV01 yap &Kac tLEV TOW &Lacf3powV

r Above, pp. 25 1-2. 2 z, ici fin.: above, p. 256.
3 pp. 250, 254.
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aXXfXoLS &8ovaL Ka(LL O"BtEXELV EEKaGTEpOVS a EXO.EV,

OVTE VO La ITO) T)TVOVTE '/l OW 8L8OovTrW 8EXovrTCL-

(I, 141. I) TV yap avTv' v varaL 8ovXwo-Lv ?TE /LEyLt'o

KaLL X~a(cYT17 LKaLwOcYL a/IoTOWow 0OW 7TpO &K'?7s Tot

'rrE'Xcx 7Tccco'oL v/

in both of which an impressive sound-effect seems to be
sought at the cost of brevity. This speech has also
a marked iambic chime:

(I, 142. 7) cd'i-oZ rpocrycvr4crEraL.... .M7&K~v E Epy-

ao-OE ?T) '.. .yEcopyoL KatL ov OcX acrt~ot.

So too has Archidamus' speech

(I, 84. 4) TV-Xas ov Xoy 9) 8LcLp rcs. .. . Tcts EXITL&(% .. .

acr baXwus TpOVOOV/EVot.... ayy 1W~T L L8Ev Tct.

(II, I15. 2) e1 o-c 3ao-LX~v(T,...(2 2 lines') S Tr7
viwv 'TOXWU'ovoT W, .. . LL7TO KE L t7rpVTaCWELv, VV(1)KL(TE

-ravra% -

(II, 45. i) opw /pLycuJ Toll ayawacL(TOP yap O1JK o
~a7TaLs ELWOEv EITcLlELJ/)

which is followed immediately by a trochaic chime

ap T'qS o1-X O/LOLOt, aXX oAY'P XELPOVs KpLOELTE.

(Funeral Oration.)

(II, 52 fin.) OL ph'LEJ)ETLOEvTESTOPl ECLvT&wv EKpov 1V4I7pTToV,

OL 8E... &v 4epoL~v a LLTvL.

(End of paragraph on the plague.)

(II, 64. I) COEX7 '7TWvV/J&JV lJTaKovav,.. .'- vo'o-oS ?'4&,

Irpay/La, /L67Toil) TdVToW.. .yEyEzrqLE'vOw.

(The epic swing of Pericles' quite ordinary words is
stopped at the end of the sentence.)

(ii, 65. I I) E COP XXa T OXA ,...cap?(-)v EXOVv, m...E

1Oxford text, ed. Stuart Jones, 1898.
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YLKCXLal) ITXOVs,.. .7rp Os Os iTflo'av, .... rots O9 O/L'vo&s

ET LyLyO)O'KlTE,-

(After two trochaic endings, and one paeonic, we
seem to return to the heroic.)

(II, 66. 2) KicaLE7TEL&) 1) U eVVXdPOVP, CL TEITXEV(Y (lV ~
OLKOV.

(End of paragraph.)

(II, 89. 3) Y)lW,Lcv aXXov 7)1)1?TEpLE(TCL, EL7T KCa' T01TOGS

EV EKELV9)c, EEL 4iVL / E 01J8  v TOpOp 'cr,... 6pcacrvJ'epotC

CcT/'LEV.

(Phormio's speech ;-three heroic and one paeonic.)

(II, 95. 2) Cd'T~c cJp/O~oy4)KEc, OTE r?7) V qvc9(LcW E1LeIZT0,

70o) MITepLK?7sXcLXKL&GKOJ) WoXe/10v KaLTaXVcTLw.

(Sitalces' promise. A little before, on the same
subject, the emphasis has become paeonic :-roc ir
®paLKr% ... TT) V E/ 3 oVXo/Lcvos avaLTpa atL, 7i7l) 6E VT0b

cbro~oi3vat. )

The speeches of this Book also show some notable
iambic endings. The most persistent series are:-

(II, 37. 2) E~irLT7,6EVL~c&V VTOt/IlELV, 07)& O py17s TOPllEa

EL KELO )760v71) L 5pa, Eour~- (Pericles).

(ix, 40. 2) p/JE~T9(0 OVK0Jl Eirpay7(ovac, aXXaX dPELol

vopCL~o(ev, .. .T& 'Tpc y~arL, ... $/Xc /317v 7yvp~ev ( Pericles).

We add one verb-chime of unusual pattern

(II, 6 fin.) povp0Vs EyKar77.ov7, ... rTtcLvL E EKo/LLocLP.

(End of paragraph.)

(III, 21. 2) &aeeLEjL7Lva (iK0&o jL')T0, ... ?TOLX4ELs EXov

c/, TEpcUOev.

(The blockading wall at Platzea. In the next few
lines are also pu) eivatL ircpaTvp70v--ETCLX EL~c d.TeXELTov-

7)7 (fVXCLKT7) EITOLOV)To. )

I7-2
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2(iii, 24.3) yEycvrvwv EL~re o1)8 Ev, ... ws O1J8 ELs

7TEpLEO-TL, K/pVKa EKTq/J aVTES.

(III, 38. 4) &ETE7TpcLytL/cL . .Xa4ovis 7 TO

aKcov4o-EJ, ... ICEX c)s E7TLTL/.L)cavrWW. ". . cTaO-OcuaLcp o-TL.

(Cleon's speech. A few lines later comes the allitera-
tive emphasis noticed elsewhere 1.)

(III, 45. 4) T0'8E yE ov&v EnTo-XEL, .. .77/V ToX,.cv

IapEXovo a, ... KaL 4povLaTL-

(Diodotus' little apologue. Further on, at short
intervals, we find o6 &s ?T 7rcVTL-T7/c TUXES U oTLOE~o'c

-V/j 3 XXETLL ES TO Errcpw'V.)

(III, 46. 6) o-4ix8pc KoXa ELV,... .r-4o Spa 4uVXcrct4EVKa

.. E~flvoLav TOVTOV Ur00 , ... aGXTav ETL4EpELv.

(End of paragraph in Diodotus' speech : three
suggestions of heroic ending, finished off with a simple
paeon.)

(III, 95. 3) Aopi4 a /c -av... S T7VV LooyELcLV.

The Plataeans' speech shows a tendency to iambic
and trochaic endings, as though these belonged to a
straightforward simplicity:

(III, 53. 2) &v cb~p~o-OaL,...7p LapT7/KaLeV. (§ 4) t / X-

OVJ.EO cWI ... XEXE ETC,-

(III, 54. 4) 6vvaLV /.ETE oJEv. (Fin.) E TUovptav "
.. VV)/.LovELV.

(End of paragraph.)

(III, 55. 3) ELK ~vV ipoOv',.uv. (Fin.) ToZS I LGX~s

E..TL pTL KaXcoS E~pUTO,... opOe c EXovTa.

(End of paragraph.)

(III, 56. 4) 6 /3c p/3a po s, (§ 5) vih' aprTas... T'?)V TO'TE

lrpoOva.V
1 Above, p. 164.
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(III, 58. 5) o-KE'tfiw-®E' w "(3 lines later) 1TOL0cETE, ...

(2 lines) IKaraXE~fJETE;.. . 0VX&JcTTE,-

(III, 59.3) ?wpoo- XOoJv (,ccd 8LIaLO1', EL V ) TELO/E,...

avTovs Xo-a)

So the Thebans end a paragraph with this trochaic
chime

(III, 6i fin.) as /Xa'nrov, &vO' cv Kai crLuxcrov.

(iv, 12 ad fin.) &1' 'Athpp'cdovs cbro/3acvtv'".. .iT 4 Kpar(-

a-TOL%-

(iv, 16 ad fin.) &v irctpaXd/3oiow.. . . rorots Ey6'ovro,..

Ovlo-at ITEpL E f7KOVTa, .. . 7pE&3ES awEo'TcXvp-cw.

(The heroic cadence seems to grow out of the paconic,
but the sentence is wound up with the trochaic.)

(iv, 47 fin.) 1Tap(XTETCayLEV-CW,.. . L80L 9(Opov ar "..

u~XoXairEPOv 1TpoiovrcLs.

(iv, 74. 3) p'qv vr7o"LKaK'/O-EW, ... inToXEL ra Jpwra, ...

EVTaS PXa"s E7EVOTO-

(The first two cadences belong to the reported terms
of an oath.)

(Ibid.) 4n34ov 4avep&v 8LEvEyIELv,(fin.) EK o-Tao-EtoS
LrcTo-ToLS eV1'ELEWE v.

(End of paragraph : the last words are carefully
arranged for an epigram.)

(I, 7,3) Evo'vT(W cL7EXEOcL, .. .TELXLU'alras EvoLKEWV.

(Reported speech of a herald, which also shows, at
short intervals, X~'p VL/3 xp'~o-at, ... KLL Tov' AiroXXo, ...r

f4 TEpcL cdvr&v. )

(iv, I 10. 2) Kai'Ws ' 1 o-68ovro irclpo'vrcL,.. .2 lines)

TXEVT(' OV KCTe&L(Y(XY EQrEXOELV.

(Iv, i1i8 fin.) oo-a&v &'KCLCLXEyV)TE, .. ,. OL V aLC9oL... .

TEXOS 9(OVTES O ~f/,..Y7p sKEXEVETE* a 6Eo' ov

VLOaVTO1 ETOVTOLL.
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(End of paragraph. These truce-terms show an
alternation of heroic and iambic endings.)

(v, 26. 2) oVKi OpO&JS &Kauio-at. . .mac & 5?7P7)TL OpELT&),
*..(2 lines) c vvcEvTo,... (2 lines) &vcaprr5'u cra Ey4'ovro...

8EXr)/LEpOJ/ '7OV.

(v, 26. 5) Edo-O~acu'.. .'A uf&roXtv orparqyicw,... .~bo

'rEpoLs TOGS 1Tpcay~cac, ... 8 u? TV71 Vyq,-

(Thucydides' simple allusion to his banishment brings
on the iambic cadence. The paragraph ends 2 2 lines
later with E' ~yo-o~aL.)

(v, 35. 6) avr Tov O1irLLOepLKY/,... .To Xw~Plo avrov%-

(Reported proposal of the Spartans.)

(v, 42. 1) 'Ati~vadoL is 7o 8ovvaL, .. .Ka~fprq1I.Lvv pov.

(Lb. § 2) Tf? KaOcu pE-,... o pOol) 7Tcapct8ovvcL, ... v

~axiav 7TE7ToL?7Tat,... lrpoo-avayKcao-cE.
(Thoughts and words of the Athenians. The endin gs

are to be compared with 1v, i i8 fin, above.)

(v, 50 fin.) yEJJoM'&w TEXOS 0v 8 El'EITpCayJ)?,... & Xvth7o'cti
EKaO.Tot CIT. O........ KtLLTO OEpo crcTEcvrTa.

(End of paragraph.)

(v, 56 fin.) E r p, v'Er8ctvpov,...c catjn'o-ovrcc'-a
aLIT pKTOL airqX Oov. Kai 0 XEPL' vETEXETa,.. . Tr1J oX .o
ETrcXcvra.

(End of paragraph. The similarity of the last two
cadences is avoided at 81 fin.-XELT~uvos XriyoVrOV, .. .

ITOX4*xo ETEXETcL-8 3 fin. O XELP °o 'ETEXEVTEL OvrOS,.. .

ITOX /M1) ETEX EVTC.)

(v, 6I fin.) 0V6E S aVTOLc E/3 0170EL, ,to)7 TpoCLITOX&wTCL, ...
AcLKE&L0'J-'L0L 7rapcL8 OvvcL.

This Book, like the preceding, is almost entirely
narrative, except for the Melian Dialogue (87-TI I ).
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The clauses of these chapters, while occasionally running
into the heroic pattern-

(Mel. v, 90 fin.) roZS cXXocs rpdELyaLy 6 'owOE.

(End of paragraph.)
(Mel. V, 104) iJv vluaXiav rpoo-Eo-Oc,-

(Ath. V, 105. 4) v f/povra 8 iKaLa. . . .ToLac Larca.

(End of paragraph.)
(Ath. V, 109) Epyoiv TLS 8Vuc~L/ L' roXv irpovy\ "

take rather the iambic or trochaic for their few cases of
chime, or similarity of beat:

(Ath. v, 87 fin.) y) TOX EL, 7Tao a v " .EL 6'7TL TOV1TO,

X~yotp V av.

(End of paragraph.)
(Ath. v, 91. 1) Tr TEXEVTV... .CLXovr'Es £XXuv,-

(Ath. V, 93 fin.) V'TaKovOrcLL Ea yEVOIJTO,.. .KEpCLL1V-

OL/ EZ) av.
(End of paragraph.)
(Ath. v, 95 fin.) 4nA(cL (EV ELoOEVEac4,... .apXoIp el'oL

6'?7XOV(EVOV.

(End of paragraph.)
(So, at 103 fin., the Athenians end a paragraph with

kLET EXITL8wXV/JvELLVETEL. )

(Ath. V, I 13) TOW /3ovXEV/JaT&ow, wO)r L V 6 oKELTE,...

o a4EO'TEpcL Kpu)ETE,...'Y1q B EaO 4 E,-

The three sentences of narrative which dismiss the
affair for the moment end thus:

(V, 1 14. I) 2TEPLETECXL(TCL VK1KXC29 rO1 MX(OVS. (§ 2)

r4 TTXEV ov o- Tparoi, (fin.) EToXLOpKOVV Toxp~v

(End of paragraph.)
The same tendency has appeared in speeches of

Pericles1 .
1I, 142. 7; above, p. 258: II, 37. 2 ; 40. 2 ; p. 259.
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(vi, 2. 5) Tm3s yes3 GcKo-av ExovTES rrd L& /3 '7O-LV, ...
ITpo /3 oppav rTp zjo ov Exovu-tv.

(vi, I o. 2) o,-wov& c EXELVt / ao,..o-rV oo'a
..TOWJVEVGaVTLCOV.

(lb. § 3) XVTLKpVS 7roXE1jLoiQ-Lv,...acLTOL KarEXOVTat.

(Nicias' speech.)
(vi, 1 8. 6) S Togs -Jrpo3VrEpov cbrTorp ftp, rw 8E

ELWOOTLt KOO7JAM,-

(Alcibiades' speech.)
(vi, 28. 2) /3 /33 c lrpW TpOcat, KaL VO/O'XVcTES, EL Uv

E EX asTELav, irPWTOt &l/ ELcL1t, .. . (2 lines) avrowV OTt oV /JET

EKEIJ/OV E7TpcLX U),... 1apavojLuav.

(Thoughts and words of Alcibiades' enemies.)
(vi, 72. 4) ofI~coc O) ITXEZO Oo&&OVrc, KOGU TacXX17 pEXE~f

lTpocrcwcaykc~OVTE-

(Reported speech of Hermocrates. We have noticed
elsewhere the regularity of the clauses in this and the
following chapter'.)

(vi, 74. )i) EOVcEreMEo--r4v qJ-' s 7rpo06?)oa-oLdV7v...

EK T'S ''ixT) ? j? (ETaTE/LITTOc.

(An effect as of elegiac verse.)
(vi, 8o. 2) U)OITEp Tc) &KIato~tpaITL EUTLV....1KaL 6 KpaLrwJ1

?T Ep LEOTat,-

(lb. fin. -4~ lines) &~o at cqacpTE 1v.
(End of Hermocrates' speech.)

This Book shows, on the whole, an increase of iambic
and trochaic endings. In about twenty places 2 the heroic
seems to be contrasted with the iambic ; in about eight
others, with the trochaic. At the same time, we find a
dozen or so cases of the heroic in close neighbourhood

1 Above, p. 186.
2 One of the more obvious is vi, 5$i. I-KKX?)Tiav TETpa/LEvcov,...Kacco

FXaOov I5EXovTE,--
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with the paeonic, or something between the two, as in
this example:

(vi, 75, 3) avrT1pwc/ 3EVovTo KLL cWTOV.. .'TEt at C

E7TEpAJlav, ... /3ovXwrat a/~vv~w,-

(Suspicions of the Syracusans. )
(VII, 5. 3) To a~LapTVJ~A EKELcvGJ-, . . .WroU7trj rS EXEcO at'

(Reported speech of Gylippus.)
(vii, 22. I) '?v KaL TO vEcd pov cLJTOS,... .14 oTEp&t)OEl'

Oopvf3civrct.

(vii, 27. 2) (O)S VO7TEpOt 'Y)KO,... ES JepaLfC71/LToTFE/LTEW.

(vii, 28. 3) acXwo-rcL8' cd'roVSE~TLE E1) OTIt 8 v'o noXE OVS

I~a EtxOV, ... 7)7TLO7V)OTEV av TLS KV S
(Feelings of the Athenians.)
(vii, 29. 4) KaLi T& ~pa ETopeotw Kai TOVs vp rv

'f ovEVO1' 4EL
8 o/.LEPOL. .'XLKLaL% .. . (2 lines) fpivxcLa o~..

TOV /3ap/ 3 apLKoV, El' Cav OpcO-f oL~~ao TV

(After some variation, the sentence ends by asserting
the previously suggested heroic cadence.)

(vii, 44. 3) c rO-O-r7TO 9(OpOVL'.... .TO (LEV a pTL OLLE3E31)KEG,

TO 8' ~t rpoo avfl5L,.. . iipr Jr& p'~txi J -c... 2 lines)
v5To T7)s /3 o'qc 8 LayvfvaL.

(Studied description of fighting in the night. The
closing cadence is the same as that noted in i, 23. 6'. )

Contrasts of iambic or trochaic with heroic and
paeonic cadence in this Book are again fairly numerous :
the masterly narrative of the later chapters is sprinkled
with specimens of these and other kinds of ending, but
no single one is allowed to persist. The following is an
example of an iambic-dactylic contrast

(viz, 75. 2) vav~raytac Ey7L'vETO... .o1v KcLGEv Lo'vov r&iv

7rpa~aT(v, TI TaLcTE vavs aITOXOJXEKOTES Tracrc a LT XoP-
o~v.... 1(11'SVVEUOVTE9, .. .TO1J OTpCLTOTE8OV eviE/

3 CLw-
1Above, p. 250.
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where the heroic cadence comes in, not at the end of
ordinary clauses, but of their constituent phrases.

There are however a few striking echoes of iambic
metre :

(vII, 5. 2) T TV WTELXLO7~LTwJZ,. . .XOTLS ')7v.

(vii, 75. 3 ) ETa 4o'/3ov KaCL-ao, ... (2 2 lines) aToX A-

(lb. 4) ES&'no p~cw Kcdh'T o--av, ... EKac-oP 7TLf 3 00JI.EVO t'.

(vii, 77. 4)9o-rparE c-pacv,... .TETtL&)pit),OEa.

(Nicias' speech.)

(vii, 78. 2) Ev 1rXawo- wTET ay EPOV, .. .7yO14Le1Ov TO

NLK(O ,.. .O oOEJovs

(vii, 79. i) E~' o~yw 1-/T~ v"iTTE1OV yap rev TO

X(opLOv.

(vii, 87. 5) KfLL TOG~SL&fcOctpC~v-tL 8VcYTvxEcrTacLov.."

(2~ 2lines) 6VOi'~i~T OVK cVTCOXlETO,

(viii, 12 fin.) E~~a XaXKL6EwS TioD AcLKE&JaL/~Lv~ov, KcL'

&La TaOVS TP1TXOU ETLOVTO.

(End of paragraph : a suggestion of elegiac verse .)

(yin, 28. 3) 'A~o'py~v cwvra Xa/ 3OvPTEs, loffov' 6 vov

vo'Oov viov,. .. (2 lines) cvvcp 7Tpoo-E-rc4E, .. . rraX cw~rXovrov yap

'YVTO pLV.."OVK ca&K7/UYWTES eVVTav,-

(viii, 47. I) ' 1Tlp'EKELVOL% .. .( 2 lines) Ed pL&a-

4 eE vv~, ... UVT~ iTlroavTL KaTEXOBELv'

(Alcibiades' thoughts.)

(VIII, 48. 4) iTcpLo-n-rOw ELI/clLL roirO /J Xto-Ta, wOTTJSj.u

U-Ta0-La0 0)cTty /3aaoLXEL TE OVK EUlTOpOl) ELVac Ka... 01)TacL

EXaXorcTa,-
( Reported speech of Alcibiades.)

1 The main flow of this sentence has been considered above, p. 244.
2 Cf. VI, 74. I ; above, p. 264.
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(viii, 53. 3) IflLU K)l E OEO8EL, ?)v l)7TL ap (Kf,

'AXKL/LEL8I7 V TE KVTaOVEl',-

(Peisander's remarks.)

(viii, 86. 8) co- E /' 7
0 ZEW'. . .VTWr cairEW/7TEv.

(viii, 87. 2) 01) K araVTO...OVK77E Tas vc.

This Book has a rather less number of combinations
of heroic with paeonic, iambic and trochaic cadences; and
nothing like the iambic chimes which we have found in
Book vii.

We have thus sixty places' in the History where the
familiar close of the epic line can be heard producing, in
a greater or lesser degree, a chiming uniformity at the
end of adjacent clauses. Of these exactly half are cases

vhere speech or feelings, either direct or reported, have
given a regularly pointed emphasis to the style. In
thirteen examples, this repeated cadence is found at the
winding up of a topic or incident: other single instances
could be shown in the same position; and we have given
instances of a tendency to chime in other metres for this
final effect, as well as for the emphasis of speech. It is
the evidence of systematic rhythm-effect that has im-
portance, along with antithesis, imagery, assonance and
alliteration, for our study of the aids which poetry
contributed to the formal intonation of prose ; and few
of our instances, which have been impartially collected
from the whole History, cannot be connected with some
analytic or deliberative mood. It is true that such moods
are neither rare nor brief in Thucydides : but it must be
remembered, on the other hand, that we have ignored a
large number of single yet well-marked heroic cadences,
which could be adduced to support our general suggestion
of an oral habit, and which can often be felt to announce,

1 Counting the formula XELMWv ETEXE11ra,. .. iv eovKvL /S 4uvEypa Ev-

noted above, p. 256, n. 2.
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in the manner illustrated by the Corcyreans' speech1, the
chimes or clusters that seemed chiefly to claim exhibition
here.

The signs of this habit are on the whole more distinct
in the first four Books than in the last four: while, in
watching for the appearance of other metrical systems,
we have remarked a growing preference for iambic
endings. With this must be connected the fact that
there is far less of formal rhetoric in the later Books than
in the first three: and we may fairly surmise that if the
speeches which are given briefly or indirectly had been
worked up to the ample proportions of those delivered,
for example, by the Corinthians or by Cleon, we should
have had a much larger total of heroic chimes in our
record. But, in point of fact, these later speeches are
not so worked up; and in the last Book the voice of
rhetoric is scarcely to be heard. It seems likely that in
his earlier composition Thucydides felt this metrical tag
to be the readiest and most effective means of formal
dignity; that, as he gained a greater mastery of that
narrative style which is at its highest power in Book vii,
he became aware of a similar utility in iambic and
trochaic endings,-perhaps realising it most fully in the
contrast with heroic; and that, in his maturest view, the
heroic carried with it more pomp and less natural activity
than the others2. These we have seen at work in the
Melian Dialogue3 : it is to be noticed that, after their
persistent appearance in the sharp give-and-take of

1 Above, p. 251.

2 Perhaps he may have met with criticism like that of Euripides in the

Frogs, 1264 foll. (405 B.C.), who exposes the habit of epic cadence in the
choruses of AEschylus; see Rogers, Intr. xxv-xxix, and notes ad loc. Cf.
Aristot. Poet. 4 fin.-' We frequently utter iambic metres in our ordinary
conversation, but seldom those of the hexameter, and this is when we depart
from the usual tone of talk.'

s p. 263.
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argument, the first ornamental phrase runs into a heroic
cadence :

(Ath. v, 103) X~rT8 & K&V&JVc 7TrapaJov "oT

and we have seen how a change from this cadence to the
iambic is brought on by Thucydides' mention of himself,
in the Prologue to the latter half of the History '. A
strong hint of this preference has met us in the Plateans'
speech 2 .

One interesting case remains,-the Funeral Oration.
Strongly as this speech is impressed with the mark of
rhetorical fashion, and although here and there its clauses
run into a heroic cadence, it does not display this ending
in any systematic force. On the other hand, we have
observed some iambic chimes"; and we have only to
glance through the sentences of the speech to perceive
that the examples quoted are but a few of the most
obvious selected from a large number. This fact, together
with the slighter appearances of heroic, paeonic, trochaic
and spondaic endings, is of great interest, when we
consider that the Funeral Oration is likely to have
received careful revision and improvement, from time to
time, in accordance with the author's advances in skill
and taste, and may be taken to represent his most highly-
wrought illumination of the History with splendid though
sincere colours of civic eloquence.

§4
We must now briefly examine the nature of the cadence

which, for convenience, we have called 'heroic.' Taking
the point of view of a listener at an ancient recital of the
History, and assuming such a person to have been far
more sensitive than we are to the time-values in the

1 v, 26; p. 262. 2 III, 53-59; pp. 260-I.

s II, 37. 2 ; 40, 2 : above, p. 259.
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syllables of important words, we have found the orator
still relying a little on the appeal of the rhapsode. In
discussing periodic form, we mentioned the example
offered by the probable duplication of a short ballad-
metre for the construction of the epic hexameter1. Now
this smaller metre, which was continued in the shape of
proverbs like--

KaK01 KpaKOc KaKOV G(O0V

seems to allow, as musical equivalents, a dactyl, a
spondee, or a trochee in the penultimate foot

'2 A(vE, < ircuL> OE>oUX w

TET qJLEVE, 0L yap E6i

7TpoJT 9 'pEXO al44JaOT0L0Lv

4cowcLs XLyvpa& cLE oc&.

If we further substitute v for - before the final
spondee in the last line, and steady this lighter cadence
by putting - for the preceding ''(Xtyup-), we get the
'paeonic' close which is found in the song from the
Lysislrafa3. Thus although this latter cadence may be
regarded as a direct development from the cretic and
spondee(- -) this will only be referring it to
another kind of four-time verse. On the other hand,
when Thucydides writes-

(Iv, 93. I) E1TrEL&) Tp0O4E/LEL EV EyyV~701) o-Tpcu-Ev jLaT0c

4TvTWV,-

we seem to have an echo of the three-time ' Glyconic '
stanza, with its ' Pherecratean ' refrain or close---

yEv1v'cLL&W08 apErwTro -vow

Toffs Oavo~v v ya~piL4.

But we find on the whole such a continuous weight
of spondees before the penultimate foot in a very large

1 p. io6. 2 Smyth, ifelic Poets, p. 154.
s Above, p. 255. ' Eurip. Herc. Fur. 357.
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number of the Thucydidean cadences, and moreover,
so many clauses in which the run of dactyls as well as of
spondees is broken by a trochaic or iambic 'basis,'-for
example-

(I, 83. 3) KaO' 7 )OiXlrav T avTjw 1TpOt~tv

(i, 86. I) O& T vi-' cyaOO P KCKOI. y~yvvrT

that it is safest to regard these heroic cadences as the
final tones of four-time epos, which are occasionally
allowed as an accompaniment to the weighty diction of
the History. Of the qualities of this diction there is
much that might be said, besides what has been said
already: but nothing in it is more remarkable than the
constant effort to provide at the end of a clause a solid
weight of sound to answer the sudden weight of sense
at its beginning. Continually we find the half-expected
verb bestowing this formal finish on the keen or confident
thought, as in these examples

(i, 42. 4) 5' TL VLVTLvaKOv oVL cXLav Lyc /v
st 8O'ar&, -

(i, 50. 2) vav JJyac* yap avri 'EX X tirpos EXX gvc

J.LE7Lifl7 7 7(TOW Irpo acwrsflyevTat-

though it often seems a mere matter of chance whether
these verbs will produce a heroic or a paeonic cadence.
Sometimes, too, the distinction of rarity in the final verb
is added to this satisfaction of the ear:

(i, 33. 4) f/.LETcpoz/8 ' y' aU pyov 7rpoTEpoc,-

or the chief point in the sense will itself he found

there
(III, 87. I) EyE'vcTO 6E' TES O/.LWs &OKWJX7-

but the general character of the method, in these earlier
Books, when it becomes systematic enough to suggest
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that it was deliberately practised, might be epitomised in
the phrases already noticed :

(I, 101 fin.) TELXOS TE KCLEXOVTEc KCLLvCvs IrcpcLOvTE...

KOCL To p.GETaXXOv WfbEVTEc.

As he proceeded in his work, it appears that
Thucydides felt and wished to remedy this monotonous
swing: for we find an increasing choice and intermixture
of iambus and trochee, as in the Prologue to his second
Part, or the following emphatic close in the Funeral
Oration

(II, 41. 4) 7TWavrXOV 86 14/vrHLEca KcLKCW TE KayO&JV cL&O

~vy-Ka7LKroravTEc.

Nevertheless, it is probable that he would always
admit a small heroic cadence for winding up a topic or
for marking off a stage of time (cvcopvo-av sir'

-O XI'" ETEXEvTa -oVKV& 8 7)5 vvEypafI Ev), and also
for rounding off at least a couple of neighbouring clauses
which are held on the same level of suspension by the
periodic structure. The antithetical and jingling devices
of Gorgias gave an individual weight to even the smallest
phrases ; and although it was the clausula, or finish of
the sentence, which afterwards attained the chief metrical
distinction, we have recognised, in the formality of this
early Attic composition, a stage where the period has not
grown so well-liking but that we can tell all its bones at
a glance.

These systems of heroic cadence, belonging chiefly
to Thucydides' rhetorical and contemplative passages,
are probably to be referred to a fashion which dates from
an earlier time than the structural divisions of Gorgias.
Indeed, it is possible that we ought to regard an epic
chime as no less of a protest against mere prettiness than
the use of long spondaic words which we noted at the
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outset 1. A slight and uncertain hint of this older tradition
has been gathered from Aristotle's remark on ihis citation
of Herodotus' opening words?. If we look further into
the first Book of that History, we find a few clear traces
of this feeling for the value of heroic cadence, where
a special dignity of tone is desired. In order not to
encumber our discussion, we shall only pick out a few of
the most striking cases from a large collection:

(I, i i) cdpEEraLaiJcTOS 7TEpLELvau. EITELpaTL XE7(iW TO 8E'
*... KTELL'EU-' OVK EOEX ovTa cL :Ep cLKOVc"T),... ETTLXEIP7)OOIlLtEv

avrq... . E(LE EITE 3E&LTO )/vLLVT), ... E1TLXELP7fls EOTaL. COS 6E
'pTVO-aW 1171/Ert/ 3 ovXu'v,-

(Conversation at the crisis of the story of Gyges.)

(I, 32) irpw rTEX vT7ic7a-Tc KaX&Js TUV acivca 7rv'Ocopac....
oX /3uor~poccore~, .. . dvo'Xf~wEcurt,-

(Solon.)

(I, 36) EXOo'vTES ITOLE~oKOv p Lv KcLKOZ' oi6V, rao-xol'
6ETpsavrov.

(Adrastus.)

(i, 38) licapaXcqtc/3avo/LVcL ovK c.To7E/T,... o's &a-

KXE4IcU,.

(Crcesus.)

(I, 89) TcaSE TOGLE LvTETwt '8CO& yEv O"OcLL a
cd'rch' TXELO-TcL KcLTcLGXf,-

(Crcesus.)

(i, 9') 'v OTpLTEUf7)TL1EITL llcpo as, ,LLyaX)7/ &px~v
[cdr~w] KaTa~va av.... Ti)?)Kv'pov X 'yoL cipyjv.

(Discussion of an oracle.)

More examples could be given, though not many of
the same strength. In the first half of the Book there
are half-a-dozen well-marked chimes, of which four
appear in speeches, one in reported speech, and one in a

1 Above, pp. 241-2. 2 p. 252.

L. 1
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personal judgement of the author ; the latter half shows
two or three fairly strong chimes in the ordinary narrative.
One chapter has two lively dactylic cadences, at some
distance apart:

I, 96) TO EXELXIAYTOV V7TLTTa LEl/&) TpO KETO-

E~E~p'YKao-L l-E~cO"TTL )EvE0~OcLL.

Traces of design, then, are very faint and precarious.
We may note some groups which appear in the other
Books:

(ii, 148 fin.) ap~too- tdvov TC L (cX UTTL. . . .E77yXV7TTCW'

68OiS 8 ES cLVT7)l/ 1)T0 7yqv 7TE7TOG'7Tct.

(Description of the Labyrinth.)

(iii, 64) 6 VVK1'/S cl7TlITTEt, ... Ai7VITT(&W 8BEiv 'Awnv
E7TX?7E, (bS OO, KcLLPLV E8OeE TETU4OcXL, ELpETO 6 Kap43v'qSO~r
TL TfV-TToX1 oivoptaEG J

(Something like the earlier habit of Thucydides.)
(vii, 104) ac 'EL'aL. ... EL-tL KaKL0Z-'E Wptw, ... 01)

ITcL iTa EXEVOEpOL wit V.. .TcLazavEKELV0S avo y,. acyct8
TwUTO aLt,

(Demaratus' speech : these endings are in the space
of seven lines.)

(viii, 109) T'I7V IrpoTEJpqJ/ KaKOT7)rcL.. .. (5 lines) icct T7?p

E~pd njc /3cao-tXEvXrat, ... (3 lines) c7TEIjco0T~yoJ0-E 7TE~acL

KGLT7/ ICE.

(Themistocles' speech.)

The speeches and discussions of Herodotus, then,
afford a few notable repetitions of the cadence. Besides
these, the narrative has one or two, but none so marked
as that in iII, 64. We have noticed elsewhere the
epic swing of a concluding period1 : so Darius ends
a speech with this sonorous roll-

(iv, 98 fin.) TcLVTa T6E ir-'VTEc E1LLOL bEyaXOJcXaPtELo"OE.

1 VI,9 above, p. 115.
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The Persian Debate (III, 76-82) has but sparse
examples of the cadence: the third speech ends with
(82 fin.) o yap ,J4ELVOZJ, just as Syagrus borrows an epic
phrase for the beginning of his-(V i 9) 'H
OtbL&) LE'. This manner of introducing deliberate re-
miniscences of poetry suggests that Herodotus intended
them to stand out in contrast with his own loose-flowing
prose-style. It is important to the freshness of his
ambition as a prose-writer that audible hints of traditional
verse should now and then arrest the ear. Pieces of
oracle-verse have been found sticking out, as it were,
from one passage of his prose2. A similar suggestion of
tragic speech may be felt in another place 3. In these
and other instances, the transcriptions are partly dis-
guised, but not so as to escape the notice of an attentive
listeners. But no one could miss the strong epic note of
the following forms of address

(I, io8) "AprayE, iTrp?7La To ar TOG7rpoo Oe'o), 8a& s
1rapc p4o-j,... 6E &a (EET"aL2 j a P

(I, 206) fl acrtXEV M 4&ov, -irat a-7TEV GtJ) Ta
ca'7EV&L 2 o' yp v EL&L cu-

AaKE~atp~ovtot.

1 The two phrases came from Ii. XXIV, 52 and VII, 125.
2 IV, 363; see Rawlinson, ad loc.
3 VIII, Io6-rJ oTE 1TWY 0(*3V Twa,.. .OEovs X)O-eiv oia EII?7xavco ToTE. .. v

JtKap XpEcwIpcevot. For some gnomic hexameters in VIII, 3, some tragic lines
in Ix, 16, and some incorporated inscription-verse in VIII, 114, Ix, 76, 78 see
Verrall, Class. Rev. XVII, pp. 98 foil.

4 This trick of half disguising a quotation, so as to allow the recognition of
an alien phrase while it is roughly fastened into the context, is one of the easy
accomplishments of Plato. Perhaps the sudden intrusion of heroic metre
upon a passage of the Phcedrus (267 a) at which we have glanced elsewhere
(above, p. 15o) may guide us to the cause of the broken construction which
Thompson has discussed but not explained. That metre is in the air for the
moment, is hinted by the sense and also the tragic beat of the remark on

18-2
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As regards the clause-chime, however, the general
conclusion from a comparison of the two historians is that
H erodotus admitted, rarely and perhaps accidentally, an
effect which stands in the relation of a prototype or
pattern to the more anxious formality of Thucydides.

The only distinct traces of the cadence in early Jonian
prose appear in two fragments of H eracleitus

4)LTL~ cLvTOicTL /pcpTVpELTra~pEOVTcL aITEVaL-

TO LUEV '7flJL0TV )7, TO 0E7 jJUTV 7Tp7 7 p'

It makes an occasional but not a striking appearance
in the treatises of Hippocrates. Plato's parody of
Protagoras in the Theecetetus has these chimes in a small
space-

(i66 a) EpoJT?76OEV E3EwLTEV,... (3 lines) TrOG XO'yOtc
OCUTE8EG ETV.

(166 d) TO G) 4c~cvaELcL,.. . KWLL Xyw cof4v, O & TV

#)7/M1W,... fXLv~cTOcLL TE KaL Euat-

and the speech ends with (168 c) ravro~airclTap9(ovo-t.
The discourse in the Pro/agoras also has something

like a chime of three

(32 I b)KiV TO Wo 'Ta V6iTX aZc, TOG & Opi' VKa'1
Euenus :-oi 'aiiTOv KaL 7rapa1J'oyovs /ao-iV E'i EppjXy7ELV, v ijSX Pv

o-oqor yap flvijp. But at the mention of Tisias and Gorgias we pass to heroic
measure :-Tw-iav Jropyiav TE EWT'OMEv EvaEtV, of ?rp0 TWOV dX, 7 Ofiv nT aKdra

EL~ov cnr LTa paXXov,. .. atveoOaL 7roLovo't &a pcL7)v Xdyov, Katva TE dpxaior

Ta T ELavrnl a cvco, o-vvro/2dav TE Xoytov Kai a'2TEtpa /Jp K7 7Tepi 2TavTcOI avevpov.

The first two cadences seem to announce a quotation which, when it comes,
is moulded to fit the large rhythm rather than the grammar. We should
suppose an allusion to some verses about Gorgias, which told how he came-

Katva 1av dpYaioc EpE~v ip~aia 8E Kavs,

o~VVToALav TE XOycov KaL SWreipoY ,i KOEavevp/ v.

On the subject of verse-quotations in Plato, see Vahlen, Oj5usc. Acad
1907, I, pp. 476 foil.

1 H eracl. (Bywater) fr. 3, 21i; these and two slight cases are noticed by
Norden, Antike Kunstj5r. p. 44.
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0 Eac/L ao TEpEoLs K at avaq/Locs. TOVTEVUEV Tpocpct aXAoLs

cZXXas E~Erop E,-

and another of two :

(322 c) KaL'L 
8

Eaoi tXiac o-vvayayo'. .. .(2 lines) ws at
rE~Q/at -'VEP4J7VTL ,

The essay On the Art has a few slight and isolated
cases, which are remarkably scanty considering the
length and formality of the work. Like Gorgias'
Funeral Oration and Agathon's speech in the Symp~osium,
it is too eagerly devoted to the new sort of small word-
patterns to leave any room for the heroic cadence, had
its presence been desired. The Constitution of Athens
is inclined rather to groups of iambic and trochaic
endings, though it shows the following:-

(II, I) OrX tTLKOV aPX Cl" EL TO?)(7YVjLLC<O l KpELTTOJ/ES

ELOTL.

Antiphon uses the heroic cadence with some per-
sistence, but more frequently it is in marked contrast
with the iambic. His longest speech, On the Murder of
Herodes, has these systems:

(I o) CIXX& iTo) a 4n o-tv av~ioZs XvC,-TX0vvToc, .. .TEOJ-'gKOTL

TOW1 EUVO .L9)[Kaq/v
4

'v].

(20 fin.) _Ctv~pc07olro ITO~vv(OV. . . .roi)spAprvpas 'trap-

(End of paragraph.)
(24 fin.) EVyiyVErO, KCL Tacxxcta avycT T XO~a 6aITCWTr,

cPX0 W'71' Ka7O) 7rXE&Wv. TOVTO.W 8' i T~z oi~ cprvpac apa-

c'xIproca.
(End of paragraph: he seems to avoid too much

iambic cadence, by altering the formula of 20 fin, and
22 fin.)

1 Also the phrase (324 c) EL2TEP j.LEXXEL iroXcs Elvat, repeated (327 a) and
altered to d p) oiov rT 4v iroXLv Etaa a few lines later.
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(5~) dXX a Triv Xoyow. . .T) rj OVTi-aE7tL/OVX %-

(43) TOP )8 ~CL 7Tpovvorj7(T v 7 Jovo%,...0 1TaS KV6VVOS

rev .. KL ov ov~vsE7TOOV"r'V, .. isO OTWV Xovoc E(TTLv.

(ii) o6 pLV yap /Yo-v, o6E & W8TEXrovS kcapvos v.
(A neat and apparently deliberate example of the

contrast.)
(52) rOu~laVT71yEyerpaL,. . .CLiTOaOCL1/OTov 07/cw8pa.

(69) IJXETO (j Ev )/o7, CLXX ETOX/I17ELL E WL, ... EV 8 01/ OVTES

(L1TaP1TES . .. TOX/.Ll7cocLL TOTE TVO'..a SVTEJVKcLTEL1TEV

avrov.

(Heroic and trochaic.)

(8 ) yCt) 8cKaOLoh j Pt" aT'1XtOV 1K 7/0XOSEL/NLG TOLS

1/O LOL% (01/ 8 6 (W 717/ CLLTLCL1, aCw&1/ LOt /OtpobL 0~TXEITTCL..

And we find what, in view of the pause, is almost a
tragic line :

(63) 7T~i V ya~cp OVK 17v XPrj,17I-a, ~EI.LOL &6E1v.
The other speeches of Antiphon exhibit the heroic

cadence in rather more strength than these selections
would indicate : they are shown here to illustrate his
almost monotonous preference for iambic endings ; which
often, however, throw the others into relief. His most
remarkable heroic chime is in the Poisoning Case

(9-io) TcLvTI71/ rcOVK ovoaz' c7rctp7ov, .. .caXX' EIT

4 LXpot... .O70EX170-cr T0L7)O-L kt TEpL (LVT&J1,-

An obvious instance of contrasted metres has already
come before us in some words of the Platonic H ippias:

4VoTEL TVyyE7ES EQ 7(),... 1TCLpL 77T)v o-)Tv Z/ 3Lca4.cL

But whoever first recommended this method, it is
clear that the mature practice of Thucydides was more
in accord with Antiphon's extant speeches than with his
own earliest compositions. We have found iambic and

1 Plato, Pro/ag. 337 c ; above, p. 147.
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heroic endings together in Herodotus, but not such a
steady habit as that which gives us an additional link
between the other two writers.

Interesting cases of heroic cadence could be quoted
from Lysias', whose simple eloquence must be re-
membered as a separate and settled growth beside the
later work of Thucydides; and there is a remarkable
frequency of the heroic cadence in Isocrates' fragmentary
discourse Against the Sojpists, which has been described
as 'the prologue of his professional life2.' This short
piece of less than six octavo pages has five heroic chimes
and twenty-two heroic cadences, interspersed with a good
number of iambic, trochaic and paeonic endings3 : so that,
in distinguishing his own methods from those of three
sorts of professional teachers whom he attacks, Isocrates
has shown that his style, at this date, is not free from the
habit or fashion of epic rhythm. A comparison of his
other educational essay, the Antidosis, which was written
about thirty-eight years later, and also of large portions
of his mature work, will show that his interest in other
metrical schemes has allowed much rarer opportunities to
the heroic cadence 4.

We shall not follow any further the traces of clause-
chime in Attic prose, except to notice that the fragment
of Thrasymachus which we owe to the rather dubious
accuracy of Dionysius is marked by four cases of heroic
cadence in close proximity :-

1 E.g. Lysias, Eratostk. o40; De Vet. Republ. Ath. 5 (both in 403 B.C.: the
latter fragment (9) has perhaps a reference to Pericles' speech, Thuc. II, 6i);
Man/ith. 3. 6 (392 B.C.). A connection with Thuc. III, 82 is pretty obvious
in the Panhellenic tone and the ornate language of Olymp. 1-2, 6-7

(388 B.C.). 2 Jebb, Select Att. Or. p. 299.
s Contra So/h. esp. 292 a, c ; 293 a, b ; 294 b ; 295 c (391-0 B.C.).
4 An/id. (330 d-31I a, 316 a) has however some perceptible heroic

chimes.
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E LoTLV , cTL 8 O/ovola ELs E XUPWv'KLTpaxac irpos
aXX7jXovS abLKEo-OaL....7 oiEZ KL o-Tao-LcLE,...Eo-4povov-

(LEV, EV 6 ETOL K KOLs qLavV/iEV 1.

Each pair of heroic cadences is separated by endings of
a different type : but it is plain that, whatever schemes of
paeons or other feet may be detected in the fragment, it
undoubtedly contains these repeated echoes of either the
epic or the 'Pherecratean' measure. This effect is the
more memorable, since we are here in the early, formative
stage of prose-style, where the sentence is a diligent
array of clauses rather than a perfected organism with
humbly subordinate members.

'Hexametric openings and closes of the sentence,' it
has been said2, 'are not so frequent in any later prose-
writer as in Herodotus: none of his successors, for
instance, would have written -o yap Ea 4povEELV tdya 6

EOc aXXOv -7 ) OvTOV: or-C o KLL ES TO3 E cVTOL TE &OVpwO'O

KaL 7) y?) avrv EIT&)PV1LLOL TOVy KaTCLOT pE IJcqL oV X

These sentences are from the speeches of Artabanus and
Xerxes, where some other epic endings appear. A
record from the whole of this History would probably

show that H erodotus was fonder of an epic opening-, and
more frequently allowed a heroic cadence of continuous
dactylic rhythm, than other writers of prose : but our
evidence from Thucydides and Antiphon, and much more
that could be adduced from Lysias, I socrates and others,
enables us to dismiss the latter of N orden's assertions as
unsupported by fact. Our object here, however, is
rather to remark Herodotus' use of the heroic chime in
set speeches, and to suggest that the originator of the
fashion may have been Protagoras. At any rate, it is
clear that Thucydides formed the habit, and seems at

1 D ionys. Demos/k. 960-I.
2 Norden, An/ike Kuns/prY. p. 45. 3 Herod. vii, io. 5.4 vii, II
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times to use it deliberately for the double purpose-
served also by antithesis-of giving separate weight to
his clauses, and of fitting them into a compact structure.
Accordingly, when Isocrates was looking for an effective
metrical pattern, he had to consider the value of this
fashion, which was followed in some degree by Thrasy-
machus, and decidedly favoured, at least in his earlier
style, by Thucydides. It certainly appears that the
orator, many of whose Panhellenic notions can be seen
to spring naturally from the History of the War, made
experiments in this method before he became a professed
publicist, and decided-probably from a study of Thrasy-
machus, Antiphon, and the later Thucydides--in favour
of the trochee and iambus'.

The search for signs of this metrical mannerism in the
History is only too liable to the accusation of overrating
their importance in the scale of the author's whole artistic
achievement: the zeal of the dissector may cause him to
miss the presence of some ruling nerve, besides disfigur-
ing, and so neglecting, many of the most delicate tissues.
For this reason we dwelt at first on that larger music
which resounds in several places of the book, and
especially in the Retreat from Syracuse"; preferring,
however, to spend our chief attention upon a matter of
detail which is both more amenable to analysis and,
when once it is clearly observed, may help to make us
more keenly sensible of those greater and more splendid
intonations.

1 Cf. Isocr. Tfxvr1 fr. 6 (Maxim. Planud. ad Hermog. v, p. 469. 8 )- E lxOco
[6 dyos] ravri vO,4, dXurra taM I p rpoxa K. 2 Above, pp. 243-4.
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CHAPTER IX

INTERPOLATION

§I

WE may now suggest in brief the practical use, or
rather necessity, of an investigation like the present for
any satisfactory treatment of the textual question, which
was a part of our original problem'. We have followed
the course of Thucydides' literary effort through the

innovations of 'a time when style was much studied':
but the artist whose methods we have watched has been
not so much 'a trained stylist' as a writer who, if he

forges out, on occasion, a style which is truly his own 2,
is far more constantly and remarkably trying his hand
at several styles, both old and new, and with various
degrees of success. Now it is clear, on the one hand,
that no just account of his different modes of expression
can ignore this matter of interpolation, at least so far as

concerns the larger 'adscripts' which are alleged to have
crept into the text,-'those disconcerting trails of comment
and explanation which occur on every third page.' But
it is equally certain that even the best instructed pro-
cedure cannot hope to find one sovereign test for all. It
may rather have to recognise that here, as elsewhere', we
are often faced by a wall of darkness which, the more
eagerly we press through it, is the more likely to involve

1 Above, pp. 5-6. 2 As, for example, in parts of Book VII.
3 Cf. the case of the scandalous gossip about Pericles, above, pp. 48-9.
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us in a night of dreams. And in fact, without attempting
to deal with more than a few of the suspected insertions,
we shall find good reasons for maintaining a Thucydidean
caution in any definite approach towards the trust-
worthy 'rule of exception' which this problem seems
to require'. Much of the matter in dispute will probably
never be settled: but there is some of it on which a
purely literary account of the History should best be able
to pronounce. Just as it cannot be enough to state, once
for all, that 'nations do not go to war on such grounds2,'
so we may find something useful to say in control of
certain assertions which have been made as to what
Thucydides could or could not have written.

One class of corrections-which would exclude a
number of geographical and ethnological notes-has been
discussed already in our preliminary sketch of the
historian's aim'. But besides expecting that he will often
inform us of things with which' the Greeks must have
been quite familiar4 ,' we shall be prepared for other
departures from his habitual brevity. The same purpose
which introduced the larger digressions into his scheme
can be felt at work in some passages where he is
obviously bent on explaining an affair in specially ample
and lucid terms. The deliberate fullness of his opening
words' alone should warn us of this occasional liberty.
So, looking at the whole manner of the narrative from
which some critics would excise this note of explana-
tion-

(Iv, 25. 2) 8aT rXOUS cTETrXEvcUrOav C EK OTOL UXOV E

rca olKEL aOTpaTroTrrcEa [O 7TE Ev Tf MEOOcV 7 7 KaL El, TGc)

x Above, p. 6.
2 Above, pp. 49 foll. ' pp. 18 foll. * Marchant, Bk II, p. xxxviii.
2 Quoted above, p. 8. 6 Hude, after Herwerden.
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we must refuse to prune away what is only the most
obvious among many signs about this place of specially
explicit description. Thucydides has invented serious
history, but has not arrived at the expedient of referring
to separate appendices and notes; his necessary furniture
has to be packed into the text itself as his work proceeds.
Not that he has always or regularly supplied a note
where readers of a later age would be glad to have one.
He could not imagine the questions of a Tripos, any
more than he could foresee the monks who transcribed
him in the Middle Ages. Nor is he always thinking of
an audience other than Athenian. Only we must be pre-
pared to find that, as his peculiar brevity exposed him to
accretions of scholastic annotation, so his hope of being
read by persons remote from his time and outlook has
frequently moved him to insert his own explanatory
allusions.

Above all, we have to realise that he worked at
different subjects in different moods. Yet many modern
critics of the text are content to adopt a conservative
or a reforming policy, without attending to the variations
of the author's manner: whereas it is only when
we have obtained from the complexion of the style,
as it shifts with the entrance of each new episode or
discussion, some sense of the manner which prevails for
the moment, that we can speak one useful word on the
origin of even an ill-fitting insertion. The arguments of
Cobet, for instance, have deserved the most careful
hearing, since they work always from the intellectual
structure of the style, while relying on a sure knowledge
of its normal or frequent use of particular words: but he
would have been more convincing if he had made
allowance, as he surely ought to have, for moments of
ample detail or sonorous intonation. Thus, in the full-
flowing description of the departure of the fleet for Sicily,
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he would cut down a resonant sentence, so as to relieve it
of a comparison which is only apparently inexact

KGLG 1 'TC 497Tap~O1LKcLtp(,,we 7)0? E/LEAAOVpfETaL KWPOV'&

Zxx4vxovs cLWOXLTEtL, LtAXXov avrovs 07J L TL 8ELJa C TE

Ef !?4IOVro T XELV] .

If we are going to reduce the whole History to a
single habit of abrupt implication, we ought probably to
abolish the first five words as well as the last four; just
as the mythic theory ought to take account of the Perils
which were now winning their way into the popular
mind. We recognise the taXXov ' Toi; v in the
Funeral Oration as a rather too unapprehensive imita-
tion of Gorgias: but it is fair to expect that rhetoric will
have its rightful effect in other elaborate, though more
strenuous, performances in the art of Thucydides. On
the other hand, a hint from the scholia will sometimes
show that the note of a later date has intruded on the
brief account of an unimportant affair 3.

We have considered the awkward breaks in the
narrative for which the 'summers and winters' method
is responsible 4. It is natural, accordingly, to regard
phrases like c)o-1J- p -InapEo-KEvcLgovTo as signs of the
author's uneasiness about the conduct of his narratives.
So, when we find Bpao-(8 & 6 oTeXXL~os AaKEcabo'vLOs,

it is rash to excise the title, on no better plea than that
Brasidas was mentioned 'in the first half of the book
without any designation6 .' The whole phrase is intended
to start a new episode:

1Thuc. VI, 31. 1; Cobet, Var. Led.2 p. 291 ; cf. in, 64. 3; Cobet,
p. 446: above, p. IOI.

2 II, 42 fin. ; above, p. 159.
SE.g. v, 83. I-E-TpaTEvo'av ES TO "Apyor. . .vTJTIPXE E TL aVroIhai [c roil

"Ap-yovr] avTOOEv wrpao~oiiEvov : (schol. avroOEv' EK Toil Apyovc).
4 Above, pp. IO-I I. 5 Cf. Rutherford, Bk iv, p. xlix.
6 IV, 70. i ; Rutherford, p. xlvii. A more delicate case occurs at VIII, 28. 3

(Hrxovosvov vuOov vhov, aclErToTa 8E f3o LXEOW), where although 'Amorges
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Bpac~-(as c 6 Te'XX 8 s AaKE8aJ~0'VlO Kar TOUTOV TO

XPovov ETyXcVE rrIpt 0LKvoaj KaL KopwOov c v,

and the title serves, first of all, to resume the activities
of the Lacedaemonian general after an account of the
Athenian operations at Nisaea, and secondly, to dignify
the necessary transition with something of an epic
manner. When, however, we find the names AcLKEaU-
p ovtot and 'AOrvaioL several times repeated in a single
sentence or paragraph, our sense of what Thucydides is
commonly able to achieve by mere participles, together
with the clearest notion we can form of his momentary
purpose, may justify excision.

Cobet, and still more those who have freely applied
his methods, had to be continually referring the corrup-
tion to the carelessness of transcribers. This is a point
which the effect of our scanty information too easily
exaggerates. 'Monks were the copyists, men of slight
learning, which was dangerous to them, men who cared
nothing at all about what they did, but only about getting
it done'.' This may be generally true: but after being
reminded that by the tenth century the scholia 'had been
collected and appended to the text page by page,' we are
told' that 'the copyists had often mixed up the com-
mentary with the text, and this fertile cause of blunders
had been at work now for many centuries, having
probably begun to vitiate the original at a time consider-
ably anterior to the Christian era.' Such a statement
only gathers clouds. These calamitous monks were not
copying texts before the Christian era, since the world
had not yet made room for their existence. A sharp

has been mentioned before without this addition' (Goodhart, Bk viii, p. 43)
the intention may be to connect two widely severed passages (cf. viii, 5 fin.)
by repeating a description at a point where the pause of the reference will be
least awkward.

1 Marchant, Bk II, p. xxvi.
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distinction must be drawn between copyists A.D. and
copyists B.C. ; or rather we should keep this name for
those monks of whom we hear, from the fifth century
A.D. onwards, as having been specially employed in the
work of transcribing ancient texts. We have hardly any
means of knowing to what total extent, or in what
manner, the copying of manuscripts proceeded in Alex-
andrian and Augustan times. One case of deliberate
corruption is mentioned-that of Apellicon of Teos, into
whose hands the works of Aristotle and Theophrastus,
after being injured by damp and worms, at length
arrived; and who, being 'a bibliophile rather than a
philosopher,' patched up the corroded places, and
'published the books full of errors.' Rome soon after-
wards contributed her share of the damage. When Sulla
seized the library of Apellicon in Athens (86 B.c.), these
books were brought to Italy; and when the book-sellers
produced an edition, 'they employed bad scribes and
omitted to compare the copies with the original. The
same thing happens with other books which are transcribed
for sale both here [in Rome] and in Alexandria'. ' There
is also Cicero's complaint (54 B.c.) of blunders in the
issue of the Latin books of his day 2. Small mistakes
must always have occurred both before and during the
Augustan age, similar to those which can be attributed
to the mere carelessness of Byzantine or monastic scribes:
but any large amount of interpolation, designed or
accidental, is far more likely to have been a growth
of these later and more ignorant ages.

This point has claimed attention here, since it closely
concerns the question, whether the texts of Thucydides
had suffered much alteration before Dionysius made his

' Strabo, xiII, i, 54.

2 Cicero, Ad Quint. Fr. III, 5-6-' De Latinis uero quo me uertam
nescio : ita mendose exscribuntur et ueneunt.'
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extracts (38-30 B.C.). It appears, on the whole, that his
text of the History was not remarkably different from
ours; after allowing for the faulty condition in which his
own works have been handed down, and his laxity in
quoting from himself' or repeating a former quotation',
the differences do not suggest anything like a separate
tradition. It may of course be argued that this single
tradition had previously passed through many amplifying
hands, so that a number of explanatory notes had
gradually crept in. The answer must simply be that it
is possible, but very improbable. At any rate, we have
no sure ground to build on, except such errors as the
ordinary transcriber can hardly avoid.

2

A corrective to feverish generalisation was supplied
by a new study of the merits of the different manuscripts 4 :
the best of which were shown to be not seriously corrupt,
even in Book viii. Yet there are many points affecting
the sense, 'in which the authority of all the MSS. together
is so little to be trusted that it it would often be unsound
criticism to follow them in opposition to external con-
siderations of fitness and probability5.' This relates
chiefly to variations in the forms of words: as to large
interpolations, each case for doubt must be considered

1 Ad Pom5. ii; Ad Amm. II, ii. 2 De Thuc. 858, 871.
3 The MSS. of Dionys. Ad Anm. II, xi make the critic say that certain

persons had altered a participle in Thuc. VIII, 64 from the masc. to the fern.,
and three other words from the gen. to the accus. But Herwerden seems
right in making the remark conditional (vy vav for dvr~vEav, and
(bv) dvur). Roberts (Class. Rev. 1900, pp. 214-6) holds it just possible that
the MSS. are right, and that Dionys. refers to an 'attempt made to rewrite
the words of Thuc.' Such attempts were doubtless often made as rhetorical
or grammatical exercises; Dionys. can hardly be referring to these. How-
ever, it is to be noted that he distinguishes the oddities of the authorised
text from possible or actual improvements.

' Goodhart, Bk vIII, Intr. (1893). s lb. p. xxvii.
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separately. We are to condemn a few additions on
linguistic grounds': with regard to parenthetical phrases
like wOrr'TEp rapUrKEVcLrOvTO-(oTEp 8LEVOOVVTO, ' how is
any general criterion to be established by which such
clauses can be rejected ?" In fine, 'perhaps there
is not much more to be learnt from our existing MSS.';
while the way is left open, as we have seen, for
'external considerations of fitness or probability.' Two
years later another critic declared it 'highly probable
that some of the passages dealing with geography,
customs, constitutional details and the like, which
embarrass the commentator, may owe their complexity
to accidental insertions, and not to what can only be
called clumsiness on the part of the historian.'" Thus
even a note of nearly three lines' length may have to be
excluded4. This view, however, discountenances the
wholesale rejection of explanatory notes, and requires
a plea of 'complexity' or 'clumsiness': though it is
unfortunate that such a plea can be urged against other
places in the History where excision cannot fairly offer
a solution.

Another suggestion which calls for notice is that of
a closer study of Thucydidean imitators'. But the
general effect of this study so far has been to confirm
the authority of our text". Moreover, imitations and
borrowings of any helpful extent are to be found only in
times late enough to have allowed a good deal of
contamination of the original. If we look further back,
the most likely authors are either now lost to us, or they
confined themselves to excerpts or parallels which are of

1 e.g. viii, 6. 3-oaev...dcaXEiro ; 77-ol t&ta rpwf3rvral.

2 Goodhart, p. xxx. ' Forbes, Bk I, p. v (1895).
4 e.g. I, 126. 

6
-tcr....dELxcOpta. Spratt, Bk III, p. xii (1896).

6 See the testimnonia in Hude's edit. 1898-1901, which however should be
supplemented by reference to the fuller collections in Bloomfield's Transl.
of Tuc. 1829, and his critical edition of 1842.
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slight account. 'Thus, in the first place, Philistus of Syra-
cuse, who wrote a history of Sicily, was 'terse, sagacious,
concise-almost a miniature Thucydides": but we are
also told that he was more lucid than his master2 ; and
that 'he shunned what is most peculiar and curious in
the style of Thucydides, and reproduced what is rounded
and terse and argumentative; he falls, however, very far
behind the beauty of language and wealth of arguments
appearing in that writer ;....his language is extremely
uniform and lacking in variety2.' It is clear, accordingly,
that even if we possessed more than inconsiderable
fragments of this most reputed of early imitators, they
would have to be used with the greatest caution. More-
over, Dionysius remarks that he knows of no ancient
historian who imitated Thucydides 'in respect of the
things wherein he is most distinguished from other
writers4 '; though this critic, in spite of his strictures and
protests, owes a good many phrases of his own History
to the invention or example of Thucydides5. Besides
the use of single words, he adapts a few expressions like
-KL aTfap 6 vat/LLroXJTO/) rat Ka lrapaL 7 )7P KWVZ)EV-

rc(6 -to his own purposes. Arrian, who desired to be
known to fame as 'the New Xenophon,' found a use
nevertheless for a good many pickings from Thucydides.
Here we may find either adoption or adaptation ; for

example, not only 6A4JEL a raa- avvEXOP vot, but i%4cLXoL

KoXvpjL37 rcLL". Hence this evidence is a good deal less

valuable than even the inaccurate quotations of Dionysius.

1 Cicero, Ad Quint. Fr. II, xi. 4 (transi. Tyrrell). Philistus was born
C. 435 B.C. 2 Quintil. Inst. Or. x, I.

3 Dionys. Ad Ponp. 781.
4Dionys. De Thuc. 943; cf. De Imitat. 427.
5See H. Stephanus, cit. Poppo, Pro/eg. 356-' quorum apud Thuc.

Wujris~ fuerat, quaedam sunt, quorum postmodo tp1)Tr esse non erubuit.'
6 Thuc. I, 70. 3.
7Thuc. II, 49. 5--&8frp airaVorp Evv~deob o: I ', 26. 8-KoXvj 3 p-ai

v4U~pot.
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Towards 200 A.D. we find a number of borrowings in
Dio Cassius, such as KoXV/L/ 3 7raii3vZpoL,.and &ca
v cuVri) o-tc &v~prnr"wv ': he has also some dozen
passages where the sentiment is obviously derived from
Thucydides; and these larger pieces occasionally throw
some light on the merits of a variant reading. Lastly, it
is to be observed that the words and phrases which
betray all such imitations are for the most part-like the
sentiments borrowed from the Funeral Oration by
Sallust memorable rather than difficult or awkward.
There is therefore not much further help to be expected
from this quarter for the question of interpolation2.

1 Thuc. III, 82. 2 (see previous note).
2 Two whole chapters in the text (Iii, 17; 84) may he partly the work of

early imitators. III, 17 presents so many perplexities of sense and oddities of
diction (Steup, Rhein. Mies. xxIV, 350; Classen-Steup, Thuc. Bk in,
pp. 244-9), that it ought probably to be regarded as a patchwork, by a later
hand, of rough jottings left by Thuc. for a note on the numbers of Athenian
ships. III, 84 is more interesting: its rejection dates from the time of the
earliest grammarians, and its ponderous re-handling of the topics of 82-3,
though at first suggesting that it is an alternative essay by Thuc. which he
discarded for what he preferred to write in a different manner, is more likely
-from various hints of language-to be the work of an able imitator
(Classen, Bk III, pp. 173-4, 275). His skill is chiefly in compact and well-
balanced periodic connection: the first of his three sentences is a lengthy,
scientific specimen of a descending period -- dy 8' oi~v r- KEpKvpa. . .dapatrrj-o~
EirX~oLev-which has a good deal of Thuc.'s weighty rhythm.

An important study, with which we are not at present concerned, is that of
Byzantine Greek. This has led to the detection and expulsion of language
used in a manner alien to the fifth century, and to the distinction of those
classical words-though this must be less certain-which required a comment
in later times. Yet probably most of the cases in which this knowledge can
be of use have been decided ; and considering the number of &~a$ XEyo LEVa

in Thuc. (cf. Goodhart, pp. xxxix-xl), and the difficulty of pronouncing, e.g.,
whether he could or could not write olbda (VIII, 6. 3) in the sense of 'family,'
or stretch his grammar to almost any conceivable shape or tenuity for a
moment, it is doubtful if this guidance can be followed any further.

It will be well, however, to notice here a fine correction made many years
ago, which ought at least to have been mentioned by Goodhart, Tucker and
Hude. In VIII, 46. 3 we read :-Kai oi'u K hd ELva AaKE~apovior cd p v

uc/r&v TOwv EXXvcv EXEEpovv vv T oiv EXXrjvas, dirt lEKELVOW TW f
3apf

3
apcov,

r)v J ? TOTE avToVc J 7?d EEXo-L, /L?)EXEV8EpOXtcLL. Hude, on the hint of an

omission in one MS. (B), brackets iiWv 3ap~a'pov, and follows Valckenler in
19-2
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The most recent English text' encloses in hostile
brackets a score or so of phrases excised by modern
critics2, besides one whole chapter (III, i 7), and several
small notes like 70 Z AaK 8aL/ovEoLs (I, 85. 3) and afroi
Tauc pov (I, 128. I). The editor's principles are con-
servative: he will only recognise a few interpolations
apart from those which stand condemned on the showing
of the scholia3. It is strange, therefore, that although
in one place he discredits three inoffensive words 4

(vIII, 94. i) Kai ,- 7r TL [rw ITOAXc, v 6wXGTw] ctr

'TOUVTO EVOLLE v-

bracketing TOwv EXXrvow likewise. But after these very acceptable excisions
there is nothing but doubtful and perplexing conjecture in the various
treatment of )v...EXEvEpfio-aL. Donaldson (Iindar, 1868, Pref. p. xii)
suggested that j n0roTE aurois is a scholiast's note from the margin- Jerhas
we should insert aTOlVs": lj 7rOTE being often used in this way (see
Buttmann, Demos//. Meid. 1833, Exc. vii), and the annotator 'not perceiving
that aior To was fully implied in /3apf3pwv' (Donaldson had to do without
the encouragement to brevity which is provided by the other two excisions).
The probable reading therefore is-di-r o'U'KE'vCWv, )v i l E'\t, /L7

EXEvOEp&o-aL, and we translate-' even if they (the Spartans) did not expel
them (the Persians), they would at least set the Greeks free from them.'
For Alcibiades is reminding Tissaphernes 'how very unlikely it was that
the Laceckemonians, whose professed object was to liberate the Greeks from
the tyranny of their countrymen, would not free them from the rule of the
barbarians : to which he adds, in order to terrify the satrap still more, that
in all probability they would not rest contented with merely liberating the
Asiatic Greeks, but would also ejel the Persians from the country (for this
sense of ilatpew, cf. Herod. v, i6; II, 30; VII, io6).' Hude alters to
F E0dcootL. The whole passage, as quoted, serves well to illustrate how a
succinct summary of an argument could be swollen and spoilt by the
incorporation of marginal notes.

1Stuart Jones, Oxford, 1898.
2 II, 15. 4 ; 19. I; 21. I ; III, 21. 3 ; 23. 5; 109. 2 ; IV, 45. 2 ; 90. I ; V,

32. 5; 50. 2; 65.4 ; I 6. I ; VI, 40. I ; VII, 45. 2; 58. 3; VIII, 44. 3; 77; 94.
I ; 99. I. Only three of these are referred to the scholia, and two more to
V'alla's unreliable translation. in, 84 (in lobo) is bracketed on the evidence
of the scholia.

a lb. Pref. An example of the latter sort has been noticed in EK ic TO

"Apyovs (v, 83. i), above, p. 285, n. 3.
4 Secl. Stahl; Tow ToXLTrWv Gertz; rc~v 

6
irXtr~v Hude, after one MS(C).
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he ignores an almost convincing correction of Cobet's

(II, 84. 3) TOrE 6~ [KTara TOP- KcLpOZ TOV] c- pLLP

while if we are to suspect an insertion in this phrase
(vII, 45. 2) /JLX' [CavEv rT&P oc-o- w] of pv dirciXXVVTo,

o 6a' Eoc5 8h a-av -

it is hard to be contented with this-

(II, 92. 5) Eo--i-iocw E KaL oG IIEXoIToPV4O oL rpOw

Cc;VEVLK'KOTE' T?7' TpolTT), as 1TpOS TTr 8 LE/OE7paW vac

from which Cobet, with much reason, deleted cc VEVtK~?7-

KOTE%, and which would perhaps be a more tolerable and
genuine sentence if Tf O7Tp were expelled instead 2.

Nor can we fairly pass this incorrect geographical
note, especially when it upsets the connection of the
language-

(vi, i04. 2) Kai praao-OE~ as ' crvEOv [Ka& TOPTEpC-

vaov KoXITov] t EKITVE TIT7 LCc*s KaTa Bop

EO-T'?7 K~o S

This edition, then, not merely recognises a consider-
able amount of interpolation beyond what is indicated by

the scholia, but conducts its practice in a manner which
ought to be uncomfortable to its theory : for it admits
enough corrections to justify the admission of a good
many more ; some of which are at least as necessary,
but the total effect would show too much favour to
the principle of excision. This embarrassment seems
to arise from adopting a fixed attitude towards a too
confident school of criticism, instead cof weighing
each accusation, whatever may be its source, on its

1 Seci. Pluygers, Hude ; dffcuXovro Hude, after Cobet.
2This sentence is left intact by Hude ; also i, 84. 3 above.

s Sec?. Hude, after Gmller. The wind is set or standing in the north
(cf. Herod. VI, 140. 4), and Gylippus is somewhere not far from Tarentum :
Terina is low down on the 'instep' of Italy.
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individual merits, and with a sure view of the high
though varying merits of Thucydides.

Turning for a moment to 'papyrus ille nobilissimus e

ruderibus Oxyrhynchi nuper in lucem prolatus"'-on which
this editor's theory is partly based-we find the fragment
about equal in length to two and a half of his pages'.
Its differences from our text are slight 3, and the version
to which it belongs would have high authority, if the whole
had survived. But, as appears by the corrections it
has received from either the first or some later hand, its
original form did not escape the accidents which befall
every transcription; and how far these and more in-
tentional faults had corrupted the text before this copy
was made ' must remain an open question. Its editors,
in treating a small fragment of Book II (94)3, observe
that the removal of grammatical difficulties there and in
the fragment of Book Iv, by two papyri which are not
only nine centuries earlier than the oldest vellum
manuscript of Thucydides, but stand above the ordinary
rank of classical papyri in point of correctness, 'suggests
that the difficulties of Thucydides' syntax may to some
extent be the fault of scribes.' Another fragment of the
first-mentioned papyrus, containing some more pieces of
Book Iv, has come to light 6, and still no serious variants
appear. Yet these scraps of early manuscript, while
tending to discourage an extravagant policy of excision,
may record a text which has already suffered from
omissions and insertions before the first century A.D.
A parallel occurs in the case of the papyrus of Bacchyl-

1 Stuart Jones, Pref. 2 iv, 36. 2-41. I.
s Two of them are not recorded by Stuart Jones-Iv, 38. 4; 39 init.
4 It is of the first century AD.; Grenfell and Hunt, Oxyrk. Payr. 1898, I,

pp. 40-2. Oxyrk. Pafyr. 1899, ii, p. I18.
6 Oxyrk. Pafyr. 1904, IV, pp. 90-I (Thuc. IV, 28-35, with considerable

gaps). A useful collection of the pieces of the text discovered in Egypt and
published up to 1912 has been made by F. Fischer, Leipzig, 1913.
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ides, which belongs to the first century B.c.: 'but when
it was written, Bacchylides had been dead for some four
hundred years; and though the manuscript is, on the
whole, of a good class, the text already abounds in
mistakes and corruptions'.' Further, the abjects and
orts of Oxyrhynchus have given us but brief glimpses of
some of Thucydides' most straightforward narrative: we
must wait for more diverse examples, before we can
argue much from the general import of such evidence.

'Quam mendose,' exclaimed Cobet, 'ad hunc diem
Thucydides editur! '" The reproach has been largely
abolished by a Danish scholar ', whose methods are
according to the highest standards of research and
apparatus. On the question of interpolation, this editor
shows that the two great difficulties are the untrustworthy
character of the manuscript tradition, and the peculiar
licence of the author's style; so that we are frequently at
a loss to tell whether a harsh expression is owing to him
or to the scribes . The procedure of this text is
explained as the middle way of leaving unchanged such
oddities of speech as seem to be countenanced by the
general manner and connection of the passages in which
they occur, or by an affinity to other oddities elsewhere;
while, in cases which admit of ready emendation, the
tradition is freely deserted. 'It is abundantly clear, from
the disagreement of the manuscripts and from a study of
the scholia and the evidence in other writers, that glosses
and scholia have at not a few places crept into the text:
but no adequate account is as yet forthcoming of either
the process or the period at which the author's words
were amplified as some critics would have us believe'.'

1 Jebb, Camb. Comp. Gr. Stud. § 693.
2 Cobet, Var. Lect. 1873, p. 450.
s Hude, Thuc. I-Iv, 1898; v-viII, 1901. 4 lb. I, p. viii.
5 lb. I, p. ix.
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Against the methods of Cobet-'princeps ille Batauorum"
-we are to set, first of all, the testimony of Dionysius,
but finally-and this is more convincing and useful-the
variations in the style of the History. The second
Preface finds in the new readings of the papyrus an
encouragement to the further cure of the tradition.
Thus the latest editor, after a careful survey of all that
ancient and modern learning can supply for the correction
of the book, still leaves us to weigh arguments for and
against a considerable number of excisions.

The fluctuating condition in which the question
remains is yet more evident, when we consider some of
the phrases which Hude has or has not seen fit to excise.
He does not notice some probable cases, like two which
we have quoted2: yet he accepts this correction of
Kruger-

(Iv, 37. I) EL 7r0 TO?) K1pVy/aTOSaKOVLPTESEITLKXa(G-
£ L Tf yv 6  [7& oITXca napa 8OVaL] Kcu T)O )OELEV TO?
lrapoV'TO' LOvo -

in view, apparently, of the Ta JwXa ilapa8 oi3 vat which
cones shortly after3 . Rutherford's argument, that the
words are betrayed by their position (since they belong
to TO1) ICY pvyp a~c4) is unfair both to the collective force
of Thucydides' language, and to his constant habit,
especially in a deliberative moment, of postponing a verb
of this shape to the end of the phrases.

1Perhaps there is here some shadow of that 'avJToKofllp-ov species mente
concepta atque iuxta Heinianum ilium camelum producta' ; see Badham,
Plato, Euthyd. and Laches, Epist. Praef. 2865.

2 II, 84. 3; II, 92. 5; above, p. 293.
sThe sentence-or perhaps a fresh one-proceeds-Krpvdiv TE, El /3os5Xov-

rat, rTz irrXa irapa~5ovvat Kat i 4s ai'ovs 'AOi vaiovs-
4 Rutherford, Bk Iv, p. xlix.

Above, pp. 250, 256, 257. A stranger excision is that of 8c' d~Os~ova
in Iv, 40. 4, and &cI To TEptEXElV £2V77)v in Iv, 202. 4, on Rutherford's reason,
that the necessary sense 'for the sake of' betrays a late idiom unknown to
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§3
As a supplement to these views and instances, we

shall now inspect a few cases of modern suspicion, to
which a careful sense of the prevailing structure and
rhythm may be able to offer conclusive advice. The
following illustrations will serve at least to indicate the
lines on which readers of the modern texts of Thucydides
ought to satisfy themselves, as far as possible, that they
are aware of his occasional as well as his general artistic
intention.

(I, 50. 2) oi pa T(olc (L~yevo)cr E1TroLovTO [6woZot
EKpcTOvv q 7EKpcLTovvTo] .

The suspected phrase, or at any rate its last two
words, may appear to be too explanatory for Thucyd-
ides: in his most parsimonious mood, it certainly would
be. But in the place where it occurs, it is just in the
manner that we ought to expect. The preceding
chapter is a piece of direct and rapid narrative: when he
comes to reflect and explain, the sentences are more
neatly and evenly framed, and the confusion of the fight
is emphasised by the balance of the clauses, which work
up here to a sort of jingling epigram 2.

Thuc. (Rutherford, Bk iv, p. xxxix). Yet Hude makes no question of &a T)V

u/cErEpav &J av in II, 89. 4, or of bu t ov OuLaoTo'rv c7rpa Lv in v, 53, in both
of which the natural meaning of 8c4 is also 'for the sake of.' Cf. Plato,
Res5. 524 c-&n iby rOUTov o-ac/4vetav, 'with the view of making this clear '-

and other classical instances given by Graves, Bk Iv, 1888, p. i86. &c'

cixeq~ova (iv, 40. 4) is perhaps not in its right place, but the reason for cutting
it out does not appear to be sufficient, merely from the practice of Hude
himself. The point here is a strictly grammatical one : but it illustrates the
perplexity in which readers are still left, as to the kind of expression that
Thucydides could or could not have used.

S Seci. Pluygers, Cobet ; mentioned by Hude. Cobet regards 67roioc as
'decrepit Greek for oitLvEI',' and adds that 67ro1-Epot is required. But the
context ("EXXrio-t irpos EXXivas) gives a good point to 6 riToi.

2 See above, pp. 271-2. The rhythm of this passage has been noticed
above, p. 257.
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A similar explanation elsewhere is so awkwardly
placed, and so needless after the same words have
appeared twice within the previous eleven lines, that it
probably ought to be expelled

(i, 87. 6) & cyvct4r CdvT'q Tr3s KKXv)o4CL [Toe TaCS

o-ITOV c& EXvTrOa'] EyEVETO El-' .... .ETEL-

especially when the only discernible intention is to add a
bare chronological note.

(i, 140. 2)/3oV'XovrcLL6E i1oXe'LL ,LXXov ['? XoyoL'] TCL

E)/KX?5/J~cTc &ctXvEUo"a -

We have noticed in the earlier part of this sentence
an experiment, for oral conviction, in alliterative em-
phasis, and the consequent sacrifice of brevity 3. Hence
we have no right to deprive Pericles of the full sound of
his antithesis, though the mere intelligence of his hearers
might be content with less. The ear, however, demands
its toll. The same argument applies to another ample
phrase within the next few lines:

(i, 140. 4) /ft'q3 ELS POJLO'7) TEJL 3 PaXEc &1) ITOXE/ LELP, E

TO~ M~yapE~v 4fl7tf~o7Lc /a KcLOEX o p v, OTEp 1LwaXLO"Tc

irpo ixov-'at, [EL KaL~cLp OELI7, j (v iyyvEO-OaL TOP 7ToXE-

for it is only if we ignore the earnest, iwizg-winded
insistence of the whole passage that we can be tempted
by even 'the controlled and sane sagacity of Cobet 5.'

(ii, 45.i) iraw- 'av 00TO~l rwz'ocTCapcO-TE a7) CboE0Ls Opc
!LeyaW ToP ayfa~

(TOY yap OV~K 6vra ~aaEL&)OEv EIkawELV),

Kat LoXLc WI KcL VITEp/3 0Xv7PapET7)c ovx oOL,

a' oYcP XEiPOVs KpL6
BELTE.

1Seci. Cobet, Hude : not mentioned by Stuart Jones. 2 Seci. Cobet.
s Above, pp. 257-8. 4 Seci. Cobet : cf. above, p. 40, n. 3.
'Rutherford, Bk Iv, Pref. p. viii.
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It is not too much to say that the parenthesis in the
second line was primarily composed or primarily so
placed-though by Thucydides, and to the detriment of
the connection--for the sake of rhythmical balance; and
primarily for this reason we cannot allow it to be excised'.

(iii, 58. 3) EKOvTCLF TE EXL/3C7E KCLLXELP o p

(6 8E v4o o roZS 'EXXjo-L ) KTEIVELV ovirovs2).

The argument from Thucydides' regard for future
readers will probably not, but still conceivably may, hold
in the case of a speech3 : to claim that he would not have
expressed the matter in these terms 4, is to stop our ears,
and miss the tone of simple appeal which runs throughout
the Plataeans' speech 5. It is no less in harmony with
this than with the explicit connections of the straight-
forward thought, that the speaker should pass from
EKOvlTas to XEPac TrpoitXopvovs, and so on to this barely

worded note of Hellenic feeling.
At the end of this chapter there is an equally

appropriate tone of earnest pleading in the insistence of
-(iII, 58 fin.) rGw &QCrapEvoiv [Kcd KTL(TCJV] and
(9 I) I)&XXorpLpw EZEK L Ea XO s[ ) aiVToV' LK)7OEPTt]

which again forbids the excisions of Cobet. For in
seeking to give Thucydides his due, we must recognise
not merely his peculiar brevity, but also the amount
of special character which he has purposely bestowed on
the arguments and language of the several speeches'.

Tov y.... .E7TaLvELv sec'. Steup-whose arguments (Classen-Steup, Thauc.
1889, II, pp. 225-6) would be more convincing, if they concerned a piece of
narrative like that of VI, 104. 2, above, p. 293.

2 06B...ToIvTovs seci. Cobet. 3 Above, pp. i8 foil.
' Isar. Led. p. 446-'quasi uero aut Plat censes ista dicere aut Thuc. ea

sic dicere potuisset.' J Cf. above, pp. 260-I.
6 with the simple verb K7TEELV cf. I, 132 fin.-Kai avrov ?/ppev EyyEypa/~

1 EOV KTELVELV:,II, 51. 6--bs' yap TOV atirov, (.)OTE Kar KTEILVELV, OlUK ErrEXaI/3aPEV.

fi Cf., further on, the distracted intonation of the three phrases-(59. 2)
aiLTovMEOa v/Ia6-7rE~crac TaE- )7 cvwjoviv--which Cobet would likewise
abolish.
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(Iv, 4. 2) ~v T iTX OV... E7 OVCFJTOV 6fEpov, EKE-

KV46 OTEs TE,

[c fLcaXLO-TaL /tEXXoL EWLp(evEw,]

Ka T O) XEtPE ES TOVITtO&) eVFL1TXEKOVTEc
[irwc j &wrorrtrotj.

The previous sentence, which describes how the
soldiers-regarded at first in the mass and, as it were,
from a distance-were seized with an impulse of convert-
ing the headland into a regular fortress, shows how
Thucydides will sometimes so condense his meaning in a
few words that its clearness is at once imperilled

(Iv, 4. I) PIuEXPL t vTOLS Tots OTpcTLco XOXaovaLv
Opp/V VETEOE -TEpLTacvYw EKTELXLOTLL 

Here by XoXcovoLv 6p' he seems to mean 'an
impulse such as commonly falls on men at a time of
idleness,' and by 7IrEpLo-rao-tL EKTELXtOcLL 'to take each his
station, as the rule is, and so build a complete ring of
defences 1.' But, as in another case which we have
discussed 2, the prefatory, summarising glance is quickly
succeeded by the careful detail of analysis, which sets
out, in neatly poised clauses, the sturdy zeal of Demo-

sthenes' men in making shift to carry through what they
had once begun. This realistic intention is first announced
by the mere arrangement of the opening words of the
continuation-

(iv, 4. 2 mnit.) KaLi EyxEL Lp7JTEs Eipya~ovTOoTL~gta~~

p v XLtovpyct OVICEXO1)TES, X o ycI6&pi 8E (EpovTEcXWOv,-

till we are led, by similar even degrees, to their manner
of carrying the mud on their backs. If, therefore, we are

1 According to another and less probable interpretation, EvEITEoE r-EpL-

UTUO-LV must be taken together, as a violent compression of-' fell upon them
in the manner that one knows of, when men veer round (or change their
minds).'

2 Above, p. 170; VI, 24. 3-caLEpJOS' EVE~rEcTE TOLSr lrac tV O/LoicOsEKIVXEvfaL

K TX.
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to follow Cobet in cutting away the careful amplitude of
the two clauses which we have seen in his brackets
above, we can only do so by neglecting the descriptive
art which informs and directs the whole story, and which
is a peculiar product of the author's genius.

That this view of the case is not fanciful, must be
granted by anyone who will impartially read the chapter
through, observing the further fullness of this explana-
tion :

(Iv, 4. 3) iTav 7TE Tp07T1 j 'q7TEL)ovTo 4nOvaLTOV
AaKE&Lqlvov Vc rptv E~TL/3o7fBjo-a ro yapITXEOV Toy

a;VTO KCLpTEpoi i T'7PX KcLL OV V E6 t-T'X 0

(Iv, 8o. 2) prj rrpac Taapovra [m3 HtXov Exoit 6 S1]
vc oT ptowto-1 v

The strict economy of words in this chapter, and
especially in the former half of this sentence

Ka a TOW EGXWro /3 0vX0(LvOtIc v M Irpo9fEL

EK1TE//aL4JL, -

should be decisive in favour of the correction. The
obvious heroic cadence that results would furnish an
argument against excision, if this were a passage of
Demosthenes ; as indeed it would be an objection in the
case of Thucydides, if we trusted the opinion of N orden
as to the metrical habits of early Greek prose 2 This
insertion is to be compared with two others already
noticed 3.

(v, io. 5) O01CapE 7) &S o1) EvoVCrLV &XOL bE TOW vTE

do aT~v i'K175oCGKa TOW K0LXowoi yap av TOUTO

y~yv'rqact, OVIC doCOao'T JLLVEL1) T0VS EITTG&.c

The brilliant acumen of Vlari e Lecliones might
perhaps incite one to cut away the last two clauses, as an

1Seci. Hude. 2 Above, p. 280.
a II, 84. 3; VII, 45. 2 ; above, p. 293.
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explanatory adscript supplied by some grammarian who
feared that the point was not intelligible already in
& Xof and its clause. But the idea of such alteration
must be dismissed when we recognise the matter-of-
fact, expansive mood which is occasionally allowed to
the speakers in the History. Brasidas' tone here is
one of light-hearted confidence in the midst of action:
like the distracted Nicias', he is drawn by sudden
exertion into a suitably commonplace manner of speech.
This artless manner has appeared at length in the appeal
of the PlataeansL.

(vi, 40. I) XX T( KaL vvv, U) 1TjXT&Jl)L4vvErwrarot, EL

'Y1 pJ iOcLVETE KaK L Or7TEv~oVTE% ['aa c O&rar TO&T&']

v 0 f o t AA?7cW, 'q (a&Ke)TCTOL, EL EL 8 oTEs T0X/ LTE,

qXX' i0L ULcLOOVTES 7E ?) VETc7yVOVTES TO T7/S 1TOXEWO v/.Lrca
KOLVOV CaVeETE,-

Athenagoras the democrat is rebuking the oligarch-
ical party at Syracuse: his manner is short and sharp,
taking a fresh turn with almost every one of his clauses;
and therefore we need not hesitate to abolish 4aO-

EcTTcLTOG O/TE as a late insertion. The reason of that
insertion becomes clear, if we follow Cobet, as we surely
ought, in restoring cv EyWi o 6a EX X4jVc~ to its natural
place after dVPET&UTcLTOL : this dislocation has led to a
clumsy attempt at patching. Cobet would also cut out
the &XX' before TOL IaOOcT~o's yE ; but it ought to be
retained for the office of repeating or picking up the
opening note (c*XX' E'TL Kai vihv), and also of separating off
its new pair of alternatives (r41oL /LcOovT~ E E4 ,ETa-

yV6 vTE'), which briefly answer the double weight of the
former pair (c~vverou'raroL . . . d&ic&rarOt) and their
appendages.

1 Above, pp. 150-1. 2 Above, p. 299.
s Sec?. Dobree, Cobet, Madvig, Hude.
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The Oxford text, apparently in order to maintain the
credit of the manuscripts, follows the old way of putting
a full stop after TXoX &TE, which utterly disappoints the
expectation raised by 7T KcL a v'v at the beginning. Yet,
when it has thus upset the household, as it were, for the
sake of a fraudulent waif, it accepts, in what is at least
virtually the continuation of the same sentence, a
correction which is only a shade-if at all-more obvious
than the other

qy7OcqIEVOL TOVTO (1EV Kau L urov iccd TXEOV oiayavoi

tvtciv [q7Ep TO m; 1 TOXEcO TX'vOqoS] 1 LETaOXEW-

where the inserted phrase most probably comes from the
same ready hand. Both phrases must seem about
equally fatuous to a proper grasp of this context.

VIII, 6. 3 [OaEV KL rovvoaAaK&wLKOV 7otKLCa c w
KaTc 7 v EVLaL1) EcXEZ-' Ev&oc yap 'AXKt/ 3

tov EKcXE1To
2].

In the words preceding these, we are told that
Alcibiades was a guest-friend (4'voE) of Endius, one of
the ephors at Sparta. The text then proceeds
'Hence it was that their family3 got a Laconian name,
on the strength of this hospitality : for Endius bore the
surname "son of Alcibiades ".' The linguistic difficulties
of this note (~O~v-oiIcaiTcu~riv-Ev8. 'AXK. EKaXETo)

are over-emphasised by the critics who would cut it out :
in any case, it is beside the point to urge that there is a
'want of relevancy in the whole statement 4.' We must

put up with some awkwardness of connection, both in
:sense and in grammar, for the sake of a note, first tightly
compressed, and then rather abruptly forced into the
narrative. The perilous bareness of the last clause

1 SecZ. Kruger.
2 Sec?. Classen, Goodhart: [Kara T1,' Eviav] Kruger, Stahl, Hude.
3 It should be noticed that the use of olda in this sense has had some

preparation in the ideas attaching to $ vor. Cf. above, p. 291, n. 2.
4 Goodhart, Bk viii, p. i 2; Classen, Bk VIII, p. I2.
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betrays the anxiety of the writer who has no footnotes' ,

while the concluding verb rounds off the rhythm of his
remark, as if to save the dignity of the text.

These few examples must suffice to show the direction
in which the answer-or rather, the several answers-
to the textual problem should henceforth be mainly
sought. In order to bring out the method as briefly and
distinctly as possible, our illustrations have been selected
from passages where we have to work on the unanimous
tradition of the best manuscripts, and also with a view to
avoiding, as far as possible, the encumbrance of gram-
matical and historical disputes. Yet the principles here
put forward should obtain a careful hearing at the trial
of many disagreements in the material evidence; for they
are based on the character and habits of the mind which
produced the History. Indeed it is one great merit of
those critics who have been most intent on plucking
weeds from this ancient garden, that their zeal has called
for a clearer understanding of the whole original growth.
Cobet especially has made it impossible for anyone truly
interested in the achievement and fame of Thucydides
to ignore this problem of interpolation, or to rest in the
despair which may come of perusing a vast amount of
indeterminate conjecture. We have shown here in
outline the most hopeful way of advance: in the mean-
time, a few definite signs of disability in the latest
editions have served to prove an immediate practical
value in our literary estimate of the History.

1 Kara rv eviav is not strictly necessary in such an emergency, and is
probably a later comment on oOEV. Cf. above, p. 284.
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CHAPTER X

CONCLUSION

§I

THE writer whose methods we have followed in both
his larger and his smaller applications of form presents
the remarkable case of a strict scientific reason endea-
vouring to realise and bequeath its achievement in a
permanent work of art. That such an endeavour was
conceived at all, and still more, that it could succeed as
far as it did in performance, must have been due to
certain fine abilities beyond those that are to be merely
termed intellectual. Thucydides was an Athenian of the
Periclean age; and we have been careful to allow that
even a man of his severely critical judgement could enjoy
the spell of traditional poetry, and to make no surprise of
his cultivating a sonorous dignity in his own language.
His periodic composition, it is true, shows an industrious
energy of analysis which, apart from other signs, should
clearly dissociate him from the aim of a dramatist. But
the wide range of research, the boldness of experiment in
design and manner, and the figurative force of many
memorable phrases, have carried our investigation
through the noise and glitter of Sicilian rhetoric to a
certain rare quality in the nature of this man, who not
merely acquired some useful instruments in the market of
popular fashion, but endowed them with a strength and
a beauty that were all his own. For at the back of
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his discerning and arranging we meet with a peculiarly
vivid sense of things, as they moved around him in their
successive groups of persons and events. From the glow
of this feeling especially arise the creations of poetry and
romance. It is more commonly recognised, of course,
where practical reason has had no sway. In Thucydides,
it was the secret source of his distinctive power; it gave
the edge and brilliance to his keen enquiry. He wanted
to know the truth about the things that passed before his
eyes, for their own sake, and because he felt their import-
ance. They were a part of one huge and complex but
always continuous chain. Profoundly stirred by this main
unity, and firmly grasping that section of things which came
within his reach, he was eager that others should know
and ponder them in times when the chain-into which
those others, like himself and his world, must in turn be
linked-should be very different in quality and appear-
ance.

So understood, his zeal for the truth must ensure him
his place on a level with Socrates. The best intellects of
that age were rejecting the authority of both religion and
philosophy; and these two men found the road thus
opened for work which was to make a new epoch in the
functions of literature and thought. The practical enter-
prise of Thucydides had the advantage of many hints
from Hippocrates, Democritus, Protagoras and Antiphon;
in whose company he stood aloof from the fantastic
elegance of Sicilian speech. But there is another point,
connected with that personal concern which we have just
noticed, that sets him once more apart with Socrates-
his independent daring. For while he could see much
folly and harm in the excessive vogue of Protagorean
disputation, he could make use of its formal precision for
the conduct, in particular, of his terse reflective style. So

again, though he scorned the empty ornamentation with
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which the ' iatrosophists' and others were chiefly busied,
he detected the real merit of the Sicilian devices. He
saw{ that Gorgias and his school were working, in their
gay, inconsiderate success, towards an adaptation of the
charm of poetry to the service of truth and right. As we
follow'ed the gradual formalising of Greek prose, from
the first impress of Ionian speculation to the intricate
frivolities of mere phrase-mongers, we remarked how the
question must have arisen, whether poetic words and
expressions-which had flown of old, and still could fly,
with mysterious potency-might not be tamed and trained
to serve the actual affairs of men. The Euphuist could
only pluck a few of the magic plumes, and strut in
ludicrous glory. But Thucydides was able, and boldly
chose, to summon the powers of poetry to support and
recommend the grave discourse of reason; and thus, in
the figurative and sonorous strength of his language-as
clearly as in his use of digressions and speeches, and in
the sensitive root of his insight-he displays just so
much of the faculty of a poet as may give a rare weight
and value to the witness of historical truth.

The analytical bent of his interest has appeared not
only in the laborious arguments of his speakers but in
his own summary contrasts of leading characters; while
on every page the antithetical encounters of his clauses
attest the profit that his intelligence derived from the
methods of Protagoras and Gorgias. But in the further
contrasts between the styles of particular speakers, and
again, between the exuberant growth of rhetoric and
the steady progress of military and political events, he
seized an opportunity of subtle artistic treatment; so
that-if we have viewed the case correctly-in working
up one typical debate, at a juncture when events were
marching to a large and doubtful issue, he laid on some
colours of eristic disputation to suit the momentary

20-2
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straits of moral dignity. Sophistic studies of the passions
he probably thought impertinent to regular politics and
diplomacy: but here also the schools could help without
hurting his ordinary prose, by directing him to the
luminous force of personification. Another trace of
special treatment is the intonation seemingly concerted
by a metrical chime in occasional groups of clause-
endings; which his later practice, perhaps from the
example of Antiphon, sought to vary. We then argued,
on the question of the text, that the search for these and
even more minute devices can hardly be unimportant, if
it is likely to enlarge our means of recognising the
approach of some deliberate gravity or intensity in the
art of such a finely-gifted observer.

2

As each of these inventions came into view, we cast
a glance at something similar or comparable in the
developement of English prose'. These references have
perhaps suggested already the thorough-going infidelity
of the current translations of the History. None of
these bear traces of any adequate attempt to give
Thucydides his proper rank and significance in literature :
they give hardly a sign of his experimental ardour, as it
appears in the chief varieties of his style. Too con-
stantly the translator has endeavoured to set forth, not
the author's taste and dexterity, but his own. Many
years have passed since Gorgias was compared with our
Euphuists 2 : yet no one has ventured to apply some of
the direct results of our own literary Renaissance to the
rendering of even the most striking differences in the

1 Above, pp. 152 (Fuller); 155 (Hobbes); i88 (Meredith); 208 (Raleigh);
239 (Taylor); 244 (Carlyle).

2 Thompson, Gorgias, 1871, p. 177.
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formal texture of Thucydides'. A version that should
have the continual vigour and occasional crookedness of
Hobbes, but should surpass him in accurate delivery of
both sense and sound, would do much to place the greater
and smaller meanings of the History in their true perspec-
tive. It ought to imitate some 'verbal flourishes which
seem to have little thought behind them ' : but they would
be very few, and there, amid the life and main effort of the
composition, they would have something significant, in
each case, to avow. A fresh enterprise in language may
be expected to admit some idle frills, as well as some
awkward wrinkles, in weaving and stitching the noble
garment. Sir Walter Raleigh, in the Preface to which
we have twice referred 3, falls into a tinkling vanity not
unlike that of the Euphuists :

'To hold the times we have we hold all things
lawfull: and either we hope to hold them for ever; or at
least we hope, that there is nothing after them to be
hoped for.'
Yet he is able to relinquish his work with that apos-
trophe to Death, which any age or nation might be
glad to own. The neat precision of the phrases which
have been already quoted is exchanged for a broader
scheme in the conclusion, most admirably enhancing its
small and simple result:--

1 The choice of generally appropriate language was urged and claimed
by S. T. Bloomfield (Thuc. Transl. 1829, i, p. xii) who stated that he had
'occasionally sought, rather than avoided, the rich, nervous and idiomatical
phraseology of the seventeenth and part of the eighteenth centuries'; and
his practice, though too uniformly relying on the Latin resources of our
language, has made the nearest approach to the quality of the author's more
formal manner. The common neglect of this obvious duty is most glaring
in Jowett's version (1881 and 19oo; see above, p. 241, n. 8): his treatment of
Plato is hardly less damaging to the characteristic styles of speakers in the
Dialogues. Archer-Hind's translation of the Timceus (1888) is an example
of what may be done in the right direction. Cf. the excellent Preface to
Twining's Poetics of Aristotle, 1812.

2 Above, p. 5. pp. 9, 208.
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'Thou hast drawne together all the farre stretched
greatnesse, all the pride, crueltie, and ambition of man,
and covered it all over with these two narrow words,
Hic iacet.'

We may be inclined to chafe at this elegance in
Donne's Meditations upon our Human Conditions'-

' Instantly the taste is insipid and fatuous; instantly
the appetite is dull and desireless; instantly the knees
are sinking and strengthless; and in an instant sleep,
which is the picture, the copy of death, is taken away,
that the original, death itself, may succeed, and that so I
might have death to the life.'
Yet shortly after we come to this 2-

'In the grave I may speak through the stones, in the
voice of my friends, in the accents of those words, which
their love may afford my memory ' ;.
and a hundred reflections might be gathered from his
sermons to show that, besides being, as the judgement of
Ben Jonson averred,' the first poet in the world for some
things",' he is not far from the company of the great masters
of English prose. The sophistic incitement which set him
and other serious writers in the way of formal power
and grace may be illustrated by a passage from Lyly's
encomium of England4 :

'By whose good endeavours vice is punished, virtue
rewarded, peace established, foreign broils repressed,
domestical cares appeased. What nation can of council-
lors desire more? what dominion, that excepted, hath
so much? when neither courage can prevail against their
chivalry, nor craft take place against their counsel, nor
both joined in one be of force to undermine their
country.'

1 1624: the passage is quoted from Alford's ed., 1839, Medit. ii.
2Medit. iii. 3 W. Drummond, Conversations, 1711.
4 Eu kues Glasse for Euro5e, 1580 (ed. Arber, 1868).
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Furthermore, it is precisely the literary aims of the
early Greek sophists that Jeremy Taylor is avowedly
adapting to his purpose when he says'-

'The style that I here use, is according as it happens;
sometimes plain, sometimes closer: the things which I
bring are sometimes new, and sometimes old; they are
difficult and they are easy; sometimes adorned with
cases, and the cases specificated in stories, and some-
times instead of a story I recite an apologue,...and in all
things I mind the matter; and suppose truth alone and
reason and the piety of the decision to be the best
ornament.'

His less methodical writings are full of fresh and
generally happy adventure in systems of sound; the
following may serve as an example

'In him will be found all the riches of gold, the
delightfulness of the meadows, the brightness of the sun,
the pleasantness of music, the beauty of the heavens, the
comfortable smell of amber, the contentedness of all the
senses, and all that can be either admired or enjoyed.'

The lengthy periods of Hooker, a good while before,
had occasionally resorted to a kind of word-play in the
stress of earnest exposition; and this device, as well as
the continual aim of welding a series of points into round
synoptic masses, can offer a comparison with the artistic
effort of Thucydides. But the English divine was far
more prolix, and his habit was rather to repeat a word
for the useful connection of an echo than to drive home
the sharp and gleaming wedge of epigram. Neverthe-
less, his assonant emphasis comes very near at times to
such an effect, as in this part of one ample sentence "-

'When their courts erected for the maintenance of

1 Ductor Dubitantium, 166o, Pref. (Bohn, 1850).
2 Contemplations of the State of Man, 1684, II, 4.
s Eccles. Polit. 1617, VII, xxiv, 7.
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good order, are disordered, when they regard not the
clergy under them, when neither clergy nor laity are kept
in that awe for which this authority should serve,'-
which, as an example of the profit gained for serious art
from a late or current extravagance of conceits, might
be classed with some of the less conscious graces of
Thucydides, as for instance-

KaL dcrTEOavov roV OEocraXwv K ' AOBh7zcww o iroXXoL,
CaVEXOVTo EV'TOL CVT0V aV'O 7Epov aorovPovs.

There are, therefore, abundant patterns and materials

in English prose for the garment in which the History
deserves to be dressed for its full appreciation. Thucyd-
ides might then appear in his proper distinction among
the pioneers of literary art2.

In seeking a true surmise of that position, we have
considered the man as well as his art; remembering that
he must have conversed, not merely with soldiers and
sailors, but with professors, politicians and men of other
businesses more specialised than his own. Our principal
objective has been the literary craftsmanship of Thucyd-

1 Thuc. II, 22. 2. With the wider scope for ornament and epigram
provided by the speeches, it may be interesting to compare the words which
Bunyan, one of the least artificial of our writers, has given to Formalist and
Hypocrisy :-' And besides, so be we get into the way, what's matter which
way we get in?' etc. (Pilgr. Progr. 1678, p. 42).

2 The good results of his plainer and more strenuous antithetical struc-
tures might be illustrated by the following sentences in which Balzac has
contrasted two sorts of young men :-' Si les uns, semblables It des cribles,
regoivent toute esp&ce d'iddes, sans en garder aucune ; ceux-lk les cornm-
parent, et s'assimilent toutes les bonnes. Si ceux-ci croient savoir quelque
chose, ne savent rien et comprennent tout, pr&tent tout a ceux qui n'ont
besoin de rien et n'offrent rien a ceux qui ont besoin de quelque chose; ceux-
l t &udient secretement les pensdes d'autrui, et placent leur argent aussi bien
que leurs folies It gros interts.' (Histoire des Treize, iii.)
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ides : but each advance has manifested the need and use of
connecting his work with the discernible endowments and
tendencies of his mind. Thus we have further allowed
him the aesthetic enjoyment of plays and poetic recitals,
and have extended the reach of his intellect to a foresight
of new eras of civilisation and the demands of foreign
research. It cannot seem accurate now to say that' he
turned away from his main task of narrative to develop
the style of his work as pure literature'.' The prob-
abilities of his daily life in Athens and abroad, the
larger and smaller energies of his language, and the rare
quality of temperament appearing behind his rational as
well as his imaginative powers, all suggest that from an
early stage he was stirred and guided by an ambition of
memorable phrasing and weighty, rather than brilliant,
epigrammatic point. For he seems to have felt that the
conflicting polities of Greece, with all their faults and
disasters, had earned some right to 'the deathless life
that moves and speaks in a deed well told2.' His exile,
it is true, supplied him with new leisure and material for
enabling him to include both speeches and disquisitions:
but, first and always, his aim was to compose a profitable
and lasting record of what was done and said in the
War.

Above all, it is not least to the uncompromising keen-
ness and persistence of his observation that we owe those
vivid glimpses of persons and passions, which are but
the most signal efforts of a linguistic struggle revealed by
some of the smallest sinews of his style. For if he threw
a certain strength of imagination into these efforts, to
provide us with fresh matter for judgement and reflection,
we have noticed how sharply the connection of his periodic

1 Above, p. 13.
2 Pindar, Istk. III, 40 (of 'Homer's praises')-Troro yap Jdvarov C/r^VaEV

Ep7TEL, EL TLS CEL7Ti1 TL.
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systems is distinguished by its intellectual fibre from the
patch-work-bright and entertaining as it often is-of
Gorgias. The same superiority of mind was remarked,
when we traced the sincerity and independence of his
labour alike in the perplexities and the felicities of
particular expressions.

Style, indeed, is like chaff blown about by the wind,
if it be severed, either actually or in critical treatment,
from the thought which has grown with it and within
it to maturity. Because Thucydides has realised so
suddenly this relation between the two, and has felt the
need of modifying his tone along with the different
humours and movements through which his readers are
to be carried, it is right to assign him a place of unique
importance in the history of letters. If, on the larger lines
of his method, the military annals and the imaginative
rhetoric have severally risked our blame, it is the duty of
sound criticism to estimate his whole intention, after care-
fully watching the procedure of his work. His building
is not to be classified merely by the pattern on the
floor, or by the carving on the pediment. There can
be no single description of his architecture. Fabric and
form are varied to interpret the life of his world. Hence
it is rarely possible to be sure that any meaning which
we may fairly elicit therefrom is not an effect of his
conscious design. His own conception of the History
makes him appear almost Roman in his reliance on the
power and dignity of literature; more than Roman,
however, in his hope that the book will be, not so much
a triumphal arch left agape at the wastes of time, as a
stately palace wherein civic and national emotions are to
be seen assembled for the parliament of truth.
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